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PREFACE. 

i) Niet composition of this book has been extended, by inter- 
ruptions arising from my health or other causes, over 

some fifteen years. More than once it has been brought near to 
completion. I hope and believe that it has gained in maturity ; 
but it may retain some traces of discontinuity, which, if) found, 
the facts will explain. 

The books which I have most used are the editions of the 
play by Paley, by Mr A. Sidgwick, and by Prof. N. Wecklein, 
both his critical edition and that with explanatory notes. ~ 

Much is due to periodical publications, especially to papers 

by Dr W. Headlam. Obligations, so far as I am aware of them, 

are acknowledged in their place; but I am conscious of debts 

not traceable. 

Many of my own scattered publications I have adapted or 

modified without notice. In particular, I have not remarked on 

the frequent disagreement between this book and the ‘acting 

edition’ of the play, which I made when it was performed at 

Cambridge in 1885. The requirements of that occasion will 

account for any divergence. 

More perhaps than to any book, or as much, I am indebted 

to conversations, especially with colleagues in Trinity College 

or in Cambridge. I am certain, for instance, that to the late 

Mr R. A. Neil of Pembroke College I owe many hints and 

corrections, though not one can I definitely refer to him. 

Sir Richard Jebb also must have left traces of this kind upon 

my work, and others, both lost and living, whom I cannot 

distinguish. 
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One such case, however, I am bound to specify. With 

Miss J. E. Harrison, during the composition of her Prolegomena 

to Greek Mythology and at other times, I have so constantly 

discussed both her work and my own, that to disentangle her 

contributions, where my subject overlaps, is altogether im- 

possible. 

The commentary on the Eumenides by the late Prof. Blass 

did not become accessible till most of this book was in print. 

In these circumstances, proper estimation and incorporation being 

impossible, I have not consulted his book, but shall of course 

consult it carefully, if I should have an opportunity of revision. 

This, though unfortunate for me, is of the less importance, inas- 

much as my work would in no case pretend to finality. <A final 

‘Aeschylus’ is perhaps hardly to be desired. We are at all 

events far from it at present. Everything in this book, especially 

what may be new, is propounded simply as matter for con- 

sideration. 

To the scholarship and experience of Mr M. A. Bayfield, 

who has helped me in the reading of proofs, I owe many 

valuable suggestions. And once more I must repeat my acknow- 

ledgments to the staff of the University Press. 

.|W. V. 
é 

TRINITY COLLEGE, CAMBRIDGE, 

January, 1908. 
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INTRODUCTION. 

In turning from the Agamemnon and the Choephori to the third 

play of the Orestean trilogy, the Eumenides, exposition enters upon 

easier ground. Whatever be the cause and true explanation, the 

first two plays now present, in the story and structure, difficulties which 

cannot be ignored. In story and structure the third is comparatively 

and even positively clear. On the other hand, while the facts and 

conceptions actually here presented by the dramatist offer happily little 

occasion or room for dispute, the history of those conceptions, the 

enquiry into the sources of the drama, presents questions not merely 

difficult but, upon the existing evidence, insoluble. This enquiry 
therefore, which, however interesting and important in itself, is, for 

the reader of Aeschylus, secondary and not essential, we will sharply 

separate and postpone, taking first the story of Aeschylus, and adding 

afterwards what is necessary to be said respecting its origin or origins. 

Such a separation is perhaps specially desirable in the present state 

of research, when, in the legitimate and successful pursuit of enquiries 

into the dark places of prehistoric times, we may easily forget that 

literary documents, which happen to serve this purpose, are not to 

be construed as if this had been the design of their authors. If the 

book of Genesis had disappeared after the seventeenth century, 

information about the story of the Fall, of great importance to 

scientific history, might probably have been obtained, by careful 

application of the comparative method, from Paradise Lost. But 

what should we make of Paradise Lost, if we were to assume that 

Milton understood his original as it is now interpreted by science, 

and that everything, of which traces may be found in the poem, was 

present to the mind of the poet? Very similar is the relation of 

Aeschylus to the extremely ancient story, which, in the Lumenzdes, 

he has used for the exposition of thoughts not ancient, but new, 

original, and his own. In his work, as in Milton’s, science may find 
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traces of much which, in all probability, he did not even perceive, 
and in which, if he did perceive it, he certainly took no interest. 

All such elements we, as readers of Aeschylus, must, in the first 

instance, resolutely eliminate and ignore. We are to look steadily 

for the thought of the poet, and to interpret his play, so far as possible, 

solely by itself. 
, 

The Story of Aeschylus. 

The Choephori closes in a sort of moral bankruptcy. The house of 

Atreus has presented in successive generations a series of terrible 

deeds, each provoking the next,—Atreus and Thyestes, Agamemnon 

Aegisthus and Clytaemnestra, Aegisthus Clytaemnestra and Orestes. 

The last of these, the vengeance taken By Orestes upon the murderers 

of his father, has been accomplished not merely with the sanction, but 

upon the command, and even under the threats, of the Delphian 

Apollo. Here therefore, it might be hoped, is something final, 

‘something absolute, purely and divinely just. Yet it is not so. Though 

the deed of Orestes, as presented by Aeschylus, has every excuse which 

the poet could devise,—the mother being not only an adulteress, a 

traitor, and a murderess, but also, a stain scarcely less black to Greek 

eyes, a ‘tyrant’, the usurper of a throne and destroyer of a free govern- 

ment, and Orestes himself being the lawful and only possible deliverer 

of his country,—yet for all this the matricide finds it almost impossible 

to overcome his contrary instinct. No sooner is the thing done than 

“his doubts return with such force as to dethrone his reason. And what 

is more than all, if the excuses have a superhuman sanction in the 

command of Delphi, so are the doubts divinely enforced by the 

Erinyes, the pursuers, seen (in the Choephori) by his eye alone, who 

chase him finally from the scene. ‘What then’, it is sadly asked, 

‘what after all is Orestes? Is he bringer of deliverance, or of death? 

And where, oh where, shall a peaceful close be found ?’ 

The Choephori thus revives and emphasizes the painful question,, 
‘the burden of the mind ’, propounded in the opening of the Agamemnon? 

and familiar to earnest and resolute thinkers in all ages. Confronted 

‘constantly with cases of conduct, upon which we can give no sentence 
with absolute satisfaction, upon what can we repose, or how do we know 
that there is any right at all? ‘Zeus’, it is there answered, is the only. 
means by which the burden can be put off: that is to say, in later but 

1 wv. 170 foll. 
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not essentially different phrase, it must be by an act of faith in God. 
In the same spirit, but more joyously and triumphantly, the present 

, drama solves the case of Orestes, or, to speak more properly, declares it 
to be solved in the sight of Eternal Justice, by conducting us to a final 
scene of reconciliation, in which, under the sanction of Zeus, all the 
parties to the divine dispute, the pursuing no less than the protecting 
deities, are shown to be absolutely content. 

But the manner in which this conclusion is reached brings into view 
a new subject not less interesting to the audience, and perhaps to the 
dramatist, than the religious solution of the trilogy. Orestes, by direction 
of Apollo, repairs ; to Athens and puts himself in -the-hands-of the patton 

. goddess Athena. She invents for this occasion a new institution, the 
Civic court of justice, and the method of trial by jury, the conventional 
basis of civic liberty and order. Upon this basis she founds the court 
of Areopagus, the most venerable of Athenian institutions. By a trial, 
conducted in Athenian form, with Athena as president and Apollo as 
counsel for the defence, it is decided that the defendant shall be set at 
liberty. The Erinyes, who are compelled to be prosecutors, reject this 
solution (with much reason) as arbitrary and anarchic. In their view, 
from an absolute point of view, it is no justice at all. But they are 

persuaded by Athena not only to acquiesce in the verdict, but also to 

accept a home in the city and the guardianship of the new institution. 
Thus the peace in Heaven is accompanied by a peace upon earth, and 

with the claims of the poet’s mystical religion are satisfied also those 

of Athenian patriotism. 

These purposes (let us at once observe) are combined, but are not 

confused. Aeschyius was not so shallow in thought and feeling as to 

offer, by way of key to the enigma of moral responsibility, or even as 

an absolute decision of right in the special case, the opinion of a jury. 

The jury of his play, being equally divided, gives on the merits no 
decision at all; and the practical result, the discharge of Orestes, is 

allowed to appear as what in such a case it must be, a mere accident 

of place, form, and circumstance. What is important, and solely im, 

portant, from a religious and speculative point of view, is the final 

acquiescence of the opposing gods, the conversion of the Erinyes ; 

and if the reason of the solution is to be found anywhere, it must 

be sought in the grounds of this conversion,—a point which we will | 

consider in its place. But, whether grounded or not grounded upon | 

reason, the impressive and affecting harmonies of the final scene 

declare that a solution exists, and that, after the long agitations of the 

story, we may depart in peace. 
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The play is divided into three parts, acts, or scenes. 

I. (vv. 1—234). Orestes, pursued by the Erinyes to Delphi, has 

received from Apollo, while the pursuers sleep, the rite of ceremonial 

purgation. He is dismissed by the god to accomplish a long course 
of persecution and wandering, which is to end in a trial at Athens. The 
Erinyes are roused by the ghost of Clytaemnestra, and after a furious 

altercation with Apollo, follow in pursuit, 

II. (vv. 235568). Orestes, after great sufferings, has arrived at 
Athens, where the Erinyes also immediately appear. Orestes invokes 

the protection of Athena, who presently arrives, and decides to remit 

the case to a new, but permanent, tribunal which she will establish, 

a jury-court of Athenian citizens. The Erinyes, over-awed, consent to 
be prosecutors; but when the goddess has departed to make the 

necessary arrangements, they vent their real feelings in a withering 

denunciation of the new justice and its proposed organ. 

III. (vv. 569—the end). ‘The trial (to v. 780), and the con- 
version of the Erinyes. The court being met under the presidency of 

Athena, Apollo suddenly appears as advocate and witness. The case 

is argued, and the jury being equally divided, the defendant (in ac- 

cordance with the previous declaration of Athena in view of that 

possible case) is discharged. Apollo disappears, and Orestes departs 

for Argos. The Erinyes for some time rage implacably, but presently, 

being convinced by the goddess, accept the offer of an abode in 

Athens, which is indicated to be a certain cave-sanctuary, appropriated 

by tradition to deities called the Semnai Theai. After solemnly blessing 
the city in a series of hymns, they are conducted to the sanctuary by 

the goddess and the assembled citizens. 

It is not necessary, even for a modern reader, that these scenes 

shotld be introduced by any prefatory exposition in detail. With such 

interpretation as can conveniently be given in notes, they explain 

themselves, and for the most part with singular clearness. Here we 

shall call attention only to a few particular points. 

The first scene opens with a prayer for blessing by the Pythian 
prophetess, who is about to enter the Delphian temple for the purpose 
of receiving consultants. This prayer is one of the most remarkable 

documents concerning the history of Greek religion, which have come 
down to us, and strikingly illuminates the relation of Aeschylus to the 

popular beliefs of his time. It is severely formal, and insists chiefly 
on a distinction, alleged to be founded upon the history of the oracle,: 

between possessors of the place, past or present, who receive ‘petitions’ 
(cdxaé), and other divinities connected with the place, who demand 
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rather ‘mention’ (Adyo.). The apparently needless emphasis of this 
distinction is suspicious, the more so as on certain points the statement 
is expressly polemical and contradictory to some assumed opponent. 

The truth is that the whole is fictitious, inconsistent with the cult, the 

practices, and the genuine legends of Delphi. These, as ill-suited to 

the religious conceptions of Aeschylus, and especially to the kind of 

religion preached in the Lumenides, he excludes by a composition 

of his own, being, like his contemporary Pindar, still_sufficiently 

interested in legends to, desire their improvement. The tendency | 

of Aeschylus was to evolve from the chaotic pantheon a virtual 

monotheism by the subordination of all and everything to ‘Zeus’, 
whose name is his nearest expression for what is now meant by 

*God’. In the ELumenides the whole religious system, the attitude 

‘of Apollo and Athena, and above all the great peace, ‘the alliance - 

of Zeus and Fate’, to which as by a climax the whole ascends, 

depend upon this conception and presuppose it. Manifestly it is a 

conception which does not favour, and never would have created, 

such an institution as a local oracle, nor can even be reconciled with it, 

except upon the condition that the wisdom there delivered shall not 

belong essentially to the place of consultation, but shall proceed, 

immediately or by a deputy, from the only source of wisdom, the 

supreme ruler of the world. Accordingly Aeschylus, being compelled, 

by prescription of legend, to find for Delphi a prominent place in his 

story, is above all things careful to assure us that Delphi is an oracle 

of this kind: it is merely a place where, by accident rather than choice, 

and certainly not from necessity, Apollo, through the mouth of the 

prophetess, ‘speaks for’ his father Zeus. This conception of the 

oracle was not novel, but it was modern; and Aeschylus evidently 

doubted whether it was, for his purpose, sufficiently accepted and 

established. And no wonder; for in fact and in history Delphi was 
nothing of the sort. The oracle was really based upon theories of 
divinity and of inspiration far more primitive and pagan than those 
of the poet; and its practices were not really explicable except upon 
those theories which he rejected. The source of inspiration was not 

Zeus, but a certain hole or depression in the earth; the instrument was 

not Apollo, but a woman, who sat in this place and thereby received 

* became possessed by its supposed influences. As to any deeper 

lanation, the Delphian legends recognised in the dim past, and 

‘less with general truth, the succession or conflict of several 

3, various, but none of them acceptable to Aeschylus. At one 

th itself was the oracular deity, at another the Water under the 
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earth, personified by the name of Poseidon,—whose former occupation 

of the oracle was commemorated by an altar in the sanctuary and said. 

to have been terminated by arrangement, Poseidon having been bought 
out by the grant of the island of Calaureia. Some early and heretical 

spiritualist seems even to have advocated the claims of the abstraction 

‘Themis’ or ‘Right’. But far more important than these, and more 
deeply impressed upon the cult, were the ideas connected with the 

name of ‘Bromios’ or Bacchus, an occupant never evicted, not even 

by Apollo himself. He shared the temple, of which one pediment 

presented Apollo and the other Bacchus; he shared the sacred 

calendar. The ‘possessed’ woman, whose mediation was the most 

remarkable feature of the oracular function, is a characteristic, generally 

speaking, not of Apolline religion but of Bacchic, and was probably 

derived from it. At Delphi, as elsewhere, the worship of Bacchus, 

which in its pure form was inconsistent with Greek paganism and 

rebellious against it, was believed, and probably with truth, to have 

been introduced by invasion, an invasion of spiritual rather than 

temporal arms, which triumphed through the conversion of the women. 

Between the spiritual doctrines of the Bacchant and that simple notion 

which placed’ deity in the earth, an accommodation was found by 

the supposition that Bacchus possessed and filled with inspiration the 

sacred place and mountain itself. As for Apollo, the legends, with 

perfect candour, gave him for what he probably was, a conquerer from 

the north, a martial deity, who by the might of his bow acquired the 
sanctuary as he acquired the country, who ‘slew the snake which 

guarded Earth’s oracle’, and thenceforward, though not without some 

violence and bargaining, relegated Earth and all other claimants to 

exclusion or a subordinate place*. Nor does he seem to have done 

this, according to the original conception, in the interest or even under 

the sanction of Zeus, At least, if that was so, it is hard to understand 

why the cult of Zeus, even when, by the efforts of Aeschylus, his prede- 

cessors, and his successors, it had become the very key-stone of the 

Greek pantheon, had still in the actual practices of Delphi so little 
prominence®. The fact seems rather to be that Apollo, when he 

1 Eur. ph. TZ. 1243. stood in the temple, apparently in the 
2 Eur. dc. pronaos. This connexion accounts f 
* The object with which the name of the prominence given to the omphalos 

Zeus was connected, when a place for it our poet, from whose account it v 
became necessary, seems to have been be supposed that this was the 
the omphalos or Holy Stone, with its important feature of the place 
mysterious eagles, which in the fifth also in Pindar (Pyth. 4. 3) w 
century (if we may so far trust Aeschylus) attempt so to treat the omph’ 
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captured the oracle, was, for the warriors who installed him there, an 
independent deity, whose affiliation to Zeus, if recognised at all, was 
not yet of any importance. 

Such was the promising material with which, at the principal 

sanctuary of Greek religion, harmonizers like Aeschylus had to deal. 

His method is bold, magnificent, and simple. Apollo, subject to Zeus, 

is the sole oracular deity and sole possessor; everyone else, without 

the least regard to fact or tradition, is ignored or thrust out. For 

obvious reasons ‘he is especially anxious to eliminate Poseidon and 

Bacchus, and the purpose of the formal division between possessors 

and non-possessors of the sanctuary is simply to assert that these two 

were not what in fact they notoriously were. It is not surprising to see 

that the poet himself had some doubt as to the acceptance which he 

should find with the pious. As for Earth and her family, since these 

were deities older than Zeus, it was not impossible to give them a 

place, as predecessors of Apollo, provided that there was no conflict, 

either between themselves or with their successor, and provided also 

(this is the essential matter) that the soil which they convey to him. 

shall not be represented as the source and necessary condition of the 

oracular function. The practice and belief of Delphi proclaimed that 

it was such a condition, and are on no other hypothesis intelligible. 
The prophetess of Aeschylus nevertheless declares the contrary, and 

leaves us to account as we can for the existence of herself and her seat. 

Profane history, if it conflicts with the intended harmony, fares no 

better than sacred. The possession of the oracle had been the subject 

of conflicts which were by no means legendary, which, when Aeschylus 

was young, were within the memory of living men. It is by no accident 

that the ancient names of Pytho and Crisa find no place in this 

modern-antique picture. We see that this is no accident, when we 
observe the way in which the poet suggests, without asserting, that 

the place to which Apollo came was called De/phi; “and he was 

received with much honour by the people, and dy Delphos, the king 

and governor of the land”. The people who possessed and managed 

the sanctuary of Pytho (not Delphi) were, as Aeschylus and everyone 

make Apollo secondary: there the pro- 
phetess is ‘she who sits by the golden 
eagles of Zeus’, and Apollo, when she 
prophesies, is said merely ‘not to be 
absent’. How little these notions were 
supported by the real and permanent 
instincts of Delphi appears when we find 
that in the time of Pausanias (2nd century 

Vv. E. f 

A.D.) the omphalos is 4 mere curiosity, 
and apparently is not even within the 
building. The ‘tripod’ of the prophetess 
is never named by Aeschylus, not even in 

the prologue to the Zumenides, where it 

is not easily veiled; see v. 29. The 
existence of it would alone refute his 
representation of the oracle and its theory. 

é 

Yy 
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knew, Cvisaeans (not Delphians), until, in the sixth century B.c., a 
confederacy, of which Athens was a member, for certain pious reasons, 

among which the desire to imitate and rival Olympia seems to have 

been the most conspicuous, dispossessed the Crisaeans and destroyed 

their city, handing over the oracle to new managers, who, among other 

things, ‘restored’, remodelled, and practically founded the Pythian 
Games. Of the town and name of Delphi all that can be said with 
certainty is that it was not primitive ; it seems to have first risen into 
prominence after and in connexion with this very revolution. But 

Aeschylus will recognise no revolutions, and carries back the Delphian 

name by implication to the earliest times. The place itself, though 

mentioned repeatedly both in this play and in the Choephori, he 

contrives never to name at-all; and the name of Crisa also is avoided 

in the Choephori, not without some difficulty and consequent obscurity’, 

as it is here. Delos on the other hand, the religious centre in some 

sense of the Athenian empire, and Athens itself, assume in the primaeval 

antiquities of the realm of ‘Delphos’ an importance which appears to 

be wholly fictitious and partly invented by the poet himself. 
These observations however in no way diminish, but rather increace, 

‘the admiration due to this prayer as a composition. Aeschylus himself 

is perhaps nowhere more stately, religious, and impressive. 

The second speech of the prophetess, when she has entered and 

reissued from the temple (vv. 34—63), is designed partly to make a 

link with the close of the Choephori, by showing that Orestes has 

received? from Apollo the ceremonial purgation which was promised®. 

As to the scope of this rite the Awmenides is clear; it is necessary to 

make the homicide a safe associate for other men, and specially to 

admit him to contact with persons. and things religious ; but it effects 

no more, and even this effect must be proved, it would seem, if not 

completed, by long and expiatory wandering’; The Erinyes take no 

other notice of it than to taunt Apollo with the pollution which he 
and his house have contracted; and neither by Apollo, by Athena, 
nor by Orestes himself is it treated as terminating or diminishing his 
moral responsibility. Doubtless if we could trace back the history of 
the rite, we should arrive at a time when it was far more important, and 
the homicide, who had poisoned to himself tke soil of his home with 
‘kindred blood’, obtained all that he needed or could obtain, if he 

1 See Cho. 670 foll. and notes there. technical name (mposrpom) of the rite. | 
2 See on vu. 40 foll. See on Zum. 205 etc. “4 
3 Cho, 1036, where épéoriov and rpa- 4 See especially vv. 284, 285. 

mécOat point to the conditions and 
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found elsewhere a householder to re-admit him to human society. 
But such a view would cut away the ground from the story of 
Aeschylus, in which the ‘purgation’ is a survival and has little reality, 
though he seems to intimate nevertheless that it was, or ought to be, 
demanded as a preliminary to trial before the court of Areopagus’. 

Finally the prophetess describes, in order to stimulate. the curiosity 
of the audience, the strange and enigmatical figures. of the Erinyes, 
whom she has seen sleeping in the temple. For these an outward 
habit and artistic type seems to have been now first invented or fixed 
by the dramatist himself. 

In the dismissal of Orestes by Apollo (vv. 64—93), the chief point | 
is the indication that the wanderings and sufferings of the pursued, 
before he reaches Athens, are to be long and severe®.. Why this is to 
be is never explained, and perhaps might have been difficult to explain; 
but the fact is important to the colour of the drama, even more so than 
is commonly recognised. Aeschylus, it is plain, was not without appre- ° 

hension that in his day the acquittal of a matricide by a criminal court, 

however warranted by tradition, might not, in the light of the theatre, 

prove a subject sympathetic to the audience. \ He shared in fact, 

though with a difference, the feelings which shape the Z/ectva and 

Orestes of Euripides*. He is therefore anxious that his Orestes, though 
finally released, shall undergo everything that is consistent with this 

conclusion, and in fact seems to indicate that the fugitive, when the 

course is at last over, reaches Athens barely alive. This however 

depends partly upon the interpretation and supposed *action of the 

scene in which he arrives, and is discussed in the notes there’, On ~ 

the other hand, it is remarkable that, in the trial, the fact that the 

accused, whatever he has done, has horribly suffered, is never noticed 

at all. Logic demands this, for the issue is, as we shall see, whether 

the crime of Orestes is wader any circumstances and upon any con- 

siderations remissible, the Erinyes contending that it is not. But we 

may doubt whether in practice even the Areopagus could or would 

have maintained the abstract severity of reason with which Aeschylus 

characteristically invests it. 

The awakening of the Bune by the stioit of Clytaemnestra and 

their entrance upon the scene’, though admirable in expression and 
4 

1 wy, 441—456. 2 wy. 75—78.-*" in which Orestes is something different 
® Sophocles in his Evectra defies. and from an ordinary human being. 

extrudes the difficulty, but in a manner * See especially vv. 245 foll. 

not open to Aeschylus. He has no 5 The stage-arrangements are discussed 

Areopagus to deal with, and can assume below in a separate section on the 

a purely ideal state of society and feeling —_sceriery. 

b2 
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imaginative power, do not affect the general issue and may. here be 

assed over. The invective of Apollo against the Erinyes (vv. 179— 

{ 97) directs our attention to the antipathy between the Olympians, who 

ire supposed to have recently acceded to power, and the older gods ; 

an antipathy which appears also, though tempered by more self-control 

and (we can use no other expression) by better manners, in the first 

interview between the Erinyes and Athena’, and prepares us by 

contrast for the harmonies of the final reconciliation. It is by no 

means the purpose of the play to present even Athena, much less 

Apollo, as perfect. They are but representatives, and imperfect, of 

the absent and unseen Father; and if they are not precisely human, 

neither are they, in the sense which the word now carries, divine. We 

want, and Aeschylus wanted, some distinction here, with which the later 

pagan daemonology, and the mediaeval, would have supplied him. 

But if incomplete in terms, he makes himself, by dramatic symbols, 

sufficiently and indeed vividly comprehensible. 

The Act concludes with an altercation between Apollo and the 

Erinyes, which deserves particular attention as first propounding the 

issue between these future adversaries in the cause, a point upon which 

the play as a whole is clear and consistent. The opposition, as we 

should now describe it, is between a ‘legal’ and an * equitable’ view,— 

using these words of course in a popular not a technical sense. The 

Erinyes are the implacable executors of a narrow but absolute rule. 

They punish ‘homicides’’; but homicide has for them peculiar limita- 

tions. The persons in whom they are principally interested are firstly 

parents (roxées), and secondly éévo., Aospites, those who stand to one 

another in the relation of hospitality as guest and host®. These per- | 

sons must be absolutely respected ; impiety against these is inevitably 

punished both in this world and the next. It is evident that these 
requirements do in fact represent the minimum of personal protection 

with which a human society could exist, not a civic society, a city, but a 

rudimentary society of independent households. With the sanctity of 

the parent (but nothing less) household-government is possible; with 

that of the xezos (but nothing less) intercourse between households is 

1 wy. 409 foll. 
2 Bporoxrovoivras, v. 424. 
3 oy. 270, 271 4 eévov...4 rojas 

pidous, vv. 552 foll. roxéwy oédBas...xal 

however introduces an idea so foreign to 
the rest of the play that we can hardly 
believe it correct. See note there.) In 

wv. 356 foll. they use language which 
Eevoriwous dwudrwv émistpopds. (The 

first passage, as commonly interpreted, 

would add to these the general punish- 
ment of offences against ‘a god’. This 

might include all members of a family, 
and in wv. 335 foll. terms at least as 
large as the Bporoxrovobyras of v. 424. 

See hereafter. ‘ 
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possible. There is a certain severitf and simplicity in the idea, which 
appeals to the imagination, and justifies it for a poetical and dramatic 

purpose, whether it answers or not t& any historical reality,—respecting 

which, as matter of fact, Aeschylus, who totally transfigures and mis- 

represents such history as was actually within his reach, cannot have 

been curious to enquire: history is, for him, a mere symbol of his own 
thoughts, a fact which we must clearly realise and steadily bear in mind. 

But however limited, the justice of ‘the Erinyes is absolute, certain, and 

implacable: Kupsov péver rédos, the end is absolutely sure’. To illustrate 

this point particularly is feedless, as everything said and done by the 

t 

Chorus, up to the ‘moment of their conversion, is designed to enforce it. . 

He that becomes liable to the vengeance of the Erinyes can ever know 

any peace. Chased by their terrors from every human abode, he must 

wander and pine, till he yields to the fiends the last drop of his life- 

blood and is haled to fresh torments below’. 

play, are seen to be at issue (always until their conversion) with the new 

kind of justice, the kind adapted and necessary for a civic community, 
which is instituted by Athena with the complicity and foreknowledge® of 

Apollo. Aeschylus, who has an extraordinary power of striking down 

to the roots of things, has so dealt with his material as to expose a 

fundamental problem of life, one of those profound and insoluble 

difficulties which are the very basis of tragic thought and tragic 

emotion. What zs the justice of a tribunal? The Erinyes object to 

the very notion of a tribunal, as applied to an offence within their 

purview. ‘The thing is impossible’*. A trial implies the possibility 

of pardon ; and the admission to trial of a matricide,. who is iso. facto 

unpardonable, is in itself an outrage. It brings ‘the House of Justice’ 

to the ground’, It is to say that there are no principles at all, that 

‘remedy is uncertain’, mere matter of fluctuating opinion. The nature 

of an Athenian court, with a jury, generally a very large jury, not guided 

by expert direction, was specially exposed to this objection ; but it can 

be brought to bear, by choosing suitable circumstances, against any 

tribunal howsoever constituted. Yet the position of the Erinyes, that 

some acts are absolutely unpardonable, so that no consideration of 

circumstances is admissible, is equally insecure; and the case of Orestes 

1 y, 546. See also vv. 384 foll., and 4 y, 261, the whole ode vv. 493 foll., 

the Erinyes passim. and passim. 

2 See especially vv. 258—271. 5 uv. 519. 

3 wy. 81, 224. 6 dxea ob BéBata, V. 509. 

is 
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aptly brings out the weakness of it. Instinct revolts against the doctrine 
that such a case, with all its qualifications, is determined, as the Erinyes 

contend, by the mere statement that the man took the life of his 

mother’. 
This antithesis of principles, which is as disquieting and perplexing 

now as it was in the fifth century B.c., though we should doubtless 

choose a different set of facts for the illustration of it,—this, and not any 

mere conflict of laws, is the subject of the Humenzdes. Whatever may 

have been the origin of the legend, we do not find in this play the 

precise reflexion of any temporary or historical dispute, any particular 

contest of positive codes. The contending powers have a strong dose of 

humanity, and, like other disputants, they say some things, for the pur- 

pose of the moment, to which they do not consistently adhere. Apollo, 

for example, when pressed and embarrassed by the shrewd fencing of 

his adversaries, suddenly propounds, with the audacity of an advocate, a 

theory of parentage and of filial obligation? which, if true, would make - 

every part of the Ovestea incomprehensible, not excepting the conduct 

of Apollo himself. And similarly the Erinyes choose to assume upon 

occasion, that homicide is criminal only as between kindred *, although 

such a theory would annihilate their solemn and repeated declarations © 

that a xezos, a guest or host, is sacred and inviolable as such. But 

these incidents affect the main issue not at all. To this it matters not 

how the Erinyes define crime or define homicide ; nor does it appear 

“that Aeschylus was at the pains to provide them with a definition. The 

-essence of their case is this: the act of Orestes, being, upon their view 

and upon all views, a crime, is therefore, in their view, uxpardonable. , 

Right, they maintain, must be absolute and cannot bear exceptions. 

Of perfect right and eternal justice this, it would seem, should be true. 

And yet, if we build upon this basis, any scheme of law, any whatever, 

that can be shaped in human thought and stated in human words, may, 

by the suitable choice of a hard case, be proved liable to the reproach 

of Apollo, that it is not impartial but ‘here exceeding scrupulous and 
there more indulgent in demand’4, 

But yet again, if all is a question of circumstances, votes, and opinions, 
if any and every act is pardonable upon considerations which cannot be 
defined, then surely, as the Erinyes say, ‘Right is a building which falls’. 
This, and no shallower dispute, is the issue raised by the play as a whole, 
and supposed to be in some way determined, for the quieting of anxious 
minds, when the Erinyes make peace with Athena and become patrons 
of the Areopagus. 

1 oy, 425—430. 2 ov, 661 foll. 3 wy. 212, 608. 4 wy. 222, 223. 
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More especially perhaps, for reasons which will appear when we 
come to investigate the antecedents of the story, must we guard 
against supposing that, for Aeschylus, the issue is between theories 
_of kinship, or between the claims of father and mother. The legend 
may have once had such a colour; but if this be so, and if (which 
does not appear) Aeschylus was aware of it, he has deliberately 
changed the colour and the significance. Whatever his Erinyes may 
be, they are not the advocates of the mother as against the father. 

In the plainest words, again and again, they tell us that both 

the parents, both father and mother’, are under their protection. 

Of the mother they speak more often, because it is a matricide 
whom they now pursue; but nowhere is there on their part a hint 

of any difference between the parental claims. Indeed, as Aeschylus 

represents the matter, the converse case, a mother avenged by her 

son upon a wicked father, would have raised the same issue and 

might have lea to the same result. The attitude of Delphi, of the 

Erinyes, of the jury, might have been just what it is in the case of 

Orestes. Apollo, under duress, might then have pretended to prove 

that the father is no parent, and might use for this purpose the very 

same fallacious analogy which he actually directs against the mother’. 

Only the president of the court must happen to be some one (let 

us say Hera, instead of Athena) with a personal prejudice cae¢eris 

paribus in favour of mothers® Change only this accident, by placing 

the trial (let us say) at Argos instead of at Athens, and the patricide 

might be discharged, upon an equal division of the jury, as the 

matricide now is, and to the equal indignation of the prosecutors ; 

while the appeasement and conversion of these prosecutors, the crown 

of the Zumenides as it actually stands, might be transferred to the 

play so altered without the alteration of a word. So different is the 

problem, as viewed by Aéschylus, from a dispute about the notion 

of kinship and the constitution of the family. What vestiges of such 

a conception may remain in his treatment will come to be considered 

hereafter. 
In the opening of the Seccnd Act and the arrival at Athens 

(vv. 235 foll.), we should notice the stress which is laid upon the 

long agony which Orestes has suffered in the interval, and its terrible 

effect. Naturally this would be expressed chiefly by the action, but 

it is written also in the words. His pollution, he says pathetically, 

s ‘fresh no more, but dull, ay worn withal’4. The pursuers seem 

1 See especially vz. 516 fall. 3 See vv. 739—741- 
2 wy. 661 foll. : 4 y, 238. 

* 
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instantly to expect the last horrible close, when they will drain his 

life-blood ; and they add, with ‘fierce mockery, that exhausted as he 

already is, he will scarce supply the draught’. Bleeding also he is, 
and for this reason comparable to a wounded fawn’, a figure which 

would not be justified by the supposition. (were we at liberty to 
make it) that, either literally, or mystically and to the apprehension 
of the pursuers, he still drips with the blood of his murdered mother. 
And indeed this conception, though familiar by frequent repetition in 

commentary, and perhaps, to a modern judgment, poetical, seems little 

suited to the sober imagination of Attica. It is at all events not 
countenanced by Aeschylus, and may be exchanged without loss for 

the additional touch, given by a simpler interpretation, to the picture 

of the agonizing fugitive. That picture, we may well suppose, is not 

altogether imaginary. In the conditions of the ancient world, even 

in the fifth century, the physical sufferings of those exiled, like Orestes, 

‘for cause of blood’, must sometimes have been dreadful beyond 

thought, both in the continuance and in the end; and it is likely that 

Aeschylus had seen wanderers dying and dead, who offered models 

only too apt for the atrocities of the Choephori* and the Eumenides. 

The state of Orestes, as shown in this scene, should not be forgotten 

in connexion with the question (discussed hereafter under the head 

of the scenery and stage-arrangements, and in the note at v. 568) 

what interval is to be supposed between the Second Act and the Third 

(the trial), how that interval is indicated, and what is supposed to 

happen. 

The invocation of Athena by Orestes (vv. 246 foll.) first brings 

into view the connexion of the play with the foreign relations of Athens, 

then (458 B.c.) at the height of her imperial strength and expectations. 

In the concatenation and system of this novel power, by which au- 

tonomy, as was hoped, was to be reconciled with subordination, .the 

poet seems to have perceived a certain analogy to that harmony of 

opposite principles by which he himself would resolve the eternal and 

celestial problem of justice. ‘This thought emerges clearly in the ode 

which follows (wv. 363), the ‘binding spell’, chanted by the Chorus 

over their expected victim, while the goddess is flying home from the 

Troad. Here Aeschylus has put forth all his strength, and the drama 

ascends to its full height. The theme is the absolute and unchallenge- 
able rights of the Erinyes within their sphere, and the certainty of their 
execution. What is their sphere, remains, as before, not clear; but 

1 wv. 264 foll., 299 foll. 5 See especially Cho. 268—295. 
2 vy, 248. As to v. 230, see note there. 
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(doubtless with a view to the play’s conclusion) their scope is expanded 
so as to cover at least all bloodshed, and even all wilful wrong-doing?. 
The dramatic effects of rhythm, especially in the eszymmnia or ‘ burdens’, 
surpass perhaps even those of the Parodos, and are the acme of art in 
this kind’. 

Athena, having arrived, proceeds to an enquiry, and in fact, from 
this point to the end of the trial, acts as an Athenian magistrate (in 
the Areopagus, the Archon Basileus); ascertaining the existence and 

nature of the cause, assembling the court, and presiding there. Reasons 

are given elsewhere® for thinking that, in the case of the Areopagus, 

the Archon, like Athena, selected the persons, of course Areopagites, 

who for the occasion should be jurors. With a view to the sequel, it 

should be noted that the reference to a jury, and indeed all the pro- 

ceedings, take place without any real consent on the part of the 

pursuers, who at the first opportunity express their opinion of them, 

with plainness and energy. 

An important passage is that (vv. 473492) in which Athena 

announces her intention to found the new tribunal. She here solemnly 

repudiates, as unfit for her nature, the function of judge in such a 

question. This view, which Aeschylus propounds not in obedience 

but in contradiction to the famous and respected religious legends of 

Athens, must have been consistent, in his opinion, with the part in the 

trial which is assigned to the goddess by himself. This has often been 

pointed out, but even now the force and weight of the proposition 

are perhaps not always sufficiently appreciated. We shall return to 

the subject in the proper place*+ The latter part of the passage 

(vv. 485 foll.) has been obsctired, as I think, by mistakes as to the 

nature of the ‘oaths’ there mentioned, and to the assumption that we 

are here concerned with the oath to be taken by the jurors. Of this 

oath the play naturally says little, since, though a proper part of the 

jury-system, it has no direct bearing on the issue propounded by the 

poet. Sworn or unsworn, a jury is no possible instrument for the ascer- 

tainment of ultimate and eternal justice; and if, as the Athenians 

not unreasonably held, it is the best political instrument which man 
possesses, so much the more confounding is the problem which it leaves 

untouched. Here however all the references are to the oaths, not of 

the jury, but of the parties or of their prospective witnesses. 

The choric ode which follows (vv. 493 foll.), though less tremendous 

‘than the ‘binding chant’, is most vigorous and interesting, and rises at 

1 vy. 313 foll., 337 foll. 3 See on vz. 490 foll., with Appendix I. 

2 See Appendix II. 4 See below on Athena’s vote. 
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the close to a thrilling sublimity. Itis a fierce denunciation of the 
new law and the proposed institution, which (it is alleged) will be at 

once anarchic and tyrannical. The Erinyes would have found excep- 

tions to any tribunal; but their actual criticisms are calculated for the 
Areopagus and its history, especially its recent history. In its limited 

function as a court of murder, the proper end (according to Aeschylus) 

of its institution, the Areopagus was popular, or at all events highly 

respected. But this limitation had been effected very recently, and not 

without violence, by a democratic revolution. Before that, the Council 

had claimed and exercised a general and censorial jurisdiction, which, 

though probably legitimate in origin, had become extremely unpopular 

and anachronous, and was abolished as a usurpation. The pacification 

and amendment’, with which the play concludes, typify, among other 

things, this present reform, which of course like all reforms was to be 

the last; and the abuses of the Court must not be forgotten in 

considering the invective of the Erinyes. We can thus understand 

some connexions of thought which would otherwise. seem abrupt and 

obscure*; and we should probably see yet more points of allusion, if, 

instead of a bare and broken outline, we possessed a complete picture 

of the times. 

The character and outward expression of the break between this Act 

and the next will be further discussed in connexion with the stage-arrange- 

ments. The Third Act, comprising the trial and pacification, continues 

without any break in the action from here to the end, and covers half 

the play. In the opening, a noticeable point is the entrance of Apollo, 

a delicate moment in the frame of the story, managed with excellent 

simplicityand power®. To enhance the effect of his unexpected appear- 

ance, it is permitted to divert the course of proceeding and to precipitate 

the hearing of the cause (vv. 585-683), which actually precedes the 

inauguration of the Court (vv. 684—713). This formal irregularity, 

judicious and necessary, does not justify suspicion either of the scene 

as we have it, or of the inaugurating speech, which indeed (though 

some have been bold enough to impeach it) may be thought by its 
majesty to vindicate itself. 

The argument of the cause, though it does not perfectly overcome 

.the difficulty of presenting satisfactorily such a process between such 

persons, is both lively and dignified, and has some striking turns, 

especially the latter part, where the prosecutors encounter the roving 

eloquence of the defendant-deity. with a shrewdness by which he is 

1 vy. Toor. * See especially vv. 520 foll. 
3 vu. 576. 
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both exasperated and misled’. The most essential portion is that 
(vv. 617—642) in which Apollo (when Orestes, attempting a sort of 
technical defence, has inevitably failed) exposes what may be called the 
extenuating circumstances. The real and only question, material to 
the issue of the play, is whether in such a case these are admissible, 
and, if so, what is their weight. An English Feader will observe that the 
procedure, in accordance with Athenian principles and feelings but in 
radical distinction from ours, sets no limit to the competence of a court 
or of a jury, which, for the nonce, has a deputed sovereignty. The issue 
is neither of fact nor of law, for the facts are admitted and no law is 

applicable. It is a question in one. aspect political or diplomatic, like a 
case of extradition, in another purely ethical. Of course this is partly 

due to the abnormal and superhuman circumstances ; but it is natural 

and normal nevertheless, from the Athenian point of view, as it would 

not be if transferred to éur own state. No English court could be even 

imagined as receiving such a cause, but it would have been enter- 

tainable at Athens. 

It would be interesting to know, but. Aeschylus is naturally careful 

not to hint, by what expedient, among the many devised by Greek 

piety, he would have reconciled Apollo’s declaration, confirmed by 

something like an oath, that every word of his Oracle proceeds from 

Zeus’, with that strictly limited estimation of a Delphic command, 

which is implied by the fact that the obedient servant of the Oracle 

obtains but a bare half of the votes. That the utterances of the 

Pythian prophetess were always in some way justifiable, Aeschylus 

seems really to have believed or tried to believe. That they might 

always be safely or properly acted upon by those who received them, 

perhaps no one believed, and certainly few or none at Athens in the 

fifth century. There were various and obvious ways by which a resolute 

spirit might escape from the dilemma, and the poet wisely leaves us to 

our choice. 

When Apollo, at the end of his arguments, is beginning to try the 

effect of his influence*, Athena closes the debate, and, after a solemn 

exhortation, directs the jury to give their votes, which is done by ballot 

secretly. She then, before the count, gives notice (the word is future, 

mpocOjcopno) that she will reckon an additional vote for herself in 

1 wy. 643 foll.—The least satisfactory selves of a tradition preserved by the 

episode is the altercation (wv. 590 foll.) —scholia, is seen to have strengthened the 

in which Orestes endeavours, without scenic effect by an impressive and pathetic 

success, to give a technical form to his interlude. See note on z, 601. 

moral and equitable defence. Here 2 ov. 617 foll. 

however the dramatist, if we avail our- 3 wv. 660—676. 
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favour of Orestes, and lays down that an equal division of votes will 

count in his favour. Her act and reasons make one of the most 

subtle points in the play, and are the subject of persistent dispute. 

A positive opinion we nevertheless must form, for nothing can be more 

vital to the purport and effect of the poet’s work. “Here” she says— 

Here is a task for me, to give discriminating sentence last. And this vote 
I for my part shall reckon to Orestes. For mother is there none who bore 

me, but the masculine, in all ways save for wedlock, I extol with all my heart, 

and verily am of the father. Therefore the death of a woman, who slew her 

husband when he came to make visitation upon his house, I will not prefer in 

value (to his), and Orestes wins even with equal votes}. 

What is the relation of this final statement to the vote and reasons ? 

The two views, of which both still have defenders, are 

(1) that the statement gives the effect of the vote and reasons: 

if the jury should prove to be equally divided, then, by the vote 

and for the reasons, Athena makes or will make a decision in Orestes’ 

favour ; 

(2) that the vote and reasons are given by Athena as a member 

of the jury; if wth this vote there shall be equality, then she rules, 

also and separately, that this equality shall count for the defendant. 

My opinion in favour of the first view, now prevalent, is indicated 

by the punctuation of the sentence ; and, to speak candidly, I do not 

think the point really open to doubt. The other view has no substantial 

evidence, contradicts an express statement of Aeschylus, and above all, 

would be in moral effect disastrous to his conception. 

The number of jurors (proper) exhibited on the stage, even or 

uneven, will of course, if ascertained, be decisive. I think there are 

ten, or some multiple of ten?; but this is questionable and must not be 

pressed. 

The arguments commonly alleged on this side are: (1) that the 

rule in case of equality, if given without reasons, has a bald and 

awkward effect, while there is no ground for counting the reasons 

twice; (2) that to place the human jurors and the goddess in 

opposition, they pronouncing by a majority one way (since the count 

shows equality) and she the other, would be disagreeable, and not 

suggestive of confidence in the Court, when it should not have a 

goddess to control it; (3) that Athena disclaims, as unfit and impossible 

for her, the function of a judge in the matter (v. 474), a disclaimer 

without meaning, if in fact she votes, like any member of the jury, 

upon the merits of the case. These arguments, especially the last, are 

1 wv. 737-144 2 See on vv. 686, 714 foll. 
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strong. But more significant, and surely decisive, is the guality of the 
reasons whith Aeschylus assigns to the goddess as sufficient for her 
purpose. These reasons he must himself have thought adequate; if 
not, he would have provided others. Even if there existed a legendary 
version of the trial (which, as we shall see, is doubtful) so complete - 
as to equip Athena with reasons for a vote, Aeschylus, to judge by 
the freedom with which he treats legends in general, both Athenian 
and others, in this play, would not have adopted those reasons unless 
he had approved. Are we then to understand that Athena, voting 
as judge upon the merits of a particular cause, is determined by a 
general prejudice or preference, purely personal to herself and arising 
out of her personal history? That in her opinion, and that of 

Aeschylus, any one of the Areopagites might properly have condemned 

or acquitted Orestes according as the accidents of his own birth, 

childhood, or family circumstances inclined him to father or to mother? 

And that a judicial sentence is matter for likes and dislikes, a choice 

purely arbitrary? Such, if Athena’s vote is part of the judgment, 

would seem to be the inevitable inference. But in fact, after her 

disclaimer, we are entitled and bound to assume that she will not 

play the part of a judge. Nor does she here. The point which 

she rules, as conceived by Aeschylus, is (in our language) ‘not 

judicial ’,—a distinction fully appreciated by Aeschylus and noted by 

Athena herself in the play'; and it is so far from requiring sound 

reasons, that pure chance, if there be such a thing, would be the most 

appropriate arbiter. 

Judgment by division of a jury, the Athenian palladium, has the 

defect that it may fail by equality of votes. This defect is inherent 

in the principle, an appeal to the balance of opinion, and is only 

disguised or shuffled away, not really removed, by fixing an uneven 

number of jurors,,and thus making an equal balance impossible. 

There is no reason for making impossible in fact a case obviously 

possible in principle and theory. What is to be done upon an equal 

division, is a purely practical question, to which the Athenians, 
eminently clear and logical in their ways of thinking, were content 

to give a conventional answer. In that case, all defendants were 

discharged, in honour of the patron-goddess, whose favourable vote 

in one such case had discharged a particular defendant, Orestes”. 
This explanation assumes no reason and pretends no principle. It 

accounts for the practice merely as a fact, making it a matter of 

1 See Widov Sixalay in v. 677, and ° Eur. Jph. T. 965, 1469. 

contrast éxdicov as used in vw 492. 
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precedent and local tradition, an accident of Athenian history. The 

treatment of Aeschylus, whether devised by himself or inherited from 
predecessors, is consistent with this viéw and not less logical. 

Presenting the very cause which furnished the traditional example, 

he cannot indeed make the rule in case of equality a matter of 

precedent; but neither does he make it a matter of principle. In 

his exposition, it still appears as something extraneous to the judgment, 

an arbitrary decision and essentially accidental, based on motives 
proper neither to the cause nor even to the ruling, but to the person 

of the ruling authority. Athena, who has repudiated the office of 

judge in a blood-cause as too ‘passionate’ for her mind’, claims ¢his 

on the contrary, and with evident reference to her previous disclaimer, 

as ‘an office for me’,—éuov 705 pyov. Why? Precisely because, 

being arbitrary, it involves no such agitation as her nature, she has 

told us, rejects. If the judicial votes should be equal, then the 

method, which she has instituted as the best available, will have 

failed, as it must conceivably fail, to give a result. The disposal of 
Orestes must then rest practically with herself and depend upon her 

free choice; and if it comes to that, if judgment is equivocal and 

preference must weight the scale, then the ‘preference’ of Athena, 

the child of her father, will not be for a murderess-wife as against a 
murdered husband. Hence is to be explained not only the personal 

quality of her motives, but the very form, the negative turn, of her 

ruling, which deprecates such a standard even in using it. If 

judgments are equal and some one must be preferred, then the 

preference, falling to Athena, will of be given to Clytaemnestra,— 

éya...yuvarkds of mpoTynnow pOpov. 

I hold therefore with K. O. Miiller, Schoemann, Paley, Prof. 

Wecklein, Mr Sidgwick, and many others, that according to Aeschylus 

the vote of Athena makes inequality. But must we say, as some on 

both sides do, that she votes ‘in favour of mercy’, and represents the 

principle that divine justice inclines to spare? There may be proof, 

though I do not assert it, that her vote, and the consequent votes of 

her successors the Athenian magistrates, were by some so interpreted. 
But was this the view of Aeschylus? Nothing in the play suggests it ; 
and surely the vote, if so intended, would have been so motived and 
explained. To say the truth, I doubt whether, to an Athenian in the 
fifth century, such a conception would have commended itself, nor, if that 
matters, does it commend itself to me. This is no place, nor have we 
need, for the discussion of theology. The Divine Mercy may be a 

tu 474. 
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legitimate idea; it may (though this should be proved) be an idea 

belonging to the age of Aeschylus ; but it has really no bearing on the 

question, what is to be done with a defendant, about whose guilt a 

human jury, an ordinary human jury, is equally divided. To divine 

judgment the guilt or innocence of such a defendant may be supposed 

patent ; and that judgment may be invoked with as much reason, or 

rather as little, on one side as the other. Nor is there any principle 

applicable, and the only candid answer is that of Athens in general 

and of Aeschylus, that a certain result follows in practice because such 

is the usage, and (if you ask for the beginning of that usage) because, 

upon the first occasion and from the accidental circumstances of that 

occasion, the person, who had the power, so chose and preferred. 

Nor does Athena’s vote (and this too is of some importance to the 

effect) give us any information upon the merits of the cause, or imply 
any inferiority of justice in the condemning jurors as compared with the 

absolving. It would be hard, and disagreeable, that such an imputation 

should be conveyed, and that Athena, having refused to direct the 

judgment, should reflect upon it after it has passed. But she implies 
nosuch criticism. She decides a question different in nature from that 

submitted to the jurors, upon grounds which the jurors could not 

entertain. The moral question, the question of right, remains where 

they leave it. By her personal favour, Orestes, who after all must 

either be released or not released, does in fact escape. The Erinyes 

protest, not specifically against the act of the goddess, but against the 

whole proceeding, as inconsistent with the very nature of justice. 

Whether they protest with justice is the all-important question; and 

this remains to be answered in the sequel. 

From Aeschylus we should naturally infer, that in his time an 

Areopagite jury was even in number, and that the president, the Archon 

Basileus, voted, but voted always, according to the precedent of Athena, 

for acquittal, thus securing a decision on that side in case the other votes 

were equally divided. Later notices’ agree with this as far as they go, 

by saying that the Basileus voted (kai tov orépavov dmrobeuevos ov abrois 

trois Siuxdorais Sixadlet), but are too imperfect, and too remote in date from 

Aeschylus, to give much or certain light upon his picture. That 

however is in itself clear. 

An open, but unimportant, question is whether, in the dramatic 

action, Athena’s vote is given, like those of the jurors, by an actual 

pebble or counter, put by her in an urn or added to a heap, or whether 

1 Aristides 57, 4. Pollux 8. go. See Gilbert, Greek Constitutional Antiquities, 

p- 376, Eng, Transl. 
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it is only signified by speech and gesture. The text does not determine ; 

some remarks will be found in the notes. 

That the vote of Athena made eguality was certainly one of the 

variations in detail with which in course of time the legend of the trial 

was narrated’. But these versions no more prove the view of Aeschylus 

than the more numerous versions, according to which her. vote made 
inequality. The view of Aeschylus can be ascertained only by the fair 

and exact construction of what is said in the play ; and thus limited, the 
evidence appears to be all on one side. It is surely forced, for example, 

to cut down (with Hermann). Athena’s disclaimer of the judicial 
function (v. 474) to a statement that she cannot act alone. That, 

if meant, could have been easily expressed ; but what is said is some- 

thing different. The whole problem, really simple so far as Aeschylus 

is concerned, has been perplexed by a superabundance of learning. I 

have treated it at length, not because I think it doubtful, but because of 

its capital importance. If Aeschylus meant that Athena’s vote, as he 

presents it, is her sentence upon the issue before the court, as he presents 

it, he is not only inconsistent but surely frivolous. 

It is quite another question, here as elsewhere to be kept carefully 

distinct, how or whence the language attributed to Athena may, if not 

invented by Aeschylus, have come into the story, and what bearing on 

the issue it may have had in some other and older version. 

It is enough for the present purpose that, for take that up in its turn. 

We will 

Aeschylus, what the goddess alleges is a personal inclination, a proper 

and sufficient motive for an act essentially arbitrary. 

Over the end of the trial, the departure of Apollo, the thanks and 
farewell of Orestes, we need not linger. The result being foreseen, and 

the immediate issue, the fate of the defendant, being overshadowed 

and almost lost in the larger and deeper question ‘still pending between 

the adverse gods, this part of the play could hardly be too brief. 

1 See the examples cited by Hermann, 
and also those of the opposite view, in 
Wecklein’s note on Zum. 738. As none 

of them are, in my judgment, strictly 

relevant to our question, I purposely 
abstain from repeating them. How, for 

example, can anything be inferred about 
the story of Aeschylus from this (schol. 
on Aristid. Panath. p. 108. 10) gaci be 
bri, Tov 8 Gedy rpooriOdvrwy Tals’ Hpwier 

kal rev wévre TE Opéory, meréwpov exou- 
cay Thy Wipov "A@nvav Uorarov mpoort- 
Ocicay vixjoa adrov wemolnxev? This 

author makes the jury gods,—the popular 
belief, but inconsistent with Aeschylus 

both in fact and in principle. Why then 

should they not be at variance on a minor 
point? It is however a thing remarkable 
in itself, that the view, by which Athena 

made equality, should ever have existed ; 

for it is contrary to what would seem to 
have been originally the. very purpose of 
her ‘vote’, and the cause of the legend 

about it. For a probable explanation see 
Wecklein’s note above cited. 
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Orestes is chiefly occupied with promises of recompense, of securing 
to Athens the faithful alliance of Argos—a topic of interest in the 
political circumstances of the time, but, as the dramatist indicates when 
Apollo trenches upon it in the trial, extraneous to the question of right 
and wrong’. Upon this the late defendant can tell us nothing, and his 
views are immaterial’. Not unworthy of passing notice is the tacit 
assumption, necessary to the story in the form given to it by 

Aeschylus, however incompatible with fact and history, that an order 

from the president of the Areopagus has a sort of abstract and universal 

validity, and will be executed in Argos as a matter of course by the 

political restoration of Orestes, a result which will be cited with approval 

(he says) by Hellenes in general’, The imagination is bold for 

Athenian tragedy, sober in political fiction as in fiction generally, and 

stepping with caution beyond the limits of the actual or the possible. But 

the position and hopes of the Athenian empire, when the Ovestea was 

preparing, were such as to make this conception attractive and even 

to some extent practical. Within the empire, the foreign effect of 

Athenian judgments, especially in questions of crime, must have been 
a cardinal point. And about the year 458 B.c. the expansion of Athens 

had so promising an appearance that dreams like this of Aeschylus may 

have visited less poetical minds‘. 

And now, the man and the affair of the hour being dismissed, the 

gods, the eternal types of opposed principles, the Erinyes and Athena, 

are left in presence, with the court and the assembled folk for spectators, 

to compose their difference if they may. Athena has perforce had her 

way; the culprit has been tried according to her forms and released by 

her order; but the divine controversy remains. That justice should be 

unchangeable and inexorable is a proposition firm and formidable as 

ever ; nay, if anything could seem to prove the prophecy of the Erinyes, 

that the ‘new institutions’ will make a moral chaos‘, it is this trial, 

of which the result is a mere accident of place. ‘ Over-ridden’ and 

‘robbed’, as they say truly, by younger strength, they burst into 

furious threats, foreshown during the course of the proceedings’, to 

1 See on v. 678. 
2 He assumes, or seems to suggest, 

that Zeus is for his cause, as the cause of 

a father (v. 763). The Erinyes have 
shown the weakness of this position 

(v. 643). What ‘Zeus’ thinks of the 
matter (that is, of the Areopagus rather 
than of Orestes), and what (so to put 

it) he ought to think,—that is just 

Vv. E. 

what we desire to know, but, as yet, 

do not. 

3 Wy. 757—764. 
4 In the next generation the ambition 

of the Athenians to extend their judicial 

system, to become ‘judges in Arcadia’ 
and ‘Ecbatana’, is ridiculed by Aristo- 

phanes, Knights, 797, 1089. 
5 wv. 493 foll. 8 wv. 714—736. 

4 
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punish with utter devastation the state which has defied them, Their 

wild and broken lyrics shatter the mould which contains them, and 

express the very acme of passion. That their threats are vain, that 

force is with the Daughter of Zeus, ‘needs not to be said’’, but 

suggests no remedy. Yet it seems for a while that Athena has no 

other. Her offer of a sanctuary at Athens, a fixed sanctuary, a local 

worship, an established ritual, when it is heard, is naturally treated 

as a new insult? by those who long before declared that their ways 
are not those of ‘the gods’, that their office is only to pursue, that 

their home is no other than the underworld, that they have no part in 

temples and do not listen to supplication®. The pieties and unrivalled 
destinies of Athens are displayed in vain to those who see but a ‘ cheat’ 

in the invitation to purchase a detested settlement and unsolicited 

honours by the surrender of privileges ancient as time and large as 

the world’. Thrice the offer is patiently renewed, but without effect. 

The Erinyes repeat their refusal, to make mistake impossible, without 

the change of a word. And then, suddenly, all is over. Athena speaks 

again®, The Chorus, now calm as herself, take up her ‘loathsome’, 

‘contemptible’, ‘dishonourable’, ‘fraudulent’ proposal, and promptly 

accept it®, Thenceforward they breathe only blessings. 

Now here is a solution indeed, a solution not of any particular 

casuistical or judicial problem (we may notice that after the trial the 

specific crime of Orestes is ignored completely), but of the universal 

problem, the discordance of principles, the antithesis of Right against 

Right. If the Inexorable can indeed be pacified, then there is some- 

where One Right, one universal principle, something upon which ‘the 

fallen house of Justice’ may be builded again. Let us but know why 

this pacification takes place, upon what grounds and by what persuasions, 

and we shall be admitted to the very secret of things. We turn to the 

speech which effects all this, but—no explanation appears. At a certain 

point’ it is assumed by Athena that the adversaries are content, as they 

prove to be; it is assumed that this content proceeds from something 

just said or done. And just before stands—an unfinished sentence. 

Ah, if sacred Suasion be holy unto thee, the appeasement of my tongue, 
and the soothing.... Thou, then, wilt belike abide, or if it should be thy 

will not to abide—but that is pot their will. A hiatus (it would appear), 

an injury singularly deplorable, has obliterated the words of the Eternal 

1 v, 829. * vy, 849. 
2 vv. 840—842. 5 vv. 882-892. 

3 yy, 420 foll., v. 355, and the tuvyos ~% wy, 893—901. 
déoptos (vv. 307 foll.) passim. 7 vw, 888; see the notes. 

‘ 
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and the wisdom of the Most High. But never (we may hope) were 
they written. It is a gap which Aeschylus could no more have filled, 

nor would, than Dante could have told us what was the song which, on 

the Mount of Purgatory, hailed the forgiveness of sin and the restoration 
of man: “I understood it not, nor here is sung the hymn which that 

folk then sang.” Not Aeschylus, nor any one who had felt, like him, that 

‘burden of thought’ which can be lifted away only in the name of Zeus, 

would pretend to tell us, what thought or thing it was, with which 

Athena won the Erinyes. He that would put it in words, in his own 
words, would not be worth our hearing. 

Such a conciliation, if it is to command faith, cannot and must not 

be explicit. Something there must be, which by men is not understood 

nor even heard, some place for the miraculous, mystic, and incompre- 

hensible. The broken grammar of the text does but indicate a silence, 

which we should have supposed, and supposed here, if the imperfect 

sentence had run to a full stop. The action offers no difficulty for those 
who believe that Aeschylus at any rate knew no barrier to the movements 

and intercourse of his performers, as this whole scene itself tends to show. 

It is but natural to suppose (and indeed otherwise the expostulations 

of Athena would appear frigid) that she has quitted her chair, and that 
by this time she and the Chorus are together. In this situation, nothing 
would be easier than to suggest that something here passes between them, 

not worded nor wordable at all, of which the human witnesses know 

and can know nothing but the effect,—the instantaneous achievement of 

the impossible, the appeasement of the unappeasable, the conversion of 

the Erinyes. 
They are not bought. The poet, whose high and spiritual thoughts 

of the divine would with difficulty find a use for the chasm and tripod 

of Delphi, would not easily have imagined that a cave, or altars, or 

processions, or any local and limited function, however august, could 

purchase an alliance between Punishment and Pardon. The honours of 

Athens are soon accepted,—when the Erinyes entertain the offer ; but 

the miracle is that they should entertain it; and this miracle is wrought 

by no bribe, but by the blessing of Zeus upon the mysterious persuasion 

of Athena. The acceptance of local worship, though not essential to the 

peace (as Athena expressly indicates’), is an impressive proof of it, and 

the induction. of the new deities a solemn and dramatic symbol. 

The place, rites, and powers, which they thus acquire, are those of 

1 To non lo intesi, né qui non si canta 2 vy. 97I—974- 

L’ inno che quella gente allor can- 3 vv. 888 foll. 

taro. Purg. 32. 61. 

c2 
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The Holy Goddesses (ai euvai @eai), primitive deities of the earth, 

who were worshipped at a cave by the Areopagus as givers of fertility, 
whether of the earth itself or of living things, and were thus specially 

powerful over birth, The blessings, which in their new benignity they 

invoke upon land and people, take even a larger range, and cover in fact 

all material and moral good ; but it is not always clear whether these 

blessings will be given by their power or procured, as is sometimes 

indicated*, by their influence. The distinction however is of no 
importance to the poetical effect, and concerns only a historical 

question to be touched hereafter. That the Etinyes are or now 

become the ‘Semnai Theai’, is nowhere said in terms; indeed that 

title does not occur in the play*, There were reasons, as we shall 

see, why the question of identity should be touched with caution. But 

at the close*, the conducting choir invokes them by this epithet, Holy 

(Sedp’ tre, ceuvai), and the general import of the scene is plain. Never- 
theless, neither the name® nor the dread® of the Avengers is to be lost, 

though it is now Athena, not they, who magnifies these, and insists 

upon the gain to peace and order from the abiding presence of salutary 

fear’. ‘The new denizens® themselves also preach concord, not without 

allusion to the strife of factions at the date of the play and to the settle- 

ment then recent; and the citizens present testify their submission and 

good resolves®. 

In becoming guardians of Athens, the Erinyes become of course 

custodians, as well as proselytes, of the new justice, of its organs, and of 

its procedure. A reader of the play must be sensible of this, as an 

element in the general effect. But it is the more remarkable to find no 

statement, or even suggestion, that, in their new character as ‘The 

Holy Goddesses’, they will be connected with the Athenian tribunals. 

Even the neighbourhood of the sanctuary to the Areopagus is not 

noticed, and to the Court, after the conclusion of the trial, there is 

no explicit allusion”. Some connexion between the Court and the 

-Semnai Theai is demonstrable in later times, though the extent of it 
may not be clear; but if the connexion existed and was commonly 

1 gy. 837—839, 856—871, 895—898, 
g07—912, 917 foll., etc. 

2 wy. 951, 961, 970. 
3 Unless we introduce it by conjecture 

in v. 1042, where see note. The de- 
scription ‘the Semnai’ appears to have 
no ancient authority. 
4, 1042. See also v. 386 and note. 
5 vy. 952. 

® vv. 933 foll., 951 foll. 
7 wv. 928 foll., ggx foll. 
8 wérouxot, vv. 1012, 1019. For the 

spectacular importance of this conception, 
see note to v. 1029, 

® vv. 989, 990. 
10 v. 913 (T&v dtxalwy r&vae) and v. 999. 

(jjmevot) are the nearest approaches to such. 

allusion, but cannot be called explicit. 
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recognised in the time of Aeschylus, all we can say is that, somewhat 
strangely, he has not made use of it. . 

Superlatives are hazardous; but nothing in art will easily be found 
more beautiful, in the simple and popular sense of the word, than the 
closing scene of the Eumenides, from the conversion of the Erinyes 
to the exit. It is the very perfection of concord, of harmony, of solemn 
joy and rapturous awe, happiness that provokes no fear and fear that 
is no burden upon happiness, of that peace and union within and 
without, which the world does not offer, nay, seems to forbid, but 
which yet must be hoped, dreamed, supposed, believed, as an ideal 

possible and existing to thought and faith, if the struggle of life and 

travail of the creation is to have purpose and meaning,—all this enhanced 

by contrast with the sharp and persistent discords which precede. Even 

read, it is exquisitely delightful and impressive;*but no book can 

properly represent it. Aeschylus has here found that rare thing which 

Racine found in A¢halze, a moral theme essentially theatrical, which not 

only may be expressed by the organised action of a company, but 

cannot fully and naturally be expressed otherwise, so that spectacular 

drama, with its peculiar properties of responsions, movements, choirs, 

processions, and the like, has all its powers and none of its faults. The 

religious pomp of the induction, the leading goddess, her attendants, 

the train of concordant citizens, the lights and offerings,—all this not 

only graces but zs the thought and thing to be set forth. 

The performance at Athens, the diapason of the Orestea, must have 

been the crowning moment of theatric art. Even a humble performance 

of the play at Cambridge in 1885}, under all the defective conditions, 

left in the memory of some who saw it an impression never to be 

effaced. 

We must conclude with a few words about the title, which, by a 

strange but not inexplicable exception, is in this case not deducible 

from the play, but an addition to it, a new point. The name ‘Eu- 

menides’—which after Aeschylus and through the effect of his work 

became at last so completely synonymous with ‘Erinyes’, that Latin 

poets can actually speak of an Erinys as a ‘Eumenis’?—-does not occur 

in the play as we have it. We can hardly say that it is even suggested. 

The final scene throws emphasis on the epithet edppwv, Aindly*, and 

still more upon ed4, but these approaches are distant; we are not 

1 With the music of SirC. V. Stanford. natural to a Greek ear. 

Repeated in 1906. 3 wy. 993, 1031- 

2 Whether any Greek goes as far as 4 vy, 870, and elsewhere. 

this, I do not know. It could not be 
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brought even as near as edpevys'. If therefore the title of the play 

comes from Aeschylus, as seems nevertheless probable’, we can only 

suppose that he deserved so to name his converted Erinyes, but would 

not venture beyond a hint. Such an attitude is however perfectly 

intelligible, as is also the way in which he deals with the title Semzaz 
Theai, if all this conversion and identification was a new thing, invented 

or first popularized by himself. We shall see hereafter that it probably 

was. This supposed, the process is natural. 

The play demands a fusion of the Erinyes with deities domiciled 

within the city of Athens, which the Semnai Theai were, but the 
Eumenides, so far as we know, were not. One such step at once was 

enough. An innovator might well hesitate to challenge a theatrical 

audience with yet another unfamiliar conjunction. Yet just because the 

Chorus are first Erinyes and also, or next, Semnai Theai, neither name 

well sums the story of the pacification; and neither suggests it by 

meaning*. ‘Eumenides’ (edmeveis, gracious) does, and lay not far. 

It was the name applied at Sicyon, at Argos, at Colonus close to 

Athens, and probably elsewhere, to certain deities having a strong 

resemblance to the Semnai Theai, three in number, piimitive, benign. 

It is slipped in by way of title; and another step is taken towards that 

simplification of the divine catalogue which Aeschylus must naturally 

have desired. ; 

We have indeed an ancient statement* that the name ‘ Eumenides’ 

is conferred, by Athena, in the play’. But this, a very probable error of 

memory, is combined with another, and indisputable, misrepresentation 

of the drama, and is therefore not to be trusted. 

It is not confirmed, though it may partly be accounted for®, by 

1 Unless it is to be introduced by macev. Here, in the words mpés- roy 

conjecture; see on v. 1041; mpeupevds, 
occurs in v. 924. 

2 The association certainly existed not 

long after; the goddesses of the Orestean 
story are ‘Eumenides’ already in Euri- 
pides, Ovest. 38 etc. On the other hand, 

Euripides, even in this late work (408 

‘B.C.), treats the name as still open to 

criticism (Ovest. J.c.): see hereafter. 
8 As to the import of the epithet 

Zepval, see v. 386. 

4 Harpocration s.v. Evmevides.  Alo- 
xvros ev Evyevlow, elriv ra rept ri 
xplow Thy ’Opéorov, pyolv ws % ’AOnva, 

mpaivaca tas “Epwias dore wh xaderds 

exew mpds Tov 'Opéornv, Himevidas dyvd- 

’Opéornv, there is at all events one error; 

to represent Aeschylus we should have 
mpos éauriv xat rods ’AOnvalous. 

5 At least the author, it seems, must 

mean this, though his expression, ‘ Aes- 
chylus in the Zumenides says that Athena 
..named’ etc., does not well represent 
that meaning. 

8 The resemblance in language, ras 
"Epwias mpaivas (rpaivaca), points to a 
common origin. Hermann and others 
would correct the summary, as well as 
the play, from Harpocration, although 
his statement, to be valid, must itself be 

corrected on another point. See on vv. 
1025 foll., and szpra note 4. 
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the summary prefixed to the play in the principal ms. and printed 
hereafter with the dvamatis personae. It concludes thus: [’Opéorns] 
xatiOev eis “Apyos. ras 82 "Epwias zpaivas mpoonyopevoey Eipevidas. 
map ovderépw Keira. 4 pvOorowla. This may be understood in two 
ways. (1) It is Orestes (this is the obvious construction) who, after 
his return to Argos, propitiated the Erinyes and named them 
accordingly’. On this supposition, the writer explains the origin of 
the name (because it is the title of the play) according to a version 
which certainly existed’, but without noticing that this explanation, 
though perhaps reconcilable with Aeschylus, is not derived from 
him. In a document so extremely brief, imperfect, and faulty’, this 
appears quite possible. But (2) the same excessive concision admits 
the view that the writer, or the authority whom he abbreviates*, really 
meant what seems to be the truth, that it was Aeschy/us who made 
the Erinyes gentle, and, by the title of the play, conferred on them 
the name Eumenides. Where zap’ odSerépw xeirar 4 pvOoroida can, by 

convention, signify without more that ‘the plot [of Aeschylus’ play] 

does not occur either in [Sophocles or Euripides]’, we cannot exclude 

the possibility of a too ambiguous ‘he’. In either case, the summary 

affords no evidence for supposing that the name Eumenides, and 

the conferring of it, ever were found in the play itself. It is a highly 

significant fact that they are not. 

The Legend before Aeschylus. The innovations of Aeschylus. 

We now pass from the primary question, what are the conceptions 

of the dramatist, to the secondary though not immaterial question, 

whence did they come and upon what foundation did he build. Direct 

evidence upon this head, scanty for all the plays of Aeschylus, in this 

case fails altogether. Though the legend was doubtless old, we have 

no version of it, not even an outline and scarcely a fragment, which 

is prior to Aeschylus and certainly independent of his influence. In 

later versions, such influence is everywhere probable and often plainly 

paramount. To extract from these versions an answer to our question 
is so difficult, and the answer must be so uncertain, that, though the 

investigation is necessary and has seldom been strictly pursued’, it will 

be treated here as briefly as possible. 

1 This is suggested by Miss Harrison. ‘ Aristophanes the scholar’ of Alexandria. 

2 Suidas, s.v. Bipevides. But one must hope that it does not fairly 

* Note particularly the strange phrase represent him. 

js BovAg vexjoas. 5 See however the Prolegomena to 

4 The summary purports to be by Greek Mythology of Miss J. E. Harrison. 
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Of what is commonly admitted as evidence the greater part is 

irrelevant and fit only to mislead. For example, Pausanias’ description 

of the Semnai Theai and their sanctuary was written six hundred years 

after Aeschylus, when his play, ideas,.and representations had for ages 

been dominant over the whole subject of the Erinyes, and had moulded 

countless works of literature and art. Pausanias, in this description, 

expressly refers to Aeschylus and to no other author; he notes, as 

if it were matter for surprise, that the images of the sanctuary had no 

terror, nothing, that is to say, of the Aeschylean type. In short, his 

whole treatment shows that, for him, the deities of the sanctuary were 

nothing else, as indeed they could be nothing else, than the deities of 
our play. If then we will allow such a writer to be an authority for 

the present purpose, if we will take it from Pausanias, as true uni- 

versally and therefore before Aeschylus, that “Semnai Theai was the 

Athenian name for those generally called the Erinyes”, our question 
is answered by presumption. The conceptions of Aeschylus prove at 

this rate their own antiquity, and we may spare enquiry. 

That a legend gave the main fact, the prosecution of Orestes by the 

Erinyes before a tribunal at Athens and his acquittal there, might 

safely be inferred from the play and is beyond doubt; and we may 

add, as an ancient datum, that the result was decided by the vote of 

Athena, not only because this feature is constantly associated with the 

story in all forms, but because here is the most obvious and probable 

origin of it. The Athenian practice of acquitting in case of equality, 

a custom laudable but not self-justifying, was the very case for an 

‘aetiological’ or explanatory story. But apart from this, the invention 

of the story was natural enough. The enterprise of Orestes against the 

murderers of his father, according to one version, actually started from 

Athens, the place of his exile. That he should return there, and be 

there called in question, was in that case obvious to suppose. ‘Erinyes’ 

were ex officio pursuers; and to make them legal ‘pursuers’, instead of 

literal, was no great stretch of imagination, and was suitable to the 

Athenian interest in forensic affairs. Religious or political motives, 

dissatisfaction with the older treatment of crime as a mere matter of 

‘purgation’, and the desire to magnify civic law, may also have con- 

tributed to the making or the credit of the legend. At all events it 
existed and was well established. 

But with all this, the prosecution, the acquittal, and Athena’s vote, 

we are still a long way from the Humenides. Equally essential and more 

important to the conception of Aeschylus are these propositions: 

(1) that the trial of Orestes was ¢he first trial for bloodshed?, and that 

1 Hom. Od. 3. 306. 2 Zum. 685. 
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upon this occasion the Areopagus, the first court of the kind, was 
Founded ; (2) that the trial was in all respects normal, and especially the 

jury a normal jury, so that by this instance the competence of such 
a judicature was solemnly established ; (3) that the ‘ pursuers’ not only 
submitted to the decision but themselves decame denizens of the city and 
defenders of the new institution. These are the piers of Aeschylus’ fabric, 
and all indispensable ; remove one of them, and the structure falls to 
pieces. 

What reason then is there to think that these conceptions were 
formed or accepted before the appearance of the Eumenides? There is 
none. The evidence, inconclusive but not inconsiderable, is all on the 

other side, and indicates that all these notions, if not altogether invented, 

were first defined, and were established so far as they ever were 

established, by Aeschylus. 

On the first point indeed it seems possible to have certainty. It 

cannot have been, before Aeschylus, an established tradition that the 

Areopagus was founded for the trial of Orestes, because a different 

legend, which held its ground in spite of Aeschylus and continued 

solely to possess official sanction, is shown to have been already 

established, when he wrote, by his own allusive attacks. In the 

extant Athenian oratory of the fourth century, about a hundred years 

after the Eumenides, we have two references’ to the sacred legends 

of the Areopagus, references far more weighty, upon the point of 

public recognition, than the literary notes and notices, mostly date- 

less, which make the chief part of our material. The two are closely 

similar, and show that, by that time at least, there was a sort of canon 

upon the subject. Both orators place first the legend that on the Areo- 

pagus (‘the Hill of Ares’) Ares was tried by a jury for the slaying of 

Halirrhothios son of Poseidon. This is an ‘aetiological ’ legend of the 

common popular type, accounting for a fact not self-explained, to wit, 

why the court sat in a certain place and why that place was called 

Areios Pagos. Both orators subjoin to this, evidently as a later incident, 

the trial of Orestes. Now if we follow Aeschylus, the legend which 

with the orators is primary and fundamental, the legend of Ares, is not 

1 Demosth. (?) Ov. 23, p. 641, § 66 robro Dinarch. Ov. 1. p. tor, § 87 xploe 
pev roivuy Ta& Tadad, ws uly drovew 
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merely ignored and contradicted but condemned, as upon the theo- 

logical principles of Aeschylus it well might be.. The abhorrence with 
which Athena rejects the office of judge in a cause of blood?’ could not 
more sharply stigmatize the trial of Ares, with its jury of gods? sitting 

upon a god-murderer, if it were designed for that purpose. And that it 

is so designed, that Aeschylus knew the story of Ares for the established 
foundation-legend of the court and, as such, an obstacle to the acceptance 

of his own version, appears when he introduces into his play an irrelevant 

explanation of the name Aveios Pagos. His story of the foundation, 

whatever its moral and theological merit, has from a popular point of 

view the defect that it does not connect the tribunal essentially with its 

consecrated title ‘the Council of the Hill of Ares’, The defect is irre- 

parable; but Aeschylus does his best to. compensate for it by offering 

a derivation interesting to Athenian patriotism. The hill, as Athena 
informs us in a digression, is the place where the Amazons, defeated 

by Theseus, endeavoured to found a fortress rival and hostile to 

the Acropolis, and celebrated the worship of their god Ares*. The 

statement, probably his own invention, has no bearing on the play, 

and must be understood as a polemical and contradictory substitute 

for the derivation previously (and subsequently) accepted, and for the 

legend therewith connected‘. 

On the second point, the constitution of the jury, the case is 

scarcely less clear. Of the two orators, one, in the name of ancient 

tradition, expressly contradicts Aeschylus: the jury (he says) in the 

case of Orestes were gods. The other contradicts him by implication®. 

And the energy with which Aeschylus repudiates the notion of making 

Athena a juror has in itself a combative air, seeming to assume and 

almost to assert an adverse prepossession in the audience. In this point 

also therefore, a point vital to the conception of the play, Aeschylus 

appears as an inventor and innovator. 

But on the third and most interesting point, the conversion of the 

Erinyes, the testimony of the fourth century is, as to the origin of the 

conception, indecisive. Here both orators are with Aeschylus, one 

saying plainly that “the Semnaz Theat consented to dwell thereafter 

1 Bum. 474. 5 Dinarch. Zc. § 86 ovdé [Sctoy dpiv] 

2 Not specified for this case by Demos- _ robs Beovs éuwpoxdort epi raurys Ths kploews 
thenes, but see Eur. Z/. 1258: ; Tais adtay TOv Oey rpdzeow évavriay rh 
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with the Court”, the other giving to the prosecutors the significant title 
Lumenides. This part of the Aeschylean version was therefore then 
established. Since the intervening century gives ample time for the 
adoption of this incident, we cannot yet tell whether it was from 
Aeschylus himself, or from some earlier authority, that it came. 

No earlier authority is extant. In no authority, not certainly or 

probably influenced by Aeschylus, is any trace of the triple identifica- 

tion, Evinyes, Semnat Theai, Eumenides, or of any part of it, now to be 

found. So far indeed as concerns the purely local cult of the Semnai 

Theai, the almost entire loss of all earlier literature belonging and 

relating specially to Athens makes an argument @ sé/entio inapplicable. 

But not so with the Eumenides; these were not Athenian, nor confined, 

it seems, to any one place. If, before Aeschylus, they had been known 

as identical with the Erinyes, it is remarkable that we must descend 

_below Aeschylus for the exchangeable use of the names, and that 

Aeschylus himself, for example, gives no hint of it before he puts the 

title upon his final play. 

And when we do descend lower, the argument from silence, slightly 

modified, becomes strong. Whatever germs of the triple identification 

existed before must have been powerfully quickened by this play. At 

least then afterwards, and especially in later tragedy, they should put 

forth promptly and abundantly. But the fact is otherwise. It is but 

slowly, and as it were with difficulty, that the seed comes up at all. 

Euripides does not recognise the identification except in connexion 

with Orestes, that is to say, only when he is directly referring (generally 
for the purpose of hostile or sarcastic comment) to the doctrine assumed 

in Aeschylus’ play. Sophocles, till we reach the Oedipus at Colonus, 

does not apparently notice the identification at all. Both he and 

Euripides, it is needless to say, refer to Erinyes or an Erinys often, 

but they call them Erinyes, like Homer, Hesiod, Pindar, like Aes- 

chylus before the Zumenides, not Eumenides or Semnai Theai*. Not 

till the Oedipus at Colonus, fifty years after the Lumenides, does the 

triple identity now appear as an accepted and general truth. There 

indeed it appears complete, and detached, for the first time so far as 

1 In the Orestes (38, 312 etc.), the 
Electra 1270, and the [phigenia in Tauris 
968. The name Zumenides seems to 

occur in the Ovestes alone, where on its 

first appearance (z. 38) its kindly signi- 
ficance is the subject of a sneer. In the 

Iphigenia the whole story of the trial, 
as conceived by Aeschylus, becomes the 

delusion of a monomaniac ; see Zuripides 
the Rattonalist, pp. 183—189. 

2 The occasional appearance of ceuvds 

as an epithet (e.g. cepvas “Epwis, Soph. 
Az. 836) may possibly allude to the 
doctrine of Aeschylus, but is no adoption 
of it. 
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we know, from the case of Orestes. The Eumenides of Colonus, who 

receive the long-suffering Oedipus to his final rest, are seen to be 

mysteriously identical with the Avengers of his unhappy past; they 

are Semnat Theat, and their identity with the goddesses of the 
Areopagus, though not perhaps expressly asserted, is plainly sug- 

gested; and it is hinted, in perfect harmony with the spirit of the 
Aeschylean doctrine, that under other names the same Powers are to 

be recognised elsewhere’. But for how much of this should we take 

Sophocles to be an authority independent of Aeschylus? Surely 

at most for the fact that the tenants of the simple sanctuary at 

Colonus were and at all times had been worshipped under the name 

‘Eumenides’®. This was enough to justify the illustrious Coloniate 

in conferring upon his birth-place, together with much else which 
certainly or probably did not belong there, the honours, stamped as 

public property by fifty years’ approval, of Aeschylus’ triple mystery. 

It would be a bold inference indeed that the Coloniates knew of any 

such doctrine in (let us say) 460 B.c. It may be doubted whether 

they had much suspicion of it in the year 406. 

As, before Aeschylus, there is no authority for the mystic conversion, 

so neither is there any plain foundation for it. Between the Eumenides 

and the Semnai Theai indeed, so far as we know anything about the 

earlier history of either, there was resemblance enough. But between 

these and the Erinyes, as the Erinyes figure in previous literature, there 

is broad unlikeness: the Erinyes are vague, figureless, numberless, 

homeless, essentially punitive; the Semnai Theai, and probably the 

Eumenides, in all respects different, local, visible, authors rather of 

boons than of punishment. Nor was it apparently the Athenian 

tradition before Aeschylus, as we shall presently see, that the Erinyes 

after the trial of Orestes were appeased at all, much less converted. 
Was there at that time such a tradition anywhere? None, we may 

say, of a conversion; whether any of an appeasement, it is dificult to 
be sure. Six hundred years after Aeschylus there was shown to 
travellers, in the Peloponnese, between Megalopolis and Messene, 
the place where Orestes made his peace with ‘the Eumenides’, who 
thereupon appeared to him white instead of black®, If this story, 
and some others resting on similar authority, were told exactly as 
we now read them in the days of Aeschylus, and if Aeschylus knew 
them, he may have received from them a hint for his own deeper 
treatment. But who is to assure us that the religious ideas and 
language of Messenia had not undergone some change in six centuries, 

1 0.C. 40 foll., 89, 458, 944—949, etc. 2 O.C. 42. 3 Pausanias 8 34. 
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or that in this change no part is attributable to infiltration from the 
catholic literature of Athens? In any case, such tales did not import 
a conversion of the kind suggested by Aeschylus. 

Indeed the strongest reason for believing, provisionally and until the 
contrary is proved, that the mystic and miraculous conversion of 
Vengeance to Grace, the sudden revelation that, in some incomprehen- 
sible way, Vengeance and Grace are the same, punishment and 
prosperity parts and aspects of one Providence, was the thought, 
substantially new and original, of Aeschylus himself, is its profound 
unlikeness and immense superiority to the common religious products of 
the Greek mind. It has the stamp of Aeschylus, perhaps the only 
Greek who shows a strong genius for religious invention, not meta- 
physical, or moral, or artistic, or imaginative, or ritual, or anything else 
but religious. The conversion of the Erinyes is a religious idea, awful, 

dark, and intensely satisfying. If Hellenic paganism had been generally 

capable of such thoughts, of comprehending them even, and adopting 

them when they had been invented, it might not have died when it 

did. What meaning could sucha thought have conveyed toa mind like 

that of Herodotus or that of Pindar, men both much-worshipping in 

their own ways? Sophocles of course understood it ; Euripides divined 

its power, and disliked it in a just proportion. Doubtless many other 

Athenians were capable of it, or an Athenian would not have been 

the originator. But the Athenian public dealt with it as ‘the 

public does. In the official oratory of the fourth century, as above 

quoted’, we find the Aeschylean account of the Semnai Theai reduced 

* to a thing commonplace and, except to Athenian vanity, utterly 

uninteresting. The conversion of the Erinyes, torn away from all that 

in Aeschylus gives it significance, is incongruously tacked to. a 

theology and a legend which Aeschylus contemptuously disowns. It 

has become just a piece in the canonical patchwork, an object in the - 

mythical museum. But it is something more in Aeschylus, and that 

something more. is from his own brain. 

It need not however and perhaps cannot easily be supposed, that 

between the Erinyes and the sanctuary on the Areopagus there ‘was, 

before Aeschylus, no connexion at all. Something of this kind to work 

upon was perhaps necessary to the reception, if not to the conception, 

of the Zumenides. And there remains what may be a trace of it. The 

Electra of Euripides, presenting the murder of Aegisthus and Clytae- 

mnestra, concludes with a sketch of the future fortunes of the slayers, in 

a divine and mechanical epilogue of the usual Euripidean type. There 

1 p. xxxix, note. 
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we are told that, when Orestes is acquitted by the Areopagus, “the 

strange dread goddesses, under this grievous blow, shall descend into a 

chasm in the ground, hard by the Hill.” Now Euripides may be 

inventing here, or putting on a colour of his own; but that is not likely. 

For his very purpose in these epilogues is to make a perfunctory, 

pretended reconciliation between his nonconformist plays and popular 

tradition; and the rest of the prophecy is just common fable, with 
nothing of the author except the indifference with which it is related. 
Probably therefore the descent of the disappointed demons into ‘a 
chasm in the ground’ is really the end of the trial, the natural end, as 

before Aeschylus it was commonly related. It is further probable, 

perhaps certain, when we lay Euripides and Aeschylus together, that 

this chasm was located at the sanctuary of the Semnai Theai. If so, 

when Aeschylus conducted the Erinyes to that sanctuary as possessors, 

the audience was so far ready for him, that thither at least, though not 

as the Semnai Theai nor as friends of Athens, they were expected to go. 

Nor is it surprising that in time the makers of tradition should recognise 

the Aeschylean account of the matter as more ornamental to the 

city than the old one, and, without caring what Aeschylus meant: or 

themselves meaning anything in particular, should put ‘the settlement 

of the Semnai Theai or Eumenides’, as a brilliant bit of colour, into the 
incongruous mosaic of official legend. 

Further we must not deny, if we may not assert, that before 

Aeschylus there was in the popular consciousness some negative 

adumbration of his idea, some notion that the vast variety of local 
polytheism might be at bottom partly a question of names, and that, 

for example, powers classable as chihonian, such as were the Semnai 

Theai of the Areopagus, the Eumenides of Colonus, and the Erinyes of 

everywhere and nowhere, however different, might not be different 

altogether. Popular thinking is not apt to be clear either in con- 

junction or division. This at least should be noted, that if Aeschylus 
ends with union, he begins by accenting separation. The -Erinyes, 

before he put them on the stage, were distinguished from other and 

from gentler beings of the nether world, but were not so monstrously 
and definitely unlike as he makes them. The horrid form, traits, 

description, action of them are all created or developed by him. It 
is likely that, if we could follow the conceptions of the Erinyes and the 

Semnai Theai back from the days of Aeschylus to their beginnings, the 

ghost-spirits of the earth who avenge, and the life-spirits of the earth 

1 Eur. ZZ. 1270 dewal nev of» Geal rad’ dxer erhyymerae | mdryor wap’ abrov xdopa 
Svcovras xOovds. 
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who give increase, might come out much the same, and be seen to 
branch from one common base of savage imagination. It is not 
improbable that, with all the refining of art and speculation, something 
of that simplicity or confusion lived on, to predispose in a certain 
direction the poet, or his audience, or both. This is the line of 
investigation followed, with instructive results, by Miss Harrison ‘in 
the Prolegomena to Greek Mythology*, to which I would refer for much 
information which, though beyond the scope of a commentary on 
Aeschylus, as not demonstrably recognised by him, helps to account 
for his ideas historically. All men, and most of all the most original, 
use much which they do not know. 

The Zumenides itself supplies one reason for supposing that the 
identification of Erinyes and Semnai Theai was a novelty. There is no 
sign that the audience are in the secret beforehand. If the conversion 

of the pursuers had been familiar, even as a possible and alternative 

termination to the story, there could not have been a finer opportunity 

for that ‘irony’, those covert or involuntary forecasts, in which the 

Attic theatre, and Aeschylus especially, took so much delight. Apollo, 

Orestes, the Erinyes themselves, and above all Athena, might be 

expected, if we judge by the method followed in the Agamemnon, 

Choephori, Seven Against Thebes and elsewhere, to hint in various ways 

the nature of the foreknown conclusion. But nothing of the kind is to 

be found. In the case of Athena particularly, it is made clear that, 

according to the conception of Aeschylus, she does of foresee the 

relations which, by the will of the supreme powers, are to be established 

between Athens and its formidable visitors?» The conversion, when it 

comes, comes, for anything that appears in the play, as a complete and 

universal surprise. Probably therefore it was a surprise; probably both 

dramatist and audience here enjoyed an effect less common in the 

conditions of the earlier Attic stage, but not less valuable, than satisfied 

anticipation. 
However we cannot be sure. The only sure ground for asserting 

that the conversion of the Erinyes was not known before Aeschylus 

would be an argument @ sz/entio, based upon a large mass of contem- 

porary or earlier Athenian literature. We have.almost none. But 
seeing how the indications lie, we must at all events not decide the 
other way. 

1 Chapter v, pp. 163 foll., especially pp. 213 foll. ‘The Ker as Erinys’, 
2 vv. 479 foll. 
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The legal issue in and before Aeschylus. Father and Mother. 

If the antecedents of the Zumenzdes are on the religious side partly 

uncertain, so also, and more so, is the legal side. Of the source, if 

source there was, from which Aeschylus took the details of the forensic 
argument, we know nothing. We do not even know, and must not 

assume, that before this play the legend of Orestes’ trial had even been 

developed in such a shape as to require the production of arguments. 

As a mythical precedent for the rule about equality of votes (and 

this seems to be the only kriown legal use of it), it may have existed 
for ages without any such development; and the arguments, for 

anything which can be proved to the contrary, may be the invention of 

the poet, guided by such notions of law as he had or could pick up. 

What is certain is that in the law of the matter, the law proper, 

he took little interest. The ultimate issue of his play is not legal, but 

religious ; and if he commends (as he does) the method of trial by jury 
as an engine of politics, he shows not less clearly, what as a fact is 

plainly true, that even after such a decision, we may be as far as ever 

from a revelation of right: For this purpose the instrument is in- 

efficient, and the true judgment, the divine and ultimate judgment, will 

remain in suspense. 

To this end it matters almost nothing, upon what statements of the 

case the court pronounces its ambiguous and unsatisfactory verdict. 

It matters nothing that, as before remarked, the prosecutors, in different 

parts of the play, assume, respecting the limits of punishable homicide, 

views which are not compatible; or again, that the question of the 

validity of the oracular command, though it is a main point in the 

defence, and though the jury must be supposed to disagree about it, 

is not argued, unless contradiction is argument, at all’. The whole 

debate, though adequate and effective for the poet’s purpose, is curt, 

superficial, and without pretence to accuracy. 

On law therefore, and the history of law, the Eumenides is but a 

dubious authority ; and the reader or expositor of Aeschylus as such 

is not bound, or perhaps entitled, to consider the play from this point 

of view. There is however one aspect upon which we must touch, 

if only by way of caution. It has been alleged, sometimes that the 

Eumenides exhibits a contest between an older system of kinship 

through the mother and a later system of kinship through the father, 

sometimes that it retains the traces of such a contest. The former 

1 See vv. 618—627. 
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statement, as we have seen’, is indefensible; the Erinyes, whatever 
they may have been once, are not in Aeschylus the defenders of 
maternal rights, either solely, or preferentially as compared with the 
paternal. The latter statement has some appearance of truth. 

Much indeed of what has been cited for it is irrelevant. It is 
nothing to the purpose that the Erinyes insist upon the guilt of matri- 
cide. Such is the case in question; and the frequency of reference to 
it implies neither exclusion nor partiality. The admissible evidence 
for an opposition between paternal and maternal rights reduces itself, 

upon inspection, to two passages: (1) the final argument of Apollo, 

that, as the earth is not the parent of the seed which grows in it, so 

the mother is no parent of the child?; and (2) the preference of the 

male side declared by Athena as the motive of her casting-vote* It 

may well be thought that, though Aeschylus himself does not present 

the case of Crestes as turning upon adverse views of parentage, these 

passages were suggested to him by some version or tradition which did. 

But even here the ground is not very safe ; to suppose an external source 

is not necessary, the context, properly considered, supplying in each 

instance sufficient reason for the invention. 

Of Athena’s vote we have spoken before*. What is expressed by 

this, according to the scheme of Aeschylus, is no legal or moral theory, 

but a. personal preference, a personal partiality for fathers. To find 

a motive for such partiality in Athena, it was scarcely necessary to 

consult authorities, even if (which, let it be said once more, we do not 

know) the arguments in the case, and among them those of Athena, 

had ever before been stated. 

Nor did Aeschylus need the pressure of authority for placing, as he 

places it, the theory of Apollo on the nature of parentage. We must 

observe, first, that the god-advocate does not produce this theory until 

(salva reverentia) he is driven to it®; his spontaneous defence ignores 

it completely; and secondly, that it is not produced upon the main 

issue, but upon an objection ingeniously raised by the prosecutors, that 

Orestes, even if formally acquitted, will be incapable of rehabilitation, 

because hé cannot be restored to Argos®. The first fact goes with’ 

other signs’ to show that Aeschylus held the theory to be, as it is, 

extravagant and fallacious. It is the sort of argument which illustrates 

1 pp. xviii—xxi. this or like cases, but do not touch the 
? uv. 661. present question. 
3 y, 732. See also ov. 643 foll., 762 4 pp. xxv—xxx, 

foll., with the notes. Vv. 603—606 may 5 See on vv. 643—650- 
imply knowledge of some arguments on. 8 ibid. 7 See notes ad loc. 
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the sarcasm of Mephistopheles, that man uses reason for the increase 
of folly. For Aeschylus, it seems to mark, as Prof. von Wilamowitz- 
Méllendorf suggests, the extreme of what a pleader, with his back to 

the wall, might be found to say. To introduce it for dramatic colour 
in this way, the dramatist need not have been prompted by any 

tradition about the legal issue of the trial. It would be enough that 

he had heard of such a theory, which is not unlikely, as it seems to 

have been held in Egypt', and has since been advanced at divers times 
and by sundry sapient persons down to the eighteenth century and James 

Boswell, the biographer of Johnson. If we suppose that Aeschylus 

knew it to have been used in an Athenian court, then, following his 

indications, we should also suppose it used as by Apollo, that is to say, 

on the question, not whether a certain homicide should be condemned 

or absolved, but whether the absolution of a homicide properly carried 

with it the admission of him to such local rites and privileges as those 

of a deme or phratry. Such questions may well have arisen and been 

contested bitterly, if not within Attica, yet within the Athenian empire, 

in cases where defendants, like Orestes, were of foreign domicile. 

Whether the absolution of an Athenian jury bound a religious brother- 

hood in Naxos or Mytilene to admit a member who, according to the 

law of that association, was tainted with ‘kindred blood’, is the sort 

of question which the quasi-imperial posture and ambition of Athens 

was certain to raise. It is also the sort of question in which a theory 

destructive of parentage,—for it is equally destructive, if admitted at all, 

of parentage on both sides, at all events as importing connexion by 

‘blood’, and may be applied to either at pleasure®,—however extravagant, 

might be practically useful; because, if the disproof of kinship was 

unreal, so also, in the case of the religious ‘brotherhoods’, the ancient 

tribes, phratries, demes and the like, was the kinship which ex hypothest 
was to be disproved. The descent of the members from a common 
ancestor (father or mother, as the case might be) was commonly a 
fiction. And the adoption of a convenient pretence, to meet a pretence 
which has become inconvenient, is a not unfrequent incident in the 
development of law. But that the relationship between mother and 
child, and the obligation founded upon it, was or ever had been 

1 Dr Headlam (C/ass. Rev. x11. 248), how does it appear that the ‘blood? of a 
citing Diod. Sic. 1. 80. plant is derived solely from the seed, and 

* It is in this respect like all arguments, _ not rather solely from the earth ?—Euii- 
if they deserve the name, which rest upon _pides assigns the theory (plainly as absurd) 
the assumption of a false analogy. Ifwe to the perverse ‘Orestes’ of his play so 
are to assume that a plant has ‘blood’, called. 
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generally denied, at Athens, at Delphi, or elsewhere—this, though it 

may be true, is more than we could infer from Aeschylus. 

The general question, whether the Erinyes ever had been associated . 

specially with the mother’, is beyond our present limits. The evidence is 

slight and insufficient for a positive conclusion. Nor must we be posi- 

tive about Aeschylus, except so far as this, that he did not definitely 

recognise the case of Orestes as turning, or having been supposed to 

turn, upon theories of kinship. He does not adopt this view ; he does 

not reject or avoid it, like the Delphian legends of which he disapproved, 
or the legends about the origin of the Areopagus. He is neutral about 

it, or rather null ; and his reader, if he pleases, may take the same line*. 

The Politics of the Play. 

This topic, though not unimportant, is everywhere secondary and 

subordinate. It is clear from the tone of the final scene, and is 

generally recognised, that Aeschylus did not intend at least to appear 

as a partisan, that he supposed himself to be a peacemaker, and to have 

advanced only what would be generally approved. He justifies trial by 

jury ; he extols the Areopagus as a court of crime; he leaves room, but 

in vague terms, for a larger execution of its ‘ vigilant protection’®. On 

the other hand, he reprobates ‘tyranny’ and ‘encroachment’, and implies 

that the excellent institution of Athena had suffered abuses‘. He is an 

ardent patriot, who greatly admires the energy of Athens, and sym- 

pathizes with her imperial mission, provided always that this does not 

imply arrogance or violence’. He is for the middle way, ‘neither 

tyranny nor anarchy’, and above all things preaches respect for the 

law and internal concord, to which, as a final object-lesson, the whole play 

leads up*. All this is edifying, though vague, and corresponds to what 

we may suppose to have been the sentiments of moderate persons in 

the year of the play (458 B.c.), on the morrow or in the midst (the dates 

and details are not precisely known) of the xéAovers or curtailment of 

1 See Deecke, in Roscher’s Lexicon of 
Gr. and Rom. Mythology, s.v. Erinys, 

p- 1321, where the matter is stated with 

caution. 
2 For possible traces of legal discussion 

about the case of Orestes, or of like cases, 

see on 2v, 603—611. 

3 See v. 708, and the whole foundation- 

speech of Athena. The language used is 

wider, or admits at least a wider con- 

struction, than corresponds to the position 

of the Areopagus after the democratic 

constitution had been fully developed. 

4 See wv. 520—568, and the closely 

connected vv. 693——702- 

5 See vv. 292 foll., 361 foll., 369 foll., 

400 foll., 520 foll., 703 foll., 757 foll. 

and passim. 

6 wy. 860 foll., 977 foll. and the finale 

passim. 

d2 
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the Areopagus, the reduction of the ancient Council from a censorial 

function, extended after the Persian wars so as almost to embrace the 

whole government, down to limited competence as a judicial tribunal. 

It corresponds also to the moment when the expansion of Athens had 

perhaps the brightest prospects. But the attitude of the poet is not that 

of a practical politician. Religi s first with him, entdes 

covers the whole-field——-— 
The external relations of Athens, and the importance attached about 

this time to the recently-formed alliance between the city and Argos’, 

account for certain passages®, not otherwise relevant and perhaps not 

very happily conceived, in which it is suggested that, by the trial and 

discharge of Orestes, Argos is laid under a permanent obligation to 

Athens, or that at all events, with Orestes, the Argive ‘hero’, as a 

friend, hostility from Argos to Athens is not to be feared. The 

impression conveyed is that the solidity of the alliance was for the 

moment a subject rather of anxiety than of confidence*®. The history of 

the period is too little known to afford more than a general explanation 

of these allusions, which however are of no importance to the total 

effect. That they are, strictly speaking, irrelevant to the issue, is 
indicated by Aeschylus himself *. 

More important, as well as more relevant, is the suggestion, which 

engrafts itself naturally and almost necessarily upon the ancient legend 

as modified by Aeschylus, that decrees of the Areopagus, and by 

implication, those of Athenian courts generally, had or should have 

a sort of universal validity, and be operative everywhere®. In the 

legendary version, when the acquittal of Orestes was entirely the work 

of gods, and the trial altogether of an extraordinary and superhuman 

character, the competence of the tribunal did not come into question. 

Aeschylus, by making the jury Athenian citizens and the whole pro- 

ceeding, so far as possible, ordinary, necessarily raises the question of 

competence; and by assuming that it is decided in favour of Athens, he 
falls in with a tendency of the first importance to the imperial ambitions 
of the city. 

1 Grote, Hist. Greece 11. Chap. xlv., have been raised upon it, but see the 
Vol. 4, p- 71 (8 vol. edition). notes. 

2 vv. 289 foll., 670 foll., 765 foll. The 5 See especially vv. 765 foll. 
last passage differs somewhat in substance 4 wv. 674, 678. 
and tone from the others, and doubts 5 vv. 757 foll. 
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The Divisions of the Play. Time. Scenery. 

In structure and division the Aumenides, though simple in itself, 
is among Greek plays remarkable. The conventional division, es- 

tablished for tragedy when fully developed, into prologos, parodos, 

certain egedsodia, and exodos, marked off by movements or stationary 

songs of the Chorus, has in this case little or no application. There 
are two breaks}, and two only, in the action, dividing the play into 

three Acts. One of these breaks certainly, the other probably, is 

marked by an ‘empty stage’ (that is, an exit of all the performers), 

by a change in the imaginary place of action, and by some change 

at least, whether we suppose it small or great, in the actual scenic 

representation’, The s¢asima, the great choric odes, are also two‘ 

The second of these coincides with, or rather immediately precedes, 

the second break in the action; but the first, the duvos Séopuos, does 

not coincide with the first break, and, regard being had to the 

circumstances, can scarcely be said to break or suspend the action 

at all; it is merely a part of the scene in which it occurs. 

The place of action is in Act I. at Delphi, before the temple of 

Apollo, but within the sacred precincts®, In Act II. it is at a sanctuary 

in Athens, exhibiting an altar, ‘house’, and ancient image of Pallas 

Athena®. In Act III. it is, I think (though this is disputed), on the 

Areopagus, at the place where the Court regularly sat’. 

Between Act I. and Act II. take place the wanderings of Orestes, 

hunted by the Erinyes, from his leaving Delphi to his reaching 

Athens. The references to these® show that they are supposed to 

extend over a wide space and long time, including voyages by sea, 

but give no description or limit, unless we so understand the statement 

they have covered ‘every region of the earth’®. Between Act II. and 

Act III. occurs whatever must or may be supposed to take place 

1 v. 234, v. 568. 
2 The question is discussed upon vv. 

568, 569. See Appendix I. 
% This sentence applies, in my opinion, 

also to the Choephori (see the Introduc- 
tion to that play) where however the 

division is more difficult and uncertain. 
4 vu. 307, VU. 493- 
5 Hence d&w ravde dwudrov in v. 179; 

where 6déuara means the whole oracular 

sanctuary. See on this and other points 
The Relative Position of Actors and 

Chorus in the “Greek Theatre of the 
V. Centurys.c. (John Pickard), American 
Journal of Philology, Vol. X1v. p. 208. 

6 Commonly supposed hitherto to be 
the ancient temple on the Acropolis. 
But see note to vv. 79, 80, and Appendix 
I. to ww. 568, 569. 

7 See Appendix I. to wv. 568, 569. 

8 wv. J5—771 239-243) 249-251, 
276—286, 454. : 

9 uv. 249. 
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between the declaration of Athena, that the cause shall be tried by 

a jury, and the actual assembling of the court,—an indefinite interval, 

but naturally neither very long nor very short. Since the scene is 
cleared (see above), the imagination of the audience is left perfectly 

free in estimating the interval supposed. 

When from the imaginary scene we pass to the actual representa- 

tion, we can say little that is certain. Two things, however, seem 

clear. First, the scenery was simple; the remarkable absence of all 

local allusions is so far conclusive. Secondly, a scenic change of some 

sort took place at each division. Act I., upon the assumption respecting 

the conduct of the action which seems most probable (see below), 

requires only a temple-front, or something which may be taken for 

such. In Act II. the things visible are the altar, house, and image 

of Pallas Athena; and the image must be accessible, since Orestes 

is directed to embrace it, and is actually found by the Erinyes in that 

attitude’. Some change from the arrangements of Act I., not necessarily 
great, is required, and could be easily made while the scene was empty. 

So also between Act II. and Act III. The representation of the place 

of trial, however symbolic and rudimentary, would require some new 

arrangements, if it were only seats for the judges and a table or altar 

with urns for the voting. This strengthens, and decisively, the other 

reasons for thinking that between these two Acts also the scene was 

empty. 

Of machinery there is no certain trace. A scholium at v. 64 seems 

to suggest that Apollo then ‘appears’ above the temple, and states that 

simultaneously ‘the turning of machinery’ exhibits the group in the 

interior, Orestes surrounded by the Erinyes?. I agree with those who 

reject this*, The latter statement would indeed be impossible, if it 

refers to the eccyclema‘*, and if, as has commonly been thought, the 

eccyclema was a platform run out through one of the entrances in the 

back-scene. No such platform could contain the supposed group, 

thirteen figures (at least) and the omphalos. It has however recently 

been suggested’, with much probability, that the eccyclema was a semi- 

1 wv. 258—260; see also vv. 80, 240— 

243, 412, 442, 448. 
2 émipavels’ Ard\Awr cup Bovdrever Opéory 

Karadurety pev 7d pavreioy puyely dé els 

*AGhvas. Kal devrépa 2 ylvera: gayracia. 

orpadévra yap pnxaviwara e&vdnra more? 

Ta Kara 7d pavreloy ws Exe, Kal ylveras 

Gys Tpayixh* 7d pev Elpos yuarypdvoy ere 
karéxwv ’Opéarys, al 6é kixrAw ppovpoicat 

avréy, (As to the édos see on v. 42.) 

The word émipavels and the expression 
devrépa gavracia seem to imply a machine 

for Apollo. 
3 See Pickard, American Journal of 

Philology, X1v. 208. 

4 Use of the eccyclema is supposed in 
the Agamemnon (1371) and Cheephori 
(971), but is not certain; see notes there. 

5 By Mr Charles Oxon, Aermathena 
XI. p. 132. 
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circular platform attached at the back to a portion of the back-scene, 
and revolving, together with it, about a pivot. Such a platform, might 

perhaps give sufficient space to be used here; and the scholium, if 

worthy of trust}, proves that at some time the scene was so exhibited. 

But it may still be held that such was not the arrangement of Aeschylus. 

The effect of the entrance of the Chorus (at v. 140) would be spoiled, 
as I think, by such a previous exhibition, whether we suppose or not 

that the eccyclema was withdrawn again before that point. At all 

events the Aeschylean text admits the view that all the personages of 

Act I. enter by one of the usual ways, the Prophetess, on her first 

appearance, by one of the avodoz, the others, including the ghost of 

Clytaemnestra, from the temple. 

The question whether Athena, at her entrance in Act IL, has a visible 

car (6xyua), or a car at all, is discussed in the notes to v7. 400—408. 

T incline to the opinion that at all events none is visible. 
There is no internal evidence of a ‘stage’, that is, for the elevation 

of any part of the acting-place above the level of the orchestra. If 

there was any, it must, as appears everywhere and especially in the first 

and last Acts, have been of such elevation only, and so arranged, as to 

afford perfectly easy passage to and from the orchestra. 

The Dramatis Personae. 

As in the other plays of the trilogy, so in this, the simplicity of 

material setting contrasts forcibly with the abundance of human assistants, 

the only kind of pomp which Aeschylus could freely command. Like 

the Agamemnon and Choephori, the Eumenides concludes with a crowded. 

scene of great animation, and the textual evidence for the crowd and 

its component parts is more explicit than in the other plays®. 

Three ‘actors’, in the limited sense, are required. The list of parts 

given in the Medicean ms.? is for this play, as for the others, incomplete. 

A passage in the finale, which has consequently been found inexplicable, 

indicates that here also, as we should expect, Aeschylus has used his 

full strength for the conclusion, and that the two actors released by the 

retirement of Apollo and Orestes come on again in the character of 

citizens, These should be added to the Prophetess, Apollo, Orestes, 

the ghost of Clytaemnestra, and Athena. 

1 It should be remembered that we 

know nothing of the author and his 
qualifications or sources of informa- 
tion. 

2 See on wv. 569, and the Third Act 

passim. 

3 See below, immediately before the 

text. 

4 wy. 989, 990. Cp. Ag. 1522, 1650, 

Cho. 1041, 1049, etc. The parallel with 

the Zumenides is particularly close in 

the Choephori. 
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The Agamemnon, as I hold, has two distinct troops of singers or 

choreutae’; so probably has the Choephori?; and so has the Zumenides. 

The principal Chorus are the Erinyes, the secondary* are persons 

(wporopzrot) in the procession which escorts the Erinyes in the final exit. 

The number of these last is indeterminate, and that of the Erinyes is 

not certain. A scholium to v. 588, where they call themselves ‘many’, 
makes them fifteen‘ This however may be based on nothing more 

than the author’s knowledge that such was the regular number of the 

tragic chorus when fully developed; and the same statement is elsewhere 

made about the Agamemnon, where nevertheless the principal Chorus 

was almost certainly twelve. We must not however presume that the 

number was the same in all three plays. There is a possible reason 

why the Eumenides should have had additional choreutae, and precisely 

three such. The Eumenides were a trinity’, The Semnai Theai, 

originally perhaps two, became a trinity’, probably had become a trinity 

before Aeschylus’, and were represented like the Eumenides by three 

images. The Erinyes, before this play, were unnumbered, or rather 

there were innumerable Erinyes®. There was therefore no difficulty in 

bringing upon the stage any number, twelve or fifteen. But there was 

a difficulty, a great difficulty, in suggesting identity between this multi- 

tude and the respective trinities. A group of three principal or leading 

Erinyes”, made prominent by being an addition to the Chorus as it had 

appeared in the previous two plays, would aid the connexion, both for 

eye and mind, and would suggest, what Aeschylus evidently believed 

and meant, that the individual characteristics of these and all divinities, 

their number, figures and so forth, are mere symbols, signs for expressing 

an unknown Reality, ‘whose pleasure it is to be called Zeus’". However 

1 See on Ag. 363 etc. 
2 See on Cho. 583, 649 etc. 
3" vv. 1033 foll.; see notes from v. 1004 

to the end. 
4 rodra ob mpds ras Tpets (the three 

Erinyes of later literature), dAG mpos rdv 
xopbv, te’ yap joav. As to the text here, 

and its bearing on the question, see the 

note. 
5 See on Ag. 1347. 
6 See the representation of them found 

at Argos, J. E. Harrison, Prolegomena to 

Greck Mythology, p. 255, and note the 

importance of the number ¢hree in the 
rites of Colonus, Soph. 0.C. 479, ‘483. 

7 Harrison, Prolegomena, p. 242- 
® Probably, because the threefold 

identification assumed by Aeschylus, 

difficult enough in any case, could 
scarcely have been attempted, if even 

the Eumenides and the Semnai Theai 
had presented so plain a difference as 
that of number. 

° The first hint of ‘the three Furies’ 
seems to be Eur. Hh. Taur. 285—290, 
and the first definite mention, Eur. Ovest. 

1650 Evpevict rplccacs, both passages 
pointing directly to the story of Orestes 
as exhibited in our play. 

10 For possible traces of such a group 
see the two ‘parodoi’, or entrances of 
the Chorus, vv. 140 foll., vv. 244—255. 

ll Ag. 170, where see the context. 
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this may be, the poet’s mysticism was over the heads of his average 

fellow-countrymen, then and for long after; and one practical result of 
the Lumenides, preposterous but inevitable, was to aid in producing the 

pedantic triplicity of ‘Allecto, Tisiphone, and Megaera’. 

The ‘mute persons’ and ‘supers’ (in modern phrase) are of great 

importance. That the ‘Hermes’ addressed at v. 89 actually appears is not 

clear; the effect would perhaps be better otherwise. But in the Third 

Act there is a literal crowd of assistants, including the most important 
‘mutes’ of extant Greek drama (excepting the champions in the Seven 

against Thebes), the jury of the Areopagus. Their number is even; I 

believe it to be ten (or some multiple of ten)*, but this is not certain, and 
nothing of importance turns upon it. The herald’, who introduces the 
Court and prepares for the singularly impressive entrance of Apollo, is 

also a prominent figure ; and probably, from the nature of the case, there 

are other apparitors, who do not happen to be singled out. But 
beyond these, and most important, is the ‘multitude’, the folk of Athens 
assembled to witness the great ‘first judgment’ and receive the instruc- 

tions of the Foundress‘. This people, the symbol! of a disciplined 

humanity, ‘virtuous at last’®, is the object upon which the vast and 

mysterious lights of the Ovestea finally converge, and it is they who 
have the last word and the last act. ? 

The Text. 

The text of this play requires little particular remark. The Codex 

Mediceus (M), the primary authority for the text of Aeschylus, contains 

the whole play. Wherever the text here printed departs from the 

letters of the ms., the variation, if it seems to be of the least possible 

moment (and sometimes, to illustrate the ms. spelling, even where 

it is of no moment), is indicated by printing the substituted letters in 

a different type; and the reading of the ms. is given below. In this 

record, and in quotations from the scholia to the s., I follow the 

critical edition of Wecklein (Berlin 1885), as also, unless the contrary 

appears, in the names cited for the authorship of particular corrections. 

The reading of later Mss., one or more, is indicated (by vec. or rece.) 

only when that reading is adopted, as a correction, in preference to 

that of M. 

The Ms. text, as a whole, is good. There are in this play many 

3 See above, on Athena’s vote. 4 vy, 369 and the final scene Jassint. 

2 See on v. 687, vv. 714 foll. 5 y, lool. 

3 vv. 569 foll. 
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signs of careful, and also scrupulous, correction, including an abundance 

of ‘queries’. That the scholars, who supervised the production, were 
imperfect in information, is sometimes only too evident ; but evidently 
they did their best to preserve the tradition, which ought to be 

regarded as of great weight. In the 63 verses of the prologue, if we 

ignore a few irregularities of spelling (such as Aéxos for Adxos in v. 46), 
there is, in my judgment, but one place (vv. 40, 41) where the reading 

of M should be disputed, and even here the case against it is not 

absolutely clear. Alterations have indeed been made by editors 

in several other places ; but all these changes are dubious, and some of 

them unfortunate. 

If the average condition of the play does not reach this level, yet 

neither does it fall much below, except in the last 23 verses, where the 

haste of some copyist, or (perhaps more probably) some damage to the 

end of a roll, has produced irremediable injuries. 

In admitting conjectural emendations, I have adopted, as in other 

plays, a somewhat severe standard, which I will briefly explain. 

I. There are certain confusions which, in favouring circumstances, 

occur in the ms. so often, that, where such conditions occur, the 

tradition must be taken as simply ambiguous, equally valid for the 

reading actually presented or for one slightly different. Thus in v. 965 

mayti Séum péya Kowor (M), it would be vain to plead the authority of 
the Ms. against the correction of Turnebus, peraxowo.. Apparent 

confusions of t and rf, and of mera in particular with meta, are 

numerous enough to show that, zz an uncommon word, such as 

perdxowos, the choice of the copyist would be quite uncertain. This 

is no reason indeed for changing péya, but pera-, if better, as none will 
doubt, is equally entitled to the support of tradition. For another 

example see v. 913. The range of such doubts is not very large, and 

must not be exaggerated. For example, in v. 911, we cannot say that 

tév dvoceBodvrwv 8’ (M) is egually valid in favour of the conjecture rav 

8 eiceBowvrwy. The supposed error is not improbable, and the 

conjecture may be right, as I think it is; but the choice, in point 

of traditional authority, is by no means indifferent. Still less so is it, 

for instance, in v. 11 : erroneous substitutions of ¢6 for @ may indeed be 

found in the Ms.; but confusion in this matter does not nearly approach 
the point of indifference, and, in the particular circumstances, would be 

most unlikely. 
II. Even where the ms. is not, in the sense just defined, am- 

biguous, conjectural changes, slight, probable, and properly notified as 
such, may be admitted to the text, if the traditional reading is 
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linguistically (or rhythmically) impossible, ¢f it has no sense (or no metre) 
at all. But this licence should be construed strictly. In the state 
of our knowledge, it cannot be safely extended to cases of aesthetic, 
as distinct from linguistic objection, where the sense of the traditional 
reading is, to our estimate, not satisfactory. For example, in v. 911, 
the Ms. gives 

tav dvaceBotvrwy & éxpopwrépa méXors, 

which the writer, whether poet or editor, evidently took to mean, ‘May 

you rather remove (destroy) the wicked’. Now such a use of édopos 

(commonly /reductive) is unexampled, forced, and, as some have 

observed, peculiarly unsuitable to the context (see note). And it will be 
avoided, if we accept from Heath the change of ray dveceBovvrwv 8 into 

tév & eiceBovvrwy,—‘ May you be more productive of the good’. This 

observation, and some other not impossible suggestions, go far to 

invalidate the Ms. reading, as evidence that Aeschylus used éxgopos here 

in the bold and apparently perverse way which it assumes. Should we 

then be justified in admitting Heath’s correction, or some other, to the 

text? JI think not. Strange as the given expression would be, we 

cannot say that it would be unintelligible. The ms. reading is not, 

properly speaking, nonsense. And as to its propriety, in the first 

place, we cannot, with our limited materials, be absolutely sure that it 

was even linguistically improper, or that, if it was so, Aeschylus had not 

reason for choosing, with a view to some literary allusion, a term not 

linguistically proper. Such phenomena, certified beyond doubt, occur 

in modern composers. And further, be it assumed that there was no 

justification, but that the given expression would have appeared to 

Phrynichus or Sophocles as unfortunate as it did to Heath, and does 

(I admit) to me. What then? The greatest composers, the greatest 

poets, do not, as a fact, always abstain from unfortunate or perverse 

licences of language. Milton, Pope, Shelley, Tennyson,—in any of 

these, or perhaps in any remarkable writer of English, may be found 

expressions not a few, which no one, except the author, would have 

approved or permitted. It is proper indeed, in such a case, that a 

commentary should give the reader full notice of the objections to 

which the tradition is apparently liable——a requirement which, as a 

recent critic remarks, has hardly been satisfied, for the most part, in the 

case of v. g11. But beyond this we cannot safely go. 

The tendency however, not in this place but generally, has been to 

go farther. The readings now commonly adopted depart from the Ms. 

in very many places where the s. is defensible, in not a few where it is 

clearly right. This occurs chiefly in the case of ‘ obvious corrections’, 
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made when Aeschylus was first studied in the West, and repeated since, 

as may be suspected, without much, if any, reconsideration. It is not 

easy—I speak for myself—even to realise that a very familiar reading 
has no traditional authority, still less easy to put it aside and to review 
the case without prejudice. But this should be done. There is no 

reason (I submit), and never was any, to suppose that in w 11 
Aeschylus wrote what is now universally printed. And similar instances 

may be found throughout. 
But although a Ms. may deserve a more invariable and uniform 

consideration than it is apt to receive, I would say here, once for all, 

that, by retaining its reading in my text, I do not always, or even 

generally, mean that the reading is, in my opinion, certain; or even that 

no other doubts upon it could reasonably be entertained, than those 

which are noticed in the commentary. I mean only that the tradition 
appears to me in that place as well warranted as usual, or as ever. I 

will give one instance of the sort of doubt which, though not baseless, 

may legitimately and, as I think, should be ignored. In wv. 44, 45, 

the emblematic olive-bough of a suppliant is described as 

Ayve. peyloto cudpdvos eoreppévov, 

apyite padrA@: THyde_ yap Tpavas épa. 

About the meaning of this, especially the last clause, I, like others, am 

uncertain. But the late Dr Rutherford, than whom none had better 

right to an opinion, proposed (Classical Review 11. 291) to cut away 

the ground of speculation, by reducing the two verses to one: 

dpyyre Ajve. cwoppdvas eorenpévor. 

The rest of the Ms. text he supposed to consist of glosses, interpreta- 

tions (uaAAG on Ayver, for instance), trimmed and filled up so as to 

make out metre. Now this, I admit, is possible. But the mere 

possibility surely does not add anything substantial to the general, 

abstract doubt, which we must feel about a text, having such a history 

as that of Aeschylus, wherever we find it hard, and which we might feel, 

not less warrantably, where we find it easy. Anywhere and everywhere, 

not least where it looks simplest, it may have undergone some such 

complicated remodelling, part injury and part restoration, as is here 

suggested. We are not therefore bound, nor even logically entitled, 

to apply such treatment to a particular passage, which, for anything 

that appears, might be transparent, if we had a little more knowledge of 

its subject. And under this category fall the vast majority of conjectures. 

They have, or may have, a use in exhibiting some point of difficulty. 
But for the constitution of the text, they ought not, we may hold, to be 
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entertained. Either they are founded upon suspicions not really justifi- 
able, or (a not less common case) they assume in the Ms. errors possible 
no doubt, but not, in any proper and distinctive sense, probable. They 
signify only that the particular sentence, like any other sentence of 
Aeschylus, may conceivably have been depraved beyond our means 
of tracing and restoration. Such, for example, is the most familiar 
conjectural version of vv. 448, 449: 

obk ciui mpoorpdmaios, odd exwv jvoos 
A ‘ oie :. X 2 f 4 mpos xXept THUG TO adv ehelduyy Bpéras. 

The ms. has 
i: es / 2Q> x ov« cil mpootpdraios, od exe! ptoos 

‘x X eee a & 3 , La mpos Xelpt THU TO adv epeLouénn Bpéras. 

By no process deserving to be called probable, as distinct from merely 

possible, could this arise out of the conjectural version, which, though 

not disprovable, is nevertheless not to be entertained. 

At the other end of the scale stand a certain number of ‘ obvious’ 

corrections, which it is not worth while to dispute, although, to a strict 

judgment, the tradition would not appear absolutely impossible. For 

example, in vv. 217, 218 the ms. has 

cbvy yop avdpt Kat yvvaikit pdpowpnor 

Spkov “ori peiLwov TH Sixn ppovpovpery. 

It is obvious to conjecture either pdpoymos (as the copyists of two 

later MsS.) or popoimos (Hartung), and we may best follow convention 

in adopting wdépoysos. But there would be little ground for surprise, 

if in the autograph of Aeschylus, could we obtain it, we found exactly 

what is offered by M. The subject of the sentence may be regarded 

indifferently as singular or as plural; and a fluctuation between the two 

numbers, though offensive to scientific grammar, is an irregularity of 

that kind which, in English writers of repute, may be found not rarely 

down to, at least, the age of Dryden. Questions similar, but more 

worth discussion, occur, for example, in v. 621 and vv. 770—774. 

In four places (I think only four) I have changed the letters of the 

Ms. upon my own conjecture: vv. 224, 390, 448, 913. In all these, 

except the last, the ms. reading is universally condemned ; in the last 

it has been doubted, but, for the most part, allowed to pass. 

Once or twice (555, 556, 947), where the text seems to be literally 

defective, where something is lost, I have suggested supplements upon 

the only method which may be called strictly Arodab/e, the repetition 

of letters. 
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In a few others (¢.g. 133, 277, 687) I suggest changes in.the accen- 

tuation, the division of the words, or the like. But in these the tradition 

is not authoritative; and they stand upon the same footing as an 

interpretation. The same principle applies, but ambiguously, to a 570. 

Far more often I retain the ms. reading, sometimes with confidence, 

sometimes provisionally, where it is commonly changed. Indeed no 

small part of my commentary might be described as ‘considerations in 

favour of M’. This, I hope, can at all events do no harm. 

Of a spurious verse or verses there is no certain example; one 

I think probable (v. 449); see also wv. 286, 765 foll., 860 foll. Loss of 

a verse or verses must probably be assumed at v. 1029, but the loss 

may be small. 

The scholia to this play (I mean those of M), though mis- 

cellaneous and various in value, are, on the whole, uncommonly 

sensible and learned, as well as uncommonly full, presenting in both 

respects a remarkable contrast to those (for example) upon the Choephorz. 

Evidently the Zumenides, as might be expected from its contents, was 

specially attractive to the ancient scholars. I regret that the form of 

this book prevents me from appending the scholia to the text. To print 

them as a supplement, since they are easily accessible elséwhere, 

seemed useless. It has been my intention to notice them, wherever, 

in my judgment, they should affect the reading or interpretation ; but 

doubtless, in this matter, there will be found oversights and defects. 

For example, in the note to v. 54 (now beyond correction) I should 

have cited the scholium, ofoy aiuarypdv, which, since the writer must 

have read or assumed in the text a word which he took to be acc. fem. 

sing., may be held to support the conjecture A/Ba. The inference would - 

not indeed be justified ; since the commentator may just as well have 

guessed (or have known as a fact) that 8a was singular and feminine, 

though I should rather suppose it to be plural and neuter. And on the 

other hand, if the words on which he comments were Sve@iAj AiBa, we 

might well:ask why he should:connect them, as he does, with d/s0d. 

But for connecting da with blood, he might find plausible authority in 

the Lumenides itself (v. 263 76 dtepdv) ; and indeed that word, or some 

of this class, may actually have acquired such an association, and the 

commentator, if the note is ancient and of good origin, may have 
known this for a fact. The note therefore, as between the readings, 
is indifferent, or favours, if either, that of the ms. But it should have 
been cited. 

In general, nothing is so difficult as to deal surely, or even fairly, 

with the evidence of the scholia. They admit no uniform measure. 
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Bits of sound learning and information stand side by side with 
ridiculous shots; and sometimes, in the state of the tradition, we 
can hardly judge concerning a given note, whether it is a wild in- 

terpretation of the existing text, or a sound interpretation of some 
other. The tendency has been, I think, rather to over-value the 

scholia as compared with the text, for a reason which I have noted 
before: the foolish scholia, though numerous and conspicuous, get 

little attention, even from editors, and naturally are hardly ever cited. 

Thus there arises a sort of presumption, not justified by the facts, 

that a scholiast must be writing with some reason and discretion. 

Much speculation, for instance, has been spent on the note ofov 

évépxous Sixacrds, as testimony against the soundness of the text to 

which it is appended, 

v. 486 dove dixacras Spxiwy aipovpévovs... Pp poup. 
But however plain it may be that, upon this. text, no one ought to have 
propounded such a guess, yet if we have studied the scholia as a whole, 

we shall easily suppose, that upon this very text it may have been in 

fact propounded : see, for instance, the note to v. 488. Insucha case, 

interpretation of the text takes, at most, a slight increase of uncertainty, 

—no great matter where, as the most expert will best understand, almost 

every assertion is provisional, and subject to the enlargement of our 

scanty and difficult evidence. 
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XOPOS, EYMENIAQN. 

A@HNA. 

TIPOTIOMIIOL 

1 See Introduction, p. xxxvii. 2 See Introduction, p. liii. 
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IIPO®HTI. 

Ipaérov pev evyn tHde mperBevw Oeav 
THY mpwtopavrw Tatav: éx d€ THs Oem, 
4 81) To pytpds Sevrépa 768° eLero 
payreiov, as Adyos Tis: ev Se TO TpiTo 
Ader, Jedovons ovde mpos Biav twds, 5 

The reading here recorded, unless otherwise described, is that of M, the first hand 

of the Codex Mediceus. 4. rho. 

For the situation and scenic conditions 
see the Introduction. 

1—33- The Pythia, or prophetess of 
Delphi, is about to enter the temple as 
usual for the reception. of those consulting 
the oracle (see vv. 30 —33 and the prologue 
to Euripides’ /oz), and invokes upon her 
entrance the blessing of the Delphian 
gods. These are divided into two classes, 
first (1—19) the former and present pos- 

sessors of the sanctuary, who have the 

honour of ‘ prayer’, and secondly (20—29) 

those less directly connected with it, to 

whom belongs rather ‘mention’ (edxal, 

Abyor, vv. 20, 21). The reason and 

significance of this distinction, and the 
bearing of the whole on the drama, have 

been considered in the Introduction. 
The chief point, for Aeschylus, is that 

both series lead, as a climax, to Zeus 

(vv. 19, 28). 
1, edxq strictly instrumental, ‘4y thus 

invoking first’.—@eav both with mpdrov 

and mpecBedw: Gaia, by being put first 

of the’ deities, receives precedence over 

them. 
z Tv mpwotépavrw: decause first 

prophetess, both generally and.at Delphi 
in particular. The hollow (yéadov) or 
depression in the earth, over which the 
temple was built, the tripod was placed, 
and the prophetess sat, was, according to 

the primitive conception, the source and 
cause of the oracular inspiration. Such 
however is not the conception of Aeschy- 
lus; see v 17.—ék 88 tijs and after her.— 
@épiv. The selection of ‘Right’ ‘Law’ 
or ‘Justice’ as patron of the oracle was 
probably in the first instance an indepen- 
dent myth, representing a higher and 
more spiritual view of the oracular 

function than the attribution of its origin 
to Earth. Later reconcilers invented 

‘links between the two, either of relation- 

ship (as here, Hesiod Teg. 135, etc.) or, 
as speculation became more subtle, of 
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ACT I. 

The scene ts before the temple of Apollo at Delphi. 

Enter the Pythian Prophetess. 

The Prophetess. First for my prayer: whereby I give 

precedence among gods to the first giver of oracles, Earth; 
and after her to Themis, who came second to this oracular 
seat, her mother’s, with good right ; and at the third succession, 

with consent of Themis and without violence to any, one 

- 
identity, as Aeschylus in P.V. 225. See 
next note.,, 

3, 4+ Sy therefore, of course, accord- 
ingly, explained: by T6 pyrpds ‘as being 
that of her mother’, by natural succession. 
The emphasis justifies a suspicion that 
here, as in the sequel (v. 5), Aeschylus is 
mending tradition, and that the transition 

from Gaia to Themis had not always or 
originally been represented as peaceful.— 
ws Adyos Tis: either (1) as reason good is, 
that a daughter should succeed her mother, 

the qualifying zis, some, being used, as 
often, by a certain irony or understate- 
ment, for much, great, considerable ; for 

the sense of Adyos see Adyov exer zt zs 

reasonable, and similar uses, in L. and Sc. 

sv. Nbyos: or (2) as @ certain legend 
declares. There is a general, perhaps 

universal, agreement in favour of (2), 

which is supported, as (1) is not, by 

parallel uses of ds Aéyos elsewhere, and 
would point to the fact, undoubtedly true, 

that the legends varied. But to raise and 

leave such a doubt scems inconsistent 
with the office and attitude of the speaker. 
Who should know the truth, if not the 
Pythia, and how can she claim (in v. 5 

and elsewhere) to correct error, if, where 

traditions disagree, she has no_ better 
authority or criterion than others? The 
context and voice would suffice to make 

clear a use of ws Adyos gol, which, though 
apparently not elsewhere extant, is natural 
to the language. 

4,5 Adxet, lit. ‘obtaining, reception, 
taking into possession’, at the third re- 

ception for ‘as third possessor’.—@edobons 
(rs Ogusdos). Themis consented to the 
succession of her kinswoman Phoebe, a 

daughter of Earth like herself (Hesiod 
Thepg. 136), who is inserted as a link of’ 
Be aoe transition, ‘without violence to 
any’, to Phoebus Apollo. The common 
legend, representing Apollo as an invader, 

expelling Earth and her family by force, 
and defengling his usurpation with some 
difficulty, is.set forth with graceful malice 

: I—2 
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Travis addy ais xPovds xabelero 
DoiByn: Sidwow 8 4 yereO\vov ddow 
BoiBw: 7d DoiBys 8 dvop’ exer wapavupov. 

Luray Sé Aiuvynv Andiav Te youpdba, 
Kéhoas én akTas vavTdpous Tas Ilad\d6os, 10 

és THvde yatav HOe mapvycous & edpas. 
4 3 2 A ta 4 méumovay 8 avrov Kat oeBiLovow péya 

KeevOorrotol maides “Hdaiorov yOdva 

avipepov TevTEs HpEepwpevnv. 
poddvra 8 avrov Kdpra Tiysaddel deds, 15 

g- drwy re originally. II. mapxvygoicd’ (a erased). 

by Euripides (J#4. 7. 1249 foll.), and, 
according to a schol. here (Iivéapés pyoe 

mpos Play kparoat IvO0is roy’ Amé\Awva." 
60d Kal raprapwoa adrov éfjres 71), had, 

even in the days of Aeschylus, the grave 
authority of Pindar. 

7, 8 : demonstrative, she: so 

placed (as in 7 8 % she saéd) only here; 

elsewhere only in the connexion 7% 6é, 7 
yap, xal 4 (Wecklein). The use is 

archaistic, and as such suitable to the 

sacred style.—According to Hesiod 

(Zheog. 403) Phoebe was mother of Leto, 
and therefore grandmother of Phoebus. 
Since an Athenian boy was commonly 
named from his grandfather, the relation- 
ship is probably suggested here; but it is 
not desirable to make this more explicit 
by changing SofBys (as some do) to 77Ons 
grandmother. This expedient of the 
‘birth-gift’, when we remember that it 
was probably new and certainly not an 
established belief, is sufficiently hazardous 
to be left in some obscurity.—Séow, as a 
gift, in apposition to i¢ (avré), the oracle. 
Presents were customary at Athenian 

birth-festivals, but the suggestion here 
seems rather to be that of a provision or 
settlement made upon the birth of an 
heir.—rapévupoy, ‘in a similar (imitated) 
form ’,— Phoebus. 

9—14. The journey dy way of Athens 
is assumed, by aschol. here, to be invented 
by the poet, and probably was so, as no 

. 

coeval or older testimony for it appears. 
Even Herodotus (6. 34) who speaks of 
‘the sacred way through Phocis and 

Boeotia’, implies rather that it did not 

extend to Athens (note éxrpdmovras éz’ 
*A@nvéwy) than that it did. It may be 
doubted whether any very ancient legend 
connected Delos and Delphi at all; the 

notion of combining and reconciling the 
legends of different sanctuaries belongs to 
an order of ideas which hardly became 
important before the middle of the sixth 
century B.C. and the beginnings of history. 
The Homeric ‘Hymn to Apollo’, in its 
present form a work of about that date, 
makes the connexion, but not by way of 
Attica, For the purpose of this play, an 
early and intimate union between Athens 
and Delphi, however little warranted by 
history, is essential—Even Aeschylus 
himself, it should be noted, rather sug- 

gests, than positively asserts, that Athens 

was the landing-place of Apollo. The 
account ultimately established placed ‘the 
sacred harbour called the Delphinion’ in 
the territory of Oropus, in the neighbour- 
hood of the temple called ‘the Delion’ 
(Delium), which appears to have com- 
memorated the journey (Strabo 9, p. 403). 
This account seems to have had the best 
authority even in the fifth century, being 
implied in the version attributed by a 
schol. here to Pindar, that the god arrived 
‘from Tanagra’ (see a map). Since the 
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Titan-born, she too Earth’s child, took the seat,—Phoebe, 
who gave it for a birth-gift to Phoebus, bearing her name to him 
derived. He, leaving the pool and crag of Delos, put in to the 
haven-shores of Pallas, and came to this land, his own Parnasian 
seat; him with great worship did the road-makers bring 
upon his way, the servants of Hephaistos, turning the wildness 
of the land to gentleness; he, at his coming, had high honour 

Athenians always claimed and generally 
held Oropus, as a part of Attica, it is 

covered by the notably vague expression 
‘haven-shores of Pallas’, nor is this am- 

biguity likely to be accidental. The poet, 
for good reasons, prefers not to be 
explicit. 

9: The water and rock-ridge of Delos. 
The water is the famous rpoxoedhs Alwyn 

(Herod. 2. 170, Eur. ph. Zaur. 1104etc.), 
an oval basin associated with the birth of 
the god. The xoupds appears to be the 
island itself, or possibly the hill Cynthus; 

the word is evidently used as specially 
appropriate and distinctive, though the 

reason is not now ascertainable. The sug- 

gestion of a schol., that it is depreciatory, 
and signifies 7b edreAés Tod xwplov, does 

not seem to suit the tone of the speaker, 
or the Athenian sentiment about Delos. 

II. ‘tTapvicous 0° Spas or rapavy- 
gous 0’ pas: Lis home on Parnassus, 
his bourne ‘from the isle’. The reading 
of the Ms. is right in respect of the letters, 

and, had it not been right, could hardly 
have come into existence. The accentua- 
tion rapyyoois arises merely from con- 
fusion with a (correct) explanation, IIap- 
ynoot,—‘ meaning of Parnassus’. The 
point is, to explazz the name Ilapynods, 

after the fashion beloved by Greek religion 
and especially by oracles, as foreshewing 
divinely the destiny of the mountain to 
receive Apollo rap vyjcov or wapa ris 

vyoov, that is, from the natal island of 

Delos. Such a confirmation was par- 
ticularly desirable for a legend open, like 
that connecting Delos and Delphi, to 
many objections. The interpretation put 
upon the assumed adjective, rapdvygos, is 
somewhat strained; but this might be 

expected in such a device. Compare 
the. exposition of the name ‘Helena’ in 

the Agamemnon (692), that of ‘Pleistos’ 
infra 27, and many others. Whether 
Aeschylus is here original, or follows 
authority, we cannot say.—A schol. to 

v. 22 (6 Tlapyacods) somewhat strengthens 
the Ms., by suggesting that the actual name 
of the mountain was not in the text.— 
Ilapyyood 6’ Robortello,and modern texts, 

12. wéptrovor 8’ adrév...uoddvra 8” 
airév.... The use of airés, where super- 
fluous, is exceptional in Aeschylus; and a 
parallel to this, twoinstances close together 
and so placed as to catch the ear, will 
hardly be found. A certain emphasis 
must be intended, as if each place in 

succession recognised 42m, Apollo, for 
the rightful claimant of service. 

13. «eAXevOorrool. On the. lepd ddds, 
here supposed to be made for the coming 

of the god, see above on v9. The road- 
making is the sign of improved civilisation, 
as indicated in zw. 14, ‘turning the savagery 

of the land to gentleness’.—atbes 
‘“Hoalorov: the servants (not ‘sons’ or 
‘children’) of Hephaistos (the patron of 
crafts in general and popular in this 
aspect at Athens) are the artizans or 
engineers, as such, (‘Leute mit Axten’ 
Wecklein). The meaning is simply that 
a road was made.—A schol. here in- 
terprets ‘sos of Hephaistos’ as the 
Athenians, which may be justified by a 

somewhat obscure genealogy, but seems 

artificial and unnecessary. —érav méurwow 

(of ’AOnvaior) els Acdgpovs Oewplav, mpo€p- 
xovras Exovres medékets Ws Sinuepuioovres 

Ti» yqv, schol. If this custom is as old as 
Aeschylus, he doubtless had it in. view, 

but the text does not require or prove it. 
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Aeidds re ydpas rhode Tpupryryns ava€. 

réxyns 5€ vw Zeds &Oeov xricas ppéva 

iLec réraprov rovde pdvTw év xpovois, 
Awdss apodyrns 8 éatt Aokias warpés. 

rovrous év evxais Ppoysudlopar Oeods 20 
Tladdas azpovaia 8 év Adyous tpeoBevera: 

céBw Sé vipdas, &Oa Kwpvkis wérpa, 

19. éorly. 

16. AeAdds. The name of this epony- 
mous personage suggests, and is meant to 
suggest, that the xWpa was already called 

AedAgol, when Apollo came. For the 
importance of this innuendo, and the 
reason for putting it in this covert way, 
see the Introduction. 

17—19. This purely spiritual view of 
inspiration, though necessary to the feel- 
ings and theological system of the poet, 
obviously cuts away the basis of ideas 
for a Jocal oracle such as Delphi, with its 
inspiration from a spot of ground and its 
recipient prophetess. The reference to 

Zeus seems to be now found first in the 
Homeric Hymn to Apollo 132, xpjow & 
dvOpuroce Aids vyuepréa Bovdjv, but in 

connexion with Delos, not with Delphi.. 

Delos, which we may suspect not to have 
been originally, as it never was principally, 
oracular in function, was a more open 

field for an improved conception. Here 
the notion is tacked on, as best may be, 

by help of the suggestion or assumption 
(not true, contrast v. 29) that it was 
Apollo himself who sat in the seat and 
delivered the revelation. As a fact, the 

worship of Zeus, the key-stone and 
essence of religion according to Aeschy- 
lus, was at Delphi of remarkably small 

importance or prominence, even when, as 
in the fifth century, the filial dependence 
of Apollo was universally accepted. See 
further the Introduction.—réxvys...ev@eov: 
the construction of the genitive follows 
the analogy of éuzretpos or eumdews.— 

xrloras : moujoas.—vy is principal object 
both to xrloas and tte, dpéva a secondary 

limiting accusative joined to xricas only, 
cf. v. 88 wh pbBos ce vixdrw ppévas.— 

rév6e marks that we have reached the end 
of the series, as in 7hed. 618 rv EBdop0v 

dy réve? éf’ EBSduars widas | Adkw. 
‘Fourth and present’ (Paley) is right, 
except that it rather suggests others to 
follow, which révée does not. We have 

no exact equivalent in English, but it is 

natural to Greek and should not be 
suspected.—réraprov...év xpdvots, Atos... 
8t...aarpés : ‘fourth 7 date, but speaking 
for Zeus his father’. These phrases are 

closely connected and antithetical, as 
if we had réraprov meév...cpopyrny 6é..., 

for which the actual form is a variation. 

The point, vital to the poet, though 
unreconcilable with the true and primitive 
theory of the Delphian oracle and indeed 
with the very existence of sucha sanctuary, 
is that the wisdom of the oracle is wof 
derived from or dependent on the place, 
a notion no more tolerable to the 
elevated and quasi-monotheistic paganism 
of Aeschylus than to Christianity itself. 
By deducing Apollo’s right of property in 
the soil, he fears, very naturally, that, 
even with every precaution, he may seem 

to leave this notion subsisting, and ac- 
cordingly he emphatically and explicitly 
denies it. Though Apollo is only fourth 
possessor, it is not through the genea- 
logical and chronological series that he 
comes by his wisdom ; ¢ka¢ comes direct 

from Zeus (we must say ‘God’ if we 
would have the idea), his father. See 

further the Introduction.—év xpevois 
literally ‘in the periods of time’, ze. 
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from the people of this place, and from Delphos, the lord 

and governor thereof. With divination Zeus did inspire his 

heart, and set him in the chair as prophet now in reckoning 
of times the fourth, but speaking, as Loxias, on behalf of Zeus, 

his sire. 

These are the gods who receive my opening prayer. In 

mention, first comes Pallas Pronaia; and with her I honour the 
nymphs of that place where is the Corycian rock, hollow, 

successive possessions.—The commonly 
received changes roicde...0pdvos are, I 
think, mistaken. 

20. & ebyais...év Adyots. See above 
on vw. 1, and the Introduction, 

21. TladAds apovala. The temple 
dedicated to the goddess by this title at 
Delphi lay, as the name seems to indicate, 

before the entrance of the sanctuary (sé, 
vaés), and therefore she may not un- 

naturally lead the secondary class, the 
non-possessors. But the real reason for 
giving her this precedence is partly to 
emphasize the point of connexion with 
Athens, and partly to throw into the 
shade both Poseidon (v. 27) and, above 

all, Bacchus (Bromios v. 24), who, truly 

and by tradition, were possessors. See 
the Introduction. On the temple, see 
Pausanias 8.6, and Frazer’s note there. 

22—27. All these, the Corycian cave 
and its nymphs, the river Pleistos, and 
Poseidon, as god of water (not of the 

sea), represent collectively the elemental 
forces of the country as a whole.—vipdas 
tv@a...6nymphs of the place where...’, 
a connexion the more natural as nymphs 
are a very slight personification and 
almost equivalent to ‘ waters ’.—dvac-rpo- 
gi: so cited by schol. to vw 24. But 
it is not impossible that Aeschylus, for 
some reason of literary association, wrote 
dvarrpodpd'as M gives.—Kopux\s mérpa : 
a very large cavern in the table-land 
between the cliffs overhanging Delphi 
and the upper part of Parnassus (see a full 
description in Frazer’s note to Pausanias 
10. 32. 2), mentioned also by Sophocles 
in Ant. 1126, where, as here, the nymphs 

are associated with Bacchus. —rév xGpov : 
that region, i.e, Parnassus and perhaps 

especially the cave.—ov8’ dpvnpove : 
as I do not forget. The prophetess, or 
rather the poet, is aware that the relega- 
tion of Bromios (otherwise Bacchus or 
Dionysus) to this entirely subordinate, 
parenthetic, andalmost accidental position 

in the history and religion of Delphi may 
surprise the hearer, who may even, he 
apprehends, be wondering whether that 

deity is forgotten. As to the grounds of 
this justifiable apprehension, see the 
Introduction. —é& odre...0eds: since he 
came as a god leading his host of 

Bacchants.  obve: ex quo, since, from 

the archaic form of the relative do7e.— 
éorpatyynoev. The character of an 
aggressive invasion, encountering violent 
opposition, belongs generally and his- 
torically to the Bacchic religion, and 
is typified by the legend of Pentheus 
immediately mentioned.—Oeds: not a 
mere pronominal equivalent for‘ Bromios’, 
but ‘as a god’, ‘deified’. That the god 

was a deified man was the essence and 
differentia of the Bacchic religion.— 
Tlev@ei. Pentheus, king of Thebes, 
was hunted (note Aayw dlxnv Like a hare) 
and torn to pieces by the Bacchants 
for opposing the new god. The legend 
is the subject of Euripides’ Bacchae. 
There, and also (according to a schol. 
here) in Aeschylus’ play Xantriae, the 
scene of the death is not Parnassus, 

but Cithaeron, a place much more pro- 

bable, from its vicinity to Thebes. 

Wecklein points out that we need not 
(with the schol.) suppose otherwise here. 
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23. dvacrpopa’. dvacrpopat recc. 26. revOeix ( erased). 

27. wAyoroue altered to mXelorove. 

The invasion of the whole region, Phocis 
as well as Boeotia, by Bacchus, may be 

dated by the death of Pentheus as its chief 
and decisive incident.—This verse has no 

caesura either in the 3rd foot or the 4th, 
a phenomenon which (except in parts 
of the Persae, 468—474 and 483—517, 

where, doubtless for some reason, it is 

common) is extremely rare in Aeschylus, 
and probably always due to some literary 

influence not now traceable. Sug. 920 
edéew eorx’ duds daroomdoas xéuys and 
P. V. 667 otk of8” 8rrws duiv dmiorioal pe 

xem suggest a common origin by their 
resemblance (dmés dm-, bpiv di-). In so 

careful a composition as this prologue, 
fortuitous irregularity is scarcely con- 
ceivable; perhaps the line is a quota- 
tion from some earlier dramatist or other 
poet. Such quotation would suit well 
with a ‘reminiscence’ (0ov8’ durnuove).— 

awhijorous...kpdiros: ‘and the full-fed 
(Pleistos-) founts and Poseidon’s power 
(which feeds them)’. This, the primitive 
reading of M, is right, and is supported 
by the parallel in v, 11. Here it is the 

name of the Delphian stream Pleistos, 
which is mystically and etymologically 
interpreted, as signifying in itself that the 
place, by the blessing of the gods, is rich 
in water. For the form mAforos (or 

perhaps rather rAyorés) filled, a passive 
adj. of two terminations, cf. mAvjo-u7 the 

filling, rising of a stream in Hesiod, 
Sr. 25 év wdhounor ditreréos worapoio, 

cited by L. and Sc. s.v. rAjoun 3 and see 

also mAypys, mlurAnue etc.; the whole 

class of words is frequently so applied. 
Whether we write wAclorous or rAjorous 

(see the Ms.) is in the circumstances 
indifferent, and the pronunciation must 
have been nearly the same.—IIAeerod, 

modern texts.—IIoweaSdavos. As to the 
real part of this deity in Delphi, see the 
Introduction; Aeschylus narrows it, as 

he does that of Bacchus, necessarily and 
deliberately. 

30—32. ‘And now may they bless 
the going-in more than ever before to me 
and to all those who, from the cities of 

Hellas, are admitted, as the custom is, by 

permission of the lot.’ ¢t...ruvés...trev: 
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beloved of birds, and haunt of beings divine ;—Bromios 
possesses the region, as I do not forget, since the day when, | 

as a god, he brought his army of Bacchanals, and contrived for} 
Pentheus the death of a hunted hare ;—and also the /w// founts 

of Pleistos I invoke, with Poseidon’s might, and, crown of all, 

Zeus the Supreme ;—then I take, as prophetess, my place and 
seat. 

And this time may they bless the going-in much more than 
ever before, both to me and to all from Hellas who are admitted, 
as the custom is, by fall of the lot; for I give response according 
as the god may lead. (She enters the temple and almost 

immediately returns.) 

...Verily things dreadful to tell, dreadful for eyes to behold, 

have sent me back from the house of Loxias,—so dreadful that 

whosoever are to go in, a relative clause of 
which the tacit antecedent is an accusative 
(éxelvovs) coupled by xafto we. For the 
exceptional use of the imperative in such 
a clause, cf. the conversational formulae 

ois 8’ 8 Spicov ; ‘do you know what you 
have to do?’ etc., preserved in tragedy. 

The full sense is ‘any of whom tray 
‘(elcirwv) let them come is said’. For 
other examples more or less similar in 
poetry and prose, ¢.g. Plato, Zaws 935 E 

@ 8 é&éorw xal wH, Toor vouobernowueda 

‘let us determine to whom it is to be 
permitted’, see Kriiger, Greek Grammar 

§ 397, notes 5 and 6, Gildersleeve, Syntax 

of Classical Greek § 422. That ef vwes 

trwv, like of@’ 8 Spacov, is a fixed 
formula, probably sacred and Delphian, 

or closely imitated from such, is indicated 
not only by the syntax, but by the 
peculiar form of the 3 pers. plural trwv 
(common léyrwy and later trwoav), which 

arrests the ear.—I suggest this as the 
best explanation of the grammar. If trwy 
be the principal verb, the clause ef map’ 
“EAMjvev rwés must be complete in itself. 
We have then a choice of unsatisfactory 
suppositions: (1) the verb must be 
supplied, which the verb - required 
(mdpeot, not eet) hardly can be; or 
(2) map’ (s2c, Ze. dpa) must be read as 
a verb (Abresch and others), in which 

case the elision of it, apart from other 
doubts, is unusual and unpleasing; or 
(3) we must emend more boldly, as et res 
‘EA\jvev rapa (Burges and others). All 

theseinterpretations suggest the possibility 
that there may be no consultants, an 
hypothesis not favourable to the dignity 

of the oracle. On the other hand, the 

distinction, suggested by e& tives trwv, 
between those who will and will not now 

be admitted, is favourable to that dignity, 
as implying numbers, and a choice on the 
part of the god; the lot might exclude 
some, at any rate for this particular day ; 
and indeed it is obvious that the lot not 
only determined precedence, but also 
served, when necessary, as the instrument 

of an indispensable discretion. The 
ballots for certain advantages in modern 

clubs offer a humble analogy.—rap’ 
*EdAijvav, properly ‘from Hellenic places’, 
suggests primarily public emissaries, but 
does not exclude private enquirers. That 
Hellas only is noticed, whereas in the 
time of Aeschylus the area of Delphian 
influence had long been wider, is perhaps 

to be explained as a natural and in- 
stinctive archaism. 

33- She enters the temple and almost 
immediately re-appears, exhibiting ex- 
treme astonishment and horror. 
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36. yp. Bdow (written above) m. 
40. Geouvoye. 

37. ébmw doxla. dvrox Swxlatm. ob Todwxelg rec. 
41. éxovra rece, 

36. OS: wore.—Axtalvey ordow: 
uncertain; either ‘move .my standing’, 
z.é. move from my place, or ‘move my 
stature’, z.e. walk erect, or again ‘lift my 
stature’, z.¢. keep erect, is possible. The 
schol. (kovpifew. onuatver S€ Kal 7d 
yaupiay Kal drdxrws wndav) and Hesychius 
(werewplfev) point rather to move as the 
meaning of d«ralvev, which may be 
supported by derivation from the stem of 
&yw, through d«rés moved; cf. the Latin 

ago. If obxér’ dxratyw was used by 
Aeschylus for ov«ért Sivapar dp0obv énav- 

tiv (Bekker, Anecdota p. 23, 12 cited by 
‘Wecklein), the word must have also 
meant /zff; but the citation looks like a 

loose reminiscence of this passage. —Bdow 
is mentioned-as a conjecture in M, ‘but 

niotas having any authority. With ordow 

to be accounted for, Bdow is not very 
probable.—pa8’ &’ (for pare «@ Weil), 
‘so that I had not strength even to...’, 
is an apparent improvement; but the 
foundation is too unsure to be touched. 

37. She crawled away upon hands 
and knees. We need not however 
assume, with a schol., that she enters the 

scene in this attitude. 
38. ‘‘ypats: according to Diod. xv1. 

26, the prophetesses were originally young 
women; but after the seduction of one, 
it was decided to admit only women over 

fifty. Aeschylus transfers to antiquity 
the use of later times” (Wecklein). The 
text however, it should be observed, does 
not necessarily imply any rule. 

39. twodveredpy: ‘covered with oréu- 

para’, the bands of wool, or rather 

skeins tied at intervals, which were the 

sign of sacred, and especially of oracular, 
things and persons. They are worn for 
example by Cassandra in the Agamemnon 
(uavreia wept dépy orépy 1264).—pvyxsv : 
the interior chamber of the temple, where 
was, infer alia, the tripod: ¢o this the 
prophetess was going, when in the outer 
chamber (Jvonaos), where apparently in 
the fifth century stood the Holy Stone 

(6uganrés), she saw Orestes and the 
Erinyes. 

40—45. Upon the Holy Stone sat 
a man who, by many signs, appeared 
to be a homicide, and to be receiving 

purgation there as a mwpoorpémaios or peti- 
tioner for purgation.—ép0...xeipas. First, 
I saw upon the omphalos, polluted by his 

sitting there, a suppliant for purgation, 

from whose hands the blood dripped there- 

on.—én’ 6uadg is to be taken both with 
dvSpa, the man being-(seated) oz the 
stone, and also with ordfovta, the blood 

dripping from his hands wfoz it.—eo- 
puoi (?). The Stone had itself become 
‘abominable’, like the homicide for whose 

purgation it served, the very essence of | 
the rite (for which see references below) 
being that the ‘ pollution’ was transferred 
to, or shared by, the house and hearth of 

the purgator, on to which it was washed 
off.—t8pav exovre (?) wporrpémavov : lit, 
‘as bearing the sitting (on it) of a 
suppliant for purgation’, in apposition to 
Geopveret, which it explains. The phrase 
€dpay &xetv means usually fo sit, but the 
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I had no strength nor moved as I stood, but ran with speed 
of my hands instead of the leg and foot; for an old woman 
scared is nought, nay, even as a child. 

As I went towards the inner place, with fillets all bedecked, 
I saw upon the Centre-Stone, horribly polluted by the sitting 
there of such a suppliant,.a man whose hands dripped with blood 
upon it, and who held a new-drawn sword and a high-grown 

sense here given to it is legitimate, and is 

made clear by the context. éxovrt has 
a strong force, implying a burden, some- 
thing sustained unwillingly.—wpoo-rpé- 
matov has a special and technical sense, 
derived from mpocrpow}, the application 
ofa homicide for purging, and secondarily, 
the rite itself by which purgation was 
conferred ; see references below.—The 

readings of M, Qeopvor7t (that is, eopveret) 

and éxovtu, are not to be lightly dismissed. 

The common reading, established upon 
the evidence of the later mss. before the 
general superiority of M was recognised, 
is dvipa Oeopveh | eépav éxovra mpoorpd- 
maov, a man abominable, sitting there for 
the purpose of purgation. ‘This is simpler, 
but less vividly expresses the point, which 

is, that the place itself, the omphalos and 
the sanctuary, has incurred the pollution. 
But the two accusatives should perhaps be 
accepted.—atpart: that is, the blood of 
the ceremony of religious purification, 
which Apollo has performed upon him. 
See Cho. 1032—1037 and notes there, and 
the sequel here passim, especially vv. 
232—234, 280—283, 451—455, 581. 

That the purgation of Orestes was 
performed at the omphalos, and so as to 

stain it, appears in wv. 164—171; and 

we should naturally suppose, that it has 
already been performed before the com- 
mencement of the action; indeed there 

is no time afterwards. It is from this 
principally, the blood streaming from the 
hands, that the prophetess infers the man 
to be one who has committed homicide 
and is receiving purgation. The blood is 
that of the animal used for the purpose 
of the rite—The supposition that the 

‘blood’ here meant is that of Orestes’ 
victims, Aegisthus and Clytaemnestra, 
killed some days before and a hundred 
miles away, is unnecessary, and (as I 
think) erroneous. It is not only im- 

possible in fact (which might signify little), 
but so palpably false as to defy the 
imagination. It also seems to imply, 

what is apparently unacceptable and not 
true, that Orestes, in the final scene of 
the Choephori, appears ‘dripping’ with 
blood. These however are doubtful 
questions ; it is sufficient to say, that, even 

if the blood of Clytaemnestra were on 
Orestes’ hands, it could not be seex 

by the prophetess, because it would be 

hidden by that of the purgatory animal.— 
Kal veoomabdis x.7.\.: ‘holding a fresh- 
drawn sword and a bough of olive’ etc. 
In pursuance of the view that the ‘ blood’ 

is that of Clytaemnestra, it has been 
further supposed that the sword is that of 
the murder, which, like the hands, shows 

marks of the murder, and is blood- 

stained with recent use. But veooma&ts 

(vewort éomagyévov schol.), so far from 
asserting this, seems to imply the contrary. 
‘New-drawn’ is not ‘newly used’, but 
‘fresh from the sheath’. It suggests a 
clean sword, and as to use, implies, 

if anything, that the weapon is new and 
has not been used at all. To find the 
notion of blood and staining, the word 

must be changed (veoorayes Burges). In 

Euripides the Rationalist p. 185, I as- 

sumed this conjecture, but we should seek 

rather another explanation. Now Orestes, 

having received the ceremonial rite, is 
about to set forth on the expiatory 
wanderings mentioned in vv. 74 foll. 

. 
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46. dA€xoo. Abxos recc. 

235 foll., 284 foll., etc., as completing 

his purgation. The sword and olive- 

branch should signify this condition, and 

should belong to the preparations for the 
sending-forth. Since such a wanderer, in 

the days when the purgation was a reality, 
must have been in much peril, at once 
dependent on good reception and uncertain . 

of finding it, it is natural to put in 
his hands the emblems and instruments 
both of appeal and defence. From veo- 
oasis we should infer that the ‘house- 
holder’ who conferred the rite (in this 
case Apollo) either cleansed the weapon 
of the recipient, or (more probably) gave 

him a new one, either action being an 
appropriate symbol of the situation. The 
suppliant who had not yet received the 
rite, but was seeking it, of course also 

bore the bough, as Orestes did (Cho. 1033); 
but this does not affect the present 

question ; and it is worth notice, that in 
that place nothing is said of the sword. 
The ‘details, that the branch is ‘high- 
grown’ or taken from high upon the tree, 

and the woollen bands upon it con- 

spicuously large and white, are probably 
also significant, but apparently cannot 
now be interpreted. From the whole 
spectacle the prophetess infers the fact, 
that the man is a homicide, to whom 

Apollo, incredible as it appears (note 
Geouvoyjs, and compare the attitude of 

Athena in vv. 442 foll.), is acting as 

purgator, thereby taking the blood- 
pollution actually and visibly upon his 

own house. Hence also deoréry déuuv 
below (v. 60); Apollo is ‘master of the 
house’; he is acting according to his 
pleasure, and the consequences can and 
must be left to him. The god is not 
at the moment present, for which, if the 

question occurred to the spectators (as it 

-would not), reasons are easily suppos- 

able.—peylorw cwdppdvws seem to be 
pointedly contrasted (Wecklein); great 

size is prima facie not c&ppov, which 
imports rather moderation ; but in a thing 

which, like the orézua of the suppliant, 

itself expresses humility, dependence, and 
deprecation, the larger the emblem, the 

more the cw@pocivn. However, any 

explanation of these details must be given 
with reserve.—ryjSe yap tpavas épa for 
so [ will (or can) describe it clearly. This 

(subject still to reserve) is most simply 
taken as meaning, that, about the oréuya, 

its size and whiteness, she can and will be 

particularly clear, because, in her hasty 
glance, the object specially caught her eye, 
and because in itself it was, to a religious 

mind, an acceptable and reassuring sign. 
This appears to be asufficient explanation, 
though possibly more may be meant.— 
Wecklein supposes that by dpyijrs wadd@ 
she interprets Ajve, as a rare and 
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branch of olive, decently wreathed with wool-band very large,— 

white flock ; for so will I plainly say. And in front of this man 
a wondrous band of women sat asleep upon the chairs...Not 

women sure, but Gorgons I call them,...nor yet to Gorgon forms 
can I liken them—.... 

are wingless in form,.... 

I have seen erewhile in picture creatures 

that bore away the banquet of Phineus.... Nay, but these here 
But, for blackness, they are utterly 

technical term; and he cites 7hed. 476, 
where » metaphor is somewhat similarly 
explained, daw dé srodAqy, domldos KiKdov 

Adyw. This may be right; but it would 
not be very dramatic. 

46—s9. The Erinyes, whom she saw 
_sleeping round the omphalos, are described 
so as to excite the interest of the spectators 
in their future appearance. The exhibition 
of the Erinyes upon the stage was a 
novelty, nor was any visible form for 
them apparently yet fixed in literature 
or art. Accordingly the dramatist pre- 
pares the way for his conception, indi- 
cating that it is derived from familiar 
types of monsters (Gorgons, Harpies, and 
the like), but is more human (yuvaixas), 

not having, for example, the grotesque 
mouth, tongue, and tusks of the Gorgon, 
nor (this is particularly noticed) the wings 
of the Harpy. See further Prolegomena 
to the Study of Greek Religion (J. E. 
Harrison) p. 223. 

47. @pdvoreiv: the seats which com- 
monly served for those consulting the 
god. 

50—54. elSov. The absence of copula 
marks a pause before this. Then she 
develops further her new suggestion.— 
Puvéus...epotoras : ‘(creatures)in a picture 
carrying off the food of Phineus’, ze. 
the Harpies, appointed to punish Phineus 
by starvation, snatching away or fouling 

his food, whenever he attempted to eat. 

She speaks as if she did not at the instant 

recall the name; such a device, to diversify 

and animatea discussion which runsthe risk 

of being frigid, seems natural, and, though 

irregular, should not be suspected for an 

error.—darrepov...8(a. Speaking as if to 

‘invaders as dreadful. 

jecture. 

herself, she rapidly debates the resem- 
blance to Harpies vo and contra; note the 
curt clauses, and the conjunctions, ‘ and 

yet—but—but—but’. That they have no 
wings is against the identification ; so is 
the fact that they were asleep, since the 

Harpies were, by their very office and 

nature, perpetually vigilant. On the 
other hand, the ‘dark hue and foul 

favour’ and the ‘odious distillation’ were 
traits of the Harpy.—péykovor St «.7..: 
‘But they snored fiercely, and with no 
pretence. od mAacroto. ucidpaci : 
literally ‘with no feigned pantings’ (see 
mraorés, Adoow). Objections to this 

reading seem to depend on the assumption 
that the purpose is #zevely to describe the 

But the prophetess, 
whose function here is to stimulate the 
imagination of the audience, is not only 
horrified, but also curious; and she is 

discussing, without result, her own con- 

The point here is, that these 
strange beings were reallyand undoubtedly 
asleep (by the sound of their tremendous 

breathing), and therefore were not exactly 
Harpies. Harpies might have feigned 
sleep, but these did not feign. Probably 
there is an allusion to some representation 
of the Harpies, as feigning sleep, in litera- 
ture or art; but I cannot discover it.—ov 

awAaroto. (Elmsley) is technically little 
less probable than the reading of M, such 
forms being frequently confused; the 
sense (ot approachable, terrible) is less 
pointed. Moreover dadaros (7.v.) is not 
exactly equivalent to od mdarés, and it is 
not surprising that the positive aAarés 
seems to be without extant example. 
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53. &r (Sprec) in the margin. 57. pudrov. iAov m. 59. mévwr m. 

54. 8a (neuter plural of sing. Sto» ?), 
drops, moisture, from the root of dt-epés, 

wet, liquid, t-alvw, moisten, perhaps also 
of diémerys (roraués), though this can 

be otherwise interpreted.—A(Ba (Burges 
and modern texts) might doubtless have 
been corrupted to 6fa by confusion of A 
and A (though not easily, with AelBovor 
in the context to explain and protect it), 
and might be accepted, if 8(a were dis- 
proved. But there is no reason for 
suspecting 8a, since the required sense is 
justified by etymology. We might have 

presumed that a substantive or substan- 
tives from this root once existed, even if 

we did not find one, as here we do, 

55, 56. Kal Koopes k.7.A.: not to be 
connected closely with what precedes. 
The question of personality is dismissed, 

after a slight pause, for a new subject.— 
The costume was invented by Aeschylus 

himself; the chief feature was the snakes 

in the hair, and perhaps elsewhere; 
borrowed from the Gorgons. The dress 
was long, but girt up for running, the 
colours apparently black and dark red. 
This last quality, from the general preva- 
lence of white in Greek costume and 
specially in connexion with religion (see 
below wv. 353 foll.), would have a more 

startling effect than we easily realise. 
For later theatrical tradition commen- 
tators cite Strabo 3, p. 175, Diogenes 
Laertius 6. 102.—oUre pds Oeay x.7.A. 
‘not fit to be carried to the images of the 
holy gods nor into the houses of men’, 
z.é. to be worn on any occasion, sacred or 

profane.—mpés @cav aydApata épew 
may suggest a reference to the ‘carrying’ 
of raiment (for example, the seplos of 
Athena at Athens) to statues (dydé\uara) 

which were decorated with it; and some, 
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loathsome in favour.... And again, they snore, with no feigned 
blasts of the breath,..... And their eyes shed loathly drops—.... 

Their apparel too,...it is not fit to be carried to images of gods, 
nor into chambers of men—.... The breed of these visitors have 
I never seen, nor know any land which boasts to rear this kind, 

and not to suffer for it and to repent the pains. 

For what is to come, to Him I here leave it, who is master of 

this house, the mighty Loxias himself: revealer of remedies he 
is, and judge of prodigies, and houses of others he knoweth to 
purge. (Hxit—Enter, from the temple, APOLLO and ORESTES.) 

Apollo. Besure I will not prove false, but watch over thee to 

the end; near I shall be to thee, ay, even when far away; and 

to thy foes I will not be soft. 
For the present, thou see’st, these ravening creatures are 

perhaps rightly, would understand ¢épew 
carry, for the first part of the phrase, in 
this sense. The transition to that of 
‘wear, necessary in the second part (pépew 
és dvOpiruv oréyas), is quite conceivable. 
But on the other hand, such a reference to 

the dressing of images would be somewhat 
irrelevant, since the action of the Erinyes 
suggests no such use; what they have 

done is to carry the dress on themselves, 

to wear it, into a sacred place, and it is 
against this that the protest seems to be 
directed. It is better therefore to take 
pepew as a poetical equivalent to gopety 
(wear) throughout; carry to the images is 
‘wear in approaching the images’, in 
arpocodo: (processions) and other’ ritual. 
Nevertheless the use of Oe@v dyd\para 

{adorned gods), instead of @eovs, may imply 
uw contrast between the divine robes and 

those of the Erinyes. 
37—59. dAov, in modern phrase 

_ ‘species ’.—optAlas: abstract for concrete, 
Suthodvres visitors, as in v. 409.—o008" Arts 
«.7.A, ‘nor (know) a land that boasts such 
an offspring reared with impunity and 
with travail not repented.’ There is a 
slight but natural transition of thought 
from ‘such creatures are not produced 

anywhere’ to ‘they must destroy any place 
where they are produced’, The more 
general verb, Anow, have experience of, is 

to be supplied from the more definite 
orwtra. 

64. Exit the Prophetess. For a short 
interval the scene is empty.—Apollo and 
Orestes enter: on the question whether 
they are accompanied by Hermes, as a 
mute personage, see v. 89.—As to what 
change of scene (if any) was made here, 

see the Introduction. It seems most 
probable that the two actors simply enter 
from the temple. 

65. Near at hand, but moreover (at 

hand) even when Iam far away. This 
means that éyyls mapeorws covers 

even (xat) the case mpéow dmrocraray, by 

virtue of the divine power and the mira- 
culous range of the divine perceptions 

(vv. 297, 400). This point is marked 

here, to prepare the way for the effective 
and instantaneous response and appear- 
ance of Apollo at v. 576, where see note. 

—The difficulties raised as to the use of 
xal,..d€ seem to ignore the corrective pur- 
pose of the addition. Hence cal rpécw 
ye (Hermann) and other suggestions. 

But the conjunctions are correct, and the 
use somewhat similar to P. V. 1004...70vs 

éuods...2xOpovs: xal oé & év rovros Ady. 
67. viv, for the present, see v. 74.— 

ddotcas: Jeaten, i.e. overcome, stopped. 
—rtacde. He points within. 
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68—73. And sunk in sleep the loathly 
maids...are vanging the darkness of 

Tartarus pit, realm abhorred by 
mortals and by gods above. The ‘sleep’ 
of beings who are native to the lower 
world, but are for the present moment in 
this, is conceived by the poet on the 

analogy of accepted doctrines respecting 
sleep in general. In human sleep or 
trance, the soul, free or partly free from 

the body, can visit regions and receive 
impressions from which it is commonly 
debarred ; and in particular it is then 

uncommonly near to the powers of dark- 
ness. Hence the phenomena of dreams, 
visions, and above all ghosts (see Zhed. 
370, inf. 104). Similarly the spiritual 
being of the Erinyes is now disjoined 
from their sleeping forms, and has passed 
into the dark world, but with this grim 

difference, that, whereas to creatures of 

light that world is repellent, and to 
mortals even formidable as savouring of 

death (v. 73), to the Erinyes it is a place 
of pure refreshment, and they are (as 
Apollo conceives) now pursuing there their 

accustomed prey (see v. 340, and note 

pdpyous ravening in v. 67). The con- 
ception is important, as obliterating the 
touch of weakness, which their sleep in 
itself might imply. For the sake of. his 
dramatic situation, the poet has allowed 
the Erinyes to sleep; but this very sleep 
is other than ours, and is itself a horror.— 

vépovrat, range, like beasts of prey; Eur. 
El, 1163 épela mis ws Néaw’ dpyddwy 
Sptoxa venouéva.—See also next note. 

69—71. Grey, olden maids, with whom 

never mateth god, nor human creature, 

nor monster; but because of the evil 
(only) they even came to be,—only because 
evil came. The parenthesis, developing 
kardarvorot, expresses partly the physical 
loathing of the beautiful Olympian for 

what is hideous, partly such repugnance 

as men feel towards the executioner 
(see vv. 185 foll.). The ‘sleeping maids’ 
suggests a contrasted sentiment.—Oryp. 

Wecklein points out that this word, in 

the language of antique poetry, includes 
Centaurs, Satyrs and the like (Soph. 
Trach. 1096, 556, 568 etc.), and appositely 
quotes Suppl. 1o10 Ofjpes 58 Knypatvovar 
kal Bporol, ri uy ;—trel waxdy (é-yévero), 
supplied from éyévovro. Cf. Thuc. 6. 79 
Bray dx’ GdAdwv (ddicGvrat), Kal wh adrol 
damep viv rods médas ddikOou, Eur. Or. 644 
xpimar’, qv puxhy éwhy | codons, (adores), 
and inf. 140 éyw 88 o€ (eyelpw). See also 
on 7'heb. 2, inf. 355. Such ellipses are 
in Greek not uncommon, and often, as in 
the first two examples cited, are used 
with a freedom startling to us, who are 
accustomed to the habit of a language 
almost without inflexions. The present 
case however is simple and natural 
enough.—kakoy is (I think) masculine, 
Sinners, rather than neuter, sins. The 
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overcome. Fallen on sleep, these loathly virgins—grey, ancient 
maids, with whom never mingles god, nor man, nor monster ; 
who only for the evil, only because evil was, were e’en created— 
are taking their range of darkness and the nether deep, which 
men do abhor and the gods that dwell on high, 

Nevertheless fly thou on, and relax not; for they will chase 
.. thee even through the far continent, over land, ever land, for thy 

wandering foot to pace, and beyond sea and cities islanded. And 

latter idea (st) is expressed by kakév.— 
The Erinyes were created solely to 
punish crime, and partake of the evil 
which produced them. The thought is 
somewhat similar to Milton's ‘‘ Created 
evil, for evil only good”.—This passage 
(68—73) has been hitherto punctuated 
without a parenthesis, and witha full stop 

at wore. But (1) the sentence Urrvy...rore 
has then no verb: hence wapeiyra (for 

mecovoa, Wecklein) and other changes: 

(2) there is no correct sequence of thought 
in kax@v exare xdryévovro, érel xaxdv 

oxérov véwovrat: ‘to inhabit evil dark- 

ness’ is no proof that the inhabitant was 
‘created for evil’s sake’: and (3) the 
passage as a whole is not properly adapted 
to the context: 8uws in v. 74 takes up 

vév in v. 67, which connexion is per- 
ceptible if (but hardly unless) the sentence 
beginning at v. 67 is continued down to 
WV. 73- 

75. Kal: even (not doth). 
46. Literally, striding up ever the land 

Jor thy wandering foot.—P.Bavra, as from 
the intransitive present P.Bdw, an archaic 
form occurring in Homer and Pindar. 
The conjecture (Stephanus) is perhaps 
right, but BeBSvra must not be thought 
impossible. The formation of a present 
tense by combination of present inflexion 
with perfect stem is seen in Kexdyyovres 
(Homer), épptyovrt (Hesiod) etc.; see 

Curtius, Greek Verb p. 393 (Eng. transl.); 
and from BeBioa (with BeBavia) it appears 
that the process occurred with this par- 
ticular stem. In seszse BeBdoa followed 

its stem, not its termination, counting as 
the feminine of BeBws, but its existence 
seems to imply that of BeSdy as an 

V. E. 

archaic present (continuous); nor have 
we evidence to determine how far it was 
(in archaic literature) common, or by 
what circumstances such a writer as 
Aeschylus might be justified in retaining 
it—dv’, dvd, Hermann.—The position of 

altel should not raise difficulty; it is not 

a licence but a poetic device, necessary to 
the intended effect. The word ever, and 

the description ever the land (as before), 
are used to express sympathy with the 
wanderer, as he sees the horizon still rise 

before him. The passage cited by 

Hermann, Plato Laws 832 C éxévrwy yap 

exotica ovdeula, GAN axdvrwr éxodoa dpxee 

iby del re Bla (by shifting superiority of 
Jorce) illustrates the grammatical principle, 

but has a different colour. 

77. ‘jmovrov Turnebus.—epippiras = 
islanded. For the fem. termination, 
contrary to the normal treatment of 

compounds, cf. Pers. 599 Alavros mepi- 

KAbora, vaoos (Paley), Hom. Hymn. Apoll, 
251 dupiptras xara vioovs (Wecklein). 
The retention of the archaic irregularity 

is probably due in most cases to some 
literary association——As to the length 
and extent of Orestes’ wanderings see 
vv. 249, 284. They were no doubt 
suggested (as Paley remarks) by the 
appearance of legends connected with 
him in different places. From a dramatic 
and moral point of view, they are im- 
portant to this play, as constituting a 
real, and not merely ceremonial, expia- 

tion of his act: if he is finally released, 

he attains to this only through intense 

suffering (see the scene commencing at 

wv. 235). There is moreover, let us care- 

fully observe, nothing to show that the 

2 
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prolongation of the penitential wandering 
is due to the Erinyes. Until he is dis- 

charged from them, by the act of Athena 
and the Areopagus, they haunt and torment 

him ; but that he shall not seek Athens 

at once must be a condition imposed by 
some other power, and is attributable 

under the circumstances only to Zeus and 

Apollo, of whose will we are to suppose 
that Orestes has already been informed at 

length. . 
78. 1] mpéKapve, z.¢. bear up until 

the end.—tévSe Bovkododpevos aovov: 
lit. ‘ruminating this toil’, chewing it 
repeatedly after the manner of the ox. 
Like rumination, the destined suffering 

will be slow, long, and profitable: this 
seems to be the point of the comparison, 
which partly resembles 4g. 674 ¢Bouxo- 
Roduev ppovricw véov mwdOos, cited by 
Paley. Bovxodotpevos is (I think) middle 
(not passive) and differs from Bouvxoddr in 
suggesting that the act is for the benefit 

of the ‘ruminator’. But the acc. mévov 
does not exclude the possibility of a 
passive, ‘being fed with this toil ’-—Some 
interpret by ‘driven like a herd’; but a 
pasturing herd is not driven, or at least 
not violently. 

79. worl. For this form in the iambic 
dialogue Wecklein cites Soph. Trach. 
1214 worupatwr. 

80. Bpéras. This is commonly sup- 
posed to be ¢He ancient wooden image of 

Athena preserved on the Athenian acro- 
polis, and rescued at the time of the 
Persian sack (v. 1025). But the identifi- 
cation depends on the assumption that the 
place where Orestes takes sanctuary, the 
scene of the ‘Second Act’ (vv. 235—568), 
is the Acropolis, of which there is no proof 
in the text. Prof. Ridgeway has recently 

suggested that the sanctuary meant is the 

place of the murder-court known as émt 
TIaAdadiy. So far as I see, this is quite 
possible, and it suits perhaps better with 
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be not weary to chew upon this toil, till thou come to Pallas’ 
burgh. There take sanctuary, embracing her ancient image. 
And there, with judges to try this matter, and speech to soothe, 
we will find means to rid thee of these pains for ever; for it was 
by my counsel that thou didst take thy mother’s life. 

Orestes. Lord Apollo, the way of right thou knowest; which 
knowing, study likewise the way of heedfulness ; for the power 
to serve, ¢ky power is good warranty. 

‘ 

Apollo. Remember that. Let not fear overcome thy wit. 
And thou, (40 Hermes, present but unseen) my very brother, born 
of my father’s blood, guard him, and, as thou art god of leading, 
be all that thy name imports in shepherding the suppliant 
(forasmuch as the outlaw thus consecrate hath regard from Zeus) 
whom now I send forth with prospering commendation unto 
mankind. 

(Exit ORESTES. APOLLO re-enters the temple; the Ghost 
of CLYTAEMNESTRA appears.) 

i 

the very slight depiction of the locality, 
somewhat strange if the Acropolis is in- 
tended. As to the scene of che trial, 

‘Act III’, see the Appendix to v. 569 
and the Introduction. 

85—87. For the performance of a 
duty three things are required, the know- 

ledge of it, the will, and the power. 
Apollo has shown that he knows his 
obligation, and, his power being un- 

questionable, nothing is wanted but 
perseverance. 
suggests a reference to some current text 
or school-maxim (such as “ Duty learnt, 

the next lesson is to mind it” etc.). Note 
particularly the word pdée, which is 

scarcely suitable to the relations between 

the present speakers. Delphi was an 
eminent patron of moral proverbs, and 
this one may well have been Delphian.— 
trovety ev together, 0 do right.—depéyyvov: 
assuring, lit. ‘ warranty-bringing’. 

88. pépvyce: dear (zt) in mind, i.e. 
Apollo’s power. 

89. .This invocation does not prove 
that Hermes appears on the stage, or is 
supposed present and visible to Orestes. 
It would not prove this, even if the 

The form of expression. 

formal apostrophe was addressed to a 
mortal (see on 4g. 83), much less in the 
case of a god. Apollo calls on ‘ Hermes 
the Conductor’, as a mortal would do, to 

bless the departing; but naturally his 
invocation is to be deemed more effective. 
Since Hermes is not seen, so far as 

appears, in company with Orestes here- 
after, dramatic effect and propriety seem 

rather to indicate that he is not here 
seen, than that he is.—atra8eAgov : my 
very brother. The stress laid upon the 
completeness of the kinship by the com- 
mon father (the mothers, Zefo and Maza, 

being different) is appropriate to the case 
of Orestes, as representing the claims of 
paternity; see the argument from genera- 
tion, vv. 660 foll. 

go—o93. Kdpra with moumaios toi: dv 
émdvupos ris moumis: be conspicuously 

the ‘ Conductor’ that thou art called. It 
is perhaps also possible to take together 
kdpra émdvupos tof, ‘be conspicuously / 
what thy name signifies, that is to rl 
roumatos’, as in Theb. 645 éruvdpy! 
kdépra, IloAvvelkes Aéyw, but then the 

participle (#v) would be otiose and 
scarcely correct. The order of the words 

2—2 
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105 

Cp ua. 105. oipa mpéckomroc. 

is equally right in either case.—épov 
ixérnv: in the technical sense as an 
accepted mpoorpémratos, a criminal re- 
ceiving purgation.—oéBe....céBas: this 
reverend character ‘in the outcast is re- 

spected (sanctioned) by Zeus. Apollo 
reminds Hermes, that the validity of 
purgation, and the bond thereby created 

between the giver and receiver of purga- 
tion, are sanctioned. by their common 

father Zeus, who had himself set a 

precedent in the leading case of the 
homicide Ixion; see vv. 444, 720.— 

éxvépov: persons who for blood-guilt 
have been put beyond the pale of laws ; 

so Hermann, citing the schol. 7d rév 
ixerOv céBioua Kal dénua ob wdvoy ring 

Zevs, GANG Kal céBer, dpiv adrd spuduevoy 

mpoonkovon réxy, and Suidas éxvduors- 

mapavéuots.—dppapevov x.7.A.: setting 
Jorth (or more exactly ‘being set forth’) 
with fair commendation to mankind. The 

description is attached to lxéryy, and 
refers to the particular case of Orestes 
and to the present moment, the appeal 
to Zeus being parenthetic.—Bporotew : 
dative ‘ethical’ or ‘of relation’ depending 
generally. upon the whole conception 
Spiipevov...roxy.—evmrdpre TUYy: Zc. 

evruxel moumn.—lf dppdpevoy x.7.d. be 

taken with oé8as, it seems to limit, and 

limit inappropriately, the bearing of the 
statement Zeds céBet. There is no reason 
to think that the validity or sanctity of 
purgation depended on the proper ‘send- 

ing forth’ of the person purged, or that, 
as a rule, he would be ‘sent forth’ at all. 

94. Orestes departs, Apollo retires 
within the temple; the ghost of Clytae- 
mnestra appears. As to the manner of the 
entrance, see Introduction. It seems pro- 

bable that, in the time of Aeschylus, the 

ghost simply entered from the temple (or 
possibly from the side, by the wdpodos), and 
spoke from the door of the temple to the 
Erinyes within. 

95—99. J, thus slighted by you among 
other dead, although my rebuke for 
murder ceases not among the perished, 
and (even for that) I wander in disgrace, 

yet tell you plainly that the chief of my 

reproach proceeds from those (other dead, 
who are avenged while 1 am not). She 
bears in the other world a double re- 
proach, both as a murderess and as a 

neglected victim of murder. First, even 
there, év pOcroiow, where all are dead, it 

is still a brand of disgrace to have taken. 
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Clytaemnestra (at the door, to the Erinyes within). Would 
you sleep? Oh, shame! And if ye sleep, what serve you? 
I, whom compared with other dead ye thus. disregard, declare 

to you, that, albeit my reproach as murderess cleaves to me yet 

in the world of the perished, it is by ¢hose others that 1 am most 
beshamed. Wronged so foully by my nearest kin, no power is 
wroth on my behalf, though slaughtered by matricidal hands... 

But see these wounds,...see with thy soul,—even as in men the 

mind asleep is illumined with eyes, and foresees the destiny 
which by day they cannot see. 

away life; the grim suggestion, that the 
murderess had hoped otherwise, is in the 

poet’s most poignant style. This how- 
ever is not the complaint which she lays 
before the Erinyes, because they could 

not remedy it. But her worst disgrace 
(ueylory, atria) is due to their neg- 
lect, and for this she comes to them.— 
GAAowrw ey vexpoiow : ‘among’, 7.¢. as 

compared with others, whom the Erinyes, 
have avenged (Paley).—as pév 4.7.0. : 
answered by mpouvvérw 8% «.7.A. The 
preceding dé (in alexpus dé) marks a 
subordinate antithesis contained within 
the protasis or mév-clause itself; ‘the 

reproach (of murderess) is set dropped, 
but makes me a disgraced wanderer ’.— 
peyloryy: the full force of this super- 
lative (greatest, not merely great) is 

important, and is in fact the key to the 
sentence.—xelvwv tro: not the dead in 
general, but the dAXo¢ vexpol, the avenged, 

with whose case hers is unfavourably con- 

trasted. The phrase does not imply that 
thése alone feel or express contempt on 
this ground, but that they are the source 
and cause of the contempt.—tmép dp 
épdveuga *“Ayauénuova, darwcacde, kal ol 

éué govedaavres ok adripagovrar, schol. to 

2% 95. Here, iwep' dv...dmucacbe is a 
comment on b@’ tuGy, ‘you, on whose be- 

half (because avenging Iphigenia) I killed 
Agamemnon, have rejected me *, while 

ol...dryudtovra refers to dAdAaow ey 

vexpoiow, which words the commentator 
referred to Agamemnon, or rather to an 

‘ Agamemnon-party ’ among the dead, in 

* Ayauéuvova. 

accordance with another note on v. 99, 
ohayeion altar br’ abray, tay wept 

He took the meaning to 
be that the husband, having avenged 

himself through Orestes, has escaped the 

dishonour to. which the unavenged wife is 
still subject. This is not perfectly correct, 

the limitation of the odk driuasduevar to - 
Agamemnon being needless and not to 
the point; but nothing can be inferred 
from the notes to the prejudice of the 

traditional text.—The word vexpotow has 
been suspected, as possibly due to an 
interpretation of @@wotow, but, as I 

think, without reason.—The remainder 

of the schol. (masdeurina d¢ raira. rd 
yap tods évaryets kal wera Odvarov bd 
vexpav dryager@a lkavds exerat madev- 

cews) explains, very fairly the separate 
point of the dveidos év @Mroicw.—On the 
slight anacoluthon, see next note. 

Too—1e1, jwadotoa...pov. For the 
change in the form of the sentence see 

inf. 480. The sequence in vv. 95 foll. éyw 
aryriysacuevn..., Gveas ob« éxdelrerae 

is not exactly comparable, because there 
the intended construction, though sus- 

pended by the clause with wév and the 
answering words rpovyvérw 5 byiv 8re, is 
really carried out correctly by éxw weylorny 

alriav. 

103. Spa...céfev. For greater em- 
phasis, she speaks as if to one in par- 
ticular.—xap8(q oéev, with that inner 

sense, which is active when the eye is 
closed ; see the next lines. 

to4, 105. For the mind asleep is 
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lightened with eyes, whereas in daylight 
men’s destiny is beyond their foresight’ : 
as we should put it, ‘ Asleep men foresee 
the future, which awake they cannot fore- 
see’. For this doctrine Hermann (after 

Stanley) quotes Cic. de Divinatione 1. 30, 
‘cum ergo est somno sevocatus animus a 

societate et a contagione corporis, tum 
meminit praeteritorum, praesentia cer- 

nit, futura providet; iacet enim corpus 
dormientis ut mortui, viget autem et 
vivit animus’. See also Pind. frag. 
108 ede dé mpacodvrwy werdwy * drap 
evddvreccw év modXois dvelpos Selxvucr 

Teprvay épéproicay xareTrav re xplow, 

Xen. Cyr. 8. 7. 21, etc. (Wecklein). 
The two verses, which are probably in 

substance, if not in terms, a quotation 

from some ancient text, bear upon the 
present case by analogy: * what is true 

of mankind ordinarily is true a@ fortiori of 
supernatural beings” (Paley): the mental 
sense in these may be supposed to be en- 

larged during sleep, as that of human 

beings is, though of course not exactly in 

the same way.—dmpdoxorros passive, z7- 
Soreseen, not to be foreseen (Paley).—potp’ 
Gmrpookorros Turnebus, from scliol. 4 ris 
pevds potpa ov wpoopg év huépg. But this 

note gives no support to the substitution 

(Hermann and others) of gpeva¥ fo 
Bporév. The phrase 4 rfjs ppevds poipa, 

perhaps originally an- independent gloss, 
signifies, that in moipa Bpordv, wrongly 
taken by the commentator to mean ‘that 

part of man’, the ‘ part’ intended is ‘ the 
mental part’, so that wofpa (Bporév) would 

be here equivalent to # ¢@pijv. The gloss 
would convey nothing, if @pev@v were in 

the text. Moreover, since to the case of 
the Erinyes the statement is not directly 
applicable, without Sporéy its bearing 
could hardly be understood. And on 
the other hand pofpa dpevév, in the sense 

‘nature of the mind’, would form an ex- 
pression wanting authority. Paley’s de# 
fence of Bpordv seems to be sound. 

106. tOy é4ov: propitiations offered 
to the Erinyes by Clytaemnestra, as 

murderess, during her  life.—édclfare 
anticipates the comparison, pursued. in 
the sequel, to hounds. 

107. vyddAva Robortello.re may 
be taken either (1) as joining xods to 
modAd, ‘many an offering and in particular 
your wineless libations’, or (2) as coupling 
the sentence xods...0eay to the preceding: 
in that case, from 2@vov, adapted to deZrva, 
we take the general notion ‘I offered’ as 

applicable to yxods. I prefer (with ° 
Wecklein) the first.—detvous. oivos yap 
od orévdera "Epwicw schol. See Soph, 
0.C. 100, 469, 481, where water and 

honey (but not wine) are prescribed as an 
offering to the ‘ Eumenides’ of Colonus. 

It is to be noted that the scholia, both 

here and at v. 109 (€v yap 7g mecovurrlig 
hovers "Epwiow drdpxovra:.—dre ravras 
Hévas év vuxri @iovaww), may be invented 
from the text, and give no trustworthy 
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Verily oft indeed did ye lap of my offerings, libations not of 

wine, but sober, to propitiate you, and: feasts in the solemn dark- 

ness, ritual of no god but you, which I would sacrifice upon the 
place of burning. And all this, I see, is trampled under foot. 

The man hath gone, escaped like a fawn out of the snare, ay, 

lightly leaped out of the midst, making at you the mouth of 

great mockery. 

Oh, hear me plead for my life! 

4 

Oh, wake to consciousness, 

information, either about the times of the 

annotators, or about that of Aeschylus. 

Nor does the text prove, that any such 
worship of the Erinyes, as Aeschylus here 
describes, was sanctioned by custom or 
regularly practised by honest people. It 
suggests rather, I think, the fantastic 
ritual of guilt and terror. The doctrine 
of Aeschylus in this play is, that the 
Erinyes could in no way be propttiated;. 
crime, where they recognise it, they pur- 
sue inexorably. Why they did not pur- 
sue Clytaemnestra, they explain in vz. 

‘i212, 603.—én’ éoxdpg wupds: zpor the 
Wire-place, i.e. that of her own house. 

The point is added partly for picturesque- 
ness, but chiefly to mark privacy and 
secrecy.—@pav. For the acc. cf. Eur. 
Bacch. 723 al 6e rhy rerayudrny | wpay 
éxlvovy Ovpaov és Baxxedpara, said of the 

Bacchanals, commencing their moining- 
rite. That in either place the word 
marks the fot of time (aé), is impro- 
bable, as there is no authority for such 
a use. Here it is possible to suppose 
that the case denotes duration. But this 
is not satisfactory, and in the Bacchae it 

is not admissible, for the rite of the 

Bacchanals is only commencing, and is 
not continued for ‘the appointed space 

of time’, but soon interrupted by an 
attack upon them. On the other hand 
the coincidence of the grammatical 

peculiarity, in the same word dpa, and 
iri similar references to a peculiar ritual, 
suggests that both passages should have a 

- common explanation. Moreover it should 
be noticed, that if dpay here is referred 
merely to ¢éme, whether point or duration, 

the description ‘not shared by any other 

Pi ppet'to aparticular time. 

god’ is untrue. Night was the time 
actually preferred for the rites of Bacchus 
for example (Eur. Bacch. 486 vixrwp Ta 
mond), a fact not easily to be forgotten 

or overlooked. These things together 
suggest, that wpa, in connexion with the . 

more punctilious and severe rituals ; 
(especially the Bacchic), had already , ; 

‘passed from the sense ‘proper time | 
(for a function)’ to that of ftnction, rite | 

The present | 
iristian, usage (Hours, i.e. offices of a 

special worship) suppls at least an illus- 
tration, and may well be, like much 
else in Christian language and sym- 
bolism, an actual descendant. In both 
passages, the sense ‘function, office’ 
brings the case within the ordinary use 
of, the accusative,as a description of the 

hole action, and it fits well with Nonnus 

is 158 «at rére Bacoapidesor yopirides: 

Avboy wpat (cited by Tyrrell on Bacch. 
Z.c.). It will also justify oddevds xowhy 
OeGv : for the rite of Clytaemnestra, with its 
‘food served on the hearth-fire’, differed 

from bacchanalia totally, and the poet 
leaves us free to invest it in fancy with 

any peculiarities which we think suitable. 
From the bacchanalia hé borrows only 
the mystic circumstance of darkness and, 

apparently, the term wpa. 
112. Tatra: adverbial acc., herein, 

‘in doing this’, Anglice ‘ay, and hath 

sprung’ etc.—apkvordrwv Turnebus. 
113. éykartAAdibas Turnebus ; xAeud- 

cas, éyyeddoas schol.; év in such com- 

pounds answers to the English a7, 
114. ds: because, for (not how).— 

‘“CarepL uxis as in Hom. Od. 9. 423 
mdvras re dddous Kal priv Udawoy | Ws Te 
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buys: dpovycar’, & Kata xOovds Oeat- 11g 
dvap yap vas vov Kivraumiorpa Kada. 

XOPOX. 

(uvypds) 
KA. ptlour dv, avip 8 otyerar devywr Tpocw: 

toidrous yap ciow obK euots mpocixtopes. 
XO. (pvypos) 120 

KA. dyav tavdéaoes Kod Karoitilers 1dOos: 

poveds & "Opéorns trade pytpos oixerat. 
XO. (dypds) 
KA. oles, drvocces: ovk dvaoTHoe. TAXOS; 

Ti wou Témpaxtar Tpaypa wiv TevxeW KAKA; 125 

XO. (dypds) 
KA. - davos mévos Te, KUpioL cuvapdoraL, 

Sewys Spaxaivyns éexyjpavay peévos. 

XO. (pvypos Siumdods 6fvs) 

haBe AaBE AaBE AaBE,—PpdLov. 
116. 

130 

KAUTOLY ATT pa. 

rept puxijs, Eur. Hel. 946 robs 5¢ Mevédew 

wo0G | Adyous dxotca. tlvas épet Wuxis 
mwépt, and in expressions like pdxeo@at, 

béew, rpéxew mepl puxis, 6 mepl Wuxis 

dyav (Soph. ZZ. 1492), but here rather in 
the metaphorical sense ‘I am desperately 
in earnest’.” Wecklein.—poviyjeare: 
note the tense, ‘become conscious’, 

‘take ppévyua’, in the sense of Cho. 322 
ppovnua rod Oavdvros ob Sapudger smrupds 

yvd0os. The invocation @ xara xGoves 
Geal, goddesses of the nether world, is 

selected with reference to the summons 
gPporioare, since it is into that world that 
their separated consciousness (ppévnua) 

has passed; see on vv. 72, 73.—Mr 
Edwin Abbott has directed my attention 
to the fact, that, as a general rule, though 

with some exceptions (as v. 71), Aeschylus 
avoids the termination of the iambic 
senarius with two oxyione dissyllables 
(as x@ovds Beal). ‘The comparative fre- 
quency of the double dissyllable with 

other accentuations (as in éufjs wepl v. 
114) indicates that the avoidance is in- 

tentional. But che preposition and case 
(as kara xOovés) appears to be a standing 
exception, possibly because such a phrase 
was not really pronounced as a double 

oxytone : and the present instance would 
fall within the same principle. The point, 
which requires to be treated in connexion 
with other phenomena, is of interest as 
going to show that in tragic recitation the 
tonic accent was not without effect. 

116. ‘At present (viv) my summons 
comes to you (only) as a dream’, ze. the 
summons has no substantial effect upon 
the real chase of Orestes, though (as the 
sequel shows) it starts the sleepers upon 
an imaginary chase.—évap: cf. 131.— 
The name, reserved till now, comes in 

with startling and imperious effect.— 
KaAuraiurjorpa M, here only, elsewhere as 
in text. 

117. The terms puyuds and dypués are 
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ye goddesses of the deep; for now the call of Clytaemnestra 
comes to you but as a dream. (The Erinyes make a sound of 
whining.) 

Ah, ye may whine; but the man is gone, far on his flight. 
For ‘the suppliant’ 

(The whining is heard again.) 
hath friends, and friends that serve (?). 

Too much thou slumberest, and pitiest not the wrong, though 
Orestes, murderer of me his mother, is fled. (A sound as of 
barking.) 

Thou bayest—slumbering! Rise up, oh, quickly rise. What 

work hast thou wrought, save to make mischief? (The barking 
ts heard again.) 

Sleep and labour, licensed conspirators, have spoiled the fell 
serpent of her force. (Two sharp howls are heard ; then the 

voices of the Erinyes crying confusedly Catch...catch, catch... 
catch... ; then a single voice, saying, Look out !) 

derived respectively, through wé{w and 

fw, from the sounds wv and w, the first 

being, as it were, a whimper or whine 
(cf. v. 189), the second, like the av av of 

“Aristophanes, a sort of bark. The direc- 

tions (rapemeypapat) probably represent 

tradition rather than the hand of the 
author; but are suggested necessarily or 
naturally by the text. 

11g. No explanation of this verse 
seems possible, and no correction has 

been suggested, which is simple enough 
to command confidence. That of Her- 
mann @idos ydp elow, odx enol, mpool- 

«ropes, ‘my kinsman (Orestes) has pro- 
tectors, and I have none’, is objectionable 
both in the want of éuozs, and in the 

rendering of rpooixropes: for that rpootxrwp 

(comer) could describe the person frvo- 
tecting a suppliant as well as the sup- 
pliant himself, is not proved either by 
the natural application of the epithet 
mpoorpbratos (lit. concerned with supplica- 
tion) to both suppliant and protector, 
nor by the title Zevs ’Agierwp (SupZ/. 1), 
which admits of a different explanation. 

By combining suggestions from Burges 
(mpocixropos) and Wieseler (ov xevois) we 
might obtain a good sense: glo ydp 
elaw, ob xevol, mpoctxropos, ‘for there are 

‘lit. “have spoiled it out’ 

those who befriend the suppliant, and not 
useless friends (like mine)’. The reading 
of Weil, pido yap elow ob« euots mpore- 

xéres * for he has friends, not like mine’, 

is possible, though, since the emphasis 

here should be on 4e, the omission of 

the pronoun (éxelyg) is dubious. But 
this also is too far from the tradition to 
be trusted. 

127. KUptot cvvwpdras: ‘authorised ’ 
or ‘licensed conspirators’. The forced 
term, like the ironical dew%s, expresses 

indignation and contempt; comspiracy’ 
and 70 xUptov (legitimate authority) are 
natural enemies; but here Sleep and 

- Toil, since they work unresisted, are like 
conspirators approved by the government. 

128. éexiyjpavav: ‘have robbed the 
formidable snake of her spoiled power’, 

of her.—The 
appellation dpdxacva is probably intended 

chiefly as a symbol of ‘chthonian’ 
character, the snake being a normal 
representative of spirits and other beings 
of the underworld. But it also points to 

the serpentine attributes or insignia de- 
vised for the. Erinyes by Aeschylus,— 
snakes in the hair, as girdles, etc. 

130. AaPe catch !—dpditov : look out! 
‘have a care’.——Cries of the chase. 
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4 KA. dvap SidKers Opa, krayydves 8 dep 
Kvov pépisvay ovtoT éxd\uTov mdévov. 

? a Lard ‘ 4 , , ti Spas; aviorw, py oé viKdtw Tovos, 
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ahynoov HTap évdikots éveideow ° 135 
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Erov, pdpawe Sevrépois Sidypacw. 
XO. eyep’, eyepe kal od THvd, eyo Sé oF. 

131. KAayyalvec. 133- my oe. 

140 

136. ‘ylverat. 138. Karicxalvovea. 

131. 6vap: emphatic; ‘ you pursue the 
dream-quarry instead of the real’. See on 
v. 116.—kAayydves: Wakefield, on the 
analogy of Aayxdvw, pvyydvw, Oryydvw, 

Tuyxavw etc. 

132. Between éxdway (M) and 

éxdelrwv (Blomfield) the authority of 

the Ms. is nothing, and both are ad-- 
missible. With the aorist the description 
must be generic, ‘like ¢he dog, whose 

eager brain never quits the chase’; with 

the present, it is, or may be, individual 

and particular, ‘like a dog, still in fancy 
cleaving to his sport’: the present is the 
more picturesque.—otmore, that is, not 
even in sleep.—évov: in the special 
sense of exercise, athletic practice : cf. 

movety and rroveto Oat Zo train (intransitive), 
be trained. 

133: tlSpas; not ‘what areyouabout?’ 
but ‘ what are you effecting ?’ z.e. you are 
effecting nothing: cf. 4g. 1352 ynoltopal 

tt Spay (to do something), and the adj. 

Spacrihpios effective. Possible also is ri 
Spas; (Ilermann) ‘are you effecting any- 
thing?’—pa\ ot vixdrw aévos, lit. ‘let not 
your sport be defeating you (yourself)? 

instead of the prey: that is, ‘quit this 
dream-chase, in which you run only to 
your own loss, and spend your eagerness 

in breaking the strength of your quarry’. 
That the negative and emphasis fall on the 
pronoun oé appears | the repetition of 
mévos, which is weak’ ithless it refers in- 

tentionally to révov (see on v. 132): hence 
the conjectures mépos (Wakefield), «ézos 

(Halm). The accentuation of M is mis- 
taken. To the emphatic oé answers (if 
it is right, see note there) the emphatic 

7@ (the fugitive) in v. 137. For the 
metaphor vixy, applied to the hunting- 
down of a quarry, see Eur. Bacch. 1200 
-ohv vixnpdpov...dypav. 

134. ?ipa: hurt, or harm, which you 
are. incurring. 

136. dyrlkevtpa : ‘ equal to (sharp as) 
a goad ’- 

137. For 008’, vod 82) was proposed 
by Musgrave: cf. codc@e Theb. 31, and 
Hesych. cod: tt, rpéxe, dpua.—ov 5(} 
Pearson, with comma at mupl, ‘do thou 

rather follow’. This is in itself admis- 
sible, but less likely to have been 
corrupted.—atparnpév «.7.A.: ‘having 
set fairly after yon fugitive thy blood- 
laden breath’, z.¢. ‘ having got well upon 
his track’, For alwarnpdv see v. 184.— 

t®: demonstrative (?), for éxelvw, ‘yon 

fugitive’, explained by gesture.—I have 
no confidence in any proposed reading of 
this verse. The abrupt effect of the pro- 
noun 7@, though perhaps justified by the 
energy of the passage, is not above 
suspicion, and strengthens the doubt 
raised by ovéé. Possibly something is 
lost between v. 137 and 2 138, com- 

pleting the sense ‘ you have not yet even 
got fairly on to the quarry’: aw (for 74) 
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In dreams thou pursuest the quarry, giving tongue like the 
hound that never quits to think of his sport. What dost thou 
so? Arise! Let not thy sport defeat thyself; nor in weakness 
of sleep forget to feel a hurt. Thy heart should ache with just 
reproach, which to virtue is sharp as any goad. But speed (?); 
set fair after yon fugitive thy blood-laden breath, and with fiery 
vapour of thy belly make him lean. After him! And with the 
second chase, oh wither him up. (Zhe Ghost disappears. The 

Chorus of Evinyes begin to wake, and come, as they wake, from 
within the temple.) 

First Erinys (in the doorway, speaking to another, and 
pointing towards a third), Awake her! Waken thou her; and 

was proposed by Butler. The schol., 
épopujoaca re ’Opésry, seems to ignore 

7g, but may be punctuated (Bothe), so as 
to confirm it—égopujoaca. re" ’Opéory. 
-138. Gtpo...mupt: metaphorical merely, 

for breath heated with the chase: a 
breath literally ‘of fire’ would not ac- 

cord with the Aeschylean conception of 

the Erinyes. But the expression pro- 
bably helped (with aizarnpdv mvedpa) to 
suggest the extravagant and grotesque 
phrase, which Euripides, by way of 
caricature, puts into the mouth of Orestes 
when, zz the delusion of madness, he de- 

scribes one of his imaginary Erinyes as 

‘ blowing fire and blood from her skirts’, 
€x xeTévev rip mrvéovea kat povor (Iph. T. 
288); see Euripides the Rationalist, 

p- 184.—katirxvalvovrs Robortello. 
140. The Leader appears in the door- 

way, speaking as if to a second Erinys, 
whom she has just aroused, and bidding 

her arouse a third (r7vde) to whom she 
points. At the same moment the figure 
of Clytaemnestra rushes off (by the 
parodos), as if calling them on to the 
pursuit. After v. 142 the Erinyes, having 
observed the abandoned omphalos, come, 
one after another, from within. Whether 

the choric passage, vv. 143—178, or any 

part of it, was sung during this entrance, 
or whether, on the other hand, the 

entrance was accompanied only by music, 

and the singing commenced only when 

the complete Chorus had entered the 
orchestra, it seems impossible to say. 

The words (for example vv. 143, 144) 
indicate clearly a division between voices: 
Kouparixes Exacrov kat’ ldlay mpoevexréor * 

al yap dtaxorai mpdspopor trois mdédecw, 

schol. But no distribution can be made 
with certainty.—éye 8 oé: ‘and I (will 
waken) you’. She turns towards the 

other side, and makes as if she awakened 

a sleeper there. This seems better, both 
in sense and action, than Paley’s ‘as I 
rouse you’,—dmodakrloaca...i8apela,cf. 
Aristoph. Birds 203 dveyelpas Thy éuny 

andéva | kadotuev airods (Wecklein).— 
‘Let us see whether in this beginning 
there is perchance a failure’, z.¢. ‘ whether 

our pursuit, so far, has missed its purpose’. 
rouse poipov, ‘this commencement’ or 
‘first movement’, may have either of two 
meanings, (1) the chase from Argos to 
Delphi, which now, by the escape of 
Orestes, is disappointed and must be 
recommenced, or (2) the chase which 

they have made in their dream, or rather 
in the process of waking (vv. 117—139) 5 

in the first moment of complete return to 

day they do not fully realise that the 
dream-chase was not real. I prefer the 
second interpretation. In either case the 
expression gpoluov is relative to the 
‘second pursuit’ of v. 139, as if the 
speaker, in the moment of waking, fixes 
upon the last words of the ghost, and 
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érutier Sixav Suppyddrov 
-”~ 4 

pevortaBet Kéevtpm 

tmd dpévas, td oBov.— 

142. elddyued”.” 154. lo. 

draws from them a suspicion of what has 
happened, which she hastens to verify. 
The term ¢poiuiov, which Aeschylus em- 

ploys freely (see Ag. 820, 1215), is meta- 
phorical merely, and though appropriate, 
in its sense of ‘ prelude, first movement 

of a tune’, to the proceedings of a chorus, 

does not here (I think) refer to any per- 

formance on the stage, unless the dream- 

chase can be so called.—The prevalent 
view (Paley, Wecklein) refers gpotuov 
76de, taken literally, to the following 

straphae, regarded as a prelude to the 
further pursuit; but (1) the exclamations 
of v. 143 appear to mark the discovery 

that Orestes is gone, which must not 
therefore be assumed as certain in the 
previous verse, and (2) the question ef 
yard cannot, it seems, be applied to the 

ode without some forced interpretation : 

“‘Let us see, she says, whether we can 
induce Apollo to give Orestes up” 
(Paley) ; ‘‘The ode is to serve as a mere 
prelude, a temporary manifestation of 
what their rage can effect” (Wecklein). 
The first question for the awakened pur- 
suers is, naturally, what has happened 
during their sleep, and (dmye6a can scarce- 

ly refer to anything but this.—t8dp0’ 
Turnebus. 

144. A second voice interrupts. 
147. He has slipped out of the net, 

and the quarry is gone. The subject of 
wértwkev is understood. By changing 3° 
to @ (Abresch), so that 6 64 is the sub- 
ject of both verbs, the sentence is made 
smoother, but less dramatic. 

1g0, véos: both in his youthful 
figure and as one of the vedrepo, Geal 
(wv. 162), the dynasty of Zeus. For the 
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I (turning to another) will waken thee. Sleepest thou? 
Rise up, spurn slumber away, and let us see if in our first 
move hath been found a fault...(Percetving that Orestes is gone, 
she utters a cry of astonishment and rage, and rushes out as if 
looking for him; the vest follow, with like exclamations): 

Ah!...Soho!...Oh sisters, we have suffered...Ay, much have 

I undergone, and all for nought, if — ...Hurt, wound, and pain... 

oh shame!...intolerable!...He hath slipped the net, and the 
quarry is gone away! Sleep mastered me, and I lost the prey. 

Ah, Son of Zeus, a thief thou art, and thy youth hath ridden 

proud over powers of eld, doing respect to yon suppliant, a 
godless man, a child unkind ; the slayer of a mother thou, a god, 
hast stolen away! Who will find justice here ? 

For me, it is the reproach that came in dream which, like a 

charioteer with hand on the midst of his goad, hath struck into 

legendary succession, and the poet’s view 
of it, see 4g. 178 foll. The Erinyes 
represent the elder powers both personally 
and also morally, in their rigid but narrow 
justice of the family (see v. 152), for 
which the new gods are about to sub- 
stitute the larger and more equitable 
justice of the state. See particularly the 
ode beginning at v. 493; but this con- 
ception runs throughout the play and is 
in fact the basis of it. 

152. toxedow wupdv: cruel to his 
parent. toxedow is plural according to 
rule, because, though the mother only is 
in question, it is in her character as 
parent, not as an individual. 

154. tls (M) gives a double interro- 
gative rl...ris; equivalent to ovdels 
ovdév.... This is not inconceivable, but 
ris (generally read) is better; and see 
rls (M), for vis, in v. 4 and elsewhere. 

@ 155. Amother voice: ‘What JZ feel 

most keenly is the reproach which has 

been cast on us’.—épol...poddy: ‘the 

doubtless intentional and characteristic ; 

cf. datov dautov in v. 160. Wecklein, 

who points it out, also calls attention to 
the close resemblance of sound, which 
indeed cannot escape notice, between the 

strophe and the antistrophe. The result 
of this, combined with the metrical or 

rhythmical effects (see Appendix II.), is 

an astonishing vigour of emphasis. The 
accumulation of such devices is not 

specially Hellenic, still less Attic; and 
critics of the Euripidean age would 
probably have held, that the whole pas- 
sage appealed too much to the ear, and 
too little to the intelligence. But it is 
marvellously impressive in its way.— 
On the genera] use of assonant corre- 

spondences in strophae, see examples 

collected by Mr C. Brennan, Classical 

Review, vol. XX. p. 339.—€rvrpev...AoBdy. 
‘The reproach has wounded my heart like 
the driver’s goad’: a reminiscence from 
the dream, v. 136.—peroAaBet: ‘gripped 
in the middle’ for a firmer hold.—dqé 

reproach passed upon me by ‘the voice of, pévas. Between metaphor and fact, 
my dream’ (Clytaemmnestra).—éveSos... 
éveipdrwy. The assonance, though it 
does not represent any point of sense, is 

the speaker is driven to a half-conscious 
extravagance. 
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madavyevets S€ proipas pbicas. 

164. ovoderBj. 167. mpocdpaxijc altered to mpoodpaxeiv. 168. aipovmevov. 

169. pdvTe og. 170. puxov expava 7. 

159—161. Jt hath left on me, like 
public punishment by flagellant fierce, a 

smart that aches, that aches intolerably: 

z.é. ‘it is as though I had been scourged 
for a crime’.—Satov Saplov: one ‘who 
wreaks (upon the criminal) the enmity 

(Satov) of the state (daulov)’.—6 dyycos 

was the Athenian title for the execu- 
\Heners see L. and Sc. s.v.—mdpeorte... 

éxew: lit. ‘there is present (remains) the 
| smart to keep (bear) ’. 

162. A new speaker, who reverts to 
the denunciation of Apollo: rowtra 
refers not to what immediately precedes, 
but to v. 154. 

163. Kparotvres...1héov: who regard 
not right, but will have all, lit. ‘who 

seize the whole, though it be more than 

their right’, Stas wAéov (év). In the new 
order, under the dynasty of Zeus, there. 
is one universal undivided power, and 
privileges are not respected. This is the 
repeated complaint of the Erinyes: see 
especially wv. 227, 348—368, 577, 718, 
730 Twadads diavouds karadélcas, etc. 

In « theological view, from the ground 
taken by Aeschylus, the controversy is 

of supreme importance. It is precisely 
because, in the Olympian system as he 
conceives and represents it, there is but 

one absolute authority, with divers re- 

presentatives and dependencies but no 
fundamental partition, that this system is 
morally superior to those which preceded 
it, and signifies the achievement of order. 
It is the lesson of the play, that this 
moral supremacy imposes itself by its 
intrinsic virtue even upon powers in- 
fringed, and therefore disposed to rebel- 
lion.—rapa 7d Slkaoy 7d wav exovres, 

schol., not exact, but right in the main.— 
For the connexion of thought between 
this v. and the next, see vv. 577, 618. 

163. ‘With gore from head to foot 
is flecked yon seat, the earth-stone, and 
hath taken, as must be seen, a grim 

defilement of blood that stays on it.’— 
Opévov: in apposition to du@adév. The 
word, which in English seems super- 
fluous, expresses in Greek the precise 
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my bosom, into my heart. The doomster’s cruel scourge, t 
sore, sore ache of it, I must feel and bear! 

31 

Such things do these younger gods, who will have more than 
right, who will have a//. (They gather towards the temple, taunting 
the god within.) Flowing with gore from head to foot, the seat, 
the Earth-Stone, hath taken, as must be seen, a grim defilement 
of blood that abides on it. 

The prophet, himself defiling his home, hath fouled his secret 
place, by none impelled or invited but himself. Defying law 
divine, he respecteth the cause of man, but ancient apportionment 
he hath done away! 

cause of the pollution; the stone is 
‘blood-stained asa seat’, because, that is, 

a murderer has sat upon it.—rédv @pdvor, 
ob ’Opéorns xabfjoro, schol. , rightly. —The 
change of voices (and of construction) 
supposed by Paley and others between 
v. 165 and wv. 166 is not absolutely 
necessary unless @pévoy be altered to 
OpiuBov, as to which see below. But 
such an interruption is in itself suitable 

to the wording, and accords with the 
(probable) change of voices at v. 159.— 

éppaddv: see v. 40.—xetv : consecutive, _ 
depending on dpépevor dyos, ‘having taken 
pollution fo keep’. It is possible also to 
make dpbpevov xe, as compound perfect 
in the infinitive (to have taken on), de- 
pend as a whole upon zpocdpaxety : but 
the participial construction mpocdpaxeiy 
Tov dudaddv d&pbmevov is more regular, and a 
consecutive use of éxe answers better to 

gv. 161.—On the metre (@pdvov v. 164 
compared with «évrpy v. 157) see Ap- 

pendix II. @pé6u8ov Wakefield, whence 

govohBH OpsuBwry (genitive analogous to 
construction of rAjpys) flecked with gowts 

of blood (Bamberger), govohiBet OpduBy 
Keyser. But no change is required.— 

mdpertt...cporSpakety: the infinitive 
clause is the subject of rdpeore: lit. ‘to 

contemplate is present’. The analogy of 
awdpeort in the corresponding v. 159, and 
the sense of tpoodpaxetv (look at, not see), 

show the meaning to be not merely that 
the stone is visibly stained, but that 

henceforth Apollo, in his oracular seat, 

‘has before his eyes’ a polluted sanctuary ; 
see the following lines, which pursue the 
same thought, and v. 719 pavreia 8 
ovKed” dyvd pavredoe. The subject of 
mpocdpaxeiv (Apollo) is supplied from 
ol vedrepor Oeoi.—dipdpevov Abresch. 

169—173. ‘The prophet-god, him- 
self desecrating his home’, etc. éeorty... 
@ pudopare: domestica sua pollutione, ‘by 
desecration of his own, done upon his 
hearth’, For the point of é¢éortos see 
v. 580: it refers to the act of ceremonial 

purgation, in which the house and hearth 
was an essential instrument.—The read- 
ing pdvris @ (Merkel) is preferable to 
pvr, o@ (M) not only as permitting the 

retention of. éxpdvar(o), which, with the 
vocative, must be changed to éxpavas 
(Turnebus), but also because of the form 
in which the whole concluding passage is 
cast: see the notes on vv. 174 foll. ; udvres 

év (Heimsoeth) is also acceptable, but less 

warranted, and less forcible. By enter- 
taining and purging the murderer, Apollo 
has made the pollution itself 425 ow; he 
has taken the guilt upon himself, and 
thus now is an offence in his own 
sanctuary.—pdvris, with contemptuous 

emphasis ; he might at least have foreseen 
the result of his own act.—puxév 
(Robortello): that is, properly speaking, 

the uvxds xOovds (Cho. 954), the hole in 

the earth, with a chamber built over it, 

which was the original nucleus of the 

Delphian sanctuary and the place where 
the deity, in the person of the Pythia, sat 
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Kapot Te AvTpds, Kal TOV ovK exhvoeTal, 
€ , “ 4 hy umd Te yay hyyov 
¥ > 9 ( ~ ovmoT édevfepodran, 
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avT. Yo 

175 

id > aA y > 7 

TOTLT POTTALOS 8 @V €TEPOV cy Kapa 
> pudorop &€k Kelvouv mdacera. 

All. 

175. gevyur. 178. éxelvov. 

efw, Kehevo, TovdE SwpdTwY TAayos 
ma > a 4 nw ~ 

xwpetr, ataddooer Oe pavTiKav pvxar, 180 

watoerat altered to wrdoerat. 

and responded. The Erinyes suppose 
Apollo to be now, as in fact he is, some- 

where in this inner place, and they vent 
their rage by speaking, as the popular 
phrase is, af him, that is, of him, but so 

that he shall hear. It is this which ex- 
plains the sequel.—On the ‘chasm’ at 
Delphi, and on the earlier and later 
beliefs respecting it, see a full and 
interesting article by A. P. Oppé 
(Journal of Hellenic Studies, XXIV. 214). 
I should concede to the author that there 
was, possibly or probably, nothing like a 
‘cavern’ there; the Greek imagination 
in such matters was extremely vigorous. 

On the other hand, the language of 
Aeschylus here (see next note) and in the 
Choephori (/.c.) shows, I think, clearly 

that the place was supposed to com- 

municate with the subterranean world. 
Nor do I see reason to doubt, though it 
is not provable, that in, and long before, 

the time of Aeschylus, such communica- 

tion was believed, as in later times, to be 

a condition of the oracular power.— 
avrékdytos: zot bidden by any other. 
—‘rapa vopov K.7.A.: see on v. 162.— 
Bporea: Bpdrea (rpdypara).—polpas, 
diudsions, should perhaps not have a 
capital letter, since, notwithstanding 
madavyeveis, the reference is not so much 

to the Mojpa:, the mythical persons, as to 

the established Aartztion and distribution 

of the world, the conception out of which 
their personality was developed. 

174—178. And not only is he de- 

tested by me, but he hath also this criminal, 

whom he shall not loose. He flies to earth, 
but there 1s no escape for him. He hath 

opened his door to guilt, and wretch after 
wretch upon his shoulders he shall have. 
The harm, they say, which the oracle 
must sustain, is only beginning. If, in 
the new order of things, the possessor 
of Delphi is a receiver of murderers, there 
will be no end to Orestes and the trouble 
of him. The sacred hollow (v. 170), to 
which the deity has retired, will be no 

refuge from those who will certainly 
follow so attractive a precedent, and 

Apollo will soon have another Orestes at 

the omphalos.—épol te Avirpés (éo-rt), Kal 
K.7.A. 3 22 addition to the enmity of the 

older gods, which Apollo has earned, he 

must expect other trouble as the natural 
sequel of the patronage extended to 

Orestes. The former kal (in x«dpol) 
couples the whole paragraph to the pre- 
ceding. —ye (for te) Casaubon, but the 

text seems right ; é“ol Avrpés éort has no 

separate emphasis.—rév: you (man), 
Orestes: demonstrative accompanied by 
a gesture.—ékAvorerat : Le shall loose off. 
Two meanings are possible, (1) stal/ 
deliver from us, the middle voice then 
expressing only, as in P.V. 251, Seppl. 
1076, the interest of the releaser in the 
released; and (2) shad/ loose from hismself, 
shake off, get quit of. We shall say 
most truly, that the phrase is projected 
in the first sense, but taken up by the 

sequel in the second.—wwé te -yaiv...edeu- 
Gepotrar : the subject here and through- 
out is still Apollo, but the language 
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He hath our hate; and, moreover, his criminal he shall not 

loose. Though he fly to earth, there is no freedom for him. A 
patron of guilt he is; and wretch after wretch he shall have upon 

his head ! 
driven back by Apollo.) 

Apollo. 

(They are pressing into the temple, but are suddenly 

Out, ] command you, quick out of this house depart, 

and rid of your presence the sanctuary of prophecy,—ay, thou, 

used is intentionally such as would apply 
also to Orestes. It is the very point of 
this denunciation, that the deity, having 
identified himself with the criminal, 

shares his guilt and uncleanness. More- 
over, the Erinyes are in doubt, as yet, 
whether Apollo has not conveyed Orestes 

along with him into the depth of his 
sanctuary. It is not until vv. 226 (and 

230) that, assured that he has feed, 
they strike upon the new trail.—This 
clause is antithetic to the following 
(qorerpématos 6¢ «.7.A.), not to the pre- 
ceding; te therefore (not 6¢ as some 
would read) is the right conjunction.— 
motitpémaos: in its widest sense, ‘a 

party to the rite of rpoorpory’; both the 
parties to purgation, the purger and the 
purged, are mpoorpéma:n.—év Kapa: 
primarily metaphorical, as of a burden 
taken upon the head and shoulders, but 

also adapted, with sarcasm, to the 

situation, the god below, the refugees 
above.—€repov ...ék Kelvou: a second... 
after (in succession, to) chat one (Orestes), 
with suggestion of a future series.—We 
should not assume that bad yar guyov 

refers here to the death of the criminal, 
The words themselves do not naturally im- 
port this. In. 340, where the language 
is in some respects similar, yaév dmedOeiv 
is used for ‘to die’; but it is the context 

there, which requires and furnishes this 
interpretation. Here it is not suggested, 
and, if imported, it creates insuperable 
difficulties. To suppose a change of 
subject between éxdtoerat and édev- 

Oepodras is not easy ; and the last clause, 

mortrpbraios...rdcera, if we take the 

criminal to be the subject of it, is un- 

intelligible and incorrigible. Even if a 

v. E. 

punishing deity could be called mderwp, 
which is not proved by the passages cited 

(see L. and Sc. s.v.), there is still no 

point in €repos pidorwp: in both worlds 

the pursuit and torture of the damned is the 
function of the same power, the Erinyes 

themselves.—ék «elvov. This reading 
(for the Ms. éxeivov) is confirmed by the 
second paraphrase in the schol,, of é& 
avrod Slkas quiv Sdoovow, his posterity 

shall be punished by us. This com- 
mentator took together worirpémratos wy 

éx xelvou the criminal descended from 
him, and supposed a reference to the 

doctrine of hereditary guilt, as laid down 
in vv. 933—938. For the metre see 
Appendix II. The reading was long 
ago suggested (by Bothe) but has re- 
ceived little attention, because on the 

prevalent assumption that the subject of - 

the clause is the criminal, é« xelvovu is not 

explicable.—gvydv, and mrorirpdratos dy 
3’, Porson, for syllabic correspondence of 
metre, but see Appendix II. The aorist 
gvyav is perhaps the preferable tense, 
though getyev (txying to escape) is 
admissible. 

179- Here the Chorus, or some of 

them, probably make as though to enter 

the temple again and search it further, 
‘but are met by Apollo, bearing his bow, 
and driving them away.—Nevertheless 
Swudrwy probably signifies the whole 
sanctuary, including the precinct, where 
the Chorus are now supposed to be, 
rather than the temple strictly. 

179, 180. tdxos adverbial acc., wth 
speed.—Bopdroy...puxav: the temple 
and its chambers with their appurte- 
nance, the precinct. 
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Hy Kal haBodoa mrnvov apynotny dur, 

Xpvonddrov Oapryyos éfoppopevor, 
avys tm adyous pédav’ dn’ dvOpadtewv t adpor, 
€uovca OpduBovs ods ddeikxvoas povov. 

ovTo. Sduourr Toicde xpipmrerOar mpérer- 185 

GAN’ ob Kapanorhpes d>barpapdxor 
Sika odayat te, omeppatds 7 amopOopa 
Taidwv KakovTat xovNs, 7S dxkpwria 

. b A Nevopcc Te, kai pilovow oixTrispor mov 
* * ee Fd 

viTro Pax TAYEVTES. dp aKovere 190 
Y ¢ fal ¥ ‘ > , 0 a 

otas éoptns €or amdatvaTot Oeots 
atépynfp €xovoa; was 8 vdnyetrat Tpdmos 
Popdns. dd€ovros avtpov aiparoppddov 

an’ dur m. 

187. dmropOopal. 

183. pédav dn’ avwv. 
(v for original a). 

‘186. ob xapavnorijpes dbBaryw. ‘“pdyor 
189. Aevopdr. 190. ¥ oppdxev. 

181. ‘Lest thou shouldst e’en recezve 

a snake, winged and wind-swift’; the 

metaphorical description of the arrow is’ 
so turned as to reflect by contrast upon 
the serpents which they themselves bear 
as part of them.—AafPotoa: turning to 
one of them. 

182. The ‘gold-wrought string’ is 

suggested (Wecklein) by the standing 
epithet of Apollo xpuadroges, derived 
from the gilding of the bow in repre- 
sentations of him, but would seem to 

signify something more definite, perhaps a 
bow-string in which the overlaying wire 
was of gold. Many such may probably 
have been seen among the spoils of the 
Persians. 

183. pédav’ da’ dv@pwmrev ddpdv (?): 
‘spume red from human beings,’ z.¢. 
reddened with the blood sucked from 
human beings (see vv. 264—266); sed 
guaere. Theschol. rather impeaches than 
confirms the reading: 7d alua péAava 
appv elrev, od Syrov 76 Eudurovy abrady* 
dvalwoves yap. ol Oeol* GANA 7d aa’ 
avOpdruv pOpocnévor, ws To’rw rTpody 
Xpwpevwv avrav. The commentator’s 

difficulty, about divine beings having 

blood, would probably not have troubled 

the poet; but if the text had dz’ 
avOpérwv, his doubt could not easily 
arise, and we may suspect on the con- 

trary that avwy (2.2. dv@pdrwv) in M is 

due to the note.—évrépwv (Wecklein) 
points to a possible sense. Note how- 
ever, that d@elAxuoas in wv. 184 rather 

suggests sume previous mention of the 
victims. Whichever view be taken, the 

word must remain uncertain; possibly it 
should be one not now extant. 

186 foll. ot Turnebus.—‘ But (ye 
should go) where (there are) bloody 
punishments, heading, gouging of the 
eyes, and where’ etc.: ze. to places 
savage and barbarous in their customs. 

The poet is probably thinking particularly 
of the Persians and their usages.—8lkat 
opayal re: ‘things which are Se 
and also bloody outrages ’.—kapavioripes 
(Stanley): adjective, parallel to é6ah- 
Mwpixot. — omépparos ... xAodvIS : i.e. 
‘where castration is in vogue’.—dmrodOopg 
Musgrave. If this is right, as it seems 
to be, we may assume that xAobvis, for 

Aeschylus, signified w7rility, and may 

compare Hom. //. 9. 539 xhobvyy cov 
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lest thou e’en receive the winged shining snake which is ready 
to speed from my golden string, and vent for pain the dark spume 

from...(?), vomiting the gowts which from slaughter thou hast 

sucked. This dwelling is no fit place for you to approach, but 

rather some place of murderous punishments, lopping of heads, 
gouging of eyes, where boys are maimed and the virile seed 
destroyed, where men are quartered and stoned, or long and 

piteously moan upon the impaling stake. Do ye hear? Such 

is the feast, for desire whereof ye are to the gods abominable. 

And all your form and fashion doth point thereto; in a blood- 

Gypv, taking for yAovvys the alterna- 
tive interpretation ev¢ire.—vSé is used 
by Aeschylus almost exclusively in cata- 
logues of names, titles, etc., in the Persae 

thus frequéntly. Here the long string of 
copulae maxes a variety desirable, though 
the examgl: must not be reckoned as 
certain. #7(e), ‘and where (there is)...’, 
is possible, and would clear the construc- 
tion.—dkpovla : some species of torture, 
perhaps dxpwrnpiacuds, dismemberment, 

from dxpa extremities, though the forma- 
tion is unusual.—Aevopes Casaubon. The 
corruption Aeveudr, due to the division of 

the sense according to the verses, seems 

to have contributed to produce the errors 
of the scholia: see below. Aevopdy is not 

unconstruable, as obj. to uvfovew, coupled 
(by kat) to olkricudy, and leaving re to 
couple the sentences. But such an 
arrangement would be uncouth, and 78 
&xpwvia, as a clause by itself, is not har- 

monious.—The obscurity arising from the 
unique words, xAoims and dxpwvia, is 

increased by doubts affecting the cog- 

nate xAovvys, and by a medley in the 

schol., xAodvs dxpwrla’ hdxuata droxow}. 
mapa tiv xrdnv: Hf mel xAovvys 6 

ods, kampol dé owexds ebvouxlfovrat, did 

rotro Tiv dmoxomny ovikip elev, ovK 

avOpwrivqv.—h éxroph poplwy.—kaxay 

GOpors, F AcBoBorlas (?). “Hpwiavds dé 
7d otoTnya Kai d@pocua. Nothing can 
be inferred from this, except perhaps that 
the ancient commentators had no light to 
give. For discussions of the scholia and 
of the problem generally, see Hermann, 

Paley, Rutherford (Class. Rev. 11. 291), 
Dr Headlam (Class. Rev. XIX. 396). 
The last concludes as I do, reserving the 
doubt that xAoivs may be an adjective 

(see the scholia), in which case something, 

after this word, must be lost. If the ms. 

text is, as seems probable, substantially 

right, all is clear, so far as Aeschylus is 
concerned, except the precise species of 
torture signified by dspwrvla. If it is 

deeply injured (as is possible), there 

are no sound materials with which to 
mend it. In the final gloss, kxaxév 
&Opowis «.7-A., interpretations of dxpwria 
(d@potats ?) and Aevoudy (AOoBorlas) seem 
to be combined. Moreover, the inter- 

pretation a@poors for dkpwrla may be 
due to misunderstanding of a primitive 
note, kax@v .dOpoors a catalogue of puins 
(Davies), intended not for any particular 
word, but for the whole passage; as to 

this, however, see Headlam, /.c. 

189. pifovow...moddv: ‘wail most 
pitiably’. 

190. tméppaxiw (M) or td pdxev. 
Either is possible (Wecklein).—mayévres: 
tnpaled. 

19t, 192. olas éoprys...orépynOpa 
€xoveat, together: literally ‘for finding 
charms in what manner of feast, ye are 
detested by the gods’. 

192. ‘bynyeirav: ‘your appearance 
suggests’ your inner nature. 

194. Towwwras: ‘such (as the lion)’, 

i.e. alparoppépous, drinkers of blood 

themselves ; see v. 184. 

3—2 
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elo. 203. Tt. 

194, 195. And not, in this place of 
sacred consultation, to spread infection by 

your touch. wryolovor tpiBer Oar pioos : 
_literally ‘to rub.off pollution upon your 

neighbours’; pcos mpoorplBecba schol. 
rightly ; ‘the dative case wAyotose (of the 
person affected) is constructed, in the 
archaic fashion of poetry, with the simple 
verb, as it would be in prose with the more 

precise compound; cf. orparod in Thed. 
117. The mutual action of rubbing is 
properly described by the middle voice. 
The text should not be suspected. . The 
phrase 7plBecOa: pisos requires some re- 
moter object, and none ‘is better than 

adnolowt. It was because of the inevita- 

ble contact among a crowd of worshippers 
that the presence of the polluted in a 
sanctuary was especially to be deprecated. 
The suggested corrections proceed gene- 

rally on the assumption that we should 
seek an epithet for xpyornplos (mdov- 
aléwor, Iv@lowr, etc.). On the other 
hand aAnolowse itself, taken (as Hermann) 
with xpyornplows, would be pointless. The 
Chorus are still 2, not #ear, the oracular 

sanctuary. 
196. Go feed, without shepherd to 

pasture you: the god is thinking of him- 
self in his pastoral character as Vomios 
(Paley, Wecklein). 

197. With a flock like you, it is no 
agreeable spectacle. molyvyns rTovairys 

(otons): gen. absolute, ‘the flock being 
such’: the position of 6¢ throws the two 
words together and serves to mark this 
construction.—otris edudrs Geav (eer!) :- 
the subject, ‘the feeding, pasturing ’, is 
supplied from the sense of the preceding 
xwpetre altodhovpevat. The negative ex- 
pression odk edptdHs Tis is ironically 

moderate and equivalent to ‘the most 
disgusting’, dvegikeordrn: cf. Svogidf 
dia in v. 54.—Qedv, partitive gen., de- 
pends on rvs: lit. ‘among sights’. To 
watch and contemplate his flock, as it 
feeds, is the characteristic pleasure of the 

herdsman, but to see the Erinyes feed is 
anything but a delight,—would be horrible. 
Compare v. 184.—0éa Burges. This 
change of case is not necessary, but 
Burges was right in seeking here 0¢a 
sight, not Oebs god. Assuming 6eds, the 
verse has been rendered ‘of such a flock 
no god would willingly be herdsman’. 
But (1) the use of edgiAns for éxdv, 

dapevos, Uibens, is not proved, nor (I 

think) probable ; (2) to restrict ofris xo. 
one by the addition of Gea» (xo god) not 
only weakens the expression, but suggests. 
that others, human beings for instance, 

might like the task ; (3) the natural, if 
not necessary, mood for the verb would 
be the potential (Av ef) Borrjp), but this. 
cannot legitimately be supplied. 

200. els: Canter.—ds ravalrios: ‘in. 
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gorged lion’s cave such mates should dwell, not spread the 
contagion of your neighbourhood in this oracular place. Go! 
without shepherd feed. No pleasant thing to see is the 

St Hes 

pasture of such a flock! 

The Leader of the Erinyes. 
our answer. 

Lord Apollo, hear thou in turn 

Thyself of this art cause, not in part but sole,-—doer of all and 
all to blame. . 

Ap. Howso? Thou mayst speak so far as to answer that. 
Erin. 

became matricide. 

Ap. 

avenging of his sire. 

Thine oracle gave such command that the guest 

I commanded (and what then?) to conduct the 

such a way as to be responsible for all.’— 
dy Wakefield. 

201. towovto: cf. P.V. 827 rowiro 

pév got ToiTO dpovpiov Aéyw, where Tootrov, 

the normal ‘ Attic’ form, is inadmissible. 

On the whole question see Dindorf Zexi- 
con Aeschyleum, s.v. To.otros.—rocotrov 

vs, rec.— I will hear thee on this point, bit 
\this only.’ 

- 202. tov £Eévov: ‘the entertained 
guest’, pointing to the fact that Orestes 
achieved the death of his mother and her 
paramour only by a treacherous deception 

upon their ospitality, so that his deed 
was a breach of both the supreme obliga- 
tions, that of the Zerent and that of the 
host (inf. vv. 548 foll.). His character as 
éévos is perpetually noted in the Choephori 

(558, 560, 573, 652, 664, 696, 706, 726 

(where he is dvjp 6 &évos), etc.; and this 

unhappy aggravation of horror causes 
searchings of conscience even among his 
supporters (2. 624 foll.).—dorre ..pntpo- 
Kroyety is to be distinguished from the 
simple pytpoxrovew: it would not have 
been exactly true to say that the oracle 

commanded the commission of the murder 
by the guest, since the stratagem of 
Orestes, at least in its details, was not 

dictated by Apollo: see on Cho. 558 foll. 
But it was the veszlt, and the foreseen 

result, of Apollo’s command,—As the 

ixérys of Apollo, Orestes might also be 

‘ gestion excluded by the other. 

sal 

called éévos in relation to him; see the 
converse ixérys for ‘one seeking hos- 
pitality’ in Cho, 567; nor is this sug- 

But the 

other is chiefly in view. 
203. J gave command to avenge the 

father by arms, literally ‘to send and 
conduct an (expedition for the) avenging 
of the father’. owwds is a brachylogy. 
The word éuyar is chosen (1) to shift 

the principal part from Orestes to the 
Delphian representatives of the god, 
especially Pylades, who received the 

command as well as Orestes (Cho. 899— 
goo), and who actually conducted -him 

throughout to the accomplishment; and 
(2) because the term has military associa- 
tions and suggests an operation of legiti- 
mate war. In this light the enterprise 
appears as an ‘expedition’ sent by Delphi 

against the enemies of the god; and the 
personal relations of Orestes the instru- 
ment, his fraud and crime as denounced 

in the preceding verse, are mere natural 
incidents of the campaign.—The objec- 
tions taken to méuyat (with conjectures 
mpatac, xdépac, etc.) assume that the term 
used should be exactly appropriate to the 
personal action of Orestes. But it suits 
the case and speaker, that the part of the 
matricide should be as much as possible’ 
effaced ; and the subject of réupar is left 
in an advantageous obscurity. Probably 
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kare? warns aiparos SéxTwp véov. 
kal mpootpanéabar tovcS ééatedhov Sdpous. 205 

kal tas mpotopumovs Sara tdaSe owdopeis; 
od yap Sdépoir rotade tpdapopov poneiv. 
GAN eorw ypiv todTo mpooreTraypEevov. 

Tis HOE TYLH; KOpTacoV yépas Kad. 
Tovs pyTpadolas ex Sdpwy édavvoper. 
Tl yap yuvatkes yrs avdpa vordicn ; 
ovk ay yévo? cpampos avlévrns pdvos. 

210 

"yuvarkos. 

the objections are also connected with 

the more than dubious supposition, that, 
according to Aeschylus, the punishment 
of Clytaemnestra is accomplished by 

Orestes with the assistance of Pylades 
alone. The whole enterprise, as de- 

scribed in the Choephori, including the 
surprise of the castle and guard, -might 
well be called a moury, or expedition, 

by those predisposed to that view of it 

(see on Cho. 581, 582, 649, 709, etc.).— 
tipay; What then? i.e.naturally, ofcourse. 

204. ‘Thou didst take it upon thee to 
receive him fresh from the bloody deed!’ 

205. mpootpaméoGat...rovodSe...8dpous, 
‘to come for purgation to this house’. 
mportpatéc@at refers to the technical 
sense of mpocrpor}, mpoorpératos; see 

v. 448,etc. As totheessential connexion of 

this office with the house (860s, ofxos) and 

the householder, see vv. 455, 579, etc. ; 

and for Apollo’s command see Cho. 1036. 
206. mporowmrous: with irony, in re- 

ference to the pursuit. ‘Thou wouldst 
have him come to the sanctuary, and yet 

receivest ill us who sped him on his way, 
The force of wpo- is here temporal, ‘ who 

conducted him forwardly’ and so brought 
him here sooner than he would have 
come otherwise. Inv. 1006 (see v. 1004 
it is local, ‘an escort preceding’. 

207. o¥...Sdpoirr: ‘because zhzs 
house admits not your coming’. The 
dat. depends on mpéodopov, suitable. 
The conjecture rpécgapo (fore), Stanley, 
is acceptable, but not necessary. 

208. Nay, this an ed us, is Our 

duty. Note the emphasis\on tot, here 

practically equivalent to éeort.—rovro : 
7d podreiv els Sbuous to enter houses ; see 

the preceding verse, and the explanation 
inv 210. Apollo insists that the charac- 
ter of his house, as a sanctuary, proves 

their pursuit improper; they, inverting 

the argument, maintain that, since it 

is their special office to ‘chase’ such 
criminals ‘out of houses’, the ‘house’, 

which harboured one, is no sanctuary as 
against them.—Paley explains rofro by 
7d mpowéumev, in the sense Zo pursue, 

supplied from porourods in v. 206. 
But this is remote; and moreover the 

point, as appears by the sequence of 

déuous—dduors—Sdpwr, turns upon the 

‘house’. 

209. Képtacov: set forth, like a 
herald proclaiming a personage by his 
style: see on TZheb. 525 axdumracros. — 

yépas kadév : ironically. 
210. ék Sopev: fron: houses, dwelling- 

places in general; not ‘from ¢heir 
houses’ (Paley). Haunted by the Erinyes, 
the criminal was to be debarred for life 
from all domestic association. See vy. 424 

foll., and Cha. 282, 294.—The parents, 

not the mother only, were protected by 
the Erinyes according to Aeschylus 

(vv. 516, 548); but the mother is specified 
here and in some other places, because 

such is the present case. 
211. How then do you deal with wives 

who slay their husbands? The pronoun 
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Evin, 

blood ! 
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And next didst offer thyself for receiver of that fresh 

Ay. And charged him to seek purgation at this very house. 
Erin. 

way ! 
And then upbraidest us, who brought him upon his 

Ap. Because it fits not this house that ye should come 
there. _ 

Erin. 

Ap. What office is this? 

Erin. 

forth. 

Nay, but we ave so charged. 

Proclaim the noble privilege. 
Sinners against motherhood we drive from houses 

Ap. And what do ye to a wife who slays her husband ? 
Erin. 

own blood. 

Such murder will not come to the shedding of her 

+(.stands for a verb (see Ag. 79, 926); or 
we may say, that the general idea of 
action is supplied from the verb éAadvouev. 
—fitts, as virtually plural, is allowed 

with a plural antecedent. Wecklein re- 
fers to Soph. 4/7. 1606, Az. 760, Eur. 

Hee. 359 decroray auadv ppévas | rexouw 
dv doris dpytpou pw’ dvncerat, Med. 320, etc. 

—The subj., without dy, in a generic 
description, is archaic, but in tragedy not 
uncommon.—yvvaikas (Paley) should 
perhaps be accepted. If -we retain 
yuvarkés, we should punctuate thus: 7é 
yap; yuvatkés, Hris dvdpa voodicy,...The 
reply will then interrupt the question, 
completing the understood purport of it, 
so that the genitive will depend upon 
govos: nor is this improbable. What 
then? (The deed) of a wife, who slays 
her husband... | .., Will be no kin-murder. 
—Other suggestions are (1) to supply from 
unrpadolas the general idea ‘ murderer’ ; 

‘how do you treat the meurderer of a wife, 

who’ etc. ; but this is too difficult; and 

(2) to take yuvacxés with zi, ‘ What in the 
case of...’ etc.; but no parallel example 
seems to be found. 

212. ‘In that case it would not be the 
slayer’s own blood that was shed.’ otk 
av yévorro. The dévos would not decome, 
z.¢. come to or amount to, buaos povos : it 

would not veach the qualification éuatuos, 

necessary (according to the present argu- 
ment) to bring in the Erinyes.—It should 
however be carefully noted, that this re- 
striction of the Erinyes’ function is not™ 
maintained by Aeschylus thoroughly and 
consistently. See vv. 313 foll., 424, and 
vv. 269 foll., 548 foll., where it is implied 

that they regard the tie of hospitality as 
sacred, and the breach of. it criminal, as 

well as the bond and violation of parent- 
age. Here (and also in v. 603) they 
assume the limitation for the purpose of 
the moment, arguing sophistically and 
rhetorically, as Apollo himself does at the 
trial. For the purpose of Aeschylus in 
this play, the truly important character of 
the Erinyes is to maintain the necessary 
fixity and certainty of punishment (where 
crime is found) against the uncertain 

equity patronised by Athena and em- 
bodied in the Areopagus. For this 
purpose, it matters not what acts, other 

than that of Orestes, they would admit 

into their definition of crime ; nor has 

Aeschylus taken any pains to determine 
their definition. The limitation of murder 
to the shedding of kindred blood (accord- 
ing to various conceptions of kindred) 
was a view which had had authority, and 
the Erinyes of Aeschylus adopt it, when 

it suits them, but generally disregard it. 
See further the Introduction.—ad@évrns 
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217. pbpomot. péporpor f, g. 

220 

219. Fe 

may be either (1) part of the subject, 
aidévrns pbvos the deed of murder, or per- 

haps also (2) part of the predicate, 27n- 
slaying, a repetition and equivalent of 
duawos. The second is generally sup- 
ported, but it is open to the objection 
that in 4g. 1572 GAdqv yeveay rpiBew 
Oavarots abbévraiot, the only other example 
of av@évrys in Aeschylus, it is so applied, 
by Clytaemnestra herself, as to include 

by. implication her slaying of Agamemnon, 
the very instance which it is here supposed 
to exclude : his.death is one of those ‘self- 
originated (by the -yeved)’. Moreover, 

since avdévrns (avroévrns) was certainly 

used. (see L. and Sc. s.v.) of murder in 
general, without regard to the relation- 
ship of the parties, it would scarcely be 
a convenient term to mark a distinction 
based upon this relationship. Nor: is 
there apparently any case in which it does 
clearly mean 4i7-slaying; in Eur. 2. 

. 839, for instance, though 277-slaying 

is admissible, mzrderous is sufficient. 

Strictly speaking, it means sef-origzn- 
ating or self-originated: an abOévrns 
gévos is not a slaying done by a man 

upon himself, or'upon his kin as part 
of himself, but simply a slaying of which 

some one is ¢he originating author, which 
is caused by the own act of some one, 

i.e. a murder; and an ad0évrys properly 
meant simply an original doer, though by 
association the word became almost re- 
stricted to the author of a slaying, a 
murderer. Cf. Jebb on Soph. Ant. 57: 

of this whole class of words, atrospayis, 

atroxrévos, abréxerp, etc., he remarks that 

‘the compound merely expresses that the 
deed is done with one’s own hand, im- 

plying that such a use of one’s own hand 
is unnatural.” See further below on 
adroupyla: v. 337. The strictly limited 
sense Ain-slaying, necessary here if the 
word is to be predicate and equivalent to 
Guacuos, could have been acquired only by 
confusion of thought; and though such 
confusion is quite possible, it does not 

appear to be proved. The act of 
Clytaemnestra was an atdévrys pévos in 
the full sense of the words, nor is the 

speaker concerned to deny this; but it 
was not within the ban of the Erinyes 

(as they here allege), because the victim 
was not duatuos. 

213. Gtipa: adverbial (with dis- 
honour) rather than adjectival (contemned), 

as appears from the junction to tap’ 
ovdéy with no respect, literally ‘at 
nothing’, ze. on the footing, level or 
estimate of nothing; cf. 4g. 239 rap’ 
ovdev &Gevro ‘ they reckoned at nought ’.— 
jpkéow: a difficult word, and perhaps 
erroneous, though none of the proposed 
corrections are satisfactory: in 7xé oot 
(Hermann), ‘amount to nothing in your 
judgment’, the imperfect tense is ob- 

jectionable and not appropriate: jpxeoe 

(Musgrave), ‘have availed nothing’, gives 
a wrong sense; the essential cot, iz your 

judgment, should not be left to implica- 
tion ; 7déew (Wellauer) will hardly con- 
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Ap. A slighting parry indeed, and a contemptuous, thou 

makest against troth-plight, the crown of Hera and of Zeus! 
And the Queen of Love by this plea is slighted off, source of 

man’s dearest joys. For the sharing of the bed between husband 

and wife is, in strength of right, a guard stronger than oath. If 
then to murder between these thou art thus indulgent, if ‘it 

doth not come to’ so much as an angry regard, then this I say,— 

strue; Apydow (ze. érojow) Rutherford, 
Class. Rev. U1. 292. The last I think 
possible.—But pxéow itself is not dis- 
provable. In archaic (and tragic) Greek 
dpxéw is regularly used of defensive 
weapons and the like, as in sdxos, 76 of 

aipxece Avypdv 6reOpov, the shield which 
warded from him death, etc.; thus 

dpxéoxan would be said of the combatant 
who wards, parries, repels an attack or 
stroke (cf. gvAdeoouax), and would apply, 
by a common metaphor, to a combat of 

arguments. The middle voice, in this 
sense, does not seem to be elsewhere 

found, but we must not infer from this, 

that it was not available. If therefore 
for “Hpas kat Atés morrdpara we had 
“Hpas xat Ads murtrwpdrwv Abyov, ze. ‘the 
argument founded upon marriage’, instead 
of simply ‘marriage’, all would be plain ; 
and the question is, whether the brachy- 
logy, miordépara for morapdrav déyov, 

is impossible. In this context it ap- 
pears sufficiently clear, and I therefore 
retain 1jpkéow, under reserve, translating, 
With small regard and slight indeed hast 
thou refuted the rightful pledge of Hera 
and of Zeus. The notion Aéyos (argu- 
ment), latent here, is expressed in the 

next verse (T@de...Adyy).—TeAelas: the 

fixed epithet of Hera the Wife as goddess 
of marriage. For a full discussion of it, 
see an article in Class. Rev. XV- 445 

(M. A. Bayfield). Two lines of associa- 

tion may be traced in it, the physical, as 

‘in Aesch. frag. 44 (Wecklein) derdparis 
Spa 8 éx vorigovros yauou (yavous) 7éAerds 

éort, and the social, from réAos authority, 

right; but the second is the principal, if 

not the sole origin. Marriage itself is 

vyapndcov Tédos (v. 838), and the espousals 
are mporédeta, Ag. 65. 

217. popoio, the reading of M, 

points to a confusion between pdépotpos 
(superscr. in recc.) and popolpots (Har- 
tung). In either case, the sense is that 

marriage unites the destinies of man and 
wife, with special reference to the funda- 
mental meaning of potpa, part or share. 
Cf. Aesch. frag. 13 (Weckl.) ool per 
yanelobar udpornor, vyouelv 8° éuol. For 

the personified Motpa: as patrons of 
marriage, see v. 962. 

2x8. Tq Slky povpovpévy: being 
guarded by a stronger right, literally ‘it 
is mightier in being guarded by zés right ’- 
Note the article, which is necessary to 

the meaning, as generally in Aeschylus, 
when used at all; a prose-writer would 
have said 77 Silky ppoupouzévy pelfove, and 
in fact the Aeschylean phrase is a brachy- 
logy for this.—The rendering ‘guarded by 

Justice’, the personified abstraction, would 
suggest, what cannot be meant, that an 

oath is not so guarded. 
21g9—221. e Canter.—‘“If then to 

them (husband or wife), when either slays 

the other, you concede that ‘it does not 

come to’ so much as an angry regard, 

then I say...” etc.—rotow demonstr 

eaevowet dAAijAous, though verbally 

open to the misinterpretation ‘when each 

slays the other’, is practically clear, and 

should not be suspected.—r6 pj...KoT@ : 

literally ‘ (this indulgence), that there does 

not result (from the deed) even the re- 

garding (the deed) with wrath’. Gram- 

matically, nd’ érowredew is the subject 

of yevérOar. Paley is right in defending 

yevéoOau, and in his analysis of the con- 
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224. émdddas (with (7 in margin). 225. elrw. 230. aye... .unrpwur. 

Text f, g. 

struction: the construction of the infinitive 
und eromrevew as the subject of yeréoPar 

he defends by several citations, ¢.g. 

Lysias, wept "Hparoo@. p. 120, 7 mévTws 
Thy pev rode yevécOar tiv apy deicPac 

Xenudrwv, and indeed it scarcely requires 

authority. But it is not necessary, taking 
this view, to exclude the suggestion of 
others, that pa} yevéoOat takes up and re- 
torts the words of the opponent, ov« av yé- 
vou? Suatuos adbévrns povos That would not 
come to (amount to) the shedding of kindred 
blood : that the words are slightly twisted 
from their original application is only 
what might be expected in making a 

sarcastic point. This reference seems 

clear, and should exclude changes which 
remove yevéoOa (as rivecOat, wédecPat, 

and others).—pySé: not even to regard 
with anger, still less to punish. 

221. ye: ‘then af all events I deny 
your right to pursue Orestes’. Your lenity, 
whether right or wrong, af /east condemns 

your inconsistent severity.—oe, though 

necessary, should not be substituted (as 
. by Robortello) for ye, which is correct, 
but inserted as in the text (Merkel), where 

the loss of it is explained by the final s of 
évolxws. 

223. ‘¥or it is plain, I trow, that you 
punish here with much heat, and there 
with more of calm’, ze. your justice 

depends not on principle but passion. 

mpdocouray exacting (as Paley suggests) 
rather than acting; see v. 627. This. 

participle belongs to both clauses, and 
the antithetic phrases, xdpra év@upoupevyy 
and jovxatrépay, are both constructed 

with it .as qualifications. The last ex- 

pression is ironically weak. 
224. ‘But the rights in this matter 

will be regarded reversely by the 
goddess.’ The prospective tribunal of 
Athena (z. 81) will reverse the prejudiced 
decision of the Erinyes, and will hold 
that, in the present instance, it is the act 

of the wife that is unpardonable, and the 

act of the son that is pardonable. 8lxas 
has an emphasis. By such fixed and 
arbitrary limits as the Erinyes favour, 
the ‘Slkac r&vde (moral rights of the 

particular case) are put out of sight.— 
éwadAdé: contrariwise, reversely. The 
common reading here, dixas 6é IaAdds, 
is open to grave objections, both technical 
and literary. (1) M has 8’ éaA)as with fr 
(z.e. guaere) in the margin; the blindness, 
which, given the letters deraddas, could 
not find in them the words d¢ Ia\Ads, is 

more than can be proved against the 
ancient editors of Aeschylus, and par- 
ticularly those of the Zumenides, where 

the scholia are above the average: the 
division of the letters shows that, when 
they were first so divided, the word was 

plainly sof Iladdas, and the marginal 
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thou hast no right to pursue Orestes. For it is plain, I trow, that 
thou punishest ere with much anger, and ¢here with more of 

calm! (The Erinyes begin to move.) But the rights of the 

matter, to the eye of the goddess, will lie the other way. 

Erinyes (going). Yon man will I never, never quit. 
Ap. Pursue him then, and fill up the measure of thy toil. 

Erin, My privilege! Think not by an ill word to make it 
less. 

Ap. 
Erin. No! 

throne of Zeus. 

I would not take it to keep,—thy privilege! 

Without privilege, thou hast high rank by the 
But for me, (casting about) led by a mother’s 

doubt indicates that the true word was 
probably notcommon. (2) Still stronger 
is the literary objection: it would surely 

be unnatural, that a reference to ‘ Pallas’, 

ipso noméxe, in this connexion should not 

awake the curiosity of the pursuers. The 
design of a reference to Athena is at 
present a secret between the god and the 
fugitive. Why should he thus reveal it 
to the Erinyes, and how does it pass 
without notice? But remove the name, 

and there is nothing to arrest notice; the 
sentence, half-heard and in the last word 

scarcely heard, is not intelligible, except 
with knowledge of the plan to which 
Apollo refers; and the course of the scene 

is therefore natural. 
225- Almw (Porson): guit. 
226. mévev tAéov riPov is disputable. 

(1) We may refer wAéov (or wAéwv) to 
mréas full: And fill up the measure of 
thy toil: the expression, suggesting an 
imposed task, would suit not ill the 
tone of the speaker. As to the form, it 
does not seem possible to say whether 
Aeschylus would have been restricted 
.everywhere to the normal Attic Aéws, 
mdéwv, or whether generally, or in a 

particular phrase, there would be open 
to him, as an -alternative, the Ionic 
(Herodotean) wAéos, wA¢ov: on such a 

péint the mss. give no information, since 
for Aeschylus the long and short o were 
probably indistinguishable. In Eur. /on 

603 (see my note) rAéoy occurs where, 

as I think, the meaning /#/ is required, 

and the same question therefore arises as 
to the form. (2) We may refer mAéov to 

wréwy more: And so increase thy toil, 

‘make it more’. The neuter wAéov 
(instead of the masc. mAéw) is perhaps 
admissible, as rAéov rlOecOat, to increase, 

might conceivably have coalesced into a 

fixed phrase, though we should expect 
rather wAéw (Auratus) concordant with 
mévov. To read w)éw is unsatisfactory, 
as it would hardly have been corrupted 
to mhdov. On the whole I prefer the first 
interpretation. 

227. ‘Seek not by a word to abridge 
what is my privilege,’ z.e. ‘Our privilege 
shall be fully executed, though you please 
to call it a weariness.’ The dédyos is the 
term mévos. 

228. ov8’...exev: ‘I would not even 
accept on condition of keeping...’, zc. 
I would not have as a gift. Eanes 

229. epwas: zz any case; ‘Without 

my privilege, or any separate and inde- 
pendent privilege, you stand high in the 
court of Zeus.’ The expression reflects. 
in half-contempt, upon the concentrated 
subordination of the new hierarchy : see 
above on wv. 162—173. 

230, 231. Gye atya pytpgov must 

not be limited, or even referred, to that 

blood of Clytaemnestra, which the 

murderer may have once had wgov him. 

However completely that stain might be 

purged, physically or ceremonially, the 

man must bear with him ‘the blood of 

his mother’, so long as he himself lives. 
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231. Kaxxuvyyérno (with {7 in margin). keAevopaciv. Kereduact h. 235- 

This, his own blood which is also hers, 

is the scent by which the avengers follow 
him. See further on ov. 244, 253-—8lkas 
péreyp. rovSe. The two possible ac- 

cusatives, that of the direct object (révde) 
and the ‘inner’ or ‘adverbial’ which 
describes the action (dixas), are combined, 

as in Eur. Bacch. 345 ris ofs 8 dvolas 
rovde tov Stddokadov Slkyvy pwéretut.— 

KaKkuyynyérys...(or perhaps kal Kuvn- 
‘yérns, but the preposition, Zader off, has 
point). The translation will show how 
I would explain this (the ms.) reading. 
At such a point, the most stately com- 
poser might surely feel, that a broken 
sentence was admissible, and even indis- 
pensable.—If kdkkuvynyero (Erfurdt and 

modern texts) is right, the change from 

pérewpt (future) to ékkuynyero must be 
explained (as Wecklein) by the action 
accompanying the last word; ‘and thus 
I set upon his track’. 

234. Tov mpoorpoTalou pijvis, wrath 

excited by and on behalf of the suppliant : 
ixérys and mpocrpomaios are here syno- 

nyms; see on v. 205.—el mpoda ad’ 
éxaév. Two points are to be noted in 
this construction. (1) The subj. with ed: 
the limits of this ‘epic’ archaism in Attic 
tragedy, and particularly in dialogue, are 
not easily defined, and we can scarcely 
expect always to ascertain or feel the 
justifying cause; but in maxims and 
expressions of a proverbial cast, archaisms 
of all kinds are to be expected and are 
actually found : in this respect, the present 

example is parallel to Soph. Amt. 710 
GdN dv5pa, kel rts 7 copes, 7d pavOdvew | 
TOAN aloxpoy ovdév: it seems therefore 
that ef ris rpodgi of’ éxév would certainly 
be defensible. And (2) the hypothesis in 
the jirst person is here used as an equi- 
valent for the general hypothesis; if Z 
abandon means if one abandons, the 

maxim being cast in the form of advice 

given by the moralist to himself: this, 
though not usual apparently in Greek, is 
‘familiar elsewhere, and not a ground for 

suspicions mpodg Weil, Wecklein,’ 
and (as an alternative) Paley, ‘the wrath 
for the suppliant against whosoever be- 
trays...’ etc.: see v. 211. But after all, 

this is irregular still by the ° Attic’ 
standard, and in the same way, though 
not exactly to the same extent, as the 

traditional text : jv ris mpodg or éorts ay 
mpod are the forms of classical rule. 
We are safer therefore in standing by what 
we find.—Note however that the general 

hypothesis is distinguishable for this pur- 
pose from a particular hypothesis present 

or future. Whether Aeschylus, or the 
tragedians, extended the licence to this 
last, and with what limit, will be more 

conveniently considered on Pers. 793 und’ 

el orpdrevpa wheiov Ff 7d Mydixdy.—orde : 
not ‘Orestes’, but the mpoorpémaios as 
such.—Here Apollo retires, and the 

stage is left empty. Between this ‘ Act’ 
and the next we have to suppose (1) a 
long interval of time for the appointed 
wanderings of Orestes (vv. 75, 240, 249, 
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blood, I will pursue justice upon.yon wight (striking the trail)... 
And as leader of the hounds......(She rushes off, in the direction 
taken by Orestes, and the rest, in full cry, rush after.) 

Apollo, And for me, I will succour and save my suppliant. 
For dreaded among men, and among gods, is the wrath for such 
an appellant, if by my consent betrayed. [Exit. 

ACT II. 

The scene is at Athens, before a shrine and ancient image 
of Pallas Athena. 

Ovestes. 

Enter ORESTES, weary to death. 

O Lady Athena, by Loxias’ command am I come 
hither. Graciously receive a wanderer, who comes...not needing 

purgation, nor with hand unpurified. Nay, I have put off the 

284), ending with his-arrival at Athens ; 
(2). the transference of the scene to a 

place- in Athens (commonly supposed 
to be the Acropolis, but see on v. 80) 
before a shrine and image (v. 242) of 

Athena. On the question whether any 
change, and what, was made in the actual 

decoration, see the Introduction.—Prof. 

Seymour (Class. Rev. Vill. 438) would 
compress the action of the whole Orestea 
into about ten days, and maintains, as 
part of this view, that no long interval 
occurs here, but Orestes and the Erinyes 
pass, with little or no delay, from Delphi 
to Athens. If this was the intention, the 

language used by all speakers about the 
journey (see passages above cited) is 
strange, if not incomprehensible. See 
further on wy. 401, 461. 

236. dAdoropa: in its proper sense, 
the wanderer (dddoua:), as Wecklein 

notes. It imports (by usage) the obli- 
gatory wandering of one who has shed 
blood, but scarcely admits moral guilt. 

Even from a ceremonial and religious 
point of view, he is, as he proceeds to 
explain, now pure. 

237. od wpoorpdétatov: ‘not a peti- 
tioner for purification ’, which has already 
been bestowed by Apollo, and confirmed 
by lapse of time and innocent association’ 

with mankind: vv. 281 foll., 446 foll.— 

adolBavrov: dxddaprov schol.—xépa: 
acc. of the part affected, ‘unpurged zx 
hand’. 

238. dpPAtv...cpoorerpippévoy. ‘1 
have put off the freshness (of my deed), 
ay, worn it away, upon other dwelling- 

places and travelled paths among man- 
kind.’ The epithets dzd/ed and worn are 
transferred from the sin (if that term may 
be used) to the sinner, not merely as a 

figure of poetry, but to suggest the 
physical suffering which he has himself 

undergone in his pilgrimage. That he 
has suffered severely, and reaches Athens 
only in the last stage of exhaustion, is 
important to remember, both for the ex- 

planation and dramatic effect of points in 
the present scene and for the moral doc- 
trine of the play asa whole. It would be 
further expressed by the performance of 
the actor.—mpés may be taken in two 
ways, (I) as a repetition of the com- 

pounded preposition in mpoorerpiupevor, 
and as governing the datives which follow, 
(2) adverbially in the sense of moreover, 
as in P.V. 73 4 mip Kededow Kamuvéw 
ye tpos, inf. 595. As TpooTeTptypévos is 

a stronger term, in the suggestion of 

personal suffering, than duBXvs, the 
climax is appropriate. Nor is it any 
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dddowww otKows Kai topedpaciw Bpotav.— 

Gown x€poov Kai Oddacoay éxTEepav 240 

cdlov éfetpas Aokiov ypynornpiovs, 
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ToAhots S€ pdxOous dvdpoxpnor pvorg : 

239. Topeduact. 246. veKpov. 

‘objection, considering the style of 

Aeschylus, that to use the word so in this 
‘connexion suggests a sort of equivocation 
upon its two meanings. On the other 
hand, to neglect the division of the verses 

so completely as to put it between pre- 
position and case, though it is done several 

times by Sophocles (0. 7. 555, Phil. 626, 
0.C. 495 are cited by Wecklein), is less 
likely in Aeschylus. I prefer therefore 

‘the second interpretation.—dugds...apoo- 
rerpypevos Prien, Paley, and others, but 

see next note. 
240—243. Alike in every passage of 

land and sea having been obedient to the 

oracular command of Loxias, (so now) I 

will approach the shrine and thy very 
image, goddess.—Here watching I await 

the final trial. The complete break of 
continuity, marked by the absence of any 

‘copula, at v. 240, and again at v. 243, is 

intentional, and corresponds to stages 
in the action. The very stress which 

Orestes Jays on his purity reveals his 

fear that he may even now be repelled; 
and at the last moment he hesitates to 
approach the shrine and lay-hands on the 
image. This hesitation is represented by 
the break before v. 240. He encourages 
himself however (vv. 240—242) by the 
reflexion that the command of Apollo, in 
-obedience to which he has performed his 

wanderings and has been brought to the 
destined city, extended expressly to the 

act from which he shrinks (w. 80), and 
resolves therefore to venture on it. Be- 
tween v. 242 and v. 243 he actually does 

SO, v. 243 being spoken after he has 

taken his place in sanctuary. With 
proper stage-directions, the distribution of 
the sentences would appear natural and 
necessary.—-It seems therefore a mistake 

to obliterate these divisions partially by 
making one clause (with duBdts and 

Tpoorerpiipévos) of vv. 238—242 dAAA 

auBrvs...rpdceme SGua x.7.A.3 and the 

more so, as the break between wv. 243 and 

v. 244 remains, and loses its point.— 

Spoun leads up to the point that his 
action zow will be guided by Apollo, as 
it has been everywhere hitherto.—odtev: 
continuous time, including both past and 
present.— mpdceumi: from edu, and with 
the usual future sense.—réXos 8lkys : the 
trial which, according to Apollo’s promise 
(2. 81), is to end his troubles. 8leys is 
gen. of equivalent or definition. —dvapevas 
Stanley, dumevS Dindorf, perhaps rightly. 

244. The Chorus enter irregularly, as 
in pursuit. Vo, 244—253 belong to the 
Leader. As to the following lyrical 
passage (vv. 254—275), which is not 
strophic, we can determine only that it is 
divided between different voices, and 
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freshness of my offense, ay, worn it away, upon other dwelling- 
places and travelled paths of men.... Alike in every passage of 
land and sea have I been obedient to the oracular hest of Loxias, 

..and obedient now, I will approach thy house,...and thine 

image, goddess (He sits, embracing the image).... Here do I 

watch and await the end, the trial that is to be. 

(Enter the Erinyes, as in pursuit, two first, then 

another, then the vest.) 

‘The Leader. Dost see? (pouting to the ground). Here is 
a plain sign of the man; so follow the unspoken. witness, which 
it tells. For as a hound the wounded fawn, so by the dropping 
blood do we search him out. Many, and to a mortal deadly, 

1 

apparently in seven parts. The opening 

words of the Leader show that one at 
least enters with the Leader ; see also on 

U. 253.—765e: a drop of blood upon the 
ground; see the following lines. It is 
generally assumed, that this blood is 
that of the mother, which, to the eye of 

the avengers, still drips from the matricide, 

or from his sword. But surely in the 
circumstances, and after the language 
just before used by Orestes (vv. 237—239), 
the extravagance of this conception, which 
is admitted (dpa dé wh éxBalver ray miorw 
«.7.d. schol.), would exceed the limits of 
the sublime, and must spoil the picture. 
Can any parallel case be cited from Greek 

poetry, or from any artist of approved 
imagination? Further, if it be defensible 

in itself, it would still seem inconsistent 

with the context.. To such a conception, 

the simile of the wounded fawn would be 
irrelevant, since a wounded fawn does 

not drip with the blood of its victim, but 
with its own. We should infer, that here 

also the blood is that of the pursued, of 
Orestes himself, as it naturally may be. 

It is not strange, and it is a circumstance 

of pathos, that after travels so prolonged 
and so eruel the very steps of the fugitive 
should be bloody. Nor is this all: the 
phenomena of internal bleeding and the 
dripping of blood from the mouth, as 
marks of extreme physical exhaustion, as 
well as of certain wasting diseases, must 

have been familiar to the Greeks ; and it 

seems. clear from vv. 248, 249, taken in 

connexion with the context, that the poet, 

following probably tradition as to the effect 
of the Erinyes’ pursuit, has invested his 
Orestes with such traits. See further on 
vv. 264 foll. The fact thus indicated, 
that the strength of the tormented 
wanderer has barely carried him to the 

final refuge, is much to the purpose of the 
tragedy. As to dye: alua wnrp@or (v. 230) 

see note there. Neither that passage, nor 

this, nor any in the play, seems to support 
the view that the matricide is supposed 
by Aeschylus to drip for ever with the 

blood of his mother. 
246, 247. Like a wounded fawn, that 

is, bleeding, helpless, and soon to be 
pulled down. They believe their last 
horrible triumph (see v. 264 foll.) to be 
very near, as in fact it would have been, 

but for the interference of Athena and 
Apollo.—mpés : by, according to; Weck- 
lein compares Ag. 344 mpos ovdéer év péper 

rexppiov.—Dindorf, here and generally, 

substitutes warevw for wacredw: but the 

latter form (cf. waoryp) is possible, and 
not disproved, I think, by the fact that 
paretw is admissible. 

248. Many, and to a mortal deadly, 
have been the toils of the panting breast. 
This explains the foregoing: it is the 
‘killing’ labour, again and again re- 
peated, which accounts for the blood- 
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track of the sinking fugitive. In dv8po- 
Kpiou, an-killing, dvip, as frequently 
in poetry, has the signification of év@pwmos 
or Bporos, a human being. So also inf. 

957, and so also, but with a glance at dvjp 
husband, in Cho. 888 dvipoxpfra wédexuv. 

—The odd-looking scholium peyadoxufow 

is, I believe, genuine and uncorrupt; the 

commentator would explain dvdpoxuhs 

péxOos (by reference to the division, 
familiar to Greek athletes, between ‘men’ 

and ‘boys’) as ‘a race severe enough to 
kill one full-grown (uéyas)’; the idea, 

though here: far-fetched, is not irrational, 

and indeed we may well suppose that 
somewhere else the word actually occurred 

in this sense.--The ‘labour’ and the 
‘panting breast’ are applicable both to 
pursued and pursuers; for since the 
Erinyes could sleep, they may also pant ; 

but dvdpoxuys points specially to the 
distress of the pursued: thus the sen- 

tence makes a transition between what 

precedes and what follows.—The schol. 
To hpérepov omhayxvoy is therefore 

wrong, in so far as it excludes the pur- 
sued; the ambiguity, which the note 
would remove, is tolerable only because 

both the possible references are actually 
in view. If 7d quérepov only were meant, 

we should require puowg hyuiv omddyxvor, 

and even then, the sentence would lack 

connexion with the foregoing. But it is 

the error there, as to the significance of 
the blood, which makes difficulty here ; 

and vice versa, a fair interpretation here 

confirms the better explanation there. 

249. werolpavrat: has beer quartered, 
‘journeyed. over’ as it were systema- 
tically, as a pasture-ground by a shep- 
herd. It seems probable that, according 
to the Delphian legend, the wanderings 
of Orestes were to cover ‘the whole 

earth’, as the earth was conceived at 

Delphi when the legend first took shape. 
250. Toripact or worypact (Din- 

dorf). The ‘epic’ form mwrdowat seems 
to be not otherwise proved for tragedy. 
On the other hand we can hardly estimate 

the reasons which might justify it to 
Aeschylus in a particular place. 

251. ov8tv...veds: Aeeping pace with 
the ship (of Orestes). 

252. kKaTawraxdv: in covert, lying 

Jow, as an animal hunted. The usage of 
prose would have demanded rather a pf. 
part. (karerrykds) ; but cf. the common 

poetical Gavwy for rebynkds dead, kay 

for xexunxds, etc. 

253.. Equivalent to édouh yap x.7-d., 

the omission of the copula being regular 
in an explanation (Wecklein).—mpoc- 
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have been the toils of the panting breast. For of earth every 
region hath seen our shepherding, and over sea our pursuit, with 
wingless flight, kept pace with the ship. 

And now he is here,...hereabouts,... lying low. The glad smell 
of human blood saluteth me. (A third enters.) 

Beware, and again beware’; spy, both of you, everything, lest 
privily he escape, the matricide, unpunished. 

Ay, there he is, embracing the image of the goddess im- 
mortal, and fain to commit himself for justice to her arms. 

yeAq: for mpoccaiver (schol.) but more 
picturesque : ‘woos me’, z.¢. pleases and 

" attracts my sense.—The ‘human blood’, 
or rather ‘ Zving blood’, which they now 

smell, is that of Orestes’ own body, the 

blood which they hope to drink (v. 264), 
not that (whatever it be) which has 

dripped from him. The trail could 
not prove him to be ‘somewhere near’. 

255. Netooerov: ‘search both of you 
all around, lest...’ etc. If the dual here 
is right, the new-comer speaks to the éwo 
that have preceded her, the speaker and 
the auditor of vv. 244 foll., addressing 
perhaps épa to one, dpa waN af to the 
other, and Aedooerov to both. Nothing 

can be inferred from the erasure in M: 
such erasures occur, from the repetition of 
letters and other such accidents, in many 

places not open to suspicion. As to the 

metre, the cretics (-~-) are in them- 

selves rhythmical, and the pgssage, not 

being strophic, demands no more. See 
also v. 268. Under reserve therefore, 

the text is left as it stands.—mav7a m, 

pointing perhaps to mavyr& everywhere. 
But ‘see everything’ seems a possible 
expression far ‘let nothing escape your 

eyes’, and the short vowel is preferable in 
rhythm. —Aefeoé re avra Hermann. 

257. 6 patpopdvos drizas: a doch: 
mius (irregular) with, an ‘ anacrusis,’ (6), 
as in v. 263 Ke-xumévoy otxerat.— pa- 
tpoddvos, without 6, here: (and there 

x0pevov) Porson, perhaps rightly.—ariras: 

unpunished, édridspyros (schol. ), literally 

‘not paying ’- 
258—260., ‘Yes, there he is, once 

Vv. E 

more finding refuge, embracing the image 
of the goddess immortal, and fain to 
commit himself for justice to her arms.’ 
—atre: they are reminded of Delphi, 
and presumably of many other sanctuaries 
in which Orestes had found refuge for 
a time.—Dr Headlam (C. &. XIv. 258), 
remarking iat we should rather expect 
af, proposes 6 8’ ad Téyeov adkay (covert 
protection) éyw».—yodv is condemned by 

some, but seems to have its regular force + 
it denotes evidence going to support 
what has been said; that Orestes has 

taken sanctuary is a step towards a 
complete escape (v. 256) and confirms 
the necessity for watching him carefully 
(v. 254).—The rhythm is zambic dimeter. 
—6 8’ afre y ddxay éxwv Hermann, 

alii aliter.—imo8uKos...yevérBar yepaov: 
literally ‘to become justice-subject to her 

hands (or ‘arms’)’, ze. hers to be dealt 
with as her justice shall please. The gen. 
xepov depends upon the compounded 
preposition 7d under, or rather on the 
sense given by the preposition to brddtxos: 

cf. dpxwy in v. 492. The reference of 

the xépes to the goddess is determined 
by mepi Bpéret wAexGels: by embracing 
the image the suppliant symbolically 
seems to ‘put himself in the arms’, or as 
we should say ‘in the hands’, of -her 
whom it represents. As Greek poetry has 
the same word (xelp) for hand and arnt, 
whereas we sharply distinguish them, 
the expression is not easily transferred to 
English; but it is natural in itself. As 
to the construction therefore; I: follow 

Paley (and others), though not !in the 

4 
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lsxdvac’ rece. 268. Telvyo 

rendering ‘put himself in oz hands’ 
(Paley), which is scarcely admitted by 
the’ words, or by the facts.—Others 
(followed by Wecklein) explain xepav as 
a brachylogy for act of violence, ‘hands’ 
for ‘handiwork’, comparing avréxeip, 
criminal, murderer, so that brddixos 

xepav would mean ‘liable to be tried for 
his deed’. Such a use of xépes, if not 

exampled, is possible; but we should 

expect, to make it intelligible, more 

indication from the context.—dv@’ dy 
qpiv xpewore?, mpoapvé Oéder yevér Oa THs 

Oeo6 schol., ‘ because of his debt to us, he 

would put himself in the protection of 
the goddess’, like a Roman nexus in- 
voking the tribune. Following Scaliger 
(and others), I think that this note 

assumes for the text the reading trdSucos 
-Xpedv, ‘liable to justice for his debt’. 

The gloss of Hesychius cited by Her- 
mann, &drddtkos: bredduvos, (xpedarns) 

évoxos dixys (so to be punctuated), is 

derived probably from this passage (with 
xpedv), but does not prove that, even in 
the opinion of the writer, brédixos meant 
‘xpedorns, a debtor. Without ypedy in 
the text the interpretation could hardly 

arise. pedv therefore seems to have been 
a variant here, probably a conjecture to 
avoid the difficulty of xepav, which on 
the other hand is not easily accounted 
for as a conjecture, and is on this ground, 
as well as for the sense, to be preferred. 

262. ‘®wamat expresses indignant pro- 
test. : 

263. TO Svepov x.7-A. may be taken 
either (1) as above (ro relative), ‘ which 
(or ‘for it’) as liquid, when shed upon 
earth, is gone’, or (2) as an independent -- 
sentence (asyndeton, see v. 253), ‘for 

that which flows (rd Stepév), when 
shed...’ etc. A similar illustration from 
water spilt, but differently handled, 

occurs in Che. 64, 65, and see also 
Cho. 400, 22f. 980, etc.—xvpevov Por- 
son, perhaps rightly, from Cho. 400, but 
either form is correct, nor is the metre 

affected, as the syllable «ce merely fills up 

the time which, without it, is filled by a 

pause. See on v. 257.—7éSou Porson. 
264—266. This horrible conception 

(that the Erinyes finally devoured their’ -. 
victim) had probably been, if it was not 
still in the time of Aeschylus, an article, 

of popular belief; and indeed in primitive 
times the murder-branded outcast must 
often have died, by various forms of 
disease, in such a manner as might 
naturaliy suggest it. Similarly, aveng- 
ing deities were supposed to inflict the 

cancerous diseases, which such unfortu- 

nate wretches contracted from bad and 
scanty food: see Cho. 64 foll., 277 foll., 
etc. In the present case, consumption, »’ 
has already furnished a hint (zz. 245 

foll.), and a common end of such disease 

is here vividly suggested by the ‘thick 
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But that may not be. A mother’s blood, shed on the ground, 

is hard, oh hard indeed, to win back again; it flows, and being 

spilt upon earth—is lost. 
Nay, thou must give me for quittance to drink from thy living 

body the red, rich liquid of thy veins,—though food from shee 
will be draught not easy to draw! 

And when living I have made thee lean, I shall drag thee 

away below, there still to pay in pain for thy murdered mother’s 

agony. 

red drink *.—dytBotvar «.7.A. The con- 
struction is def o° dyridodvac médavov 
popely (epexegetic inf.) dard fGvros, ‘thou 
must give thick drink to drain’. dvt-: 
‘for the blood which he shed ’.—dad 8 
ood «.7.d.: ‘...though food from thee 
will be a draught hard to draw’, an 

exulting mockery of his emaciation: cf. 
in v. 302 dvaluarov Béoxnua. He is 

already, as it were, shrivelled and dried ; 
it might be said of him that, like the 
victim of divine vengeance in Cho. 295, 

he will be ‘mummied ere he dies’, so 

that at the last it will be ‘hard to suck 
from him ’.—Literally, ‘ though from thee 
I shall win food consisting of a draught 
hard to drink’. dad oot: emphatic by 
position ; this is essential to the point.— 
dépows’ dv Wordsworth. For pépew to 
gel, win (in prose usually pépecGar) see 
L. and Sc. s.v. If depolyav be read, it 
must be an ‘epic’ use, as in Homer, for 

gepolpay dv: a future or conditional verb 
is necessary, since a mere wish or hope, 

after def, would be an anti-climax. But 

this is scarcely the place for such an 
archaism as the pure optative with con- 
ditional sense ; contrast (if it be correct) 

Ag. 1162, «a traditional formula or 
proverb. For supposed examples in 
‘tragedy (but the list is both incomplete 
and redundant) see Kiihner Greek Gram- 

mar § 395) 3-—Tépatos Svométov: gen. 

of definition or equivalent.—L. and Sc. 

translate Sveroros here (the only example 

given) by wnpalatable. The commentaries 

say little, but seem to assume some such 

version as ‘I shall get (or ‘ I hope to get’) 
from thee my odious draught’. But this 
(1) does not suit the order of the words, 
and (2) gives to dvemoros «4 sense un- 

suitable to the speaker, though in itself 
proper.—¢epoiuay Booxay (a dochmius 
with ‘irrational’ long syllable for short) 
Wellauer. This may be right, but see 

on v 255. 
267. toxvdvac’: Turnebus. 
268. dvtiwow(a) os tlvys Schiitz: 

‘that thou mayest pay in pain for the 
agony of thy murdered mother’. This is 
the only acceptable correction offered, 
but not very trustworthy: a misreading 

of évrbrow’ ws should have produced not 
dvrurolvous but dytimolyws: and a final 
clause, proper to intentions which may 

conceivably fail, is not quite in tone with 
the rest. Better in these respects would 
be dyrlwow’ of teveis x.7.. ‘and there 
thou shalt still pay in pain for...’ etc., 

lit. ‘prolong payment for...’. This also 
escapes the fault of seeming to suggest 
that his sufferings in this life are sot 

punitive. And note that m (the corrector 

of M) actually indicates es as the final 

syllable. For ob see P.V. 840, Pers. 

809 00 opw Kady tYror’ érappever 

wade. Since the gen. dvtirolvov gives 

no meaning, the origin of dvrurolvous is 

then obvious.—8vas may be either gen. 

sing. depending on dvriwowa, or acc. 

plural, dvrirowva, being then adverbial.— 

For pytpopévas, if genitive, read perhaps 

parpoddvov (Casaubon), but see v. 77 

and v. 272. 

4—2 
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269. d'éxel, rlo &ddov. 271. rly’...roKéac, 

280 

° 277. Kadappotc. 

269—272. Sipe St Kel tis Schiitz. 
The ancient editors (M) apparently sup- 

posed ris (séc) to be used for bo71s.— 
GAhos Heath. The Gddov of M (de- 
pending on #Arev) is grammatical, and 
can be interpreted as ‘another’, ‘his 
neighbour’. But it disturbs the con- 
nexion of thought. Qeov. For the 
acc. depending on qAurev (as well as 
on doeBav), see Hom. Od. 4. 378 
aOavdrovs ddiréoOa. This gives the 

sense, ‘whosoever of men sins against 

god, or &évos, or parent’. But guaere: 
should we not read 4 Se@v?—‘any one, 
man or more than man, who...’ etc. 
That the Erinyes avenge offences ‘against 
gods’ in general seems not to be the 
doctrine of the play. See especially the 
sharp opposition of their functions to 
those of ‘the gods’ throughout the ode 

307 foll, On the other hand, it is a 

proper and effective point, that super- 
human beings, as well as human, are 

liable to their peculiar office in the in- 
cluded cases. See further on v. 273.— 
For the inclusion, within the province of 
Erinyes, of offences against hospitality, 
compare vv. 548 foll. These passages 
and others show that Aeschylus attached 
no importance to such legal subtleties as 

that of vw. 212, where see note.—The 

cases of the Titans, Prometheus, and 

others, punished in Hades, would suf- 

ficiently justify the inclusion of 6eol.— 

ToKyas, ‘epic’ form (suggested by Her- 
mann), is probably right, as the rhythm 
appears to be cretic: the MS. is equally 
good for this or for roxéas.—rys 8lkqs: 
the justice of their case. The Attic -y- 
here, as contrasted with Bouoxay in v. 266, 

and évas (if genitive) in v. 268 is 
perhaps to be explained by the variation 
between lyric metre and the iambic 
of dialogue. But the evidence as to this 

whole matter is insufficient for deter- 
mination, nor is it likely that we could 
always follow the. feelings which guided 

the Attic poets, even if we were sure of 
what they wrote. In such a case as the 

present, the mere metre of the individual 
verse can hardly have been a decisive 

consideration. An artificial literary dia- 
lect, such as that of the tragic chorus, is 
likely to be full of inconsistencies. Com- 

pare the ‘Scotch’ of our novelists. 
273. Bporav is not ‘otiose, and the 

addition of it somewhat strengthens the 
reasons for reading q @cv in wv. 270, 
where see note. The point emphasized 
here, in vz. 273—275, is that the being, 
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All sinners shalt thou see, be they men or more than man (?), 
who have offended against a plighted friend or a parent dear, 
receiving each his merited punishment. 

For there is One Mighty there, who calls men to account in 
the underworld; all things he doth survey, and all in memory 
writes. 

Orestes. My own distresses have taught me the lore, in many 

conjunctures, to speak or to keep silence, where each is right; 

and in the case now present, a wise instructor bade me open my 

lips. For the blood slumbereth, and is fading away from my 

and the responsibility, of mortals con- 
tinues beyond the mortal life. 

276 foll. Orestes prepares to invoke 
the actual presence of the goddess 

(v. 287). Since a polluted person was 
debarred, more or less completely, from 
intercourse with others by sightand speech, 
this may be taken as a trespass upon her 
sanctity even beyond the boldness (see 
v. 235 foll.) of entering the shrine and 

touching the image. Accordingly he 
encourages and justifies himself by a 
yet more full and emphatic assertion: of 
his right. Long and painful experience 
has given him an instinct for the pro- 
prieties of his situation; and for the 
present case, the invocation of Athena, 

he has the authority of Apollo, implied 
in v. 81, and presumably given more 

expressly in previous instructions (v. 241). 

276. éyad: J myself. 
277. ‘Woddols Kal’ dppods: 22 many 

conjuncteres : constr. with 8i8axQels. That 
dpuds juncture (for which see L. and Sc. 
s.v.) was applied in antique usage to 
‘time’, in a sense nearly equivalent to 
xatpés, is shown by the persistence of this 
assotiation in the locative dpyo?, just. now, 

just atthe time, recently. Cf. the use of 
dpudfer, ‘it is proper, suitable to the 

situation’, as in Soph. Zrach. 731 ovyav 
ay dpudfor ce rov mdelw débyov, etc.— 

qroddovs KaGappovs (M) seems irrelevant 
if ka€appots be taken in the sense of 
purifications. Even if, which is nowhere 
else suggested, Orestes had ledrnt and 

practised, in the course of his wanderings, 
other ‘ means of cleansing’ in addition to . 
his purification hy Apollo, it is plain that 
he does not now use or propose to use 

them. The suggestion of Herwerden, 
moddotot xatpovs, is right in sense, 

and is confirmed, so far, by the schol., 

which, after a note on xadappovs in the 

sense of purifications, continues thus: 
G@\rws* ol évaryets...o8 Suedhéyorrd rive- 

émel ofv ’Opéorns wédrer StadéyeoOat..., 

eye, Pryor, SidaxGels obv kax@e TO euavrTod, 
kal olov | didacxddos xpnoduevos Tails 

éuats- cuugopais, éricrapat xal ovyay cal 

Aarety Strov Sei, éxarépov Katpov ywuooKwy. 

This ignores the supposed ‘ purifications’, 
and explains (d:6ax@els) aodAobs Kadap- 
pods by éxarépov Katpoy ywookwy. But it 

does not imply a different text from that 
of M: the writer took xaappois itself 
(on the analogy of cafapus{w) as a com- 
pound of xar& and dpuéds, and thus 

interpreted didax6els aoAd\ods Kadappovs 
as ‘having learnt much about fitness of 
times’ (aoAAods xacpovs). This is not 
impossible, and the word may have been 
actually known; but the division ka’ 

Gppovs seems better. See further on 
v. 283.—kal: ‘among other such things, 
this also’; not ‘both’. 

280. xepés is in sense ‘ablative’ 
with papalverat, ‘is fading from my 
hand’, but is helped (grammatically) by’ 

a possible dependence on alua, Kadkpe- 
patverat Richards, perhaps rightly. 
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281. ékmwhvrov wéXev: apparently 
equivalent to a passive verb, zs washed 

away, the adj. in -ros serving, as in Latin, 

the function of a participle. The inter- 
pretation ‘is capable of being washed 
away’ is equally admissible on the 
words, but not suitable to the speaker’s 

situation. 
283, 284. éorlg: a house-hearth 

and householder were essential to the 
act ; see above vv. 205 foll., and 579.— 

kaSappots. Comparing this with v. 277, 
the echo of sound suggests, what is 
likely, that the word xa@apués was the 
subject of a traditional and sacred 
equivocation, such as played so large a 
part in Greek religion, especially the 
Apolline: cf. v 286. If, as is here 
implied (moralviov dy), the cleansing 
ceremony must or should be performed 
promptly, it was obvious, for minds 
disposed to such observations, to suggest 
that this was directly shown in the 
name, which signified, according to its 
double derivation (xa@appyds xa’ apudv), 
‘a cleansing applied in time’. Apart 
from fancy or superstition, some doc- 
trine of limitation, in respect of the 

time, within which an outcast might 
qualify himself by purgation for ‘in- 
lawing’ and readmission to society, 
would arise from practical convenience. 

— xotpoxrévots. Whether the blood of 
the zg was considered specially proper 
for the purpose, does not seem to be 
ascertained by evidence exactly in point. 
It was not necessary; see v. 453- 

284, 285. The efficiency of the cleans- 

ing has been tested by experience, 
and confirmed by time.—redvs Adyos : a 
long story.—8oo1s: the dative depends 

properly on dBraBet Evvovolg: guast 
écovs mpoc#Oov (I have visited) wore 
aBdaBh avrois etvat rv Evvovelav. 

286. Aging time brings all that ages 
with it to an end: time, as it takes away 

all things, takes away also pollution. 
kaatpet ‘brings down’, ‘destroys’, or 
rather ‘ brings toward destruction’, This 
(and not xa@alpe, Stanley) must be the 
true reading, as appears from yypdoxwv 
6uoG: Time ‘destroys’ all things ‘by 

aging along with them’, or in other 
words ‘ because they age along with him’, 
but he does not, merely for this reason, 

‘purge’ them.—Whether the verse is 
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hand, and the pollution of matricide is washed off from 
it; for that, when yet it was fresh, at a god’s hearth, at 

Phoebus’ hearth, with purging swine’s blood it was expelled. 
Long were it for me to reckon, from the beginning, the many, 
who from my visit and company have taken no harm. By aging 
time, all things, that age with it, are done away. And now, 

with pure lips religiously, I invoke the Queen of this land, the 
Lady of Athens, to come to my aid, thereby to win without war 

myself, and Argos, and Argos’ people, in bounden faith to her 
and alliance for ever. So whether she be in the parts of Libya, 

beside the flow of Triton, her natal stream, there aiding a friend, 

with foot forthset or under cover of the robe, or whether, like 

manly marshal bold, she watches over Phlegra’s plain, I pray 

authentic, or (Musgrave) an illustrative 

quotation grafted upon the text, is a more 
difficult question. Whoever placed it 
here, poet or reader, was prompted by 
the resemblance between xaOape? and 

xadalpe, and sought, in fact, this asso- 
nance or equivocation. What is the 
proper inference from this may be dis- 
puted: I think the point unlikely in a 
reader, and characteristic of Aeschylus, 

whose works, especially when he touches 
directly on topics of religion, abound in 
such points; see vv. 11, 27, 283, 491, 
536, and passim. But the verse may be 

authentic, and yet a quotation (either in 
words or in substance) nevertheless ; and 

this would best account for its detach- 
ment. 

288. ’A@nvatay. ‘This ancient and 
solemn form, which is frequent in inscrip- 

tions, generally as 4 ’A@yvata with the 

article, down to the time of Euclides, 

occurs in vv. 299, 617, and in Eur. 
Iph. T. 1436,” where Athena, as the 
goddess of Athens, announces herself by 
this title. ‘‘Elsewhere the tragedians 
by use ’A@dya”’ (Wecklein).—épol. Note 

the emphasis. 
(xépas) she is entitled and bound: to 
claim as hers eve an Orestes. 

289—291. See vw. 670 foll., 765 foll., 
and the Introduction.—airév: myself. 

292—295. etre...dprjyouo(a). The 

As sovereign of the place’ 

birth of Athena was associated with a 
mystical water, 77ifoz, from which was 
derived, rightly or wrongly, the sacred 
epithet Tproyéveca, According to some, 

this water was the actual Tprrwris Alwyn, 

a stream or streams with lakes, in Libya; 

the inhabitants of the region worshipped 
a goddess whom the Greeks identified 
with Athena (Herod. 4. 180). Here 
however the mythical geography, like 
that of Phlegra in the following lines, 
serves merely as an excuse to indicate, by 
reference to remote and opposite points, 

the vast area covered by the martial 
activity of Athens’ Queen, conterminous, 

in the imagination of the poet, with 
the sphere of her imperial ambition at 
the time when he was writing, the height 
of her power, about the year 458. And 

indeed, as observed by Weil, in Egypt, 

and thus for poetical purposes within 
the ‘ regions of Libya’, the Athenian arms 
were actually engaged in supporting the 

revolt of the Libyan Inaros against the 
Persians (Thuc. 1. 104, 109). Nor would 
the audience forget Cyrene, to the totter- 
ing fortunes of whose tyrannical and 
‘medizing’ dynasty there is apparently an 
allusion in Cho. 633.—xépas is perhaps 

here ys, ‘the earth’; or we may regard 
the epithet AiBvoricots as ‘transferred’ 

from xépas, that is to say, belonging to 

xépas according to our modern treatment 
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of epithets. On such ‘transferences’ 
generally, see Headlam, Class. Rev. XVI. 
434. I take this opportunity of saying 
that my note Brayal-x.7.r. ( Zheb. 335) is 

too strongly put, though the s. text, if 
right, is extremely bold.—r(@yovw... 
68a: she 7s planting a foot straight forth 
or overhung. It is not certain either 
what attitudes are indicated or what is 
their significance; but the prevalent 
opinion that karnpeby means ‘ covered 
by the drapery’ can scarcely, so far, be 
wrong. In antithesis to this, 6906s would 
naturally describe the limb advanced, as 
in movement, so as to be visible within or 

beyond the drapery (so Paley and others). 

The stiff manner in which, partly from 
simplicity and partly from hieratic tradi- 
tion, a figure in motion was often repre- 
sented in art (see for example Artemis 
in Plate x1x. of Greek Vase Paintings, 
Harrison and McColl), may have helped 
to mould the expression, though it is 
possible that ‘lifted’, rather than ‘straight- 
ened’, was the notion meant. Nor is it 

unlikely that xarnpep suggests (Weck- 
lein) the letting down of the robe, which 
for marching was girt up. A contrast 

between ‘standing’ and ‘sitting’ is 
scarcely consistent with ri@ycw mééa, 

applied to both positions. We may 
interpret therefore by ‘marching forth 
to her goal or planted there at rest’. It 
remains however to find the reasons, 

which led the poet to associate these 

postures of the goddess with the wars of 
Athens; but such reasons must have 

existed, and may easily be imagined. 

295—297- PAeypatav wAdka. Phle- 

gra, the scene of the battle between the 
gods and the giants, and for that reason 
associated with Athena, belongs properly 

to the geography of myth and, like 

Triton, was variously placed by local 
fancy and changing knowledge of the 
world. But it seems certain, though 
little if at all noticed in commentary, 
that Aeschylus here has in view the 

Chalcidic peninsula of Pallene, formerly 
Phiegra according to Herod. 7. 123, and 

particularly its principal city, Potidaea. 

The town with the whole region had 
been subjected by Xerxes, had _ re- 

covered liberty after Salamis, and was 

now one of the most important among 

the allied and protected dependencies of 
Athens. Lying at the northern edge of 

the Athenian area, it makes « natural 

antithesis to Libya in the south, and 

completes the sweeping glance over 
‘liberated Hellas’, The allusion is re- 
inforced by émrurkoret, the natural word, 
to an Athenian ear, for the supervision of 
their patroness, inasmuch as the title 
érloxora was borne (see Smith, Dict. 
Ant. s.v.) by the officers through whom, 
when necessary, the cities of the empire 
were actually controlled. See on érioxo- 
mov v. 521. Nor is the peculiar word 
tayotxos chosen at random. The Thes- 
salians, as well as the Argives, had 
joined the alliance, pointed at in v. 290, 

which was at this time exciting such 
splendid hopes. Had it been main- 
tained, Athens, as the predominant 

partner, would have strengthened her 

hold upon the north by all the power of 
a Thessalian ray4 and rayés (of which 
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her come,—a god hears even from far,—that deliverance from 

these woes she may bring to me. 

Never shall Apollo nor Athena’s might save thee Hrinys. 

from passing unregarded away,—no sense of joy in all thy 

soul!...<Ske pauses, but he does not reply)... And dost thou, a 

latter word rayodxos dvjp is a poetical 

paraphrase); and in that direction, as 

Aeschylus himself suggests (v. 706), there 
might soon have been nothing not, in 
some sense, Athenian within the confines 
of Hellenism. These imperial ambitions 
have a bearing on the play (see the 
Introduction), and this invocation is de- 

signed to express them. That, as in the 
case of Libya, the reference to Chalcidice 
is pointed at military operations of the 
moment, is likely enough, but not a 
necessary supposition. The delicate and 

vital interests of Athens in that region 
were incessantly requiring and receiving 
‘supervision’; and it was in the natural 

course of things when, a generation later, 

the final contest between the empire and 
its enemies was precipitated by a quarrel 
with Potidaea.—A reference to the Phle- 

_ graet campi of Campania (Paley) is hardly 
conceivable. This Italian version of the 
legend has been made familiar by the 
Romans, but to Aeschylus it was probably 
foreign, nor was Athena yet concerned 

with the far west.—ws Opacds fyenwy' 

dpudrrovea dé 4 etx’ detrar yap édpa- 
vods BonOod (‘quasi fortis dmperator; et 

convenit precatio, cum curulé opus sit 
auxiliatore’) schol. The note is not, I 
think, corrupt. The writer, a subject 
of the Graeco-Roman empire, wants to 

explain why, since the purpose, for which 
the goddess comes, is judicial, the terms 

of invocation should be military, and he 

does this by applying to the Athenian 
empire the notion of zwgerium familiar 
to himself. Athena, in constituting and 
directing the court from her épavoy 
(sella, chair), will be acting like a 
magistrate cum imperio. Probably, 
like many since, he took the xarnpephs 

robs of v. 294 to indicate sitting, and he 

may even have noticed, as bearing on 
émicxomret here, the émicxomos xabjpevos 

of v. 522, which does actually refer to 

the officer’s ‘tribunal. However his 
difficulty need not be raised: the prayer 
relates to the general functions of the 
‘Empress’, and not specially to the 
present occasion. 

298. yévorro follows, as frequently 
in all styles, the mood of é\@o, Kiihner, 

§ 399, 6b. 
300. pay ov, regular in consecutive 

clauses after the egative principal sen- 
tence. 

zor. ‘Having found no place for joy 
in all thy heart’, literally, ‘not having 
found out where in the heart (ppevav 
partitive gen.) joy is’; cf. v. 426.—Here 
a pause; Orestes makes no answer. 

302. ‘And dost thou, a fatling - 
bloodless, a shadow of things which have 
blood, dare to answer me with silence 

and scorn, a victim fed and entirely 
consecrated for me?’ The text is Weck- 
lein’s, suggested apparently by dvatuarov 
Bboxnp’ évarubvwv oxid (Todt), and is the 

only conjecture which makes satisfactory 
sense out of the letters. The use of 
aluwv for évaluwy, évaluaros ‘is not certi- 

fied, but, with an explanatory context, 
not improbable.—Béokypa: properly 
‘an animal fed up for sacrifice an 
banquet’ (Paley, see v. 304): dvaluarov | 
is a contrasted epithet of the kirid 
familiar to Greek poetry (v. 333). A 

Béoxynua should naturally be rich in 
blood, but not so that of the Erinyes : 
see on v. 265.—8é marks that dvaluarov 
Bécxnua (bv) is an objection, a criticism 

upon his silence; the position of the 6é¢ 

is justified by the close antithetic con- 
nexion of dvatywaroy and Péboxnnua.— 

Bboxnua Saubvuv, failing of the gods, is 
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possible, but weak in sense. Also the 

rhythm (dvaluarov Béoknua Saipdvev, 

oxtd), since it obliterates the caesura, 

would be irregular, though this might be 
justified.—ov8(é) : not even. 

306. tpvov: pursuing the figure of 
a religious ceremony.—Séopuov to dind 
thee to the place, like a spell, but with 
allusion to the binding of a sacrificial 

victim. The (objective) gen. oé@ev de- 
pends on Uyvov déoucov, but practically, 
in sense, upon the adj. only. 

307—321. During this anapaestic 
march the Chorus take up their position 
for the following stasimon, which is 
apparently the first perfectly complete 
and regular movement in the play. In 
fact (Paley) the choreutae, who have 

hitherto acted with unusual liberty, here 

take up the more formal and disciplined 
manner, which belonged to them by 
tradition, and this adds an appropriate- 
ness to xapdv dywuer. The anapaests 
correspond to the mdpodos of the Supplices, 
Persae, Agamemnon, Choephori. 

307- Kal xopov: ‘let us link 4 
dance fo accompany our hymn’. 

308. orvyepdv: orror-striking, a 
music to freeze the blood, according to 

the full sense of the word: cf. o7v¥é, 

oruyes. 

310. Adxyn Tad Kar” dvOpwrous: not 
‘the fates of men’ but ‘ oz function’ or 
‘office in relation to men’, as appears 
from the repeated use of Adyos in the 

exposition which follows, vv. 335, 348, 

389. This is their whole contention here, 
that they have a Adxos, zim, -yépas, 

Hoipa, etc., a privilege wholly indepen- 

dent of all other authority. Hence the 
emphasis on Adyy in this clause: see 
further the next note, and contrast v. 931. 

—ordois, company, with reference to the 
ode (ordotpoy pwédos) which they are 
about to sing.—dpe Canter. du Weck- 
lein, but see on v. 443, and on v. 272. 

312. ‘...and hold that we here ap- 
pear as justicers absolute’, lit. “and hold 

that we here are direct in the exercise of 
justice’. oldpe®’ Ahrens. For atSe, which 
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fatling bloodless, mere shadow of that which hath blood, dost 

thou dare to answer me with silence and scorn, though bred and 

consecrate for me?...A living victim shalt thou feed me, a living 

sacrifice; and now shalt thou hear a hymn that shall bind thee 

fast. 

Chorus. Come then, let us even link the dance; since our 

purpose is to utter a song of dread, telling how this our company 

portions the governance of mankind, and how we hold, that we 

here appear as claimants absolute. 
Whosoever holds forth clean hands, no wrath from us doth 

I suggest myself, see a parallel in v. 361. 
oi8’ (M) has probably come in from a 
proposed correction of the fem. termi- 
nation in the compound e0@¥Jédixae: but 
see v. 77 etc. The sense is continued 

without regard to the termination (at 
v. 311) of the anapaestic system. In 
prose-style, the last clause would be 
subordinate, ‘we so govern as to have 
here, we trow, an absolute claim’; but 

in Aeschylus the co-ordination is natural. 

—ei0vSixar. The full and exact sense 
of this word is important. It is not to 
be confused with eOddixos in Ag. 758, 

nor does it mean simply just. It is 
active in sense, as the MS. accent, though 

dubious, was meant to show, and it is 

used with reference to the Athenian 
meaning of ei@vdixia and edGeta dlxy. 

These terms were applied (see v. 436) 
to a forensic proceeding clear of (pre- 
liminary) objections, either because none 
were laid, or because they were over- 

. ruled. In the like sense, the Erinyes 

describe themselves, with regard to all 

possible impediments, as ‘in the present 
case eb@0éixac’: they are prosecuting a 

Justice, which, within its sphere, is #ot to 
be traversed. To maintain this, and to 

protest against the interference invoked, 
according to the new fashion (v. 162), by 
Apollo, is the purport of the following 
ode. Here (wv. 313—321) they sum up 
their principles: their function (Adxos) is 
(1) strictly limited, but (2) within the 
limits exclusive. They meddle with 

nothing except blood-guilt (wv. 313— 

316), but where blood-guilt, as they 

define it, is found, they are absolute, 

unerring witnesses, final executors (zz. 

317—321). The appeal therefore to 

another power is, as it were, an illegal 
impediment, which ought not to be 
entertained. Thus, with energetic point, 
they put, in the forms of law, their protest 
ab initio against ‘illegal’ intrusion, an 

attitude which they maintain throughout 
until the final reconciliation, and which 

must be carefully borne in mind.—Many 
put a strong stop at aud, and emend 
v. 312 accordingly, e.g. ev@vdlkaro (Her- 
mann) padue@’ (Wecklein) elvar. This 

may be right, but the evidence is rather 

against it. 

314- Kalapas, to complete the metre, 
Hermann; gavepds Headlam. It is 
difficult to choose between this and Her- 
mann’s previous suggestion, Tov pév 

Ka@apas xeipas ‘rpovepovr’ | olris K.T.A. : 

but, as he remarks, an erroneous insertion 

of the plural, with dtocyve? below, is not 

likely.—mpovépovras: ‘hold forth’ in 
conscious innocence, opposed to ém- 

Kptmre in v. 318. The antithesis is 
unfavourable to an alternative interpreta- 
tion of émixpimre xetpas govlas, ‘does 

secret murder’, nor does this interpre- 
tation suit the facts: the Erinyes prose- 
cute a/J murder, within the bounds of 
their definition, not secret murder only. 

315. The change in the order of the 

words (Porson) corrects the hiatus épépzet | 
daw7s...(not admitted by the rules of the 

metre). 
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323. ddAaoiow. 326. 700’. 

corrected to @pevodadle and again to ppevodadtyjo. In margin fr oluat ppevodays m. 

316. Scouxvet: for the transition to 
the singular see 7. 340. 

317- GAtTpov: partitive genitive de- 
pending on dois, ‘if any sinner...’ etc.— 
aktreav Auratus, Hermann, « doubtful 

change, and connected with misconcep- 
tions (see above on wv. 310) as to the 
general sense. The Erinyes claim 
power not over all adsrpol (offenders) 
as such, but only over a certain class of 

them (those guilty of blood), which class 
they claim as theirs entirely: dAurpdv 
therefore is to the point.—dviyp Porson. 

319—321. Toto Bavotow: for, z.e. in 
the interest of, the slatz.—mpdnropes : 
exactors, avengers.—atr@. The emphasis 
thrown on the pronoun by the metre (and 
indeed according to Aeschylean usage by 

the use of atrés) is accounted for by the 
. idea of retribution; ‘as 4e shed the blood 

of the murdered, so we exact payment in 
blood from him’; cf. v. 777 and see on 

Cho. 118.—reAéws : ‘absolutely, finally ’, 
with ébdvypev, rather than ‘in the end’ 
with wpdxropes. From the moment that 

the deed is done, we are once for all the 

declared avengers of it. The point, as 

throughout this passage, is to reject as 
impossible any justice or enquiry except 
theirs. 

322—399. First Stasimon. The sub- 
ject of the ode, which is all addressed’ 
obliquely to Athena (v. 362) and her city 
(v. 392), is, as announced in the anapaests, 

the dignity, office, and exclusive rights of 

the Erinyes. Its character as a duvos 

‘ 
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visit, but harmless he passeth his days. But if any sinner, like 
this man, hath bloody hands to cover, then as true witnesses for 
the slain we come, and prove to him our authority by exacting 
his own heart’s blood. 

Mother, who barest me, O Mother Night, to punish them 
that see and that see not, hear! For the whelp of Leto would 
disprivilege me, by taking from me yon cowering creature, my 

victim, made mine own by his mother’s blood. 

But over the sacrifice, this is the song we sing; wild it 
maketh, wood it maketh, this hymn of the :Erinyes, sense- 

destroying, binding the senses up, life-withering music harsh and 
untunable. 

déopios, an incantation to fascinate their 

victim Orestes, is exhibited (Wecklein) 

chiefly in the burdens (eshymnia) which ° 
follow the first three pairs of s¢vophae, and 
present, in their rhythm, a dramatic and 
astounding contrast to the measures of the 
strophae themselves; see Appendix II. 

Indeed the expressive power of verse has 
perhaps never been carried higher than 
in this ode and the next. 

322. pdrep: erel brép Tis pyrpds 

’Opéorou drywrifovrat, clxelws Thy pyTépa 

éaurav dvoudgovew schol. 

323. dAaoiot...crowwdy: (Gor Kal Oavod- 
ow &xétxov schol., ‘to be a punishment 
(punisher) to them that see not and them 
that see’, z.e. living and dead, probably 
a religious formula. 

325. Aarois tus: Leto’s whelp. Apollo 
is the stronger beast, who would snatch 

away the cowering ‘hare’, which the 

Erinyes have run down. The figure is 

suggested by the association of Apollo 
(Av«eos) with the wolf and wolf-worship, 
on which see 7hed. 131: Tes, properly the 

young of an animal, when applied meta- 
phorically takes its colour according to 

the context. As suggesting strength and 

purity of breed, it can be used as a term 

of dignity; thus the king in Sugg. 257 

describes himself with pride as the tus of 

his ancestor Palaechthon, and Heracles is 

the tus of Zeus. But it has « contrary 

effect here. 
325. dripov rlOqow: ‘would oust me 

from my privilege’ 
key-note. 

327. parpwov...pdvov: ‘devoted law- 
fully by his murdered mother’s blood’: 
G-yvés signifies properly the savage ‘taboo’, 
and has here its full primitive sense. By 
his mother’s blood upon him the murderer 
is consecrated to the avenger and for- 
bidden to all others. —The grammatical 
attachment of parp@ov to dyvioua, whereas 

it belongs, according to our rules, to 

govov, is a striking example of Greek 
freedom in this respect. 

329—333- éml rd rebupévw: over the 
‘victim’, who is, as it were, already slain. 

—rd8e pédos (dort): ‘this is the song we 
sing’.—TapaKotd, Tapadopa: making 
wood (mad) and making wild: cf. rowdy 
v. 324.—The reading of M points here 
to wapadopd, but mapadpdva (rapadpo- 
aivn) is indicated in the antistrophe 

(v. 344) and is also possible.—opevo8adrs 
from dn\douar destroy. On the metre see 

App. II.—deéppcxros: contrasted epithet; 
it is a music ‘not of the lyre’, z.e. not like 
in its effect, but, contrary to ordinary 

music, maddening the human soul as the 

other soothes it.—avovd Bporots: 6 énpal- 
vv Tovs Bporovs schol., ‘making men wither 

away’. This is right so far, but it should 
be noticed that, in Homeric usage, ados 

dry, as a term of sound, denoted the 
jangling of metal ina fight (xépudes 3 dug’ 
avov durevy J/. 12. 160, etc.), and thus, 

to the Greek ear, was already associated 

(ryq). This is the 
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with hideousness of noise. It is this, 

not less than the primary sense, which 

makes atovd a fit description for the 

‘music of the fiends’ over the victim 

whose life they are about to drain. 

335- Adxos: predicate; ‘this was 
assigned (spn) by the power of appor- 
tionment as our function to hold for ever’. 

—Savrata: ‘going right through’, else- 
where in Aeschylus of a piercing stroke 
or wound, but here simply ‘ thorough’, in 

relation to the metaphor (of work) in 

éréx\woev : the ‘thread’ was perfected, 

that is to say, the assignment absolute.— 

The schol. 7 dtarrdé riyswpoupéry, and the 

modern ‘relentless, irresistible’, are not 

quite correct; but it is possible never- 
theless (as suggested by Mr Wedd) that 
in Adxos éréxAwoev and diayrala we have 

allusions to the names Lacheszs, Clotho, 

and less precisely to Atrofos, ‘ not turning’. 
337—341. @varav (Canter): partitive 

gen. depending on the (relative) rotety, 
‘those among mortals, with whom...’ etc. 

The leading position of the word prepares 
the ear for the antithesis of @avay (subject 
to death...having passed death) in v. 340. 
—rotow...pdarato.: them that are haunted 
by deeds of wanton crime, literally ‘ with 
whom walk in their path..,.’—avroupylat 
properly ‘ deeds of one’s own’, for which 
the doer is personally and without quali- 
fication responsible; by association (see 
on v, 212) this whole class of words was 

specially connected with wilful mzrder, 
and this is the meaning of the speakers. 
But it is not without purpose that, even 
in defining their ‘proper portion’ in their 
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This power the spindle of fate did throughly assure to 

us, that, if any mortal man be companioned by wanton crime, 
with such we should walk until he pass beneath the ground)... 

and death itself is for him no mighty deliverance. 

But over the sacrifice, etc. 

From our beginning was this office confirmed to us. The 

Deathless Ones may not lay finger thereon, nor is any of them 

coparcener to divide with us. In the white robes was I given 

own strict but narrow fashion, they are 
made to use words which would embrace 
the whole field of conscience and retribu- 
tion. It points the way to their place, 
larger because subordinate, in the better 
theology of the finale.—Evpraracw (Weil, 
but referring rareiy to the notion ¢vamfpile, 
and making further changes accordingly) 
‘share their wdros’, their walk, haunt, 

place of being and moving: see L. and 
Sc. s.vv. wdros, wareiy: wherever they 

go, their sin goes with them. The same 

metaphor is pursued in 6uaprety, and in 
fact the Erinyes here visibly appear as 
a personification of the sin.—tuyréowor 

(Turnebus) is less acceptable, not only 
in sense, as suggesting rather accidental 
conjunction, but technically, as a common 
word and not easily missed.—For the 
(poetic) subj. without dv see v. 211.—tr- 
€XOq: Tis, the offender. We pass from the 

general law to the particular case, as in 
De 317. 

348. ‘yeyvopévaror: ‘when we were 
about tocomeinto being’. Hom.Z/. 20. 127 
melocrat dooa of aloa | ywondvy érévyce 

Aw, Gre pw Téke pwarnp (Wecklein).— 

dpiv Porson. The short final syllable 
occurs here only in Aeschylus, in Sopho- 
cles frequently, in Euripides not at all 
(Wecklein). 

350. d@avdrwv S€ (dort): ‘and it is 
the part of the d@dvara...’ Cf. dear, 
at the corresponding point of the anti- 
strophe, v. 363, similar to this in con- 
struction and sense, and suggested by it 

(Drake, Paley).—d@dvaro. takes colour 
from the preceding thoughts (vw. 337-341 

Ovarav...davdv) and signifies not merely 

‘those who die not’, but ‘those who have 

nought to do with death’. It is their 
interest (see the sequel) as well as their 
duty, to leave functions, intimately con- 
nected with the world of death and dark- 
ness, in the hands of those to whom that 

region is congenial and not repulsive (see 
vv. 73, 74 and infra 388 foll., 396 foll.). 

—orméxew xépas : literally ‘to keep their 
hands away (from it)’, not to touch a 

business neither theirs nor fit for them.— 
abavdray an’ éxew yépas Evers, davarwv 
bly’ éxew xvépas Martin, whence others 
adavaruv Sly’ éxew yépas ‘to hold as a 
privilege apart from the dOdvaro.’. This 
last is admissible, though objection might 
be made to the curt dy’ and the sound 

of dix’ éxew: but there is no need for 
change. The schol. ny wAnowdsew pas 

tois Geois seems to be merely a misin- 
terpretation, taking é@avarwy with diré- 
xeuw, of the traditional text. 

352. ovvdalrwp (Turnebus) : properly 
here ‘co-partner’, from the primitive sense 
of daloua: aivdde, not sharer of a@ feast 

(L. and Sc. s.v.), though the common 
association of dalouae with feasting helps 
the transition to the next sentence. 
353355 The limitation is mutual, 

and on the side of the Erinyes willingly 
respected: they have not, and they do not 
choose to have, any part in the joyous 

splendours of the d@dvaro., the temples, 
the festivals, and the white-robed wor- 

shippers, which belong to the gods of 

light, the gods properly so called. ovdamor 
Srov éoprh Kal dumexdvn kabapd maperpe 

schol.—madXetKov: Aeveay, but with 
emphasis.—The metre of the axtistrophe 
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(v. 366) shows a loss here (after érhwv), 

probably caused by the fact that the 
missing word repeated the sense, and 

perhaps the forms, of its neighbours: 

arépoupos (O. Miiller) is the most pro- 
bable; dvéopros (Weil) has been deduced, 

but not safely, from ¢opr# in the schol. ; 

d-yépacros, drépapos, and other suggestions 
are possible.—érbxO@yv: 7 was made, ap- 
pointed, created. 

355- Swopdrov ydp ciAdpav (duoupos 
TuxXOjvat, dporpos elvac): ‘(I was created 

without part in their festivals) because it 

was my choice to have none in their 

dwelling-places’. For the ellipse, which 
according to the habit of Greek is in such 
a case regular and almest obligatory, see 

examples in Kiihner, Gr. Gramm. § 597, 
particularly subsections (i), (k), (m), and 
see on supra v. 71, Theb. 2, Ag. 796, 855, 

Cho. 793, etc. No ambiguity is raised, 
the supplement being both indispensable 
and obvious.—Swpdtwv. No temple (or 
even sanctuary), properly belonging to the 

Erinyes and bearing their name, seems to 

have existed, at all events in the times of 
Aeschylus’; and indeed the primitive con- 
ception of them, as exhibited in this play 
up to the alleged transformation, was not 
consistent with a fixed dwelling-place. 
Their only ‘home’ was below (v. 420), 
and their one occupation pursuit. They 
could not therefore receive, in the regular 
fashion of Greek gods, any worship (see 

above on wv. 106), and held, as they say. 
themselves, in some sense ‘a place con- 
temned’ (v. 388). But to this Adyos, such 
as it is, with all its rights and all its con- 
ditions, they hold with obstinate pride: it 
was defined (they say) with their own 
consent : they wozdld not have any abode, 
such as Apollo has, or Athena; and 
similarly, when a settlement is hereafter 

proposed to them, they reject the idea 
with scorn (v. 873).—The received 

punctuation here, dwudrwy ydp elddpav 

dvarpowds x.7.d., is, I think, inadmissible. 
For (1) it is beyond reasonable doubt 
that vv. 356—360 (to which in the Ms. 
there is no antistrophe) are a burden or 

ephymnium (Schneider), and are to be 
repeated as in the text, after the’ azsi- 
strophe ; in the first pair of strophae, the 

burden is actually written twice in'the Ms., 

to show the principle; in this and the 
following pair, it is written, as was to be 
expected, only once, with the strophe. 

But the antéstrophe ends (v. 368) with 
a sentence complete, and to construe 

with it the words avarpomds x.7.X. is im- 
possible. Therefore the burden must be 

here, as generally in Aeschylus, separate 
in construction, and cannot begin in the 
middle of a clause. This consideration 
is, in my judgment, decisive ; but further 
(2) to begin a completely independent sen- 
tence at éml rov «.7.A. makes the use of the 
demonstrative rov obscure and not natural; 
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no part or share or portion, because of their dwelling-places 
I would have nought. 

Whensoever the subversive spirit of domestic hate destroys 

a life that should’ be dear, then after the destroyer hey! we 

follow, and whatsoever his strength, by the fresh blood upon 
him we wear him down. 

It is zeal that brings us here, zeal to relieve another of these 

cares ; and the Gods’ part it is, to confirm the immunity we pray, 

(3) it is not coherent to say, ‘I have no 
part in festivals, for I chose the subversion 
of (men’s) houses.’ There is not, between 
the ideas, sufficient connexion to explain 
the inference; and (4) dwudrwy eldAduav 

dvatporas, with the emphasis, as given 
by the order, on dwydrwv, should mean 

‘I chose the subversion of hoses’ in 
preference to that of something else; but 
this, in the context, is not intelligible. 

356. ‘If ever, subverting the peace 
of the domestic pale, the spirit of hate 
destroys a life that should be dear, then 

after that man...’ etc. dvatrpomds (szd- 
versively) is the adverbial accusative, also 
called ‘inner’ and (not happily) ‘ quasi- 
cognate’ (see Kiihner Gr. Gramm. § 411, 
3 b for a large collection of examples). 
It qualifies €Xy, or rather the whole act 
riOacds wy pidov én, and defines this act 
as a subversion, contrary to nature and 

order. It is placed first for emphasis and 
to mark the point: murder within the 
home, and especially murder directed 

against domestic authority, not only 
‘kills’ but ‘subverts’; it destroys the 

very principle of human life (see the 
following stasimon, vu. 493 foll.); and 
that is why a special power was con- 
stituted to punish it.—A simpler construc- 
tion, according to our conceptions, would 
be ‘obtained by reading dvarporais, in- 
i by subversion ; but this is not 

necessary, nor an improvement.— Apys 
rWacds dv: ‘Ares, having been domesti- 

cated’. The expression, characteristic of 
primitive and savage ethics, regards 
hostility as the normal relation of men, 
but abrogated and forbidden between 
members of the house. 

V. E. 

358—360. éml tov Sidpevar: ext roirov 
émdtduevar pursuing, cf. Supp. 826 mera 
He Spbuoie Siduevor.eml Tov ad? léuevac 

(‘launching ourselves upon him shes’, 
with a movement towards Orestes) E. A. I. 
Ahrens, perhaps rightly, though one would 
fain believe that the cry (é) is Aeschylean. 
—réy refers formally to ‘ Ares’, but in 
sense to the domestic murderer, of whose 

act and spirit Ares is a symbol.—kparepov 
...véov : ‘whatever his strength, we brin 
him down with the weight of his crime 
fresh upon him.’ xparepdv duolws are 
closely connected; literally ‘likewise 
though strong’, that is to say, his strength 
makes no difference. tad: nearly equiva~ 
lent to dea (by means of) in common prose, 
but poetically more suggestive. For alua 
véov cf. v. 204.—On the metre of this 
burden, see App. II. 

361—368. The Olympians,-and in 
particular Athena, should gladly acquiesce 

in a privilege, which spares them disquiet 
and pollution. 

361. ‘We come here eager to relieve 
a certain one from all such care.’ o-meb- 
Sopev al5(e): Doederlein. The ‘haste’ 
and ‘eagerness’ refer, as afSe shows, to 

the present occasion. It is zeal, if the 
goddess will consider, for her own good, 
which brings them to her city. See 
above on vw 312.—Twad. This oblique 
form of address (for ting words are 

addressed to the expected\ Athena as 

truly. as if she were already present) 
usually conveys a menace, as in Soph. 

Ai. \1138 Todr’ els dviay rodmos &pxeral 
vw, and\in fact does so here. Their 

anger ‘is visible even in the form of a 
friendly and respectful deprecation. 

5 
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364, 365. Either (1) ‘ The gods should 
confirm the immunity for which I appeal, 
and enter into no question of it’ or (2) 
*, should confirm the immunity of appeals 

to me, and....’. In the first, éyatou is 

subjective, and éuaist Airais ‘to my 
appeal’ signifies ‘to me appealing’. In 
the second épatow is objective, and the 
Neral are those of sufferers who invoke 
the Erinyes (see v 511). It is in favour 

of (2) that Aural, prayers, entreaties, is 
a more humble word than the speakers 
would be disposed to use. But in this 
exaggeration of respect there may be a 
not unsuitable touch of bitterness and 
irony ; and on the other hand it is natural 

to suppose a relation, here as usual, be- 

tween the ‘gods’ and the ‘ prayers’, and 

not perhaps easy to bring suddenly into 

view the action of the murdered victim, 

who in this ode is scarcely mentioned. 

Adding to this that with an ‘active’ noun, 

like Xcval, there ‘is always a presumption 
in favour of the subjective possessive as 
against the less common objective, we 
should incline rather to (1).—Headlam 
(Class. Rev. XVII. 286) suggests, for 
Atrats, the senseAecroupylats public services. 
This, if possible for Aeschylus, would be 

very appropriate.—Oeov S€ (éor,): ‘and 
it is the part of the gods...’; see on v. 350. 
—dréAeav...dykptow. They speak like 
an advocatefrom Chios or Samos, pleading 
‘independence’ against the proposal to 
bring at Athens some action arising in 

chis island. The enquiry (dvdxpiots, see 
below vv. 411 foll.), by which the 
magistrate in an ordinary case decided 
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refusing to question it. For Zeus hath rejected from his 
converse, with merited loathing, this blood-bedabbled sort. 

Whensoever the subversive efc. 

Glory of man, ay, glory proudest beneath the sky, dissolves 

into the ground, and shrinks to contempt, at the passing of our 
black robes and malignant dance of our feet. 

For with a leap from far, ay, far above, heavily falls the 

descent of our pointed foot, our limbs that trip the longest 
runner, with irresistible doom. 

Falling, he knoweth this not, because. of the bane in his 

whether to bring it before a court, is here 

(as they argue) out of place. The whole 

proceeding is barred by ‘ privilege’, and 
there is nothing to be done but to con- 
firm this objection.—It is grammatically 
possible to join this clause closely with 

the preceding, (crevdouev) 6¢ émixpalvew 
drédecay Oey éuaior Aurais, but this offers 

no satisfactory meaning: dréAea, im- 
munity, is inapplicable to the position of 
the gods in the matter, and émxpaivew to 

that of the Erinyes, who never pretend 
to be the superior power. Moreover re 

(rather than 6€) would then be the con- 
.junction required.—els Pauw, but the 
correspondence of short and long 7 chest 
is not uncommon. 

- 366—368. Zets: but see wv. 92, 720. 
The assertion, to the extent required, is 

‘not true, but is assumed by the Erinyes, 
as calculated to impress an Olympian 

opponent. What is the precise position 
and view of Zeus in these matters, Aes- 

chylus, for good reasons, never declares, 
just as he does not produce the Supreme 
Father in person. —@vos ré8e: ‘this kind, 

sort’, the Latin zatio. 7d Trav govéwy 
schol.—On the metre see App. II.— 
As to the insertion here of the ephymnium 
or burden, dvarpomds x.7.X., see ON V. 355. 

369—383. From the gods they turn to 
men (dy5pev). The proud citizens, as 
well as their patroness, will do well to 
consider, before putting themselves in the 
way of the Erinyes. Here they are not 
far from the sentiment of the poet himself, 
whose very patriotism, in one of his 

temper, must have made him regard 
with anxiety some of the high-handed 
proceedings of the imperial city. 

369. Kal poA(a)...cepval: ‘Ay, the 
proudest that there are beneath the sky.’ 

372. tperépars épddois: ‘at our pass- 
ing over them’. 

373- émupBdvors (Heath): ‘bringing 
jealousy, emesis’. 

374—378. dvékabev Pearson.—pdra 
(with avéka@ev, ‘from very far above’) 
replies, as indicated by ydp ovy, to the 
preceding dda in v. 369. If pride is 
high, for all that, vengeance, to crush it, 

leaps down from far higher.—Bapumrerj 
Blaydes, as in mpomerys, xauarerys etc., 

perhaps rightly.—ododepa. tavudpdpois 
k@Aa: ‘limbs that can trip the longest 
runner’, if escape is attempted. It seems 

smoother to take «#Aa in apposition to 

modes dkudy, than to make (as Wecklein) 

opurepa...k@ka a parenthesis; though 
certainly the apposition is loose.—On 
the metre see Appendix II. 

379-382. The pride, which leads a 

man into transgression, also prevents him 
from profiting by chastisement. His sin 
is, as it were, a darkness about him, and 

he seems, as men sadly say, to dwell in 

a mist.—rlarrwy: note the tense, ‘when 

he begins to fall’—ov« ofSev roSe: he 
cannot see that his disasters are the work 
of irresistible eszests, and he goes on to 

his doom.—totov (for rolov yap, Turnebus) 

‘such as to have this effect’. The con- 
junction, excluded by the metre, is also 
contrary to the idiom in such clauses, 

5—2 
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fe 
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evpHXavot otp. 8. 

385 

kai Svomrapyyopo. Bporots, 
¥ > > + n 
atu atiera Sue Topen 

‘dyn Ocav SixoorarovvT’ 

dvynhiw hear, Svomodsotaimaha 39° 

Sepkopevoioct Kal Sucoppdrois pas. 
tis ovv Tad ovx alerai avr. 8. 

te kal Sédouxen Bporar, 
> Lal a, ‘\ 

euov KMvov Oeopov 
380. rotor yap én. 

390. Aapurat dvcodoTalmaha. 
385. dé. 

392. 
388. arlerat diduexvac. 

obxa feral. 393. dédocxe. 

which, as in Latin, are regularly asyzdeta. 
Constr. rotor xvédas (‘as such a darkness, 

so darkeningly’) uioos émirerbrarat dvdpl: 

grammatically rofov xvépas is in apposition 
to pwtcos.— Rumour says, with a deep 

sigh, that there is, as it were (rwa), an 

obscuring mist over his house.’—atSdrar. 
I think (see on 74d. 665) that this verb 

here is not, properly speaking, deponent ; 
in translating into English indeed it is 
natural to make it so, and to personify 
gars, but according to the Greek the 

gdris ‘is spoken’. The accusative makes 
no difficulty ; if a¥8 ddrw dxduv ‘TI tell 

a rumour of a mist’ is correct, which no 

one doubts, then ¢dris avdérat (pass.) 
axAwv, ‘a rumour is told of a mist’, is, by 

the general law of Greek, equally so. That 
abdGpar dxduv ‘I tell of a mist’ is correct, 

has yet to be proved. But the note on 

Theb. 665 is incorrect in denying a de- 
ponent use of avéGuar, and not exact in 

reference to the present example; see also 
on Cho. 151.—moAteorovos. This note of 

sympathy with the regrets of mankind 

over the errors of falling greatness belongs 

rather to the poet than to the speakers. 
The careers and fates of those who founded. 
the greatness of Athens, Miltiades for 
example, and more recently Themistocles, 
had offered only too much occasion for 
such moralizing. That roAverovos does in- 
dicate /ament, and not merely indignation 
against outrage, we must assume from the 

general use of orévw and its cognates.— 
As to the insertion here of the ephymnium 
or burden, pddAa x.7.A., see on v. 355. 

384—399. The last pair of strophae 
have no burden, doubtless because the 

whole of them were sung, like the burdens, 
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wits. In cloud so dark doth his guilt hover over him, and 
rumour sighing tells how a mist, as it were, of gloom doth cover 

his house. 

For with a leap ee. 

For so it stands. Skilled to devise and sure to accomplish, 
and never forgetting sin, unapproachable by human plea, we do 

an office misprised of gods, misesteemed of them, and from 

them sundered by sunless -mirk,—a twilight, rugged way for the 

seeing eye alike and for the blind. 

What mortal, then, at this feels not awe and fear, hearing 

what legal power the gods have given and fate confirmed to us 

by the full chorus instead of semi- 

chorus. 
384—391. péver: 7 7s established, the 

law of their being and rights, as summed 
up in what follows.—edprjxavol...réXevou: 
as well able as sure to accomplish our 
purposes.—Kakav, evil deeds.—oepval... 
Bporois: ‘unbending to supplication of 
man’: geuvai here has no connexion with 

the title (v 1042) which they are to 
assume after their transformation, and 

has a different sense (haughty, not revered). 
—arlera Canter, Svéropev Heath. The 
MS. readings drlera: and didmevar are 
probably connected in origin, arising 
both from a marginal ast, referring to 
drtera: the annotator, objecting to driua 
driera as tautologous (but see v. 354), 
proposed to transfer drlera to the subject, 
and the annotation was applied in the 
right place (making drlera), but also 
attached itself to the last word, making 

it unmetrical (dceréuervac) and thus driving 

out one of its syllables. Similar pheno- 
mena occur elsewhere, see on v. 390.— 
Sidvopev (dvw accomplish) is also possible, 
and perhaps more liable to be perverted, 
vw being rare and the false division 
Sia-vouev obvious. A verb is necessary, 
an ‘ellipse of dower’ (schol.) being in- 
defensible. —Adxy...Adaq : ‘a function 
wide-sundered from the divine by a sun- 

less mirk’. Adwq Wieseler.—Oedv: the 
é0dvarot of vv. 349 foll.—dvnAlp Adarag : 
not because their dwelling-place is the 
underworld, though this is part of the 

suggestion, but because their whole 

relations with man are connected not, 

‘like those of the @eo/, with illumination 

and gladness, but with darkness and 

obscuration both of soul and of fortune : 
see the preceding s¢rophae, and the words 
that follow.—8vop-o80-malmada (so to 
be divided) «.7.4.: ‘where the seeing eye, 

and the darkened alike, find a rough 

and twilight way.’ That the power ex- 
tends over living and dead (see v. 323) is 

part of what is conveyed by this impressive 
symbol, but not all. The point is, that 

under the malign influence of the Erinyes 
(see wv. 379 foll.) the living sinner walks 
already overcast with the same shades 

into which he finally passes for ever. 

Living and dying, he is as helpless as 
one who travels a difficult path at night- 
fall (Svc, pursuing the idea of dvyAly).-— 
I offer SvopoSomalraka as a restoration 
of the metre (see v. 398 and Appendix IT.), 
in preference to duamopo-, duarodo-, and 

other suggestions, on the ground that 

there is some actual evidence for it. 
That the word was liable to be mistaken 
for a compound of dve- is manifest. 
Hence the omission of ». This letter 

a corrector noted, for re-insertion, in the 

margin; and thence it has been transferred 
to dag, making the Ms. Adywmg, an error 

equally natural, since there actually was 
such a word as Aduaa (shine). For the 

triple compound cf. Gerooxv@purmés (Cho. 

734), etc. 
392. ov &Lerar Turnebus. 
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e€aiperov Sepnua Onoéws TéKots. 405 
401. Thy Karapbaroupevyy. 

395. Tov...ré\eov: ‘ which was finally 
given and confirmed to me by destiny 
from gods’, z.¢. the elder gods, whose 
disposition (it is assumed) the new 
dynasty should confirm. 

396. em: ic. (if it is right) éreore 
(schol.), ‘it is fixed, destined for me’: 
see on Ag. 552. But ér, (Hermann) is 
not unlikely. 

397. Woda wadkatov Wieseler, perhaps 
rather tadaumadaisy. The re-inforce- 
ment of the idea by repetition is charac- 
teristic of the ode (wapaxora mapagopd, 

Gpocpos &xAnpos, dry’ drlera),—péver yé- 

pas wadaiy Hermann. 

398. With Ms. reading, constr. éyouca 
taéw brd-xObva-Kai-dvojdov - kvédas,— 

But guaere, should we not read t16x Bova, 
adj., subterranean? This gives a simpler 

arrangement of words, and removes the 
objection, that rdgiv tard xPovds (or xOovl) 
would be expected, rather than the accu- 
sative ydva. 

400—492. Athena arrives, and after 

questioning both the parties, decides that 
the issue must be referred to a jury of 
Athenian citizens, and that the court so 

formed shall be a permanent institution 
for the future.—As to the manner of her 

appearance, and the means by which she 
is supposed to have come, see on wv. 406 

foll.: it appears probable that she simply 

enters, by one of the wdpodo, like the 

other personages. 
401. iv karadGaroupévy (Stanley): 

‘where I was taking possession of a vacant . 
land’, literally, ‘taking to myself by first 
occupancy’: xarap@aros (yf) and xara- 
p0ardopac (rather than xarap@aréowat as 

L. and Sc.) describe, according to ety+ 
mology (¢6d-vw), the right of the first 
comer, such as the ancient Hellenic and 

modern European colonists claimed in 
countries not populated, or populated 
only by ‘savages’. The reason why the 

term is applied here to the territory of 
Troy is that the Achaeans had utterly 
and literally destroyed that wéds, both 
people and city (4g. 369 foll., 529 foll., 
8or foll., etc.), so that what came to 

Athena by their ‘gift’ (see below) was 
the bare land, out of which (as from the 

stump of a felled tree, see v. 404) a new 

settlement might grow. —If, as is generally 
and (I think) rightly supposed, a lapse of 
something like ten years separates this 
scene from the end of the Trojan war, 
the word caradOaroupévy (PPdvw) is not 
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once for all? From old, old time it is our appointed privilege ; 
our place is beneath the ground, our darkness barred from 
the sun, but our office above contempt. 

Enter ATHENA, 

Athena. A cry of appeal came to mine ear far away by 
Scamander, where I was taking occupancy of a vacant land, 
which the Achaean chiefs and leaders ‘assigned’, of their grace, 
to me, for a mighty share of the wealth their spear had won, 

in bare and full possession,—a special guerdon given to Theseus’ 

applicable to an ‘occupation’ so leisurely. 
Prof. Seymour (see on v. 234) adduces 
this in favour of his view that the whole 
action of the Orestea is brief, a few days. 
But the use of the word, like all this 

passage (see following note), is merely 
ironical. The title of Athena to the 
Troad does not, in her view, depend on 

‘gift’ or ‘ occupancy’ at all. Her real 
meaning is, that she has been just now 
engaged there, because the place is, and 

always was, one of her possessions. 

402—405. ‘Which the Achaean leaders 

and princes, as they say, assigned, for a 
mighty portion of the wealth their spear 
had won, stock and base, entirely unto 
me, a gift select for the children of 

_ Theseus.’ She adopts the donors’ view 

of their liberality, but not without irony 
(597a). The universal recognition of her 
rights in the Troad, and therefore those 
of Athens, is carried up to the Trojan 
war—a respectable antiquity; but the 
rights themselves, according to her re- 
presentation, by no means flowed from 
thedestruction of Troy, which, considering 

that in the Agamemnon it is treated as an 
extreme wickedness and a principal cause 

of punishment, would have been an origin 
highly unsatisfactory. The citadel of Troy, 
‘with all its appurtenances, belonged to 
‘Tritonian Pallas’ (Verg. Aen. 2. 226, 
615), as truly as the Acropolis of Athens. 
And though we are doubtless to assume 
(with Orestes, 2. 460) that Athena per- 
mitted the punishment of the Trojans, she 
does not here either approve the sacri- 

legious destruction of the city, or derive 

her rights there from the destroyers. On 

the contrary, she comments, with some 

keenness, on the generosity of awarding 
to her (éuol), ‘stem and all’, the bare 

stump of her own tree, which they had 
cut down. The figure vépev airémpep- 
vov, which lends itself naturally to the 
double suggestion, is borrowed from the 
species of property chiefly important in 
Attica, olive-trees; and it could hardly 

fail, in this connexion, to remind Athenian 

hearers of zhe tree, the olive. of the Acro- 
polis, destroyed by the Persians, though 
marvellously afterwards resuscitated. The 
Persian crime and the Achaean had al; 

ready been paralleled in the trilogy, and 
illustrated by a figure resembling adré- 
arpeuvor here (see on Ag. 532).—Oneréws 
toxots: “ Akamas and Demophon, wha 

were recognised in the Epos, but not 
until after Homer, as having taken part 

in the Trojan war. This was stated in 

the //tas Mixpd of Lesches; cf. Paus. x. 
25.8” (Wecklein). Aeschylus, we may ob- 
serve, would probably have cited ‘Lesches’, 
as ‘Homer’; but this is no place for the 
Homeric question.—Successive Athenian, 
governments had, since the early part of 

the sixth century, claimed or held pos- 
sessions in the Troad, with the town of 

Sigeum ; and probably they were in the 
hands of Athens at this time, though the 

schol. here says that Aeschylus is urging 
the recovery of them (els 7d dvréxecOar 
maddy Xvyelov). There was a legend 
(Strabo 13, .§ 38) that Sigeum had, 

been .built with stones brought from the 
site of Troy: if the legend was known 
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at Athens and in the time of Aeschylus, 

his words gain a point, since the Athenian 
town was thus actually the Ilian ‘tree’ 
raised up, and might claim the rights of 
the ancient capital. That the building 
was done (Strabo /.c.) by a citizen of 
Mitylene, the rival. of Athens in this 

region, was (we may presume) not a 
part of the Athenian version. 

406—408. No quite satisfactory ex- 
planation of this has been given, nor 

can I offer one. (1) The first two 
verses, taken alone, give the impression 
that the goddess flew or sad/ed through 
the air, using instead of wings the aegis, 

the typical mantle which she wore about 
her shoulders, ws dpudvp xpwudvn rH 

alylé: (schol.). Not that this interpre- 
tation is absolutely necessary, for it 
depends on our presuming a connexion 

between zwethout wings and making my 

wind filled aegis sound (upon the air), 

and it is possible not to connect them. 
But prima facie this is the meaning : and 
so Hermann, with perhaps a majority. 
On the other hand (2) mddots...dxov, 
with at least equal plainness, suggests 
prima facie a car with horses (O. Miiller 
and others), which would dispense with 
the supposed use of the aegis, and make 
rather pointless the words speeding an un- 

worn foot. If we allow, in favour of (1), 
that the aegis itself may be the dxos, as 
‘carrying’ the goddess though she did 
not ride upon it, it is not easy to say 
what is indicated, metaphorically, by the 

steeds, to which the éxos is yoked ; nor is 

there anything in the words to show that 
these w&Aot are metaphorical. (The 
question, whether the car, if car there be, 

is shown to the audience, may be put 
aside: révSe would not require this, but 
would’ be satisfied, as in Cho. 559, if 
Athena pointed off the stage to the place 
where she has just alighted.)—Emen- 
dation has not helped. Paley suggests 
that v. 407 and v. 408 are alternatives, 

and perhaps one of them spurious; but 
this, even if probable, does not clear 

the case. Hermann adopts cdots (Wake- 
field), so that the aegis (as car) is yoked 
or bound to the ‘arms’ of the goddess 
(as steeds); but this is not happy. It is 
preferable, if we pursue this line of inter- 
pretation, to suppose that the expression 

wot is itself applied, metaphorically, to 
the arms.—mvéos (for mwddots), odk for 
76v6", and other proposed changes are not 
entertainable.—It may be guessed that 
the explanation (as in 7. 294) depends 
upon some type, then familiar but now 
lost, in art or literature ; but on the present 
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sons. Thence came I, speeding an unfretted foot, without wing, 

making my swollen aegis sound on the air, having yoked this 
carriage to steeds of prime. 

And now that I see what visitors Athens hath, the sight 

astonishes me, though it not dismays. In wonder’s name, who 

are ye? I ask it of all,.of him, whose, place at mine image 
claims me his friend, and you, not like to aught begotten of seed, 
not aught among all that eyes of gods behold,...nor yet 
resembling forms of man....But that, because one lacks beauty, 

his neighbour should speak him ill,—that is an equity far from 

the righteous mind. 

evidence the language cannot, I think, 
be interpreted without some unprovable 
assumption.—drpvrov recalls the goddess’ 
title “Arpurdvy (Wecklein). — kéAmov 

(alyldos), sium (aegidis), not because the 

robe made a xéAmos (curve) over the 
bosom of the goddess, but because, in 
her flight, it was blown into a x«éAzos, 

like that of a sail. 
409. Kal viv 8 épaoa is opposed to 

mpbowbev éffxoven inv. 400. When she 

heard the cry from Athens for help, she 
was surprised, and, so far as such a 

feeling was possible to her, alarmed, 
lest some harm might have been done, or 
be done before she arrived ; and now also 

that she is on the spot, her eyes perceive 
what, though it does not terrify, certainly 
does astonish.—xaiviv Canter, but with- 

out need.—6ptAlay: collective for plural, 
‘visitors of the land’, as in vv. 714, 1031. 

412. Constr. épyuévyy Bpéras. 

413. Spas re (Adyw): ‘and I alsomean 
(speak of) you’; the verb is borrowed 
from the preceding, with a slight change 
of construction.—omaprav: Trév aretpo- 

‘pévwy schol. “creatures begotten’. Cf. 
v.57 Td pidov ov BrrwTa THES’ duAlas. 

414, 415: ‘...not in that world which 
the eyes of gods behold, nor yet like 
forms of mortal kind.’ The two clauses 
are not precisely parallel, but varied, as 

in Eévy...iuas re just above. The first 

pursues the lead of oddevl omaprav -yéver 
(not to any kind in the world seen by 

gods); the second, which in strict paral- 

lelism would be ‘nor in the sphere of. 
mortal sight ’, takes up instead the sense 
of duolas.—Oéaror: ea quae spectantur, 
from Oa object of sight (Wieseler, 
changing also év to otv). The ms. has 
the accentuation Oeator, ‘among goddesses 
whom gods behold’, but this is not apt, 
and the change of épwuévais to dpwuévas 
(Stanley) will not make it so. The 
specification of goddesses is not to the 
purpose: the world of the gods included 
many creatures, who were not ‘goddesses’, 

and with whom, rather than with any 

goddess, the Erinyes, though dissimilar, 
might be compared. The Gorgons for 
example (v. 48) were @éat mpds Gedy 

opwipevat, but not Geal. 

416, 417. ‘But that, because one 

lacks beauty, his neighbours should 

speak him ill,—that is an equity far from 
the mind of the just.’ She reminds 

herself of her duty, and checks the ex- 

pression of her disgust.—4Se: the pro- 

noun resumes Adyew kas, but is adapted, 
as often, to the fem. predicate.—@éuis 
might here have the archaic sense custom, 

practice; but the usual Aeschylean sense, 

right, gives a better point. It ds in a 
certain sense ‘fair’ to tax a person with 

corporeal defects, which he actually 
has ; but such ‘justice’ is not good enough 
for Athena. Contrast the behaviour 
of Apollo (v. 192), to whom Athena 
is everywhere conspicuously superior. 
Neither of them fulfils the Aeschylean 
conception of a God, any more, than 
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XO. mevoe. Ta Tdv7a ovvTdpws, Avos KOpy. 
Heels yap éopev Nuxtos aiavy Téxva. 
"Apai 8 év oikows ys drat Kexdijpeba. 420 

“AG. yévos pev ofda Kdnddvas 7 eravipous. 
XO. tiyuds ye pev dy tas euas weve TAXA. 
A®. pdboww’ av, ei héyor Tis euhavy Adyov. 
XO. Bporoxrovodvras éx Sdpwv éhavvoper. 

A®. kai 7 KravdvtTt 0d TO Téppa THS PYyNS; 425 

XO. drov 70 xaipew pydapyod vopileras 
A®. 7 Kal roattas 7Q8 emipporleic puyds; 

XO. goveds yap eivar pytpos H&idoaro. 
A®. ahAns avayKns ovTwos Tpéwy KéTOV; 
XO. mod ydp tocodTo KévTpov ws pyTpoKTovely; 430 

420. dpd. "Apal recc. 425. TOoOTO...cpayie. 427. €mipporgerne 

Michael or Raphael fulfils Milton’s con- 
ception. But the theology of Athens, 
such as it was, pleased the Athenian 

prophet better at any rate than that of 
Delphi, which, even with the boldest 

remodelling, barely escapes his disappro- 
bation.—With 745’ (M), we must supply 
éorl to mpdow dtxalwv, but, apart from any 
question as to the limits of 744¢ (ad) in 
Aeschylus (see on v. 188), this produces 
a tautology.—rév (for rots) Heath. 

419. alavy: eternal, as in v. 5753 
they assert their divine, or at least non- 
mortal, quality, answering so far the 

question left open by Athena in vv. 414, 

415-— The rendering gravis, terrible 

(Dindorf), is doubtful. If adavjs has any 

sense in Aeschylus except eternal and 

slight modifications of it (which is not 
certain), the alternative is qwoe/tl, miser- 

able; but that is not applicable here. 
See on z. 482. 

420. "Apal(recc.): Dirae, The Spirits 
of the Curse, because their power was 
evoked by the curse of the injured, of 
which indeed the Erinys was, in part, a 
personification. See the Introduction. — 
Note that their ‘name at home’, their 

divine name, as compared with Arinyes 

(v. 332), is the more significant and ex- 
plains its purport, whereas ’Epivts, to the 

ear of the average Greek, had probably 
ceased to have any connotation. The 

latter name they here imply by contrast, 

and should in strictness specify, though 

the omission is a natural liberty of art. 
421. of8a pév implies that she waits 

for more, noting (ot8a) what has been 
told. Her calmness is far from pleasing 
to the interlocutor, who expected the 
preceding announcement to produce more 
impression.—«AySévas: here in the sense 
of xadéw name, Ta évépara Ta ep’ duiv 

évouatéueva, & Kadetobe. 

422. 
that indeed (64) thou shalt be informed 
forthwith.’ ye pty answers the hint of 
Athena (see preceding note). There is 
more to come, there is their office, which 

they proclaim with eager pride. 
423. ‘I can understand whatever is 

plainly told’, z.e. ‘If I do not receive the 

information forthwith (rdéya),-it will be 

the fault of the telling.” She maintains, 
under courteous forms, her attitude of 

superiority. 
424. é« Sédpov: not ‘from their homes’ 

but ‘from houses’, from dwelling-places 

Literally, ‘Yes, my frzction—of. 
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Erinys. Thou shalt learn the whole in brief, Daughter 

of Zeus. For us, we are the Eternal Children of Night, the Avaz, 

powers of the curse, so named in our home below. 

Ath, Ye have told me now your birth, and the name, 
whereby ye are called,... 

Evin. 
speed. 

Ath. 

Erin. 

Ay, and mine office, that shalt thou learn with 

I can understand whatever is plainly told. 

We hunt man-slayers out of dwelling-places. 
Ath. And the slayer’s flight,—where is the end of it? 
Erin. There, where there is no use for the word of joy. 
Ath. And would thy clamour indeed pursue yon fugitive 

even to that? 

Erin, Ay, for he dared to be his mother’s murderer. 
Ath. Was there not a compelling power, whose wrath he 

feared ? 

Erin. Where is the strong spur, that should compel to such 

a deed? 

of men generally (see v. 210). Hence the 
next question and answer, ‘Where is the 
exile to end?’, ‘To end? Only where 
all joy ends.’—Bporokrovotvras: ‘de- 
stroyers of (human) life’. The largeness 
of the description is consistent with the 
language of this play generally (¢.g. 317 
foll., 337 foll.), and should not be abridged, 
out of respect to casual and inconsistent 
limitations, such as wv. 212. The limi- 

tation’ avroxrovobyras (wilful destroyers, 

as some would read here) is doubtless 

intended, but may be understood; syrpo- 
xrovodvras (as others) is not inadmissible, 
as a reference to the particular case of 

Orestes (see v. 210); but the more com- 

prehensive term better fits the present 
situation. In v. 210, they speak to one 

(Apollo) who knows the story of Orestes; 
Athena, as yet, knows nothing of it. 

425. woord Auratus.—ouyjis Scaliger. 
426. ‘There where the laws allow no 

place for joy.’ pnSapod may be joined 
either with 7d xalpev or with voulferar. 

If with voutfera: (which I prefer), it is still 

right that the negative should be y#, not 

ov, as in Latin the mood of the verb would 

be subjunctive,—‘ is terminus est, ubi nus- 

quam sz usus laetitiae’-—, because the 
definition is in form general, marking 
what zs ¢o be the character of the final 
place. 

427. % «al emphasizes both roadras 
and r@ de.—rovatras, szch, ‘flight (exile) 

with no limit but that’.—émupporfeis 
(Scaliger): émiBogs, ‘force on him with 
hue and cry’.—The equity of Athena is 
at once revolted both by the indefinite 

cruelty of the punishment, and the 
ferocious manner of execution. 

429. ‘Was there not some external 
power, whose wrath he feared?’ a@dAns 

contrasts dvayxn with the délwots (choice 

v. 428) of the agent himself. To com- 
plete the grammar, supply é¢éveve from 
overs elvar. 

430. ‘Where is the spur so strong 

that it should compel to such a deed?’ 
ds: Wore. They evade the question, 
not choosing to recognize the part of 

Apollo. 
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A®, Svoty rapdvrow yptovs hoyou mdpa. 
XO. add’ épkov ov Sééar’ dv, ov Sodvar Gédew. 

A®. Kdvew Stxaiovs padrrdov 4} pagar Gédets. 
XO. was 84; Si8agov- trav codav yap ov mévet. 
A®. dpkois Ta pur) Sixara pr viKay héyo. 435 
XO. ddd’ efddeyye, kpive 8 evOeiay Sixnv. 
A®. 4 Kam éuot tpérour’ dy airias Tédos; 

XO. mas 8 ov; oeBovoai y agkiav r amr agiov. 

A®. ri mpos Tad ciety, d Ev’, ev péper Oédets; 

hé~as Sé ywpav Kai yevos Kai Evudopas 440 
433- In dixalove the ov is written on an erasure, and above it -w- (for d:xalws) 

is written by m. 438. délav 7’ ératiwy. 

431. She turns to Orestes.—ip.ovs 
Adyou: 6 juious TOD Ab-you, ‘one half (side) 

of the story.’ 
432. ‘Nay, but the oath,—he cannot 

accept it, will not tender it.’ Seeing that 
Athena is not to be overborne, the 

respondent now tries to put her objection 
to the detested dvdxpicts (v. 365) in a form 

which, as she supposes, will appeal to the 
legal spirit. The defendant should be 

challenged to ‘deny the fact’ on oath, as 

they themselves are ready, if he pleases, 

to assert it; if Orestes refuses, as of 

course he must, the case should end. 

The purgatory oath was an ancient Greek 
institution (see the Laws of Gortyn, 
Greek Antiquities, Gardner and Jevons, 
Pp- 571) and was used at Athens (rpdxAnors 
els Spxov) in appropriate cases, murder 

included. To propose such an abuse o1 

it, as the Erinyes here suggest, would 
probably have been too much, in the 
fifth century, for any Athenian. But in 

ruder times and places, such justice may 

well have been awarded to outcasts stig- 
matized by superstition as ‘under the 
ban of the fiends’, partly from a confused 
notion that they were not oathworthy. 
They could not be tried; they belonged 
to the pursuer. Even the tribunals of 
the Athenian empire may have heard the 

plea, or such like pleas, in cases coming, 
like that of Orestes, from abroad. 

433- ‘The justice you recommend 
prefers the name to the thing’: literally, 
‘You would have one be just in name 
rather than act with justice.’ The subject 
of Sukalous is grammatically the indefinite, 
‘people’, in effect Athena herself. «Avew: 
kadetoOac. With mpagar supply dicatous: 
cf. (mpdocovear) hovxatrépay v. 223.— 
dixalws m, dixatos Dindorf, but the read- 

ing of M is better. What provokes the 
severity of the goddess is the implied 
attribution of such justice to her. 

434. TOV cobav: subtleties, Tu copd. 

435. ‘My meaning is that oaths must 
not give victory to what is not just,’ true 
(moral) justice depending not merely on 

the fact but on the circumstances. pj: 
prohibitive-—See further on v, 486. 

436. ‘Question (him) then, but. let 
your justice Le dérect.’ Ev@vdixla (here 
evGeia Sixn) was the position of a cause 
in which ‘issue was joined directly’ (if 
we may borrow the phrase), without 
any preliminary objection against the 
admissibility or the form. It signifies 
therefore that the Erinys withdraws her 
objection. But kptve 8° ev@ctav Sikqv is 
not a mere repetition of ééXeyxe. The 
prosecutors’ conception of ‘justice direct’ 
(and fair, for the word has both meanings) 
is exactly contrary: in the viéw of the 
Erinyes (see v. 312) the dvdxpiots itself 
(note «pive) is the cavil, the unfair im- 
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Ath, 
spoken. 

Erin. 

Ath, 

deed. 

Erin. 

Ath, 

Erin. 

Ath, 
charge ? 

Erin. 
Ath, 

to this? 

Nay, but the oath! 

How so? Explain. 

77 

There are two parties here, and only the one hath 

He will not take or tender it. 
Thou wouldst have one be just in name instead of in 

In subtlety thou art not poor. 
I will not that an oath should give victory to wrong. 

Question him then,...but let thy justice be ‘direct’. 

Would ye verily entrust to me the issue of the 

How should we not,...for respect, for thy fit nobility ? 
What reply, my friend, wouldst thou make in thy turn 

But tell me first thy country, birth, and story, and then 

pediment, and they cdll it ed@etay with 
bitterness. 

437- ‘Will you verily and indeed 
permit wz to deal finally with the, 

charge?’ By taking their concession in 

a large sense, she assumes control, under 
a polite form, of the whole cause.— 
Constr. éwerpéracre av époi. 

438. amas 8’ ov; ‘How should we not?’ 

‘Of course’: conveniently ambiguous be- 
tween ‘What else could I wish?’ and 

“What else can I do?’. Since Athena, 

it is “clear, will not give up Orestes un- 

tried, they bow to force majeure, and 
attempt to propitiate her by a personal 
compliment. — oéBovoat «.7...: ‘for 
reverence, for thy noble quality’. délwv 
otcav yovéwy (1.¢. d&lav dm’ dilwy otcay 

yovéwv) schol. The function, which 

Athena assumes, in summoning and pre- 
siding over the Areopagus, is that of the 
archon basileus (see Gilbert, Constitutional 

Antiquities, p. 253 Eng. transl.). Birth, 
as a qualification for office, had at Athens, 
even in the democratic age and as matter 
of law, a great importance. And this 
particular office was such in its character 
and association, that, so long as it was 
elective, good birth, and even high birth, 

must have been practically indispensable 
qualifications. The change, which ex- 
posed it, with the rest of the archonships, 
within certain limits to the chance of the 

lot, was but recent (about B.C. 487 

apparently), It is therefore natural that, 
in introducing the first ‘president of the 
Areopagus’, Aeschylus should lay this 
stress upon her nobility as Acds xépy7.— 

‘ye... ye, which in English cannot be repre- 
sented without cumbrousness, emphasize 
the point that they admit only her 

personal claim: none is more worthy to 
be judge, if judge there must be. The 
repetition of ye, which was approved 
by Hermann, seems effective, and not 
unnatural, if we suppose a slight pause 
after céBoveal ye. But the evidence for 
the second ye (the 7 of the MS., pointing 
to y) is not conclusive, and some would 

omit it.—aflay dm’ d£élwv: ‘deriving 
worthiness from worthy’, z.e. worthy by 
heredity. The adj. is treated, as the 

schol. indicates, like a participle; see 

v. 444, and on Ag. 726. The plural 
describes, according to rule, the worthy 

parent regarded as such, and does not 
imply, in the case of Athena, a plurality 
of ‘ancestors’ or even of ‘parents’. She 
had of course only a father.—am’ dflwv : 
Stanley, upon the suggestion of the schol.: 
the first letter seems to have been driven 
out by the writing in full of ye (now re). 

The reading is not certain, but no better 

has been suggested, and the general sense 
at least seems plain. 
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Tas ods, ereta TOVd dpvvabod yoyov:— 
el7ep treToOas TH Siky Bpéras 7dd« 
e , € 7 a , 
Hoar duiaoowy éorias ans wédas, 
ceivos Tpocixtwp ev tpdmois “IEovos. 

o ba co aA > 4 a 

TovTots apeiBov racw evpabés Ti por. 
¥ >> , A “oy A € ’ 
avaca “AOdva, mpatov éx TaVv vaoTaTwY OP. 

445 

A nw te , > 3 , id 
Tov cov erav pen adaipyow péya. 

ovK eit mpoctpdmaios, ovd ket pcos 
[wpos xeipt Thun TO cov ehelopév Bpéras]. 
Tekunpiov dé TavdE wor hééw peéya. 

448. ™porporaiog corrected by m. 

450 
448, 449. exet...epegopuevy. 

441. Tove (M): che present charge. 
tavde (of the Erinyes) the later mss. 

. 442—444. The sense is—‘ Provided 

that, before thus committing yourself 

to the protection of our sanctuary, you 
have duly obtained religious purification.’ 
The predicate of the sentence is ceuvds 
(Gv) rpoolkrwp.—Bpéras depends on the 
compound phrase joa. pvAdcowr, partly 

on joat for épfjoa sit at (v. 412) and 
partly on @vAdoowv in the sense of 
‘keep to’, ‘abide by’, as Hom. € 208 
evodde x’ adde pevww tap’ enol 765e SOpa 

guddeoos (somewhat similar to supra 
uv. 243).—oepvos év tpdmots “IElovos to- 
gether: ‘respected by religion after the 

custom derived from Ixion’. With ceuvéds, 

“entitled to religious- respect’, cf. v. 2. 
For the precedent of Ixion, see the schol. 
here, 6» rpdmov kdkeivos mposexdOnro TH 

vag rod Ards KabapicOnobuevos. mpiros 

yap "lilwy gdévov movjoas éxabapladn ord 

Adés, and inf. v. 721. Pindar (Pyth. 2. 
32) adds the qualification that Ixion’s was 
the first case of kindred-murder ‘with 
craft’ (z.e. malicious or intentional), or of 
purgation from such murder: éudv\ov 
alua mowriros obx drep réxvas éméuke 

Ovarois. ‘‘ A connection was felt between 
the name ’Iélwy and ix-, the root of words 

of supplication ; possibly even the origin 
of the story is; to be sought here” 
(Sidgwick). The myth is discussed in 
an article by Cecil Smith in Classical 

Review 1X. 277.—The words in the schol., 
6v rpérov Kaxeivos mposexdOnTo TE vag: 

rod Atds kabapicOnodpevos, if intended to 

suggest that the present action of Orestes 
is compared by Athena to that of Ixion 
seeking purification, are contrary to the 
sense. What Athena wishes to ascertain, 

before proceeding with her investigation, 
is that the appellant zs already cere-- 
monially clean, that he does zof come 

for purification, but for justice; see his 
reply. If he had answered otherwise, 
she would, before holding further inter- 

course with him (see vv. 237, 287), either 

have performed the rite herself, as Apollo 

did, or directed him to procure it else- 

where. We may perhaps infer that, 
even in the fifth century, submission to 

these rites was imposed on those charged 
with homicide before the Areopagus, or 
at least that, in the judgment of religious 
and conservative persons like Aeschylus, it 
ought to have been. —dyijs : ovr (not my), 
for dignity, and also because the sanctuary 
is that of Athens as well as of the goddess ; 
see on Theb. 404. épijs recc., and some 
modern texts: for which it may be said, 
that this is apparently the only example 
in the tragedians of dués so used (in 
dialogue and in the feminine) as to 
require the ‘Tonic’ inflexion in -y, which 
is incongruous with ‘the a in the stem 
(see v. 311). On the other hand, literary 
language is bound to be inconsistent in 
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defend thee against the present accusation ;—provided always, 

that, with right assured, thou hast taken thy suppliant place and 

watch at this image, hard by my hearth, an appellant entitled, 
after the manner of Ixion, to respect. 

pray thee, give answer plain. 
To all these questions, I 

Or. Lady Athena, I will begin with thy last words, and will 
remove a weighty scruple. I am no suppliant for purgation ; 

and (showing his hands and pointing to the image) there is no 

pollution ¢here! Of this I shall allege to thee weighty proof. 

such matters, and an erroneous substi- 

tution of the rare djs is not very pro- 

bable. 
447. peAnpa: doubs, scruple. 
448. wpootpdratos : an applicant for 

purification, as in v. 237. ; 
448, 449. ov8’ éxet pioros: ‘and 

there is no uncleanness ¢here’,—holding 

forth his hands, as he says the words, and 

pointing to the image which he has 
touched. Cf. v. 313, where the innocent 

man is described as xaOapds xelpas mpo- 
véuwy, ‘one who holds forth clean hands’. 

For the application of the purge to the 
hands, see on uv. 42.—mpds XeEIpl K.T.D. : 
‘upon. my hand, as suppliant at thine 
image’: an explanation of éxe?, added to 

make the text, without stage-directions, 
intelligible to a reader. The metre, 
having an-anapaest in the fifth foot (as 
well as a rather rough dactyl in the 
third), shows the verse to be spurious, 
and probably of late origin. Moreover, 
though the personification of the hand is 
Aeschylean, the metaphor xelp épefouévy 

is hardly so; Aeschylus would rather 

have written édetouévov.—For accidental 
confusion (éxee) of « and x, which is not 

unknown in M, see puxdv inv. 170. Here 

however the change may be intentional, 

the author of it supposing the construction 
to be pvoos exer mpds xetpl, ‘pollution 

holds to my hand’. The dropping of the 

+ in the dative (€@efouéryt) occurs also, 

and is hardly more than a matter of 

spelling.—I offer this solution as prefer- 

able, both technically and in the resulting 

sense, to shaping the whole ovdé...8péras 

into a sentence possible for Aeschylus. 
The best attempt is Wieseler’s—ovd’ 
éxwv pioos | mpds xeupl raug Td cov épe- 

fbunv Bpéras. But here neither of the 
supposed corruptions is probable, and ‘the 
sentence drags. 

450. ‘And for this I shall cite you 

proof weighty (as the scruple itself).’ 
péya echoes wéya in v. 447.—He refers 

to the evidence hereafter given by Apollo 
as purgator (vv. 579—581). If and so 

long as the Areopagus required the rite, 
they presumably required formal proof of 
it.—It is usual (Paley, Wecklein, and 

others) to place a colon only at wéya, as 
if the rexujprov were contained in what 

immediately follows, vv. 451—455. But 

surely the mere statement of the defendant, 

or even his oath, could be no proof at all 
of the point, much less a weighty proof. 
The sentence ddoyyov eivat x.7.d. has 

no copula, not as explaining rexpijpvor, 
but because it is a repetition in. positive 
form of what is stated negatively in vz. 
448—450.—It is worth notice that the 

procedure represented by Aeschylus 
entirely ignores, both on this point and 
otherwise, the fundamental rule of Attic 

law, that the dvd«piots was the proper 
and only stage for the production of 

evidence. On the contrary, all evidence 

is expressly deferred to the trial (v. 488), 
including, as is here specially noticed, 
evidence which, we might think, if 
required at all, must be required at the 

very earliest stage. At this time, however, 
the jury-system was in its infancy; and it 
would seem that the rule, if known, was 
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adpboyyov eivat Tov wadapvatoy vopos, 
€or av mpos dvdpos aiparos Kafapoiov 
odayai KabaidEwor veoOyrov Borov. 
mada Tpos addots TadT apiepwpeia. 

¥ , otxoict Kat Borotou Kai puTots mopots. 455 

TavTnv pev ovTw dpovTid’ éxodav héyw- 
yeros S€é Tobpov as exer TevoEL TAXA. 
*Apyetds eip, warépa 8 ioropets Kahds, 
"Ayapeuvor’, avdpav vavBarav apydaropa, 

, 

ftv @ od Tpoiay dmodw “IAiov wohw 
A epOif obros ob Kadas, poav eOnxas. 

460 

3 bk 

és otkov, dAha viv Kedavddpov eu7 

453- Kadatuatovow ofndod (tr in margin). 461. olrwo. odros recc. 

not applied to the Areopagus. As the 
position of the dasz/eus in this court 
differed essentially (see hereafter) from 

the common relation between elcaywyevs 

and étxaorijpiov, such a difference of pro- 

cedure is likely enough. As to evidence 

of purification, it may be suspected, from 

the prominence which Aeschylus gives to 
the matter, that the question, when it 

must or might be produced, was a moot 

point, upon which he makes such a pre- 
cedent as he thonght most proper, or 

most likely to please. 
451—455- adbBoyyov: excluded from 

converse.—torr’ dv: ‘ory until’.—mpés... 
Kabapotlov: dy che act of a person having 
power to cleanse from blood; noBapotov 
agrees with dv5pés and governs atparos, 
as in uv. 381 gdvov Told’ éyw Kxaddpatos. 
Thus taken, the words are not superfluous 
and need not be suspected. Not every 
person could grant or perform the puri- 

fication, but only the master of a house 

and hearth, as is evident from the repeated 
specification of the ofxot, déuo, and éorla 

in connexion with it (vv. 60, 64, 205 and 
passim). There may also have been other 
limitations.—Ka@atpdgworv (ad7dv): ‘shall 
have run upon him’.—veo@yjAou (Turne- 
bus) Borod: in Orestes’ case a fig, but 
by rule, as here appears, any suckling. 

The notion probably was that the blood 
of the suckling was the purest animal- 

essence, so to speak, nearest therefore 

to the life-blood which was to be washed 
off, and most likely to assimilate and 

absorb it.—mdAat...ardpows. ‘Long ago 
I have been thus purged, upon the house, 

beast, and running stream of. another.’ 

For mpds see mpoorerpiypévos in v. 238. 

The expression is significant of the 
meaning and purpose, which Aeschylus, 
at any rate, attached to the ceremony. 
The blood of the slain, together with that 
of purification, is washed off with water 

of the house on to the soil (hearth) of the 
house, and mingled with the sources, the 

native earth and water, of the family life. 
The recipient family and community, by 
its head, thus expresses, in the most 

solemn and effective manner, its responsi- 
bility for the readmission of the received 
person into society. The inclusion of the 
animal, or its blood, among the things zo 
which (as well as by which) the trans- 
ference takes place, is intelligible. The 
blood, as an animal substance fed upon 
and derived from the recipient elements 
(the earth and water), is naturally adapted 
to permeate them.—It is possible to sepa- 
rate kai Boroio. «. p. m., as instrumentals, 
from olxo.r: but this division obscures, 
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He, that hath done violence, is by law debarred from speech only 
until, by agency of one who hath power to purify from blood, the 
blood of a suckling victim be shed upon him. Long ago 
have I been thus made clean, upon another’s house, and victim, 
and flowing stream. 

Thus on the first point do I satisfy thee. For my birth, it 
shall be told thee without delay. I am of Argos; and my father, 

to whom thy question aptly leads, was Agamemnon, captain of 
naval hosts, thine own companion when thou didst take from 

Troja’s state her city of Ilium. He, that Agamemnon, upon his 
coming home,...was slain dishonourably,...murdered by my 

I think, the conception intended.—The 
schol., xai els ofxoy, elaqAOov, cai vddTwr 

weréhaBov, has been supposed to indicate 
some other text, but without reason. It 

explains, conjecturally and imperfectly, 
why the Aouwse and the water are here 

‘mentioned as instruments of the purifi- 
cation, as well as the animal already 
specified: the patient, it is suggested, 
was admitted to the one, and partook of 

the other.—Wecklein observes that veo- 
Oydov is probably trisyllabic (vov@yAou?), 
as we find in Aeschylus no clear case of 
a word with the quantities ~~—— at this 
place in the verse. 

456. Lit., ‘as to this (care), thus I 
argue care away’: not precisely identi- 

cal with ratrnv rip ppovrida, although 

English has no exact equivalent for the. 
distinction. 

458 toropets Kates: commonly 
rendered ‘you know well’, upon the 
authority of Pers. 457 Kkax@s 7d wéAdov 
isropdv (of Xerxes, misled as to the 
intention of the Greeks before the battle 
of Salamis), and Ag. 681 ef Tis dxris Alou 
vw loropet...B\érovra, ‘if any sun-beam 
knows him to be alive’. But are these 
sufficient? The regular meanings of 
ioropeiv are (1) to ask, engutre, (2) to be 
informed by enquiry, to learn. In both 
citations the sense /earz is appropriate, 

though 4zow may be a convenient trans- 
lation. They do not therefore prove that 
ioropety rwd could stand for Zo know a 
person (connaitre quelqu’un), a use in 

Vv. E. 

which the notion of enguiry, learning, 
altogether disappears. On the other 
hand, the sense ask is here suggested 
by the context (see vv. 440 and 487 
yévos), and gives the meaning, ‘ As to my 
Sather your question (respecting my parent- 
age) is good ’, z.e., it is one which Orestes 

can readily and proudly answer. The 
turn of the phrase marks the natural 
reluctance with which he approaches the 
mention of his mother. 

460. Tpolav...2Onkas: lit., ‘you made 
Troia into a state dis-stated of her Ilios’, 

z.2., divested the Trojan state of its 
political form by the conquest of its 
capital. Zyoda has its larger sense (cf. 
Argos, Thebae, Athenae, etc.) and signifies 

the territory. Orestes accommodates his 
language to Athena’s views upon the 
‘vacant’ land, as expressed in vz. gor foll., 
and appeals to her knowledge that the 
punishment of Troy was permitted and 
encouraged by her, however she might 
condemn the barbarity and sacrilege of 
the final execution.—If Tpolay is correct, 
mékw is part of the predicate; Tpwar 
(Bothe) makes the phrase simpler but 
less significant. 

461—-464. For the entangling bath- 
robe of Clytaemnestra see Ag. 1102 foll., 

1379 foll.; and for the exhibition of it by 
Orestes as evidence, Cho. 978 foll. The 
allusion to the latter scene here (v. 464) is 
an excellent dramatic touch; for the notion 

of proving the notorious circumstances of 
the murder is there the first symptom of 

6 
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a disorder in Orestes’ mind, which rapidly 
passes into madness (see the whole 
passage, and especially Cho. 1008); and 

therefore the recurrence of the thought 
here aptly betrays the violence of his 

‘feelings.—d...pévov: the predicate is 
AourpGv, ‘which proved the Pévov to be 

a Aouvrpuav-pdvov’. What the bath-robe 

specially manifested was the horrible 
abuse of domestic religion by the employ- 

ment of a rite for the purpose of the 
murder; see zz/. v. 636.—ékepapruper: 
“continued to prove’, ‘remained to prove’. 

—kptipao’ & Musgrave.—Prof. Seymour 
(see on v. 234) objects to the implication 

that Athena, years after the death of 

Agamemnon, is still ignorant of it. 

But is this really implied? It is proper, 
in the circumstances, that Orestes should 

state the fact, whether known to the 

goddess or not; and the brevity of his re- 
capitulation would seem rather to suppose 
knowledge. 

467. ‘watpés depends on the preposi- 
tional part of dvrucrévous, and is a com- 
pendious term for ‘the slaying of my 

father’. 
468. emralrios: responsible for, liable to 

the charge of. 

469. avrlkevtpa Kapila: which were 

as goads to my resolution: see v. 136, 

and for the facts Cho. 268 foll. 
470. Tavde (with éracrious): the mur- 

der of Agamemnon as above described. 
The force of rade, displaced in the sen- 
tence and thus emphasized, is to oppose 
the authors of the original murder to the 

authors of the revenge (rdvde in v. 468): 

both pronouns would be accompanied by 
explanatory gestures.—épfaupl ru, do the 
thing, is a softened expression for kret- 

vaupe. 

471. ob-e...: ‘And so do thou judge’ 
etc. I think it a mistake to replace 7 

by 8’ (Pearson), thus cutting the sentence 
off from the preceding statement con- 
cerning Apollo. The two are inten- 
tionally bound together: the thought 
which Orestes has in his mind, but dares 

not fully express, is that he is ready to 
be judged, provided that Apollo is also 
called upon, as he should be, to meet the 

accusation. We shall see that Athena 
respects this condition, vv. 571 foll. To 
the same effect tends the subtle and 
Attic ambiguity of el Sicalws etre prj. 
It is true, on the one hand, that weare to 

supply épefa, ‘I did the deed’; but we 
cannot escape, especially if we keep te, 
an inclination to supply ‘he instigated | r 

ii 
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mother, black of heart, behind a veil, with cunning inveigle- 
ments, which remained to tell of his bath and her deadly work. 
And I, after time of exile, returned, and...took my mother’s life 

—I shall not deny it—in punishment, in revenge for my dearest 

father. And for this act, Loxias with me is to answer, who 

spurred my resolve with threat of agonies, if I should not do 
the deed upon those answerable for what I have said. Whether 
that was right or no, be thou the judge; before thee, however I 
fare, I shall be content. (A pause.) 

Athena. Wf it be thought by some that this matter is too 

great for mortal men to judge,—yet neither is it fit for me 
to give the verdict of passion upon a cause of blood,...especially 

me’, from the main proposition, instead 
of the subordinate, in the preceding 
sentence. And this is the intention: 
Orestes hints that Apollo should be a 
defendant, without precisely saying it. 

472 wpdkas...vavraxy: ‘faring in 
any way’, 2.¢., however it may go with me. 
«—év gol: i your hands, with a glance 
at the legal Attic sense, ‘before your 
tribunal’.— For the compliment to the 
Areopagus, Wecklein cites Lycurg. ¢. 
Leocrat. § 12 7 év Apel mayw cuvédprov, 

Srocotrov Siapépe TOv &\dwv dtxaoryplwvy, 

ore xal map adbrots duodoyetobar roils 

adioxopévors Otxalay roveto Oat Thy Kplow. 

473——492- Athena declares her in- 

tention to summon a jury of Athenian 
citizens, and to make this cause the 

occasion for a permanent institution. 
473. 474. ‘If it is thought by some 

that this cause is too great for mortals to 

judge, yet neither is it proper for me’ etc. 

I follow Wecklein in retaining Bporots 
“(the original reading of M) and taking 
odBE pry, yet neither, to mark the apodosis. 
—Bpords (m) is not really supported, as 
might appear, by the schol. to M, ef ms 
olerat 7d mpiryua rbde Bpords dexdferw, 

peifoy } xara dvOpwrous ofera, which on 

the contrary requires Sporois, and para- 

phrases se?{ov Bporois (too great for 
mortals) by peifov % Kara dvOpwrous. 
The commentator, thinking himself bound 
to construe 7d mpaiyua...ducdfew as a sen- 

tence complete, does so, in a fashion, by 

assuming an ellipse, and supplying a 
second oferat, in protasis, from olera: as 

the apodosis, and similarly Bpords from 
Bporots. Thus he evolves the sentence 
et ris (olerac) rd mp&yua, 768e (Bpords) 
Oucd few, peifov Bporois olerae (mparyua 
dixdgev). Neither therefore does the 
scholium point to 7 for ef (Stanley and 
others). It does however, superficially, 
suggest the reading Bporés, and this is 
probably the origin of the correction by 
m.—With Bpords the sentence, however 
punctuated, and whether we take e/ or 

%, is incorrect in language.—rws points 
primarily to the Erinyes, who may well 
think that the impending reference to 
a jury exceeds (as it does) the terms of 
their consent (wv. 437, 438). See how- 
ever the next note. 

474, 475. o088...8lkas. This propo- 
sition formally condemns the commonly 
accepted legend of the founding of the 
Areopagus, and the trial of the first cause 
there by a jury of gods, Athena herself 
being one (see vv. 685 foll., and the Intro- 
duction). That legend is incompatible 
with Aeschylus’ play, as well as repugnant 
to him on religious grounds, partly here 
indicated. Here, where his intention to 

discard and contradict it first appears, he 
aims a first stroke at it. We may con- 
sider therefore that tts (v. 473) includes 
probable objectors among the audience. 

1 6—2 
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‘You may think’, says the author, ‘that 
I degrade our tribunal by making it from 
the first a tribunal of mere men. I reply, 
that your version of its origin, instead of 

raising the tribunal, degrades the divine 
nature itself.’—¢évous...8lkas: 40 pro- 
nounce, on a (case of ) murder, the sentence 

of keen indignation, t.e.to decidea question 
which, from its nature, cannot be agitated 

without rousing, in the mind of the judge, 
passions of a kind and degree not belong- 

ing to her condition. The plurals pévous 
...dikas generalise the proposition ; for 
Olkn sentence see L. and Sc. s.v. As to 

the grammatical analysis of the two 
accusatives, it may be held either (1) that 

Siatpetv Slkas, fo give distinguishing sen- 

tence, ‘governs’ Pévous as an object, in 

which case the construction is parallel to 
Soph. ZZ. 124 rakes oluwyav Ayapeuvova 

(and see Kiihner Gr. Grammar § 411 3 6), 

or (2) better and more simply, that dlxas 
stands ‘in apposition to’ the notion sez- 
tence, dectsion, contained in dévous dtatpety, 

a brachylogy for @évov dixas Suatpetv: cf. 
v. 491.—dEvpyvlrov: lit. ‘of one keenly 
angered’, ‘of an anger-moved (judge) ’. It 

corresponds to, and is a Greek equiva- 
lent for, the modern use of a personified 

abstract, amger.—The schol. é¢’ ols (22 a 
case where) raxéws pnvicovow *Epiwies, 

though wrong, is valuable as confirming 
M against proposed changes (see below). 
It assumes the rendering ‘to decide a 

murder-case, the cause of a party quickly 
moved to anger’, the singular dévyyvtrov 

being supposed to represent the ‘Erinyes 
as one party tothe suit. Itmayhowever be 
accommodated to the reading étvunrlrous 

by changing é¢’ ols to é¢’ als (Linwood) 
z.e. é’ als Slxars.—The conjectures pévov 
Robortello, d&uynvirovs Pearson, are 

obvious, and simplify the construction; 
but they obscure the point. The passion, 
which makes the case unfit for Athena to 
judge, must be passion arising in the 
breast of the judge: if the anger of the 
parties could injure her dignity, it is as 
thoroughly impaired as it could be, by 

the part which she actually takes. But 

if éfuuqvirov be changed, the reference to 

the judge becomes unrecognisable.—As 
to how, and how far, Aeschylus’ objection - 
is met or evaded by his own scheme of 
the trial, see on vv. 737 foll. 

476—484. More especially must she, 

if acting as a judge, be moved and per- 
turbed, when her personal feelings and 
interests are strongly divided. These 

verses are rather thoughts, a soliloquy, 
than an address to the adversaries, and. 

express, in their emphasis (vv. 476, 478) 

and broken form (vv. 480—482), the very 

agitation of spirit which the goddess desires. 

to avoid.—ov piv...atrat S8...: in brief, 

Orestes is so much the more acceptable 
of the parties, the Erinyes so much the 
more formidable.——karyprucds Spous. 
ixérys : lit. ‘a suppliant disciplined (per- 
fected ?) nevertheless’, z.e. ‘though a con- 
fessed criminal and fugitive, yet at aif 
events one who has been purified and 
made fit for intercourse’: see vv. 441— 

455- The point lies in the implied con- 

trast with -his opponents, the Erinyes, - 
who, it must be remembered, affect the 

goddess with an almost uncontrollable 

horror; see vv. 411 foll. and‘ notes there. 
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since, on the one part, thou art at worst a suppliant disciplined, 
, coming pure and harmless to the house,...at worst such an 
innocent associate for Athens as I rather choose ;...and these, on 
the other part, have a power not lightly to be softened (?); 
and if they win not victory in the cause,...on the land hereafter 
the poison of their pride,...plague rained upon the soil, sore and 
perpetual...(She remains for a moment silent.) 

What she means here is, that even a 

criminal, purified, is more acceptable 
personally than they, and that, from this 
point of view, a decision, which might 
seem to invite their friendship to herself 
and Athens, would be almost impossible 
to her. The words, to be clear, require 
the accompanying action.—karyprukds, 

as applied to animals, especially horses, 
signified adult; see passages cited in L. 
and Sc. s.v., after the commentators here, 

Here it must clearly wea, that Orestes: 

has gone through the ceremony and 
period of expiation; but this sense may 
be reached in two ways. (1) We may 

suppose a metaphorical application of the 
sense adult,—mature, hence perfected. 
So the schol., réXecos riy Hdcxlav> roiro 

6¢ dard Trav Spwv. Or (2) the use here, and 

the application to animals (colts), may 
both be derived from the ordinary sense 
of xarapriw discipline, train (see L. and 
Sc.s.v.), so that karnpruxds should strictly 

mean having passed the stage of discipline, 
disciplined, broken : in that case the sense 
adult would be secondary, and would 
scarcely bear upon the present use. The 
second view, which is nearly Paley’s (he 
translates by ‘amed, spirit-broken), seems 
preferable, and rightly deduced from 
Eurip. /7. 818 ef uev 765° quap mpirov qv 
kaxoupévy... | elkds ogpadave jv av ws 
vebtuya | TOdov xarwav dpriws Sedey- 
pévov’ | viv 8’ 4uprus elut kal xarnprucos 

xax@v, compared with sap. vv. 238 foll., 
276 foll.—Sdpors: generally, habitations 
and their inhabitants: see vv. 239, 285, 
444 etc. Not ‘my temple’ only.—éuois 

(for 8uws) Pauw, 5p6uos Hermann, and see 

Wecklein Appendix; but no change is re- 

quired.—pos 88...7dAe.: ‘and I prefer 

thee as being, after all, a fit associate’. 

Spos: parallel to duws in v. 476 and 
explained by it; whatever he may have 
been, he is after all duoudos réXet, which 

is more than can be said for his opponents, 

The comparison with them is implied by 

aipotdpor, 7 choose rather, prefer, and by 
the context. dpopdov méde: lit. ‘un- 
objectionable to a méNs, to a society’. 
The expression is general, though she 
speaks as an Athenian, and has Athens 
specially in view.—érws, duds, aldoduac, 

and other changes have been proposed, 
but the text, I believe, is sound. 

479. evésrredov: uncertain in deriva- 
tion and meaning.—If from méwa-ew 

(which however is open to strong ob- 
jections), it may mean ‘easy to be sent 
away, to be dismissed’ (Lobeck, Wellauer, 

Hermann). @xovor potpav will then be 
‘have a condition’, that is, ‘a claim to 

respect’ (see L. and Sc. s.v. wotpa).—A 
more probable connexion is with mer-, 
the root of rérwy (see Headlam, Class. 

Rev. Xvi. 286), quasi ebwéwavros, soft. 

Then potpayv should perhaps mean pépos, 
‘their part is not weak’, ze. ‘they are 
not weak, on their part’.—The general 
meaning, that they are formidable, appears 
from what follows. 

480—482. The broken construction 

(the ‘pendent’ nominative rvxotear), and 
the unfinished sentence, dying away into 

u pause of reflexion (after vécos), are 
designed to mark the agitation of her 
thoughts. To mark this is important in 
view of ov« duol Odmus in v. 474. Com- 

pare the perplexed pondering of the King 
in the Supplices (vv. 447 foll.), and the 
broken language of the /era/d in the 
Agamemnon, and of the Nerse in the 
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Choephori.—It is just possible to construe 
xXwpa peravOis ids as a full sentence, 

supplying éor:, ‘for the Jand there is 
hereafter a venom’, z.e. ‘a venom to 

come’; but many object to this, and with 
reason. It does not however follow that 
the sentence should be completed.— 

los ék povnpdrev: che venom from 
their pride.—né5or...vo0s. See vv. 782 
foll._—atavijs: everlasting, from which 

there is no recovery.—xdpq peraubis 
Wellauer, wéS0u Dindorf. 

483. pévew ras Epwtas—réwrew a- 
ras éué. To accept the friendship of the 
Erinyes for Athens, and to risk their ha- 
tred, appear to the goddess, at first sight, 
alternatives equally distressing. We 
should note how far from the poet is the 

intention to present even Athena as perfect 
in intelligence or foresight. She is a eds, 
but she is not his God.—The peculiar 
rhythm (éu@érepa—) of this verse is appa- 

rently intended to aid the general effect 
of disturbance. 

484. ‘Anentanglement that I must not 
touch’; lit. ‘hard of disentanglement in 
a way (to a degree) impossible for me’. 
The impossibility lies in the unfitness 
(v. 474)-—Gpnxadvos énol: for the adverb 
with dependent case, a construction 
favoured by Aeschylus, see 4g. 1581, 
1591, Cho. 626, 703, 735-—Svomrpara (?). 
The sense required seems plain, but the 

word is uncertain: Svomyuaros is not 

derivable from any word now known 
(though this does not prove non-existence), 
and the proposed substitutes (Sucm7juavra, 
dverolyayra etc.) are mostly inadmissible. 
Suomévyta (Wecklein) fits the sense, 

but it is hard to account for the corruption 
of so easy a word. Possibly we should 
read 8vomyjvyta or Surmjvara (see 1777, 
ayviov, myvitouat) ‘hard to wind off’, as 

a thread on the bobbin. The metaphor 
from the épya yyuvatkGv would suit the 

speaker. The form in -a- (Svomjvara) 
might be accounted for by the », which 
seems to have had, to a small extent, the 

same effect as a p: cf. vapueprijs, vdios, 

wowdrwp, elvirwp, Sowdrwp, evvdcipos, 

kuvayérns, vads, guvdopos, etc. in Attic 

poetry.—re Abresch.—The schol., wéurew 
avras dunvirws dvoxepés éorw éuol, has 

been held to require in the text dpyviras. 
But the meaning of the note is perhaps 

that, to complete the sense, this notion 
must be supplied (from vv. 474, 475, where 
see the schol.): Athena cannot dismiss 

the Erinyes without provoking their 
anger. dpyvirws, if read, should be 
interpreted in connexion with the true 
sense of v. 475: Athena cannot disen- 

tangle the problem without temper unfit 
Sor her. 

486, 487. ‘The choosing of judges to 
try an oath of murder shall be made by 
me into an ordinance,—the ordinance 

for all time.’ évov...aipoupévous: lit. 
(persons) being chosen judges of oaths 
of murder’. The participial phrase may 
be regarded as an approach to the Latin 
gerundive (see on Zheb. 611, Ag. 646, 

Cho. 793), although, without this, it 

would be natural in poetry to speak of 
the judges, the tribunal itself, as the 
‘ordinance’, or ‘institution’; so in v. 617 
Apollo addresses them as duas, "A@qvalas 

Méyav Geoudv. The ddvwy dpa, ‘oaths 
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Such is the issue,...both sides, the staying and the sending 

away,...a tangled skein (?), not possible for me to unwind. 
But since this case hath lighted upon Athens, the choosing 

of judges to decide upon sworn murder shall by me be made an 
ordinance, the ordinance for all time. You are to summon your 

velating to murder’, are those of the 
parties and their witnesses (see vv. 489, 
492), the sworn information which de- 

mands the tribunal and is the matter 
of judgment.—atpovpévous : passive; for 
similar uses of Jresent tenses usually 

deponent (aorists and perfects are com- 
paratively common), compare fidferPar 
(Homer and Thucyd.), wveio@a. and 

mumpacxerOat (Plato and others), Avuat- 

vesGat (Antiphon, Lysias, Xenophon), 
aipeioOar itself (Aristotle, Podztics), etc.; 
see L. and Sc. s.vv. and Kiihner Gr. 
Grammar § 377, 4¢ In the case of 

aipeio@ar, such a use is especially easy, 
from the familiarity of the passive in 
fienuar and ypéOnv, the latter apparently 
always passive. In Ta dvodpeva cai 
murpackopeva, (Plato Phaedo 698), and 
émra pwas obx dmérica rept adrod (I re- 
fused to pay seven minae for him) de- 

Seuévov kal Avuawoudvou (Antiphon 5, 
§ 63), the context explains it. Here the 

facts explain it: that the judges are to 
be chosen (not choosers) is manifest from 
the situation, Whether the tense refers 
to the present occasion only (40 be chosen 

now), or to this and all future occasions 
(chosen from time to time), depends on the 
question discussed at 7. 490.—erpdv Tév 
kt. It has been objected that this 
article with the predicate is improper, an 
objection which would perhaps be valid 
against 7dv Oecudv Tov x.7.A. But the 

predicate is @exudv only, to which rév els 

dmavra xpbvov is added as a further 
description, as in the translation above. 
The sense is, that, since in this case it is 

inevitable to choose a jury of Athenians, 

the parties having brought their cause to 
Athens (Se0po), and Athena herself refusing 
to be judge, the goddess by her own act 
(éy#) will make, out of the occasion, an 

‘ordinance which shall be permanent.—It 
is commonly assumed (1) that the Spx 
are those of the judges; a schol. (olov évép- 

kous dtxacrds) points to this, but see below ; 
(2) that’ alpovzévous must be either (i) pas- 

sive of alpéw (fake), or else (ii) deponent. 

From (i) proceeds the conjecture dpxtous 

aipouuevous, supposed (sed guaere) to mean 
‘bound under oath’, captos iure turando, 
and others. From (ii), proceed dpxlous 
aipouévy, dpxliuv aldoupévous Sec pov (quasé 

ald. dpxiwy Oeouov, reverencing the ap- 

pointed oath), and many others; see Weck- 
lein, Appendix. The simplest is (6pxtous): 
aipoupévyn, choosing..judges (Casaubon), 
but it should rather be éAouzévy.—As to 

the scholium, we must remember that 

the ancient commentators had no scruple 
in assuming, where necessary, that one 

case was used ‘for’ another. The writer 
of ofov évépxous Sucacrds is merely trying, 
on these principles, to construe épxiwy 
alpoupévous, as if it were dpklos alpoupevous 
or the like: it means, he says, ‘something 

like sqorz’.—See also next notes. 
487—489. papripud te x.7.A.: ‘proofs 

(rexpjpia), supported by evidence of wit- 
nesses (uapripia)’.—dpwyd...dpkdpara : 
sworn aids, The use of dpxwya, from 

dpxody (ria) ‘to swear a witness’, implies, 
like xaeioGe (Wecklein), a personification 
of the waprvpia.—The direction is made 

general for the sake of resemblance to 
ordinary causes, but points chiefly to 
the evidence promised by Orestes in 
vv. 450 foll.—ipets 5¢ dpkous abrods alri- 

care (do you demand oaths from them, 
ze. from the judges: schol. on v. 488). 
I cite this note merely to illustrate the true 
value of olov évépxous dtxaords on v. 486. 

It is somewhat misleading, though natural, 
to cite the scholia only where they are 
supposed to be right. 
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Kadeio®. dpwya rhs Sixns opKopara. 
kpivaca 8 dorav tov éuav ta Bédrara 490 
néo Siaipetv todro mpayp’ érntipos, 
dpkav tepavras pydev exSixov dpeciv. 

XO. vov katracrpopat véwv op. a’. 

Jeopiov, ei Kparr- 
get Sika cat BrdéBa 495 
TOvOE pNTPOKTOVOV. 

489. In dpxiwuara the letters x are written on an erasure. 

490—92. Kplvaca...fifo  Staipeiv:  (diarpetv) is to be pressed to its full and 
‘when I come again, I shall have selected 

the best of Athens to divide the cause’. 
Staipetv depends upon «plvaca,—diw 
Auratus, J shall bring, is more explicit, 

but hardly necessary.—ra BéArara: rovs 
Berricrovs. So we might say ‘the best 

material among the citizens’. Compare 
the application of the neunters in -ya 

(watSevua etc.) to persons, and Pers. 1 

rdde migra kanXetrat, of officials, as here.— 

Biatpety rotro mpdypa: 20 do this dividing 

of the cause, Starpety thy Sialperw radryy 

7d wp&yya. TovTo, like 7d adv 6) roto 

as you said, marks that dtarpety refers 
back (to v. 475 pévous Statpetv). The 

point is, that the ‘dividing’ and decision, 

unfit for the goddess, will be proper for 
the human jurors, not only because 

human, but because by literal ‘division’ 
of votes (see on éry7vuws) various aspects 

can be balanced and responsibility shared. 

This is in fact the chief, perhaps the only, 
advantage of a jury. For the adverbial 
acc. of the neuter pronoun see Kiihner 

Gr. Gram. § 410, note 6, § 411, note 4: 

eg. Xen. Anab. 5. 7.6 robro spas éé- 

ararfjoa, Thuc. 6.11 8rep ol "Eyecrato 
quads éxpoBotor. The use of it, where 

(as here) the ‘direct object’ is neuter, 

makes an ambiguity in writing, but not 
in speech. On the other hand, ro6ro, it 

joined with mpayua (thds cause), is super- 
fluous.—éryripos. On Ervpuos, érirupos, 
in Aeschylus, see vv. 499, 537, and my 
edition of Set. c. Theb., App. I. It 
marks here, as commonly, that a word 

literal force. The jury would determine 
the cause verdtably, literally by division. 

As a-general rule, the word pvints to an 
etymology, and probably it does so here: 

duxdgew (v. 486) to the Greek ear actually 
suggested the notion divide (dtyagew) and 
was sometimes so explained. See Aristot. 
Lth. Nic. 5. 5, §§ 8, 9 drav 5 dpa diapéOy 

7d Bdov,; rére pact» exew 7a abrdv, srav 

AaBwor 7d Ioov. Sia rovro Kal dvoudterat 

Gikatoy, dre diya éorly, Gawep ed ris elror 
Slyatov, cal 6 Sixacrhs Suxacrys. I was 
directed to this reference by Dr Jackson.— 
Spkov...cpperlv: never straying in thought 
beyond the just limit of the oaths, i.e., con- 
fining themselves strictly to the case as 
sworn, and ignoring all extraneous preju- 
dice. The gen. Spxwv depends upon 
&kdtxov, as in ékrorros vis, Séuwv and the 

like: pySiv eStkov is an adverbial acc. 
(like roéro inv. 491), so that the whole is 
equivalent to mepivras pndeulav wépaow 

ew ris dtxys kal rv spxuv. The dlen 

meant is rather ‘the cause’ than ‘justice’ 
in general; what is not within ‘the oaths’ 
is not within the dlky, is éxd:cov. By 

‘the oaths’, as appears from the context 
(vv. 486, 489), is meant the content or 
subject-matter of the oaths, what is sworn. 
The masculine wepavras agrees with the 
sense, though not the form, of ra, Bédrara. 

—Here, as at v. 486, explanation has 
been embarrassed by the assumption, 
promoted by the schol. (see below), that 
the ‘oaths’ meant are those of the judges. 
Thus ¢peoly becomes inappropriate, since 
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testimony and proofs, sworn aids of the cause. I, ere I come 
again, shall have selected of my citizens the best, to make 

division, true ‘division’, upon the plea, wholly confining their 
thoughts to the cause as it is sworn. 
follows her. 

(Exit ATHENA; ORESTES 
The Evinyes watch their departure with angry 

gestures and murmurs, then break into exclamation.) 
' Chorus. Now comes final ruin, even now with the new 

law, if the injurious plea of yon matricide is to prevail! All 

the crime of a judge, who gives an unjust 
sentence, is not committed only or chiefly 
‘in his mind’; and we demand some 

plainer indication connecting these 8pxot 
with the judges, and distinguishing them 
from the dpxwpara of v. 489. Hence 

gpacew (Markland, Hermann) for ¢pectv. 

Spxov tropbyras (Hermann), supposed (sed 
quaere) to mean ‘having given’, z.e. taken, 
‘an oath’, and other changes; see Weck- 
lein, Appendix. But the oaths of this 
passage, dpxa, épxduara, 8pKor, are 
throughout, as we should naturally sup- 
pose, the same oaths, those of the parties 
and their witnesses. The dicastic oath 
(upon which, as the dicasts are not 
present, it would be useless to dwell) is 
not pertinent to the present subject: the 

parties are to prepare their sworn evidence, 

and upon the sworn evidence judgment 

will be given.—The schol., Spxov didévras, 

does not imply a different text; the 
commentator guesses or assumes, seeing 

no other way, that wep&vras means d- 
dévras, that ‘going through an oath’ is 
here used for ‘giving an oath’, ze. 
‘swearing’. By dpxwy pndéy exdixov he 
understands ‘ nothing unjust in the way 
of an oath’, ‘no unjust oath’, guasd undéva 

&xdtxov Spxov. The placing of the verse (in 
the mss. f and g) after v. 488 was suggested 
probably by the schol. to v. 488 in M; 
see note there.—As to the possible 

connexion between this passage and the 
method of forming an Areopagitic jury in 

historical times, see Appendix I. 

493. Gmev ’AOnva dwndOev ebrperioa 
Sucacrds, 6 6¢ ’Opéorys ixeretwy pévet, al dé 

"Epwies ppovpodow atréy, schol. As to 
Athena, this is clearly right: she leaves 

the stage here, to make arrangements 
for the trial. Whether Orestes remains 
on the scene ‘in supplication’, or goes 
into the city, under the safeguard of the 
goddess, the text nowhere shows. The 

point may be best considered in connexion 
‘with the next scene, v. 569. 

493 foll. . The Erinyes indignantly de- 
nounce the ‘new law’, which interposes . 
a ‘trial’ between them and their due 
victim! If it is to prevail, parricides and 
such will have perfect freedom (493— 
gor). For themselves, they will then 

leave mankind to their fate; and as for 

any substitute (such as Athena’s ‘ court’), 
it will be utterly inefficient (502—510) 
without their aid (511—519), and also 

intolerably oppressive (520—528). Go- 

vernment, but not despotism, is the 
way to virtue and happiness (329—540). 

From them, the Erinyes, irreverence has 

its certain punishment (541—552), and 
voluntary obedience will as surely be re- 
warded (§53—555), as triumphant sin will 

be finally overwhelmed and lost (556— 
568). 

493—496. viv...0eoplov. Mow comes 
final ruin, now with the new law! The 
emphasis is on viv: the new law is a ‘sub- 
version ’ and ‘end’ (xaracrpop) meaning 

both) in the very moment of beginning, 
Z.e., it will never work at all.—Not ex- 

actly ‘a revolution caused by new laws’ 
(Paley), which would rather require 
peracrpopai (Meineke): the conjectures 
vouow (Ahrens for véwv), gudy x. (Weil), 

assume the true meaning of xaraarpogal, 

but are not required.—8lka kal BAdBa : 
the injurious plea, lit. ‘ plea and injury 
(hurt, hindrance)’: BAdBa (see BAdmTw, 
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eu KOTOS Tis Epyyatav,— 

497- edxeplat. - 

and u. to 7heb. 183) suggests both hurt 
and hindrance; the proposed trial is a 
mischievous bar to the course of justice. — 

el Kpartjores does not mean ‘ if the accused 
shall succeed in obtaining acgudttal’, but 
‘if the trial is to be enforced against the 

rights of the Erinyes’, if Athena is to 
have her way, now and henceforth, as to 

the procedure to be followed in cases of 

blood. The uncertainty thus introduced, 

the chance of escape, will produce (they 
say) a flood of crime.—rot8e does not 
affect the question, whether Orestes re- 

mains on the stage. In any case, he has 

now barely quitted it, and is still in the 
view of the speakers (cf. v. 503). Onthe 
other hand, it is worth remark, that the 

rest of the ode ignores him.—re kal Heath, 

for xal, on metrical grounds, perhaps 
rightly : see App. II. 

497, 498. ‘The present deed by its 
facility will soon zzz¢e all the world’ in 
parricide, will make parricides of all. 
evdxepela, dy zts factlity, means both that 
parricide is easy in itself, the victims being 
unsuspicious and ready to hand, and that 
impunity, or at least the uncertainty of 
punishment, will make it easy.—ovvap- 

poe, an expression naturally signifying 
order and discipline, seems to import 

irony. 

499—501. erupa radrpwra : ‘ veri- 
tably radérpwra’, in the whole sense of 
the word, see on vw 491. The sarcasm 
turns on the fact that watdérpwros meant 
both (1) ‘(wounds) inflicted with the 
point of a weapon’, from a word als, 

probably connected with raiw, and signi- 
fying joint, preserved in the gloss of 
Hesychius, wadés* dxuys, and also (2), 

less naturally, ‘inflicted by a child’. For 
further illustrations from Aeschylus, see 

Verbal Equivocation in the Jndices to my 
editions of the Septem, Agamemnon, and 

Choephori.—‘ Real, not mere idle tales’, 
epyw xal od Néyy, Paley. ‘ Actual wounds, 

not metaphorical’, Wecklein. The first 

explanation seems inadmissible ; we can- 

not suppose that parricide was ever a 

mere fiction. The second is possible, but 

assumes, for the metaphorical use of 

matdérpwrov wa0os, a familiarity not easy 
to be supposed. My feeling is that the 
word éruypos has, in this connexion, no 

natural application, and that the passage 
itself, apart from Aeschylean usage, would 
point to some linguistic artifice. The 
references given will confirm this, and 
show both the feeling of the poet with 
respect to such interpretations, and their 
association with the term érusos.—érv- 

poraSérpwra Headlam, Class. Rev. Xv. 
17. The compound would be possible and 
natural for Aeschylus, and should pro- 
bably be read. Dr Headlam interprets by 
‘wounds of éruyot raides’, inflicted by ¢vue, 

veritable children. The word can certainly 
mean this, but would the distinction be 

relevant ?- 

502—5I0, ode...answers to re ..in v. 
509, mar’ edjow...udxwv being a paren- 
thesis.—ovd¢ Elmsley, of 7: Casaubon, 

but see below.—The general sense is clear: 
‘For there will be no means of preventing 
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men forthwith will, by facility, be drawn into his crime; and 
often in time to come the child shall prove his mettle upon the 
parent’s heart. 

For, as from these mad watchers of mankind no anger will 

or punishing the crimes, to which we, the 
insulted Erinyes, shall then give free 
scope.” But there are difficulties of 
detail. 

§02—504 offer several questions: (r) 

ehéper, will come upon, requires an 
object: cf. égépwe: wfyis in v. 315, where 
the object is the criminal. It is usual to 

supply avra (%pyuara the crimes), taking 
épypdrwv with kdéros, ‘anger for the 
crimes’. But, with the given order of 

words, this is notnatural ; we should expect 

kéros Tis epypudrwy épépe. May not the 
object of éépiper be épypdroy itself? 
The genitive accords with the general 
analogy of verbs signifying ¢o reach, come 
at; so émBalvew, ériBarevew, éuBarevew, 

édixveto Oar, xaOtxvetc@ar, etc., used in this 

sense, take genitives (see Kiihner Gr. 
Gram. § 416, 2 and 3). If the par- 
ticular verb épéprrew is not found else- 
where with the genitive, this is not a 

decisive objection, nor that it is found (as 
at wv. 315) with the accusative. Other 
like verbs (eg. émiBalvew, epixveicbar) 
take both cases with little difference of 
meaning ; and many unquestionable con- 
structions are now represented by single 
instances. Moreover, between assad (v. 

315) and come at, reach, it is possible 
to draw a distinction in favour of the 
genitive here.—(2) rév&e may be taken 
either with pawwdSev or with épypdrov. 
The order favours the first, and see below. 

—(3) To whom does Ppotookérwy 
pawdSwy refer? A schol. says jjudv 
dnAov srt, the Erinyes, and this is the 

established view. But it assumes a 
strange use of the word pawds. Mean- 
ing properly @ mad woman (Iliad XXII. 
460), it was applied, when the Bacchic 
religion arose, to women Jossessed by 
Bacchus. The natural supposition, that 
it was originally so applied in contempt, 
is confirmed by the fact that it retained 

this shade in the language of those who 
disliked that religion (Eur. Bacch. 224). 
And except, so far as this is an excep- 
tion, when it describes M/aenads proper, 

women inspired by Bacchus, it re- 
mained a term of contempt. Thus in Euri- 
pides, Hecuba applies it, with shame and 
distress, to the frantic Cassandra (770. 172, 

307, 3493 see 415), and Clytaemnestra to 

Cassandra as her rival (Z/. 1032). Simi- 
larly, as an adj., it marks the overpowering, 
degrading, misleading effect of love in 

Soph. fr. 678, Pind. Pyth. 4.216. Simi- 
larly in Eur. fom 552, Xuthus signi- 

ficantly describes as pawddes Baxxlov a 
company of Bacchants, one of whom he 
seduced. How then should the Erinyes of 
this play bestow the name, without ex- 
planation, upon themselves? Howcould 
the audience understand it? As mad- 
dening others, the Erinyes were some- 
times called Madnesses, Mavi: (though 
the name is not now found in Aeschylus), 
but were notcalled, and were not, uawades. 
They were not fossessed by Bacchus, or 

possessed at all; and if, as pursuers, they 

might be compared to Maenads, though 
the play does not anywhere else suggest 
the comparison, this will not account for 
their being so called, especially by them- 
selves. Prima facie BporookéTeyv pa.vd- 
Swv ravbe, ‘these frantic beings that watch 
mankind’, is an invective; and so, I sus- 

pect, itis meant. It is pointed (by ravSe, 
cf. rovSe above) at the departing Athena, 
whom they call wawas in derision of her 

wisdom, and porocxé7os in anger at the 
range of her supervision (zz. 293, 296), the 

promptitude of her interposition (v. 400), 
and her interest in Orestes. The plural 

is used to include with her any one, any 
of the ‘new gods’, who may pretend to 
abrogate and replace the Erinyes. Crimi- 
nals (they imply) will have little to fear 
from powers whose function, apparently, 
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is to protect criminals.—See further on 
v. §f0, and at v. 569, Appendix I. 

505—508. Murders to punish, there 
will be in abundance: that will be the 
Erinyes’ revenge. édrjow: I shall Joose 
and launch on mankind, émi rods Bporods. 
See L. and Sc. s.v. éptynus. It means 

loose, but also more; the Erinyes could 
produce crime as well as set it free.— 
wedoetar:.. Angi imddocly re: ‘shall be 
enquiring for a means to stay or diminish 
the trouble’.—dAdos dAAOPev : sufferers by 
the increase of crime will enquire of one 

another. mpopwvav...kaxd: predicting 
(anticipating) that others, their neigh- 
bours, willsoon suffer too. —The language, 
ajgwv...pdx8ov, is medical (Headlam, 
Class. Rev. XVU. 286, adducing the adj. 
Angerdperos, and a verse from Maximus 

wepl KaTapyav 254, pmebrepov redéoete 

mévov dAgly +’ Sdvvawv). See also dxea 
and apyyope below. 

509, 510. ‘And there is no help in 
the remedies with which impudence com- 
forts[in vain].’ dkea Schuetz.—ov BéBara 
(¢ort) : not firm, untrustworthy.—B8t but, 
adversative to o¥.—TAdpev. mafiv dé 
Tis warav éavrdv mapapvOeirar TH els Huds 

eArld.* 4, Exagros dé Tov povéwy Tapyyo- 

pnOjoerar. TAHUMw yap 6 dvadys: 4 8’ 

Gide Thiywy ”, schol. Here, in the second 
alternative, we seem to have a late and 
ignorant commentator, who misapplies ‘ 
earlier and better work. The absurd ~ 
interpretation, ‘every impudent person 
(murderer) will be comforted’ (?) by the 
new impunity, would hardly occur to a 
reader capable of recalling and proving _ 
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visit the deeds,—and I shall launch death at large upon the 

world, till each, anticipating the next man’s fate, shall be asking, 

one of another, the way to end the woe or lessen it,—so also 

infirm are the remedies, wherewith impudence comforteth. 
Nor let any, upon whom the blow has fallen, raise with loud 

voice the appeal to ‘ Justice and the throned Erinyes’. Thus will 

some father or some mother soon bemoan their altered case, now 

that the house of Justice is falling down. 
There are times when terror is in place and the inquisitor of 

hearts must bide in his seat. It is good to learn wisdom by 

from Sophocles (Z/. 275) the use of 
TAjwwv for dvadis, zmpudent. But the 

gloss and citation, dvadjs° “9 8 dde 

Thjpwv’’, are, I believe, right. tus (see 

on 7heb. 389, 1027, and supra v. 362) is 
the sof angry allusion, and points to 
Athena, being therefore feminine, as the 

quotation from Sophocles suggests. In 
proposing to replace the justice of the 

Erinyes'by that of her new tribunal, she 
is like a guack, who dissuades the patient 
from a sharp and effective treatment, 

soothing and deluding him (sapryopet) 
with the assurance that the nostrum will 
do as well. tAdpov 8€ tis Tapyyopet 
is literally ‘but chat Zerson is impudent 
in her comforting suggestion’. In srapy- 
yopety there is generally, though not 
necessarily, the idea of umsound persua- 
sion, hence addoAoe rapyyoplac in Ag. 95. 
—pdray (?). 
complete, v. 510 is too long by an 

tambus. The remedies are to omit 
either (1) dé 71s (many comm.), or (2) 
uarav (Schoemann, with other changes). 

In favour of (2) there is some positive 
evidence: the second alternative in the 
schol., ‘every murderer willbe comforted’, 

ignores and excludes pdrav, and so there- 

fore, in all probability, did the text of the 
glossator, the citer of Sophocles (see 
above), a weighty authority. Andon the 
other hand, the insertion of zarav can be 

accounted for. If rAduwy Tis be rendered 

‘the miserable man’, ‘the sufferer’, as by 

the frst alternative in the scholium, and 
if the whole sentence, dkea...mapn'yope?, is 

If wv. 501 is, as it seems, * 

taken in close connexion with vv. 506— 

509, to add or understand paryv is 
necessary to make ‘sense. As to this 
connexion in itself, it is scarcely admis- 

sible, unless for rapyyope: we substitute 

some future tense, such as épe? (Martin). 
The future question (:redcera) should have 

a future reply.—The true connexion is 
with wv. 502—504 (o¥re...re): the new 
gods will condone crime, and the ‘court’ 
is unsure; so there will be no restraint 

at all. 
512—519. ‘Tour’ eros: in this form. 

See on 7hed. 566.—lo...id: &... Pauw. 
See Appendix II.—ratra: ¢hus, adverbial 
to olkroy olxrloaro. 

520—s531. Sometimes terror is good 

and the inguisttor of hearts must bide in his 

seat. Itis profitable to learn wisdom (even) 
under constraint. But who, that never 

recreates his spirit in the light,—be it city, 
be it man—can have respect for justiceany 

more? Not ungoverned, nor governed 

tyrannously—such ts the life to be praised, 
etc.—#0 0” Grov...: ‘There are places 
(and occasions) where (and when)...’ 

étrov covers both its strict sense, and the 

looser poetical (émére) as in v. 277.—16 
Sevov: the terrors of a punishing and 

constraining authority—eé (éo7l), so ed 

éorac Eur. Med. 89.—énloxorov. The 
imperial associations of the word are im- 
portant (note rédis in v. 527). It was ap- 
plied (see L. and Se. s.v.) to the zmspectors 
or zntendants sent from time to time to 

supervise the subject-cities on behalf of 
Athens. It thus suggests the idea of a 
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power exerted ov occasion and where it is 

veqguired. The ‘inspector’ of hearts will 
not always ‘bide in his seat’, but he will 
bide dzrov det.—Evpéper x.7.d.: asyndeton, 
because a repetition in sense of what pre- 
cedes.—8t: but, not azd.—pnbev: lit. 
‘not at all’.—oder: metaphorical, for 
relief, liberty, as opposed to ordvos, con- 

Jinement, constraint. Cf. Pers. 303 éuois 
pep elas Sujpaow paos péya (relief from a 

great fear), Cho. 970 wdpa 7d pis léciv 
(upon the overthrow of a tyranny).— 
dvatpépwv in the full sense, ‘rear up 
again, restore’. Cf. dvarpépew 7d ppbv nua, 

dvarpépecOar éx vécov (L. and Sc. s.z.), 
and see dvadArew, dvafapociv, dvamddr- 

rew, etc.—‘i...dpolws : lit. ‘either city, 
and likewise a man’.—étu: after coming 
under such a tyranny.—The Erinyes, re- 

presenting a ruder justice, have assailed 
the proposed institution, a permanent 
criminal court, as wzcertain; it will not 

be, like themselves, inflexible in principle ; 
it will be capable of sparing a matricide 
(vv. 493—519). They now assail it as 
oppressive. ‘ Terror should be applied to 
men and societies, as by themselves, upon 
definite occasion, not, as by the new 

justice, indefinitely and always. The 
subjects overshadowed by such a standing 
inquisition will become a sort of slaves 
and prisoners, broken in spirit and yet 
rebels at heart. True government is not 
despotism...’ etc. They appropriate to 

themselves, as arg ta ad h , the 

Hellenic and Attic commonplaces on the 
golden mean. The argument is partly 
fallacious, and so intended; but it has 

nevertheless a grave bearing upon the 
scope of the play. As a matter of fact, 

the Areopagus had exercised, not merely 
thejurisdiction over specified crimes,which 
is illustrated by the case of Orestes, but 

also a general censorship (xoAdfovca Kat 
§npsotoa mdvras rods axocpovvras Kuplus, 

Aristotle 474. Pol. 3. 6); and this power, 
‘restored’ according to tradition by Solon, 
was denoted by the very word which 
Aeschylus here uses, érloxomos inguisitor : 
Thy 6& Ta&v ’Apeorayitay ératev émi rd 
vouopuarakely, worep briipxer Kal mpbrepov 

éxloxoros ovoa THs modtrelas,...cal Tos 

Guaprdvovras elOuver kupla ofoa Kal Spe 

ody kal Koddfew K.7.d., 2b. 8. 4, erloxorov 

mévTwv Kal didaxa Tov vomuv éxdbioev 

Plutarch, Solon 19; cf. the pévew xaOnué- 

vov of Aeschylus. But this censorship, 
extended after the Persian wars, was about 

this time abolished as tyrannical by a 
democratic revolution (Gilbert, Covsti- 

tutional Antiquities, pp. 115, 137, 134 
Eng. transl., Grote, Wést. Gr., see Index 
s.v. Areopagus). Against the Areopagus 
tn this aspect, the argument here is by no 
means evidently fallacious, nor proved to 
be so by the play; on the contrary the 

very. words of it are echoed by Athena 
herself in founding the court (v. 699). 
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duress, But who, that never refreshes his spirit in the light, be 
it city or be it man, can have respect for justice any more? 

Not ungoverned, nor governed tyrannously,—such is the life 
to be praised. God, variable otherwise in his government, gives 
in all things superiority to the moderate. And a maxim of like 

Thus Aeschylus, while defending the 
Zimited institution, avoids committing 
himself to a general conflict with the 
prevalent sentiment, a precaution probably 
essential to the success of his work.— 
Set péverw *anonymus apud Dobraeum’ ; 
od wavraxy TO dewdv dretvac dpevdv Set 
schol.—We cannot explain this passage as 
merely a general argument in favour of rd 
dewév. Against this are (1) 406” dzrov..., 
which implies the ‘not good’ as well 
as the ‘good’; (2) det, for which 
Auratus, followed by modem editors 
generally, substituted déec ; (3) dvarpégwy 
xapdlav, which cannot signify the effect of 
fear; (4) wyr’ Gvapkroy x.7.d., which indi- 

cates that the foregoing remarks are two- 
sided, criticising, as well as defending, the 
principle of authority—It is however 
true, that both sides of the argument have 

weight, the @06’ éiov e¥ as well as the 
é09’ 8rov ox ed, and that the first is Lere- 

after emphasized by Athena as the more 
important (v. 701). But that is not the 
present purpose of the Erinyes.—It is 
possible to take drov...caO7juevor as having 

only one verb (de?), not two (ég7t... 
kal det). Then éricxorov will be part of 

the predicate (‘@s inspector’), and «al 
(also, with gpevv) will mean ‘ of hearts, 

as of cities’. I prefer to supply éori. 
529. On the metre see Appendix II. 

532—4. péow (dv7i), when it is moder- 
ate. Everything (including government) 
attains its (rd) best by moderation.—dAN 
dddq. (Wellauer).—G@AN ddAq. 8’ ehopeder 
“serves only to emphasize the principal 
thought, as at v. 653 7a 8 GAN dvw Te 
«.7t.’. To the mean God gives surely 
and always the preference, although 
generally he views (azszeht) this thing in 
one way and that in another: z.¢., if there 
is anything upon which the favourable 

judgment of the deity is constant, that 
thing is the just mean” (Wecklein). 
edopever however seems to be rather 
supervises, administers (&popos) than 

views. GN dddq 8 is put briefly for ra 
& dddka GN GdAq.—épopedea m. But 
épopée. (M) from épéw is possibly what 
Aeschylus wrote, pronouncing it either 

épopyet or epopeler, i.e. epop@ (schol.), 

These forms are not correct, but toa non- 
scientific ear, and for the purpose of 
poetry, they may be as good as mvelovres 
(breathing), Bpnar (thou seest), addixier 
injures, and other dialectic, archaic, or 

pseudo-archaic forms found in the Epos 
and other ancient literature. Have we 
the means of ascertaining the limits 
actually felt or observed in such matters 

by Aeschylus in his choric language ? 

535—540. &upperpov eros: ‘a maxim 
(verse) of the same measure’; z.e. pointing, 

like the former, to 76 wécov, the moderate. 

But this is only half the meaning. The 
conjunction of éros (verse) and ézpov 
naturally suggests metre, and in fact the 
two én, which Aeschylus has embodied, 

are metrically equal, (1) wavrl péow 7d 
Kparos eds Grace, and (2) dvoceBias 

UBpis (or képos, see below) ws érduws 
rékxos, both dactylic dimeters. Apparently 
they come from some collection of yrduat, 

resembling ‘Phocylides’ or the ‘Omjpov 
pjuara cited by Pindar in Pyth. 4. 277, 

but drawn from lyrics and grouped by 
metres. £vpperpov is thus itself equi- 
vocal ; see next note.—ds érépws: as the 
name reveals, see ON VU. 491, 499. The 

elymon, or mystic equivocation indicated, 
turns upon xépos, meaning both soz 
(réxos) and zzsolence. It was especially 
famous, and is noted by Aeschylus again 

in Supp. 83, as well as by other poets. 
See Appendix to my edition of the Seven 
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SvaceBias pev UBpis téxos ws eTUMwS, 

éx 8 byteias 
an € nw , 

ppevav 6 Tacw didos 

540 
> , 
avr. Y: 

Kal mo\vevxtos dABos. 
> A wn £ Fé és TO wav S€ cou eyo: 

» 2 » é 

Bopov aidera Sixas, 

pndé vw 
Képdos idav abe modi Aa€ ari- 545 

ons’ Towa yap éeréorat. 
7 af , KUptov pever TEéNos. 

S , 

mpos Tade Tis ToKewy oEBas Ev TpoTioY 
\ f Kal €evotipous 

Swpdtwv emoaTpopas 
207 , ¥ : aiddpevds Tis oT. 

> can 3 > 4 x €k TOVO avdyKas arEp 

550 

o7p. 8’. 
a x > id ¥ dikatos @v ovK avodBos eorat: 

mavareOpos <8 > ovror, <ovmor > av yévouro. 

Tov dvtiro\por S€ dapi <mep> mepat- 556 
Bddav ta Toda TavtdpupT avev dixns 

536. dvoceBelac. wast. 539- 

Against Thebes. As in v. 491 and some- 
times elsewhere, the etymon, being 

familiar, is conveyed allusively, the key- 

word (xépos) being left to the hearer. 
This is a first step to the view, which 
soon became prevalent, that such points 
are dubious both in force and taste. 
Aeschylus is the only serious Greek 
writer extant, who uses them frequently. 
The present instance is perhaps the 
strongest smgle testimony to the Aeschy- 
lean sense of éruyos. Except for the 
etymon ox etymology, ds érépws (note 
especially ws) is pointless. The proof 
however rests on no single instance, but 
on the comparison and total of them.—é« 
8 Sy. ppevav réxos earl, ze. ylyverar— 
aaow, Heath. 

541—552. és To wav: generally, uni- 
versally ; i.e. apart from the polemical 
and temporary refutation which they 

have given to Athena’s proposal. There 
is no ground for suspecting és 7d mév, 
as I formerly suggested.—oov: general, 
‘anyone’, but the personal term sharpens 
the note. In effect, the warning is 
addressed to the Athenian people.— 
Popov: dase, foundation (not ‘altar’); 
see Naf dricgs below, and on 4g. 394 

Aaxricayte...dlkas Buydv.—képSos. Ores- 
tes began (v. 289) with an appeal to 
Athenian interests, and the prosecutors 

expect, with reason (vv. 670: foll.), 
that this will be urged upon the jury.—_ 

, viv: Bwudv.—arpds Td8e...dorw: ‘There- 
fore let a man, duly putting frst reverence 
for parents, be a/so a respecter of the 
stranger who comes with privilege to the 
house.’—porlwyv: preferring, puttin, 
before: wporiw, mporiuG, with obj. acc. as 
here, generally (perhaps always) mark 
some comparison, some other object 
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measure it is, that insolence is the very ‘child’ of impiety ; but 
from healthfulness of soul cometh what all desire and pray for,— 
happiness. 

In all things, I say to a man, respect the sacred base of right, 
nor spurn it with godless and dishonouring foot, though thou see 
a profit thereby. For punishment shall await thee, the sure and 

certain end. Wherefore let each honour duly before all the 
sacredness of a parent, and be likewise a respecter of the stranger, 
the reverend guest within his gates. 

He who, according to this law, is without compulsion just, 

shall not miss happiness, and never, never can be utterly undone. 
As for the bold offender, all the mass, I trow, which by transgres- 

4 

relatively postponed. The construction 
with the genitive (ovédéy mporiuay Tov =ob- 
dev ppovriteyv, Ag. 1672), and the absolute 
use, should be distinguished. Here the 
comparison can only be between roxées 

and éévot, which indicates that kal is a/so, 

not azd. The sense confirms this. The 
Erinyes, as they here imply, guarded the 
‘Yights both of the family and of éévoe 
(and Orestes is liable to them on both 

counts; see on Cho. 624 foll., and supra 

v. 202); but that ‘parents come first’ 
is just now a cardinal point for them, 
since Orestes is the &évos of Athena and 

Athens, and is offering himself as dopv- 

tevos (see v. 439 and the sequel), so that 

the aléws vou is likely to tell in his 
favour. The participial part of the 
sentence (roxéwy oe. ef mpor.) contains, 

as often in Greek, the pith of it.—£evort- 

pous emiotpodds: robs émiorpepopevous, 
tyshy eéxovras tévwv. Or fevoriwous may 

be predicate, with aldéuevos (Wecklein). 

—alidpevés tis toro: not aldelr@w, but 
differing precisely as in English ‘be 
a respecter of’ from ‘respect’. It marks 
a general principle, which will give way, 
in case of conflict, to the higher claim. 

Note that the presence of rs (a sub- 
stantive) in the predicate distinguishes 
this from cases where elvac with participle 
makes a compound verb; see sufra 252, 

and note on Cho. 136.—On the metre see 
Appendix IT. 

V. E. 

553—555- &k rovd’...av: ‘He who 
on these principles is without compulsion 

just,’ Ze. who regulates justice by these 
principles. For é&« according to, see L. 
and Sc. s.v. 111. 6, Kithner, Gr. Gramm. 

§ 430, 2 f. So Demosth. 8. 8, ef éx 

Tourwr Ta Slkara TiOevTar Kal Thy elphyyy 

Tatrny oplfovrat, Plato, Rep. 465 B ek 
Tov vbuwy elphvnv mpds dddjAous déover, 
Aeschyl. frag. 233 éx IpounOéws déyou 
according to the bidding (or description) 
of Prometheus. Akin but different is é 
T&vde (Tod) t consequence of, v. 787, and 
see Dindorf, Lex. Aeschyl. s.v. The rdée 

are the foregoing doctrines, and especially 
the ‘foundation’ just mentioned, vv. 

548—552.—The emphatic ék rTdv8e is 
here appropriate and required. The 

Erinyes are contending not for ‘justice’ 
in general, but for their own view of 
justice, as opposed to the threatened 
innovations of Athena and her court. 
We should not therefore substitute éxwy 
& (Wieseler and others). See further 
Appendix IJ.—dvdyxas drep. The 
Erinyes do not prevent disobedience by 

_ constraint (see vv. 520 foll.), but they 
é punish, in certain cases, inexorably. The 
acquittal of a matricide will be one of 
these cases.—oUqor’, ovror’: asin P. V. 

715, Eur. Andy. 943. See on v. 563. 
556—560. ‘But as for the daring 

offender, he, I warrant, shall one day 

drop perforce all his mingled mass of 

7 
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, ‘ , , Bwaiws Sv xpdvoe Kabjoey, 
Aaihos orav ha By modvos 
Opavopevas Kepaias. 560 
kadet 8 adKovovras ov- dvr. 8’, 
Sev <év> péog Svomadel te Siva: 

vera. S€ Saipwy én’ dvdpi Oeppoepye, 
Tov ovToT avxodyT’ idav dpnxavors 
Stats Naradvov odd brepOéovr’ akpav: 565 

80 aidvos dé Tov mp, o\Bov 

'563- GepHoepyGe. Pep rec. 

Aéradvor. 

év omitted—dvoranetrat Siva. 562. 

565. 

unjust encroachments, when distress de- 
scends upon his sail, and the yard is 
strained to breaking.’—dgapl ; ep... : 
imitated from Homeric phrases, such as 

6. 212 (With my éévos I will not fight) 
Tov 8’ Gov of rép Tw’ dvalvoua, ‘ but 

as for the rest, one of them I quite 
accept’; &. 416 rdv 5’ of rep éxex Opdoros ds 

kev ldnrox | éyyis éav, ‘and even he who 

sees it (a tree struck by lightning), if 
near, is surely scared.” The effect here 
would be to emphasize the positive 
assertion in contrast with the preceding 
negative, as in @. 212 it emphasizes the 
negative in contrast to the preceding 

positive. As to the reading see further 
below.—rreparBdSav, or rather mapat- 
PdSav (raparBdray Turnebus) : literally 
“transgressively’, ‘by transgression’ or 
‘encroachment’ (rapdBacts): cf. dva- 
Bdainv, karaBddnv, Siappddyv (Aesch.) etc. 
The prefix mepat- (=mépa deyond) seems 
to be unique, and is (I presume) not 
scientifically correct; but the apparent 
analogy of mapat- (mapa-), karat-, werat- 

might suggest and explain it to the ear, 
and it cannot, I think, safely be declared 

impossible. The adv. is constructed with 
mwavtTodupta (Ta moka wepaBdday dvev 
dixns wavré@.), but is thrown forward, as 

in Bporois rov deluvnorov Tago (7.e. Tov 

Bp. deluv.) Soph. Az. 1166, 87 aldvos 
infra 566, etc. Strictly, this position 

should mark an emphasis (see examples 
in Kiihner Gr. Gramm. § 464, 2, but 

note the citation from Sophocles and 
parallels given there by Jebb), and it 

probably does so here.—xabyjoev : drop, 
let fall, as a pirate his stolen cargo into 
the sea, in order to lighten the labouring 
ship. The obj. must be 7& wodAd «.7.A. 
(not, unless the text is to be boldly 
altered, Aatgos). Nor will this present 

difficulty, if it be remembered (1) that 
this denunciation is directed against the 

Areopagus, and (2) in what position the 
Areopagus stood, as a political institu- 
tion, when this play was produced. 

A popular revolution (see on vz. 520 foll.) 

was just wresting from it a vast, irregular 
and miscellaneous censorship, which, 
according to the reformers, the Council 
had usurped. In these circumstances 
‘the universal mass compounded by un- 

just encroachment’, which ‘the offender 

shall be forced to let fall’, is an image 

not hard to interpret and apply, when 
presented by those who have just before 

prophetically denounced the Areopagus 
as an engine of oppression.—I suggest 

mep as the most probable form of the 
syllable which (see v. 564) appears to be 
lost before sep-aiBddav. The similarityz,,, 
of the following letters, wep- (or map- dy 
would account for the loss, the more 
easily as such a use of the particl 
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sion he hath unjustly mixed, he in due time perforce shall drop, 
when the yard-arm is breaking and distress lays hold on the 
sail. 

Then, in the midst of the whirl, he calls to deaf ears and 
agonizes, while heaven laughs at the rash sinner, to see one, who 
defied fate, now broken by calamity, and powerless to top the 
wave. And thus, with the ship of his life-long fortune, he runs 

is archaic, and therefore unfamiliar. But 

the suggestion cannot be proved, and other 
supplements, such as ro, are admissible. 
To keep wepaBddav (or mapaiBddar) 
seems imperative: we can hardly suppose 
that such a word, unique but natural, was 

evolved byaccident. This is an objection 
to those conjectures (e.g. mapBdday dyorvra 
mo\Aa O. Miiller) which introduce a 
participle to govern woAdd, and leave 
kaOjoev to govern Naipos: ‘he shall let 

down his sail’. Moreover this sense is 
less appropriate to the context; when 
‘the yard is breaking’, the ‘distressed 
sail’ often cannot be let down. In Hom. 
Od. u. 72, cited for xaOtévar lola, the 

accident described is the ‘rending of the 
sail’, a different thing.—The scholia, 

mapapeBnxora (v. 556), mavrodev ouryy- 
péva (v. 557), do not necessarily presume 

any other text than that of M. The 
second may support wavrécupta (swept 

all together, Meineke), which also fits 
more smoothly with the adverb. But 
mavropupra is probably right. 

561—568. Kadet: may be either 
future and particular (like xa0joew), or 
present and general, painting the sequel 
vividly. ‘yeAq@ and @dero (v. 568) point 
to a present tense here. This will be 

certain if Svomadet (cf. ducuayxetv, Suco- 

ety, Suoroxetv) be a verb, struggles. It 
may, however, be taken as an adj., 

and the position of re favours this. On 
the other hand péoyn dvoradys Te is, as 

Paley suggests, not a very natural com- 

bination of epithets.—év Abresch. te 
Turnebus.—@eppocpy@: antique form, 
with lost digamma.—@eppo cod. Farn. (h), 
a conjecture to suit v. 555 as given by M, 

and perhaps right. But if Seppoepy@ 
_ all time’ (Paley), for ever. 

were an explanatory gloss, should we not 
rather expect the common-place form Gep- 
Houpy@ ?—rév ottror’ adxouvra (Toodréy 
Tt yevjoerOa): ‘who fancied it im- 
possible’, cf. dg. 511, P. Vi 715.— 
AamaSvév (Musgrave) with dvacs, weak, 

broken by distresses. Prof. Tyrrell (Class. 

Rev. Vi. 301), and others, retain Adradyov 

collar, yoke, and emend on the model 
of Ag. 228 dvdryxas e6u héradvov, e.g. Tov 
obror’ adbxoivr’ duaxavlas dveuw (?) | dé- 

madvov, answering metrically to v. 556 as 
given by the Ms. But can we safely 
displace l6wv?—ov8’...dxpav: and unable 
to ride the wave, lit. ‘not over-running 
the top’; cf. Eur. frag. 232 od rydp 

“bmrepOeiy xiuaros dxpay | duvduec6’*> ere 

yap OddAre mevia, | Kaxdv ExOuorov, Pev-yer 
x 3hBos, Theogn. 619 16AN’ ev dunxavigor 

KvAlvdouar axvipevos Kijp* | dxpyy yap 

mevins odx vmepedpduouer (Hermann).— 

The alternative interpretation, ‘not 

weathering the promontory’, would anti- 

cipate, and thus somewhat spoil, the 

effect of Epuart mpocBardv.—8’ aidyos 
8 tov amply BABov: rdv &’ aldvos wply 
6dBor, ‘his hitherto perpetual prosperity’, 
with emphasis on 6’ ald@vos: see on 

v.§36. So the schol., rov rroduxpévioy dé 
GdABov éavTod mpooxpotoas TH Bpaxer THs 
Sixns @Aero, It is because he has been 
prosperous al/ his days hitherto, that the 
criminal is so confident (v. 564). Cf. 

Supp. 589 yelvaro maid’ ducuph, 6 
alavos paxpod méavo\Bov, Ag. 558 Ths 

dé why Gedy | daravr’ darjuwy Tov v aldvos 

xpbvov; Cho. 26, Soph. 27. 1024, Eur. 
Ak, 478, etc.—An alternative is to take 
together 6:’ aidvos...ddero, he is lost ‘to 

But (1) the 
use of 6’ al@vos, with such a verb and 

]—2 
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eppat. mpooBadeav Sixas 
wder akavoros, dioTos. 

A®. 

ar’ obv + Sidropos Tuponvixy 
Kipvace, Knpug, Kal otparov Kareipyalov.— 

570 

oddmy€, Bporeiov mvevpatos mhynpovpery, 

vmépTovoy yipuya pawéTw oTpaT@.— 

m\ypoupevou yap tovde Bovdeuvrypiov 
las > ft A i ‘ > “ 

olyav apnyel, KL padety Bea povs E€pous 

569. Katepydabov. 

tense as wero, seems to be without 

example and improper ; it should signify 
continuity, as in the exx. cited: and 

(2) the proximity of 7év piv é\Bov, with 
which 6’ alévos can be taken in its 
ordinary sense, would almost force this 

connexion upon a_hearer.—dtoros: 
qoros Porson; see Appendix II. 

568. Here, as I think most probable, 

the Chorus leave the scene, their exit 

being accompanied by music. For a 

discussion of this point, and the place 
of action in the following scene, see 
Appendix I. 

569. Enter a herald, Athena, the 
Areopagite jury (for their number see 

on vv. 687, 714), Orestes, and the Chorus. 
—xipuroe: supply ovyéy or stya, call 
(for silence); cf. Eur. Phoen. 1225 otya 

knpdfac orparg (Wecklein).—o-rparov: 
the folk, but with the suggestion that they 
are assembled and drawn up zm order. 

This explicit reference to a crowd of 
Athenians, spectators of the trial, and 
to the action of the herald in confining 
them to their place and calling them 
to order, does not perhaps prove that 
any crowd, or any performers representing 
it, are actually visible; but it does (I 
think) raise a presumption that such is 
the case. My own belief is that in this 
scene, as in the final scenes of the 

Agamemnon and Choephori, we have a 
very large number of supernumeraries, 
as many as there was room for. They 
enter at the close of the procession, 
and when they have been ‘ordered’ by 
the herald, are so placed, filling the 
visible part of the parodoi, as to sug- 
gest the presence of a great multitude. 
Further reasons for this supposition will 

appear, from time to time, in the course 

of the scene.—katepya8ov: Porson, 
Dindorf. xarepyd0ov M: restrain, keep 

back. 

570. Reading uncertain. The most 
attractive, because it explains the loss 

by similarity of letters, is one of 
Hermann’s, Stdxtwp Suiropos. The 
word didxrwp conductor, though ill-certi- 
fied, is probable, especially (cf. dudxropos 
“Epufjs) in this connexion ; but it is then 
hard to deal with ér’ of». Others (after 
Askew) hold that o®v is the contraction 
for odpavdy, and the sense ‘piercing the 
sky’: eg. els otpavdy 8% «.7.A. Such 
contractions are not common in M, but 

see dvav (apparently for dv@piémrwv) in 
v. 183. The sense is good; but I have 

before suggested, and think still, that the 
addition ‘filled with breath of mortal’ 

points to the previous association of the 
trumpet with some god, such as’ Eptovylov 
Bt Sudropos «.7.A., the trumpet of Eriou- 
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upon the reef of Justice,...and is lost...unlamented, unremem- 

bered. (Exeunt.) 

ACT III. 

The scene is a place of judgment at Athens, apparently the Hill 
of Ares or Areopagus. Enter, in procession, a Herald, the 
Jury of Areopagites, the ERINYES, ORESTES, and ATHENA, 
followed by a crowd of Citizens, till the place is full. 

A thena. 

their place. 
Proclaim the session, Herald, and bid the folk to 

And let the piercing Tyrrhene trump, the trump of 
Hermes (?), filled with the breath of man, utter to all the host 

a high-sounding cry. (Zvumpet.) 
For while this place of council is filling, it is profitable that 

there be silence, and that mine ordinance be made known, both 

nios, t.e. Hermes Chthonios, the Herald 

of the Underworld. Since the Areo- 
pagite court, in relation to matters of 
blood, was itself regarded as x@édvos 
(Soph. O. C. 947), and among those who 
attended its summons would be the 
spirits concerned in the case (v. 641), 
the association is natural enough. There 

would also be a dramatic propriety 
in the mention of Hermes here. To the 
guardianship of Hermes Orestes is 
committed by Apollo (v. go), and we 
must suppose that, seen or unseen, he has 
discharged the trust. Now this trumpet 
summons Apollo himself (see below), and 
is therefore, in this aspect, the call of 

Hermes remitting his charge.—Tupoqvi- 
Ki: epith. of the trumpet also in Eur. 
Phoen. 1377, Soph. Az..17. It probably 

marks a particular kind of trumpet, and 
here that form (whatever it was) which 
was actually employed by the Areopagus. 
It seems (see Jebb on Soph. /.c.) that two 
forms might be so distinguished. For 
the carrying power of the Tuponrixy 
cf. Soph. Zc., where, probably in re- 
collection of the Eumenides, it is likened 

to a divine voice supernaturally audible. 
It speaks here both for Athena and 

for Hermes, and is heard at least as far 

as Delphi. This trumpet may be classed 
with the ‘purple carpet’ of the Aga- 

memnon (got), as a supreme example of 
stage-effect. 

572. orpate.—A pause. Trumpet. 
Athena continues. 

573. mAnpoupévov: w/e zt (thecourt) 
is filling. This word is open to objection, 
since (1) there is no apparent significance 
in the echo of wAnpougévn (v. 571), and 
(2) the instructions of the goddess (v. 574) 
would naturally not be given until the 

audience were in their places. On the 

other hand, proposed substitutes (xAypov- 

pévov Burges, xaOnuévov Heimsoeth, idpu- 

uévov Weil) are not satisfactory. I believe 

that wAnpoupévov is intended to surprise 
the ear. The court is now apparently 

full, complete, and everything ready for 

the opening. But Athena speaks as if it 
were still incomplete, because she knows 
that, for this occasion, the presence of 

Apollo is necessary, and that he will 

respond to the’summons. Her expression 

is designed, by the poet, to awake ‘and 

sustain the expectation of the theatre. 

See following notes. 
574. apryer: cuuéper schol., adds, ds 

expedient. 
574570. kal palety...Slkq: and that 
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575 
Col ~ 4 

Kat T6vd, dmas av ed katayvocOy Sixy.— 

XO. avaé "Aro\ov, av éxers avTos Kpdret. 
, 35 ‘ , , é 

TL TOVOE DOL PETEDTL TPAYULaTos, eye. 

All, 

ixérns 60 avip Kal Sdpwv épéaotios. 
Kal paptupyowy yAGov—eoTi yap Sdpav 

580 

euav, dovov dé Tovd’ éya Kabdpovos— 
. , > # . es 8 ¥ Kat Evvdiucyowv airés: airiay 8 exw 

THS TOvSE pHTPds TOY Pdvov.—ad 8 ciawye.— 
td 

érws ériota THvde KUpwoor SiKkny. 

A®. upav 6 pdOos,—eiodyw Sé THY Sixny,— 

Six recc. 

580. 

578. 

avinp. 

576. Sik. 

» 

roddé cou. 

583- 

585 
579- Syuwv corrected to dduwv. 

Tovde Povov. 

what I ordain be heard both by all the 

city for (the purposes of) all time to come... 
(Apollo enters and takes his place by the 

side of Orestes)...azd@ (pointing) by this 
deity, that sentence against him (if so it 

should be) may be given duly.—Oerpors 
pods: the formal institution of the court 
and directions for its procedure,—such an 
address, but with more detail, as now 

comes after the arguments (vv. 684 foll.). 

It would naturally have come here, before 
the opening, but is interrupted and de- 
ferred by. the appearance of Apollo. 
He, with a sort of haughty deference, 
‘waives all explanation, and requests that 
the cause be called at once, and the 

presiding goddess complies (vv. 583—585). 

In fact, from a theatrical point of view, 
Athena’s speech is commenced here only 
in order that it may be interrupted, and 

that the advent of Apollo may produce, 

so far as possible, an effect adequate 
to his dignity and importance.—mréAw 
magay: the orpards of v. 569.-—Kal révBe 
k.T.A. We expect xal roveée..., and the 

jury too, for the present purpose of this 
cause; but Athena, who, and who alone, 

is expecting Apollo, calmly continues the 
sentence as ske intended.—d7ws ay.... 
The dy qualifies the final clause, as often, 
by suggesting contingency. Apollo is 

virtually co-defendant (vv. 468, 582), and 

the court may condemn him (kxarayvoly 

av atrot). In view of that possible result, 

the president of the court offers to satisfy 
him as to its constitution and intended 
procedure.—katayvwoOy. The subject is 
Apollo. For the passive, and the dative 

Slky, cf. Yidw Oavdrov Karaxexpipévov 

Eur. Azar. 496, and see xkaragpoveic Oat. 
The nom. 8{«y (recc.) makes the sentence 
more regular, but .less clear.—The re- 
ference of révde to Apollo, with the. 

corresponding stage-directions, will, I 
hope, clear this passage. Without 
them, the sentence as given cannot be 
interpreted, and expedients are proposed 
(e.g. totcde, éx ravie, diayrdoby) to 
remedy the text. To supply 7ov xpdvov 
with rév8e (¢he present time), and join it to 
Tov alavi xpévov, leaves re without con- 

struction.—The schol. to v 576 (rév 
*ApetoraryirGv) does not assume ravde 
in the text. It assumes and confirms 
révde. The commentator, seeing no other 

way, took deapods énods (my foundations), 
as subject (not object) of ovyav xal padely, 
and wé\w Te racav Kal Trévde (Geopdr) as 
in apposition to despots guols. Relying 
probably on the fact, that the judges are 
addressed (wv. 617) as Spas révde ’AGy- 
vatas...decudv (schol. ray * Apetomraryirixéy), 
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to this whole city for everlasting time...(Ater APOLLO, who 
takes his place by the side of ORESTES)...and to this deity, that 
sentence, if so be, against him may be fairly BNE (Astonish- 
ment and great sensation.) 

Erinys. Lord Apollo, use thou thy power over that which 

is thine own. What share in this present matter, say, hast 

thou? 

Apollo, I am come, first as a witness,—for mine was the 

house ‘and mine the hearth which received this man as suppliant, 
and I am in this case the purgator of blood,—and also as 

myself defendant with him, having been the cause of the slaying 
of his mother. 

Do thou (40 Azhena) bring this trial on. 

shalt warrant the form thereof. 

Athena (to the Erinyes). The word is with you.... 

Thou, by thy skill, 

I bring the 

he explained révde (feoudv) by ray 
’ApevoraryirGy (fecudv). He thus reached 

the foregone conclusion that révde should 
mean fhe court, and would render the 

whole thus: ‘My foundations, that is 

to say, my city as a whole and my present 

foundation, ¢ke Areopagites, should be 
silent and receive instruction.’—révde recc. 

577. Ov...Kpdrev: ‘in what is pro- 
perly yours be master’ and there only, 
z.é. ‘do wot interfere with what belongs 
to others’. 

379—581. paptuprcov : as witness to 
the ceremonial purification, see vv. 450 
foll. The proper witness was naturally 
the performer. Sépoy ikérys...Sdpov 
éhéorios. The house and hearth were the 
first and essential requirements of the 
ceremony ; vv. 169, 205, 455, etc. Qua 
witness, Apollo appears as the householder 
concerned. The repetition of déuwy 
signifies this, and is therefore correct.— 
Ka@dpovwos: here xadapris: similarly but 
with slight difference in v. 452. 

582. fvvSucyowv airés: ‘to plead as 
myself defendant’. 

583. tov Turnebus.—o%d: to Athena. 
—eloaye: ‘bring in’ the cause, as magi- 

strate (eloaryuryeds) to dikastery (jury), 
the technical Athenian term for ‘authorize 
the proceedings to commence’, 

584. ‘Let your wisdom secure the 

validity of the present proceeding ’—to 
give the sense prosaically. Lit. ‘ As you 

know how (and not otherwise), make the 
sentence valid in this case.’ See v. 576, 

which explains this. Apollo, waiving 

Athena’s offer to justify the tribunal by a 

general exposition, applicable to this and 
all future cases, says that, for the validi- 

ty of the procedure and sentence in zhds 

case (ryjv8e), he will rely upon her pru- 
dence in directing them. His tone, here 
and throughout, is both deferential and 
peremptory, a style probably not without 
contemporary examples under the widen- 
ing jurisdiction of the Athenian courts. 
So might speak the emissary from some 
noble of Thessaly or of the Thracian 

border, descendant of kings, who found 

himself compelled by his interests to seek 
law under the Acropolis from a com- 

mittee of sailors and tradesmen. As a 

character, Apollo is the most interesting 
personage in the play.—No correction is 

needed, not even a copula (érws 7’ érlorg 
Hermann). At elowye there is a full-stop 
and pause : érws «.7-A. is an afterthought, 
and the eprapine therefore intentional. 

585. tpav: to the Erinyes, ‘La 
parole est 4 vous’. —elordyw...8(kyv. This 
should have come first, but, under Apollo’s 
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precipitancy, she had almost omitted the 
formula. —épa 7d duxaorfptoy, schol. This 

strange note is, I believe, genuine, and 

not without interest as a curiosity of 

erudition. The writer, seeing that eloayw 
dé riv Otkyv (so read) interrupts the 

address to the prosecutors, and not 

seeing that this effect is intentional, read 

eloaryG (2.¢. elo aydov, deponent imperative, 
see dydoua, dyafoua, d&yaua) ‘regard 

with reverence’ (dyy° TiuH, ceBaouds 

Hesych.), and took it for a warning to 
the leader of the Erinyes, who might 

certainly need one, to ‘be respectful to 

“the court’ in whatever she might say. 
For dlkqy * Sixaoriptov, see L. and Sc. s.v. 

Wrong as it is, the suggestion shows 

learning and method, and must be very 
ancient, older possibly than the general 
establishment ‘of accents. 

588. The Leader seems here to expect 
that, in setting forth the prosecutors’ case 
by means of an examination of the de- 

fendant, each member of the Chorus will 

have occasion to speak. It has been 
inferred (Wecklein) that, before the end 
of the examination (v. 611), a// have 

actually spoken. But this hardly follows. 
If, when Orestes is driven to abandon 

his own defence and refer himself to 

Apollo (v. 612, where note 7m), the 

prosecutors are zor exhausted, his defeat, 

the point of the dialogue, is the more 
conspicuous. As to the number of the 
Chorus (12 or 15), see the Introduction. 
The speeches here (vv. 588—6r1) can be 

made 12, if wy. 588—sg0 or 610, 611 

be divided, as they may be, between two. 

They cannot easily be made 15. But no 

inference as to the number of the Chorus 

can safely be drawn from this. 
590, 591. Karékrovas...tkrewa. Note 

the change of tense (...ar¢ the murderer of 
-1+y .élled...). The pf. denotes a pre- 
sent effect of the act on Orestes’ position ; 
the aor. admits the act, but that only. 

Hence od xetévy mw in v. 593. 

592. Tavrpiav: Zhe three fallsrequired 
for a defeat in wrestling: dd ray wadabv- 

Tov, of éml rots tpiol mripacw dpltover 

tiv jrrav, schol. Cf. Plato, Phaedr., 
Pp- 2568, and see rpidfew, rpiaxrhp. 

593- od Kewévp mo: defore (the 
wrestler) zs dows. Orestes (see above) 
has not allowed their point.—For the 
dative ‘absolute’ as it may be called, 

indicating the circumstances of an act, 
as the genitive indicates the origin, see 
Agamemnon, Appendix Z. 

594—507. Stes Karékraves: am- 
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trial on—...for at the commencement, the pursuer, speaking first, 
will fitly lay information of the cause. 

The Evinyes (speaking successively, one by one). Many we are 
to speak, but our speech shall be brief. Sentence for sentence 
(to Orestes), make thou alternate answer. Say first, whether or 
no thou art thy mother’s murderer. 

Orestes. 

Erin. 

Or. 

I did the deed. Of the fact there is no denial. 

Here is already one of the ‘three falls’! ° 

Thou makest the boast before the foe is down. 

Erin. Ay, but how didst thou do it? Thou must answer 
that. 

Or. With my bare sword, I answer; and further, by cutting 
her throat ! 

Erin. But by whom wast thou persuaded, and by whose 
* counsel ? 

Or. 

Erin. 
Or. 

complaint against him. 

By the oracle of this deity, who is my witness. 

The prophet-god instructed thee to matricide! 
Even so; and of what so far hath fallen, I have no 

biguous between ‘how it came that you 
killed her’ and ‘by what means you 

killed her’, but meant of course in the 
first sense: ‘You must at least account 
for the deed’.—Néyw «.7...: hava. 
ai wey yap tiv alriay rob pbvou muvOd- 
vovrat, 6 6¢ wpds TO ‘was ;’ ‘Elper’ Pyotv. 

ws To “ph 6’ guy loryra” (schol.); 

that is to say, the reply of Orestes is 
an ignoratio elenchi, mistaking the sense 
of the question. The citation (Hom. 
QO. 41) further implies that the evasion, 

like that of Hera, is wilful, and this 

seems right. No one could seriously 
take the question as Orestes ‘takes it, 
or suppose that what the prosecutors 
press for is a description of the act. 
How it was done is in this sense plainly 
immaterial. In short, the reply is a sort 
of fierce jest, not very fit for the place 
and presence, and for this reason grimly 
natural.—An oddly exact parallel to the 

ambiguous 8rws occurs in Jane Austen, 
Emma, chap. 26, ‘‘Do you know how 

Miss Bates and her niece came here?” 

‘‘ How! They were invited, were not 
they?” ‘*Oh yes—but how they were 
conveyed hither ?—the manner of their 
coming ? ”——E£uovAk@...tepdv is not 
divided by punctuation in M. ‘‘The 
text can hardly be right. We expect 
Evpoudxov xelpa pds O€py Badrdv or 

Ecpoudkg@ mpooBory Sépyv reudy” (Weck- 
lein; see also the conjectures in his 
Appendix). I agree that EpouAk@...reudy 

cannot be construed together, but would 

merely re-punctuate it, as above.—mpés: 

literally destdes, moreover, cf. Cho. 300 kal 
mpos meéfer x pnudrwv dxnvia,and notethere. 

‘With sword inhand! Jf you want more, 
by cutting her throat!’ The violent 
curtness is a trait of defiance.—mpds Tov. 
They repeat their question in unmistak- 
able form. 

598. éknyetro: gave instruction, ex- 
pounded your duty to that effect.—é 
pavris marks the ground of disbelief: 

the oracle should and must have foreseen 
‘the consequences of such an act. 

599. Sedpo...del together, so far. 7d 
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603. Sooty altered to Svoiv. 

del érl rod ws rdrrovew ’Arrikol moAAdKis. 
““Sefpo udv por révd’ del relver Abyov””, 
schol.—8etpo...roxnv: probably to be 
taken together (rqp ye dedpo del rixny, see 
on z. 566), or else, which is in effect the 
same thing, Sefpo det is to be understood 
again with ryv: hence the use and ne- 
cessity for the article. tiv réxny there- 
fore is rhv mpaéw (schol., Paley), what 

hath befallen me so far, as in the parallel 
P.V. 1104 GAN ofp péuvys 8’ dye mpohéye, | 

pde mrpds drys Onpabetoa | uéuynobe roxnv. 

(Not ‘ tat event’, the murder.)—Note the 

accus. object (as distinguished from péu- 
gpoua réxn): strictly ‘I have no com- 

plaint to make, respecting what has be- 
fallen me, against him’ (atr@, PolBy). 

601, 602. Or. ‘I trust that...... (He 

starts violently and gazes horror-struck ; 

then seems about to fly; but, glancing 
behind him, slowly and painfully recovers) 

...But there is aid from the grave, aid 
brought by my father.—Anx Erinys. 
‘Trust sow (if thou canst) in the dead, 

after taking the life of thy mother.’— 
I propose this (partly on the authority of 
a scholium : see below) as a possible way 
of explaining a passage, which, with the 
bare text, seems to me very obscure. 
Orestes, comprehending justly the threat 

of torture here and hereafter (see vv. 

264—275) conveyed in dAX' épeis taxa, 
begins to reply that he trusts, for life and 
for death, in the divine protection which 
has followed him hitherto. But at this 
moment his eyes are opened, and he sees, 
with his adversaries, the ghost of his 
mother. It is but for a moment, and 

after a struggle he casts off his horror, 
reassuring himself with the thought that, 

seen or unseen, there must be ghosts, the 
spirits of his father and other ancestors 
so often invoked in the Choephorz, on his 

side as well as against him. Whether his 
vision was represented scenically, whether, 

that is, the theatrical Ghost (supra, v. 94) 
appears here, we cannot say. A some- 
what similar question arises at Cho. 1046, 

where Orestes ‘sees’ the absent Erinyes. 
That the spirits ave now present, the 
spectators, having witnessed the Choephori, 

must of course suppose. It is natural, 

and dramatically effective, that Orestes 
should see them, as doubtless he had often 

seen them before; and the acted words, 

without other interpretation, would suffi- 
ciently explain what it is that he sees. 
It is visible to him only (and to the gods; 

see on v. 641), like Banquo at Macbeth’s 
feast. Without an zterruption, and im- 
plied stage-directions, I find the text 
inexplicable. No authority is cited for 
wéroda used absolutely, like @apc6, for 

I am not afraid; it seems to require 

an object-dative or object-clause, ex- 

pressed or (as in Eur. Med. 732, 733) 
supplied by the preceding context. None 
is so supplied here, or, if any, it must 
be ’AréAAwve (from 6 pdyris in v. 598), 
which, with dpwyds x.7.A., would suggest 
that Orestes, without apparent reason, 
doubts the sufficiency of Apollo’s pro- 
tection. And generally, this abrupt 
diversion to ‘the dead’ is not natural, 
without some occasion for it.—dpwyds é« 
Tddou: ‘support from the grave’ to meet 
theattack from thegrave.—mépren: brings, 
leads, conducts, as in v. 203, not ‘sends’. 
The spirit of the father would himself be 
there for one. The pres. tense, on the 
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Erin. 

say otherwise ! 

Or. 1 trust... (An abrupt pause. 
speechless, with eyes long fixed as upon some dreadful vision ; 

107 

Ah, but if sentence overtakes thee, thou wilt soon 

He stands 

then, 
Sensation. 

recovering slowly, continues) But there is aid from the grave; 

my father brings it. 

Erin. 

thy mother! (4 pause.) 

(A pause.) 

In the dead trust now, if thou darest, thou slayer of 

Or. (speaking with difficulty). To two, that are dead, her 
crimes had laid her open. 

Erin. How so? Explain thy meaning to them that judge. 

view here propounded, is correct and 

almost necessary.—vdv: ow, ze. ‘if after 
this you can’; they exult in the terror 
produced by the vision. Theaccentuation 

(M) is, I think, preferable to vuv (then), 
though this also is admissible.—ws tyiy 
ereuper 4) phrnp, otrw BonOors xduol 

méuwer 6 raryp, schol. This (if the above 

be right) requires no correction either 
in itself (S4as Hermann) or in the text 
(wéuper Scaliger, xdpoly’ dpwyots Her- 

mann). It assumes the action, the vision 

of Clytaemnestra, and paraphrases accord- 
ingly. By wéupe the paraphraser means 
‘will be sending’, ‘must be sending’, 
which expresses, more prosaically and 

less vividly, the same thing-as méuzec in 
the text.—mémuo 6s (Veitch), not wéreac Ot, 

is the form suggested by analogy, eg. 
olda, but tc6, from Ad. 

603. ‘Ay, unto ¢wo (such) she was 

liable for her guilt.’ Svotv: vexpoty, 
supplied from vexpoist, ‘to two dead 
persons’ or ‘ extinct personalities’, as ex- 
plained in v. 605. The case is dative.— 
elye mpooPodds pracpdrev: lit. ‘she 
offered opportunity of attack for guilt.’ 
The metaphor, pursuing that of dpwyas 
wépmew, seems to be from the military 

sense of mpooBod} approach, assault, and 
mpooBodiy exew (wapéxew) to present 

an approachable or assailable point, for 

which see L. and Sc. s.v. eppapong. 

Clytaemnestra’s crime had ‘laid her open’ 

to two lawful assailants, er husband and 

her son's father (v. 605); and Orestes 

acted for these. pracpdrey is an adjectival 

genitive, defining the nature of the mpoo- 
Boral.—ptacparow Elmsley and others, 

—a change quite justifiable, if it helps; 
but it is rather an embarrassment. Two 
explanations -are offered: (1) ‘she was 
touched by (affected by) two stains of ° 
guilt’, where mpooBody is something like 
mpborpizua (Weil), and (2) ‘she had two 
added (z.e. conjoined) stains of guilt’; so 
schol. (cvvruxlas) and Paley. The first 
seems to make mpooBodds superfluous 

(since efye pudopara would mean the 

same), and the second strains the sense 
of mpooBaddew. Though neither is im- 
possible, it is safer to give rpooBodty 

éxeuv a sense, apparently the only sense, 

actually proved; and with this sense, 
ptacparov is more clear and preferable. 
—The argument is this. Orestes has 
admitted that he ‘killed his mother’, but 

not that he ‘is a matricide’ (vv. 590— 
595). He now, after the dramatic inter- 

lude of vv. 596—602, resumes his point, 

and supports it by insisting that, in 
killing Clytaemnestra, he acted, not as 
her son, but as his father’s. Her life 

was forfeited to the dead Agamemnon, 

who was both her husband and Orestes’ 
father (v. 605). In this second capacity, 

Agamemnon had a right to be repre- 
sented and avenged by his son, whose 
act was therefore not his own, but 
that of the husband and father. Such a 
distinction of personalities, though not 
happy or satisfactory, is the necessary 
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foundation of Orestes’ defence, in so far 
as it can be presented technically and 
legally. His adversaries, as soon as they 

divine his point, presume (v. 604) that 
it will not favourably impress the jury, and 
have no difficulty in giving it a technical 
refutation. It is, in fact, the same 

plea (not improved by more subtle pre- 
tence of logic), which is advanced by Cly- 
taemnestra (4g. 1498 foll.): ‘This deed 
is not mine; it is the punisher of Atreus 

who has assumed my person’. It is 

there summarily rejected. The form, 
which it takes here, belongs to that 

peculiar sort of crude metaphysics, which 
plays so large « part, at certain stages, 

in the evolution of law. Being doubtless 
familiar to all interested in the legendary 

case of Orestes, and being far from 
poetical, it is presented by Aeschylus 
with obscuring brevity. Fortunately 

(see next note) we have also an ancient 
paraphrase. 

606. And so, while you are alive, she 

is no murderess at alll, lit. ‘clear of 

murder’. A veductio ad absurdum. 
Orestes, for the purpose of his argument, 
has identified himself with his father. 
It was Clytaemnestra’s husband who (in 
the person of his son) killed Clytae- 
mnestra. ‘Then,’ is the reply, ‘ Clytae- 
mnestra’s husband é:ves in your person ; 
and the murder of Agamemnon, which 
you plead in justification, will be com- 

plete...only when you are dead!’ The 
proposition ov piv tis would be, in our 
mode of composition, subordinate.— 
mavovpyws gacl, wh tds dlbacke, adda 

rovs Sikaords.—éue xaxelvov Hdlknrev.— 

was obv Aéyets, Gre HOixnoé pe; mas dé 

*Ayapéuvova, Sou dréfavey &: abriy ; 

schol., rightly. The commentator uses 

mavovpyws in a forensic sense; the request 

that Orestes will address himself to the 
court is malicious, and leads up to the 
refutation. The last note means, ‘‘ How 

can you say ‘Her crime was against me’, 

and on the other hand ‘ Her crime was 
against Agamemnon’, seeing that she 
caused his death?” Perhaps better, 
‘qoixyno’ éué.—bvym (instrumental dative) 

Schuetz (and modern texts generally), ex- 
plaining thus: ‘And therefore she, as a 
murderess, has paid the penalty of her life, 
and is now cleared by having been killed, 
while you are alive, and have still your 
penalty to pay’. But the scholia, which 

have not been sufficiently considered, 
show that the text of M is at all events 
ancient. Nor is éAev@dpa pévy satisfactory 

in itself. As to form, it should be rather 

é\evdépa Oavdrw: and as to substance, 

the Erinyes never allow, and would 
not assume, that a person, liable for 

blood at all, would be ‘released by 

death’ (vv. 267 foll., 340 Gavi 5° otk 
dyay édevOepos). Nor, with Pdvy, is the 

proposition deducible from the foregoing, 
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Or. 

had slain. 

109 

Fler husband and my father,—these two in one act she 

Erin. We conclude then, that, since thou livest, she is free 
of murder still! (A pause.) 

Or. And thou, while she lived, with thy ban why didst thou 
not follow her ? 

Evin. 

Or. 

mine? 

And I? 
She was not of one blood with the man she slew. 

Am I within the blood of such a mother as 

Erin. How else did she make thy body, foul villain, beneath 
her girdle? Dost disclaim thine own mother’s blood? (Silence.) 

Or. (to Apollo). Now, now give thou thy witness; and set 
forth, I pray thee, Apollo, whether it was with justice that I slew 

her. For the doing of the deed, as the truth is, we deny not. 

however understood, and rovyap there- 

fore would be wrong; hence Hermann 
conjectured ri yap;. If we follow the 

argument, no alteration is wanted. 

607. ‘But why, while she was alive, 
did you not make er a hunted fugitive ?” 
He endeavours to evade the veductio ad 

absurdum. ‘You call it an absurd con- 
clusion, that my mother was and is no 
murderess. But why so, seeing that you 

yourselves have always treated her as 
innocent?’ This is no legitimate answer 
to the adversary, who is, upon the ground 
chosen by Orestes himself, unanswerable. 

He perceives this, and tries to shift the 
issue. A pause should be supposed after 
v. 606.—ovK, ef TébvnKev, TovToU airla ef 

ov. was; édlwxes dv. wore obde daroda- 

votoa dia Thy chy airlay dméGaver, schol. 

(r&s dv édlwxes M). This, though not 

very well put, is right in the essential 
point, viz., that as against the Erinyes 
it may be taken that Clytaemnestra is 
innocent. ~ 

608. ‘She was not of one blood with 
the man she slew,’ and therefore never 
was blood-guilty at all. See wv 212; 
where we have observed that the Erinyes 

of Aeschylus do not consistently adhere 
to this antique definition, but adopt it 
when it suits them. Here the effect of it 
is to make a transition, from the barren 

logomachy which precedes, to something 
nearer the heart of the matter, as re- 

presented in this play. 
609. ‘And am / within the blood. 

(kindred) of a mother like mzze?’? This 
should be taken as a rhetorical senti- 
ment, signifying that Clytaemnestra had 
dissolved the bond by her acts, rather 
than an argument, involving such a theory 
of parentage (excluding the mother) as 
is afterwards propounded by Apollo (v. 
660). Note tijs éuns, which is necessary 
to the sentiment, but to the argument 
would be superfiuous and embarrassing. 
Moreover, if it were an argument, 

Orestes, when it is challenged, would 

naturally develop it, instead of appeal- 
ing, ws dmropév (schol.), to Apollo. The 
truth is, and the exclamation shows, that 

he is at the end of his arguments, and has 

come off, so far, very ill. This is in- 

evitable, so long as the cause is treated 
on any principles of strict law. A law, 
rule, or definition of murder, which should 

formally exclude and absolve matricide, 
is a thing perhaps inconceivable, cer- 
tainly inconceivable in the days of 
Aeschylus. Apollo therefore, ignoring 
Orestes’ lead (v. 615), prudently avoids 
that ground—as long as he can. 

611. daredyea: aisafirm, 
érapvet schol. 

disclaim, 
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616. SoKet ré8’ aipa (?). done (Her- 
werden, followed by Wecklein), ze. ef 

Sox 768 atua Sixalws (Spica), where, 
for Spay atua, ‘to do (a deed of) blood’, 

cf. Eur. Or. 406 6 cvvdp&v atua cal wyrpds 

dévor, ib. 284 elpyacrar & enol | unrpGov 
alua. This is the best change, if any is 
needed, though open to the objection 

that 76d’ ajua is then superfluous. That 
could be met by accepting also 7é 5% wot 

kpivoy (Weil), ‘this (question), I pray 

thee, judge’; but the total change is too 
large to satisfy.— Paley defends doxe?, with 

ellipse of a passive (remp&x@a); Her- 
mann gave the punctuation el...doxe?, 768’ 
aiua xpivov: but neither is accepta- 

ble.—What the text prima facie sug- 
gests is that aipa is the predicate, and 
that the adverb 8ukalws is to be con- 
nected with it, thus: ef ry of pp. réde 

Soxe? alua (elvac) dtxatws, ‘ whether to thy 
mind this does or does not appear (to be) 
justly a afua’, ze. ‘a true alua’, properly 
so called. Is this impossible? The 

citations from Eur. Orestes go to show 

that afua was a fixed term for ‘a deed 
of blood’, as defined by primitive law, 
ze. a slaying which affected the slayer 
with d/ood-guilt. Now the point, which 
Orestes has unsuccessfully tried to prove, 
is that his slaying of Clytaemnestra was 

not in that sense a alua (see especially 
wv. 609, 611). It seems therefore natural 
that he should remit the issue to Apollo 

in this form. As to the attachment of 
the adverb, it offers no practical difficulty, 
though not strictly logical, and seems 
not beyond the freedom of a language, 
which admitted, on the one hand, kane? o” 

dvacoa Oyor’ "INlov the former queen of 
Ilium (Eur. Hec. 891), 4 xapra paves 
(truly prophetic) ob& dveipdrav bBos 
(Cho. 928) etc., where the adverb relates 
formally to a substantive, and on the 
other hand, Mévw Spa édéyero wéupar 

peyarorperrds (Xen. An. 1. 4. 17), where 

it relates formally to a verb (as here to 
doxe?), but really to a substantive (dapa). 

I therefore leave the text, under reserve, 

as it stands. 

617—676. Apollo strikes a new vein. 
His speeches, as a whole, are designed to 
lead the court away from the question, 
whether matricide, as such, is defensible 

(a ground plainly disadvantageous to 
Orestes), to the collateral circumstances 

of this particular case. His points are 
(1) that Orestes acted under the highest 
authority (vv. 617—624), (2) that the 
murderess of Agamemnon was a wretch 
beyond the pale of protection (vv. 628— 
642), and (3) that Orestes, supported as 
he is, is a friend worth gaining (wz. 
670—676). The Erinyes, after a vain 
attempt to bring him to book (vv. 625— 
627), assail him on his own ground with 
a-shrewd argumentum ad deum (vv. 
643—646), and dexterously avail them- 
selves of his imprudent reply (vv. 647— 

654) to extract from him an opinion 

on the strict issue, or rather upon 
a part of it (vw. 655—659). That 
opinion (vv. 660— 664) takes the 
form ofa speculation in physiology, 
which certainly goes to the root of the 

matter, and farther ; though the god, by 
his anxiety to give it a personal and 

adventitious recommendation (dv. 665— 
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But whether in justice it seems, or seems not, to thy mind, a 

deed of blood,—decide thou, that I may show it to my judges. 
(A pause. 

Apollo. 

be just. 

As, prophet, I cannot deceive. 

Apollo comes forward. Profound silence.) 

My pleading to you, Athena’s high court here, shall 

Never, in my oracular seat, 

said I aught concerning man, or woman, or city, save as I shall 
be commanded by Zeus, the Olympians’ Sire. How strong a 

669), seems to-betray some not unreason- 
able doubts of its soundness and weight. 
The whole scene, notwithstanding the 

stately form in which it is cast, is ex- 

tremely life-like, and probably answers 
nearly mutatis mutandzs to forensic pro- 
ceedings of the highest type in the Athens 
of Aeschylus. 

617. tpas rovSe...0erpev: ‘your tri- 
bunal, here instituted by Athena’. The 
description of the jury themselves as the 

Geopés is facilitated by the regular forensic 
use of év buiv for év 7@ Otxaoryply, and 

the like.—A¢éw...8katws : ‘I shall plead 
fairly’ or with regard to justice. He 
begins, like an ordinary human pleader, 
by disclaiming all desire to mislead the 
court. To us such a disclaimer might 
appear beneath the dignity of a god; to 
a Greek it would rather have appeared 
especially requirable from a god. It was 
characteristic of 74 @efov to mislead ; and 

in fact Apollo, as an advocate, is not by 

any means scrupulous.—A¢yw Weil (and 

Wecklein), making ‘ dexafws’, ‘(Orestes 
.acted) justly’, the reply of Apollo to ére 
Oixaiws efre ph Sox dSpdoa supra, as 

emended; but see note there.—pdvtis 
dv ob etdoopar: ‘As prophet, I cannot 
deceive’, z.e. ‘when I am pavris, and 

speak oracularly from my xavretov’. In 

what follows the proposition is repeated, 
expanded, and justifigd.—apedoopar. For 
the future of general affirmation, signify- 
ing what ust (or cannot) happen, see 

Kiihner Gr. Gram. § 587 f. 2, Plato 

Rep. 387D papev Oe by, Gre 6 emcecks 

dvhp TG émuekel, ovwep Kal éraipds éort, 
Ts TeOvdva. ob dewdy ipyjoerat, Soph. 
Ant. 362 Atéa pbvov pedi ob« érdtera. 

—If 5é (M), which cannot be right where 
it stands, is simply omitted, wdvris dy 
ob Wevoouat is Apollo’s first point (‘the 
oracle of Delphi is infallible’), leading to 
the conclusion that Orestes’ act, having 

been commanded by the oracle, is beyond 
criticism. The pause before and after, 
indicated by the absence of copulae, is 
for solemnity. If we read wdyris dy 8’ 
(Canter), the proposition must relate 
to AéEw...dtcatws, Apollo offering his 

character of wdyris as warrant for what 

he shall now say to the court. This 
however is not easy to understand. His 

present function is not mantic; and if 
the argument be, that because he (or his 
oracle) spoke truth at Delphi, therefore 
all he might say anywhere must be true, 

the inference is hard to accept, or even to 

follow. On the other hand, the excep- 
tional future pevooua: might easily lead 
a reader to suppose a connexion with 

AéEw, and to insert the conjunction ac- 

cordingly. 
619—621. elrrov...d pay KeAetoe is 

ungrammatical. If it must be corrected, 
keXevou (Wecklein) is better than keAevoas 
(archaic aor. opt.) or ’kéAevoe. Yet the 

corruption is not very probable, since 
keAevoret is not explicable as a barbarism: 
in grammar it must have been always 

conspicuously incorrect. If it be genuine, 

the explanation is, that the clause re- 
verts to the general future form, which 
would more coherently have followed ov 

Wetooua: it is shaped to suit odor’ 
épa..., “I cannot say what Zeus does not 

command.’ The traditional text may be 
represented in English approximately 

thus: ‘I shall never be found to speak 
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dpalew ’Opéoty ede, Tov TaTpos pdvov 

mpatarrTa pyTpos pndapod Tyas vepew; 

626. 17&. 7ré&e m.—rod changed by m to 7dr. 

falsely. I never said a thing which Zeus 
will not command.’ This is incorrect, 

but perhaps not inconceivable.—dore 
éuol pev Leds, éyw d¢ rotrw mpocérata. 

odx dvev Ads oy 7d yerduevov, schol. 

622—624. Td Slkatov totro: this 
plea, justification, viz., the appeal to Zeus. 
So Eur. Zh. A. 810 rotuav perv ofv 
Slxacoy eye Adyew xpewy, 2b. 1391 Th Td 
Sixaoy ; rodr dp’ exoumey Tois 8 av 

dvreureiy eros ; (both verses probably not 

by Euripides, but that is at present im- 
material) ; but in Eur. frag. 338 (@dpoe’ 

76 To Slkatov loxver péya) 7d Sixacoy is 

‘apparently general, ustice.—piv marks 

that this Sixaov is the speaker’s first 
point; it has no connexion with 88 in the 
next verse.—paGety depends upon a sup- 

plied migatoxw, or rather upon a pro- 
jected xedevw, which becomes midavonw, 
for increase of solemnity, in the second 

clause. But such an arrangement could 

hardly have been felt as possible, had it 
not been for the regular ‘imperatival use’ 
of the infinitive, z.e. the conventional 

ellipse of the verbum imperandi (cf. Soph. 
El. 9 pioxew = pdoxe, and Kiihner Gr. 
Gramm. § 474), which would have ex- 

plained paGety without any following 
clause: to this extent the schol. dvr ro6 
“ udde, @ Bovd}” is right.—PovAy. The 
plain vocative, without &, differs from the 

ordinary form of official address ( BovA7}), 
but may be for that reason preferred.— 
Povdgq Turnebus, ze. Bovdy marpds, 
punctuating, as M, after razpés. This 
is an almost equally legitimate interpreta- 
tion of the traditional Bovd7, since con- 

fusions of 7 and 7 are frequent ; but it is 

not supported by the scholium, xehedw dé 

tpas recOGvat TH Bovdy ToD Acés, which 
does not, I think, assume a dative in the 

text, but supplies it from the vocative (see 
preceding schol. above cited). Anobjec- 
tion to the conjecture is the unsuitable 
emphasis given by position to the word 
BovAg.—moatoko 8 typ émuoméoc Bar: 
Iwarn you that ye follow (it), atr@, i.e. 
7 dtxalp, ‘conform your judgment to it’. 

tppe: buds. Similar dialectic (and poe- 
tic) forms are used by Aeschylus and 
Sophocles in lyric, Zhed. 141, Ant. 846, 

0.C. 247 (?, seeJebb). With the language 

of tragic dialogue it is not in keeping, but 
for that reason here appropriate. The 
whole phrase migatoxw...émiorésGar is 
inconsistent with the tone of the advocate, 

from which the prophet easily lapses into 

his accustomed ‘Biblical’ style. Probably 
it follows a (dactylic) formula, mipatonw 

5° up’ épérerGar: compare the Homeric 

Kerevwr Sup’ Gu’ erecOat (A 781) cited by 

Wecklein.—warpos...whedv; For, as an 

oath by my father, is tt not in a manner 

(t) stronger than (an oath by) Zeus? 
mwatpos Spkos explains dcov oOévet, the 
subject being, as throughout, 76 dlxatov, 

Apollo’s g/ea. When he rests his in- 
criminated oracle upon the authority of 
Zeus, ‘the Olympians’ father’ (v. 621), he 
assumes, he says. as strong a position, 

forensically, as a defendant who should 
take his oath of innocence with the 
solemn sanction of the warpds 8pkos, or 

‘oath upon his father’. It is, in Apollo’s 
case, something even more than an 
oath by Zeus. For the objective gen. 
marpos cf. Soph. 0.7. 647 dpkov Gedy, ‘an 
oath by the gods’, and for the oath upon 
the father (or other near relation) cf. 
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plea is here, note, Councillors; and I charge you, be led by it. 

An oath by my Sire,—is it not in a manner more than an oath 
by Zeus? 

Erin. 
(Silence. An interval.) 

‘Zeus’—to speak as thou—Zeus gave thee ¢his oracle 

to declare unto 747s man, Orestes,—that, having taken a life for 

his father’s, of his mother’s price he should make no account 
at all? 

Hom. v 339 ob ma Ziv’, Ayédae, cal dryea 
marpds éuoto, and Smith Dict. Ant. s.v. 
dpxos. Zrvos is a brachylogy for Zyvds 
épxov.—In M these sentences are punctu- 
ated thus: mipatoxw 5° Yup émiorés bar 

marpos. Opkos yap od re Znvos loxver 
twréov. This division, mostly with the 

conj. BovAg, has been followed in modern 
texts. But épxos...rAéov, as « complete 
sentence and without note of interrogation, 

offers great difficulty. The scholia, in this 
passage full and good, are suddenly silent. 
Perhaps some editors daringly ejected 

v. 624. The explanation now current is, 

‘* For certainly an oath has not greater 

authority than Zeus, that is, ‘Your oath 

to decide according to justice must be held 
secondary to the revealed will of Zeus.’ 
This implies that /egally Orestes would be 
condemned, but that he is morally right, 

because he was merely the instrument...” 

etc. (Paley). Such, it seems, must be the 

sense, with the assumed punctuation; but 

surely it is unnatural, that Apollo should 

raise this objection against himself, and 

suggest that the jury cannot vote for him 
without ‘a species of perjury,—especially 
since he does not effectively answer the 
objection. Such a scruple, if entertain- 
able, could not be quieted by a vague 

reference to the might of Zeus. But asa 

fact, it is nowhere suggested, and is not 

true, that the oath of the jury bears one 

way rather than the other. Apollo, who 
is the first to mention it (v. 683), assumes 
that it makes at least equally for him. 
On these grounds I have changed the 

punctuation. 
625. The application of the foregoing 

generalities about the authority of Delphi 
to the particular case of Orestes, which 

Vv. E. 

would naturally have followed, is cut off 

by the adversary, who somewhat rudely 
reminds the orator of the point which he 
has to defend. Did ‘Zeus’, did che oracle 
say, that Orestes, in avenging his father, 
was to ignore altogether his relationship 
to his mother? It cannot be accidental 
that Apollo is made here, for the second 
time (see vy. 202, 203), to evade this. 
plain and important question ; nor is the 
defect supplied by the passage of the 
Choephori (vv. 268 foll.), the only other 
evidence in the trilogy, where Orestes. 
adduces, du¢ does not cite, the oracular 

command. An injunction rods alrlous 
Tpomov Tov avréy dvramoxreivat is far from 

evidently requiring, that Clytaemnestra 
should fall dy her son’s hand, or even that 

she should be slain at all. The plural 

description oi atriot denotes che responsible,. 
one or many. If the emissaries had 
chosen to hold, that the alrta for the death 

of Agamemnon lay with the seducer 
Aegisthus, they would not have lacked 
warranty; and we shall see that this 
view is actually here suggested. Pylades, 

who finally forces Orestes to the matri- 
cide, invokes the oracle (Cho. 899) dt 
does not cite it. Evidently Aeschylus, in 

regard to the supposed sanction of Delphi, 
was not without that feeling, upon which 
Euripides plays with triumphant malice. 
Aeschylus, with all his respect for religious 
tradition, was willing to leave a doubt, 

whether the Supreme Deity had really 

prescribed the enactment of that appall- 
ing scene between the mother and son. 

Perhaps, just on this point, there had been 

some dreadful mistake, suchas, in dealing 

with oracles, was only too familiar. This 
would not diminish the tragedy, nor the’ 

8 
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obligation of Apollo to aid his unhappy 
servant. 

625—627. Lets, as Néyasov: ‘Zeus’, 
to speak as you: i.e. if we take it from 

you that an oracle of Delphi does exactly 

represent Zeus. —rov6e...r@Se; ‘this com- 
mand precisely to this person individually’. 
—tarpos...vésew: ‘that, when he sad 
requited the murder of his father, he should 
treat as nothing the value of his mother’. 

The terms rpdocew (lit. to exact, get in a 
debt), ri value, pndapod véuew (assign 
no place to, count as a cipher in a calcula- 
tion) are all from the language of account. 

wpatavra: by the slaying of Aegisthus. 
This (they suggest) was reguital, a life 

for a life; Agamemnon’s murder was 

already ‘exacted’, and the slaying of 
Clytaemnestra was zof the avenger's 

duty, but a something, or nothing, which 
her son chose to throw in! Did ‘Zeus’ 
command that ?—We note that the prose- 

cutors, for obvious reasons, make their 

allusion to the paramour as slight as their 
argument will permit. Apollo too (z. 
628), who would fix attention solely on 
Clytaemnestra, is content to leave Aegis- 
thus in the background. But both sides 
here have him in view.—The same con- 
ception of the ‘ equivalent’ is used, from 
another point of view, by Cassandra (4g. 

1317—1325), who counts Clytaemnestra 
Jor herselfand Aegisthus for Agamemnon; 
Grav yuvh yuvaunds dvr” éuod Odvy, | dvijp 

re dvcdduapros dvr’ dvdpos wéon. Of 
course the first part of this reckoning, 
however consoling to the slave, could not 

be adopted before a legal tribunal, as a 

justification of the matricidé; and Apollo 
accordingly (v. 628) rejects the equation 
of Aegisthus to Agamemnon.—Aeschy- 
lus, it will be remembered, so far follows 

the primitive legend, as to make Aegisthus 
still the first object of Orestes, and first 

slain ; and so does Euripides, who further 

adapts to his own purposes the notion of 
‘equivalence’, making Electra prove, by 
an elaborate and repulsive calculation, 

that the life of Aegisthus is separately 
due to herself and her brother, so that 

the life of Agamemnon has still to be paid 
for by that of Clytaemnestra (Eur. Z/. 
1086— 1096). Sophocles, in accordance 

with his general treatment, inverts the 

order of events. See the Introduction to 
the Choephori.—Some (Wecklein, Sidg- 
wick, and apparently Paley) assume here 

that mpdiavra and véuew denote actions 

contemporaneous, with the sense ‘that zz 

avenging his father he should disregard 
his mother’, or ‘ should avenge his father 

without regard to his mother’. This 

might be expressed by mpdocovra véuew 

(as Schwarz proposed to read), mpiéat 
véuovra, Tpaccew véuovra, or perhaps by 
mpazavra veiwot, but not (I think) by 
mpatavra véwew. Prima facie, an aor. 
participle with present verb denotes an 
action precedent, and we need not here 
suppose otherwise. See also next note. 

628—642. Apollo, fixing upon the 

suggested ‘ exaction’ of the debt, swerves 
off, from the dangerous ground of the 

oracle, to his strongest topic, a delywors on 

the murder of Agamemnon. This passage 
puts briefly, but very forcibly, the only 
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Ap. Nay, it was mot the same thing,—the death of an 

honourable man, by heaven invested with imperial dignity, the 
slaying of him by a woman,—not with the gallant weapons, the 
far-sped arrow, as it might be, of an Amazon, but in such 

manner as thou, Pallas, and you, who sit appointed to divide 
upon this case, are now to hear. 

From a campaign, wherein, for loyal hearts, he had in the 

effective plea which can be made for 
Orestes, an appeal to the horror excited 

by the character and act of Clytaemnestra, 
as a combination of the most atrocious 
domestic and political treason. It is 
scarcely a defence, and certainly not a 

legal defence under any conceivable 
system of law, for a matricide; but it 

is emotionally impressive (v. 641), and 
(with such help as it may get from the 
oracle) it secures half the votes. 

628—633. o¥ Te TavTOV: not at all 
the same, i.e. far worse than, and not 

requited by, the slaying of Aegisthus. 
That the comparison is with this (and not 
with the death of Clytaemnestra) appears 
from kal rata mpdos yuvaikds. It is mor 
worse, and no one could think so, to be 

slain ‘by a woman’ (or even ‘ by a wife’) 
than to be slain dy a son. On this head, 
the character of the agent, a parallel be- 
tween the deaths of Agamemnon and 

Clytaemnestra would give no advantage 

to either side. But as between Agamem- 
non and Aegisthus, the point tells.— 
dvSpa yevvaiov «.7.d.: a gallant warrior, 
not a cowardly villain, a legitimate king 
and not a usurping tyrant.—cuveyés 7d 
évoua (ze. Tiwadrpovpevor) wap’ Aloxthy, 
6d oxmmrre avroy "Ealxapuos, schol.— 

epripevor...Siarpety : ‘who sit appointed 
to decide by division of votes.’ See on 

DW 4Ql. 
634—638. piv: see Theb. 440, Cho. 

620, 787 (lyrics). It is not safe to sub- 
stitute vw (Porson). The purpose of the 
passage comports well with a certain 

heightening of the tone, and this again 

with an exceptional vocabulary (cf. due, . 

v. 623 and mepeckivwoe below). Note 

also the ‘epic’ words dtécdoros, Oodpros, 

éxjBodos, Saidados, the substantival efppo- 

ow without an article, and the artificially 
sonorous répyart...a4répuovt. Further, it 

is possible and probable that some cele-. 
brated description of the murder in older 
literature (perhaps in Stesichorus, who 

told the story) has had an influence.—daré 
orpatelas...SeSeypévyn : she had welcomed 
him back from a war, wherein, for ioe 

hearts, he had purchased advantage in the; 

main, lit. ‘had made a bargain the-most- 
part-better’, in which the gain (what was 

better) went much beyond the loss (what 
was worse) and nearly to the whole trans- 

action. BeArlova mAelora yidTruxnKdra 

amd orparelas schol., not quite accurately, 

but indicating rightly that dré orparelas 
belongs to #umoAnkéra as well as to 

dedeyuevyn. The more logical expression 
would have been ra mAclova dpuelvova, 

but wAefore is a natural turn of rhetoric. 
eVpoow: ois etippoow (masculine). The 
dative signifies both the persons zzterested 
and the persons judging, the so-called 

‘commodi’ and ‘ethic’, the advantage 
being both gained and estimated by the 
ed¢poves. The English for has the same 
ambiguity.—This phrase gives just the 

utmost that can be said for the king as 
represented in the Agamemnon; and to 
be fully understood, it must be compared 
with the ‘first act’ of that play passim. 
See especially the contrast drawn between 
those pretending to be loyal (edgpwv) and 
those truly such (4g. 779, 800), to which 
edgpoves here alludes. Agamemnon, a 

hard and selfish prince, comes to his death 
through che reckless sacrifice of lives in his 
ambitious war, and the hatred thereby 
excited among his subjects. His wife had 
against him an especially cruel grievance 

8—2 
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of this kind in the immolation of her 
daughter. The view of the efgpoves 
(see the passage cited) was, that, the 

_triumph having been won, the cost 
should be condoned; and Apollo here 
suggests, perhaps with justice and cer- 
tainly with judgment, that Clytaemnestra, 

if she had been an honest woman, would 

have taken this ‘ loyal’ view, instead of 

using the disloyal, as she did, to wreak 

her personal vengeance. —Paley and others 
take edppoow as neuter and instrumental 

(with love, with loving welcome). 
would be grammatical, but not practically 
intelligible. By primary sense, ef¢pwyr is 

an epithet of persons, and the context 

here does not determine otherwise. The 
suggestion (Schuetz), that after v. 635 
something is lost, is not disprovable, 

but, as I think, unnecessary.—8potry... 

téppari: asin a bath he passed through 
his purification, at the very bourne (of his 
journey). The bath was preparatory to 
the religious ceremony which it was the 
duty of Agamemnon to perform on his 
home-coming (Ag. 842, 1021), and prob- 

ably part of it. When celebrating a re- 
turn, even from ordinary travel, both host 

and guests appear to have bathed (Plautus 

Rudens 150 propter viam uli sunt vocate 

ad prandium.—qui?—quia post cenam, 

credo, laverunt heri), and after a orparela 

there was blood to be purged (cf. Soph. 
Ai. 654, Eur. Heracles 940). Hence 
mepave., passing through, traversing, as in 

wepav woraudv, the Aourpd being figured 
as part of the journey; and hence also 
réppare, similar to répua xehevou, TAdvys, 
guys, mopelas, wAavnudrwv (Aeschylus), 

This . 

5pduov (Sophocles), but here absolute, 
end sought, as in Soph. Zi. 1397, Eur. 
Lph. T. 117, the goal, bourne, terminus 

of the 65és implied in repay (or, if we 
please, of the ozpareia). Not ‘end of 
the bath’ (rv Aovrpév, schol.).—rdmt 
Téppate (2.2. Aovrpa ra eri répyart) 
Fritsche ; this points to the true concep- 
tion and may be right.—Other domestic 
rites, as weddings, funerals, offerings to the 
dead, were also connected with douzpd, 
and in fact the tragedians, as is natural, 
seldom use the word except in a religious 

sense.—Spotry: properly instrumental ‘by 
means of a bath’, with mep@v7e dourpd. 
The bath was no ordinary instrument of 

religious Aovrpd, but may have been pre- 
scribed in this particular rite. Aeschylus 
uses dpoiry, a very rare word, only of . 

Agamemnon’s bath: see Ag. 1541, Cho. 
997- According to Ag. Lc. (xapevvar) it 

must be, in this instance at least, a long (re- 

clining) bath. The scholia on Cho. fc. 
(Spoirys xarackivepa* raparéracpua coped 

—Stanley, for épous), and here (zvédy, 77 

ws opp atr@ ‘yevouevy) imply that it 
meant also, or properly, coféz (copés), and 
suggests therefore a /afa/ bath. The 
trope would be quite Aeschylean ; but 
the schol. weaken their authority by 
insisting that, by derivation, dpotry (or 

Spirn, see ad Cho.) should mean some- 
thing wooden (mapa rhy Spdv Eddwas yap 

aira, i.e. copol, schol. here), whereas 
the Aeschylean dpotry is expressly dpyup6- 
roxos (Ag. /.c.).—The dative mepdyrt 
(adrg) depends on mepeckiivooev.—kal 
(ext répu.) may be either copulative, 

joining émi répuart to mepSvrt; as both 
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main made profitable purchase, she received him home; then, in 
his passage through the bath of purification, at the end of his 

enterprise, she drew the tented curtain round, -in the endless 

maze of a cunning robe she entangled him, and she hewed her 
husband down! 

Such, as I have told it to you, was the death of that man, 
the majesty of the world, the emperor of the fleet. As for that 

woman ‘there (pointing as uf to Clytaemnestra), | have shown her 

marks of time, or (better) emphasizing, 
even. —teperkyvooev : an ‘ Aeolic’ form 
for weptecxnvwcev, as mepéBadov (repiéBa- 

dov) in Ag. 1144 (lyrics); see above. 
Wecklein retains it in both places: 
Tapeckivwoey is given by one later MS. 

(d). —Kxarecxjvwoev Headlam, citing 

Spolrns Karacknvwya Cho. 1007, and 

supposing wep (wept) to have arisen, as 
it might, from a gloss.—She ‘drew the 
tenting drapery around’. ¢dpos, meaning 
in itself ‘a cloth, piece of drapery’, is here 
the curtain, which screened off the bath or 

bath-chamber, as in Soph. 7%. 916 orpwra 
gépy are bed-coverings. This curtain, 

mentioned also in Cho. /.¢., must not 

be confused with the wér)os.—év 8’ 
Gréppovu...wétho: a bathing garment 
so made that the victim was entangled in 

.it (weS¥joaca) as in a maze (SaddAw), 
and found no issue (@réppovt) : cf. Ag. 
1381 (hs wh evyev)...dmreipov dugl- 
BAyorpov. The assonance of répyare... 

...d7éppove is sought for its own sake, 
rather than for any point (cf. Zed. 
380), but is rhetorically legitimate. The 
idea suggested (see preceding notes) is 
that having entered this ‘maze’, the 
home-comer missed his dozrne, and 
journeyed elsewhere for ever. Compare 

the assonance of xéxAgvrat...ebkAeyjs in 

Cho. 320.—Acute, and worth discussion, 

is the suggestion (proposed in the Ms.) 

that d&roorparelas is a compound sub- 

stant., related to daroorparever Oat (7.v.) as 

émumopela, émrareia, vroypauparela to 

the corresponding verbs. The proposal 

is plainly deliberate, for the usual doubt 

between the spellings, -orparwés and 

-orparetas, is carefully marked, and if 

the copyist of the reading had found 
dard (sic), he would have so accented it. 
The word would signify the position of 
one daéorparos or droorparevduevos, the 

position of the orparnyés parting (or, like | 
Agamemnon, parted) from his command}; 
and it would mark, in singularly apt 
accordance with language used in this 
connexion elsewhere, the charge which 

the speaker here desires to rebut. See on 
Ag. 1226 veav drapxos, and note orparn- 
Adrov vedv below. Moreover (and this 

was probably the reason for it) atroo-tpa- 
welas, as partitive genitive with ra 
mdetora, would add to the clearness of 

jemwodnkéra Ta WA. duelvova: ‘272 his 

drogrpareta’, in the winding up, so to 
speak, of his military enterprise, ‘he 

showed a large balance of purchased 
gain’: for a parallel see Eur. AZed. 534 

peli ye pévroe THs eufjs cwryplas etdnpas 

} dédwxas, ‘your gain zz my preservation 

was greater than your gift’. I incline to 
accept this, but put in the text the usual 
division, as given in the scholium. 

639—642. rabryy rovatrny eliov. 

‘She there...was such as I have shown 

her.’ He points, with radrqy, in the 

forensic manner, to the place where, as 

he can see, Clytaemnestra actually stands. 

Refer to v. 601. The abruptness—we 

expect an antithesis to dvdpds mév x.7..— 

is calculated, and thrilling. It is the 

orator’s parry, or counter-move, to the 

apparition of the ghost.—The conjecture 

rv 8 av (Weil, Wecklein) presumes, 

what is true, that ravrqy requires Cly- 

taemnestra to be present. But she is 

present.—Aedis* of Sixacral, schol., but 

the limitation is not quite exact. Apollo’s 
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rhetoric is really addressed to the general 
audience, the ovparés of v. 569, rather 
than to the judges as such. His adver- 
saries note this, and pointedly invoke che 
tribunal ; see on bpas in v. 646. But it 
is true that, according to Athenian con- . 

ception, a bench of judges represented the 
sovereignty of the people; Apollo avails 
himself of this theory, and deftly appeals 
to public sentiment. 

643—646. The opponents, to diminish 
the effect of Apollo’s harangue, try another 

way of bringing him to the legal issue, and, 
like the devil, ‘ quote Scripture for their 

purpose’. The legend of Cronus is noted 
by Euripides (Heracles, 1317, 1342) and 
by Plato (ep. 378 A) among the dis- 
graces of orthodox religion. Aeschylus, 
as one ready to worship Zeus if he could, 

had meditated on it anxiously and pro- 
foundly (4g. 178 foll.). The Erinyes, 
like an Athenian infidel, throw it at their 

Olympian adversary, in the hope (note 
the call for attention from the jury, and 
refer to v. 604) of a particular reply, 
probably a commonplacé of Athenian 
apologetics, which will suitthem. Their 

ruse succeeds.—mpotipa unrpés schol.— 
ipds, and éyd, contrast the speaker’s 
appeal ¢o the jury, only and as such, with 
the vagueness of Apollo in ws 6x69 News 
(641), where see note. He would bring 

in the sentiment of the crowd ; she, in a 

tone of protest (papripopas), invites to 
her argument the attention of the court. 

647. Apollo, stung by the damaging 
reference to the scandals of Olympian 
theology, becomes angry and, in his 
anger, unwary. 

648. wéSas...Avoeev : felters he may 
loose, i.e. it is supposable that he should 
loose them. The subject is Zeus (Paley). 
—wWe cannot supply the subject ris, and, 
to make the statement general, Adceas 

(Dindorf) must be read. As it stands, it 

is a generality, but applied to the case.— 
It strikes a modern reader as a grotesque 
defence of Zeus for his unfilial act to say 
* Fetters can be undone’ (Sidgwick). It 
seemed, I think, grotesque, or at least 
superficial and inadequate, to Aeschylus. 

Neither his general views, nor his design 
here, require the supposition that Apollo 
was in those early days infallible as a 
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‘such as she was, to touch the hearts of that folk, which is the 
instituted authority in this cause. (Stir and sound of the 
crowd.) 

Erin. A father’s death, according to thy argument, is more 
esteemed by Zeus. Yet he himself put in bonds his aged father 
Kronos. How does thine argument agree with that >—You (to 
the jury), you I invite, for my part, to attend here. 

Apollo. Ah, ye abominable, brutish, god-detested! Fetters 

He may loose; for that, there is remedy; and many, very many, 

are the means of undoing what is done. But when the dust hath 

swallowed the blood of mortal man, once he is dead, there is no 

raising of him. Spell for this, none hath my Father made; all 

else, without breath of displeasure, this way, or that again, he 
doth reverse and dispose.. 

Evin. And how doth this plea for thy client touch him as 

theologian and controversialist. Before 

the date of the Zzsenides, even Apollo 
had probably come to deeper views ; at 

any rate Aeschylus had (see preceding 
note), and for an adequate answer would 

have referred us to ‘Zeus—whosoever 
he be’. 

649. ‘And right manifold is the 
power of loosing’, z.¢., ‘and indeed in 
general, what is done can be undone’. 
Not ‘many ways of loosing /étters’. 

650. adv8pds: Bporod, a human being, 

as opp. to an immortal (Cronus). 

652—654. It is the will of Zeus that 
death shall be the one process not re- 
versible; others he reverses, or permits 

to be reversed, ‘ with indifference’, ovSiv 
doSpatvey péver, lit. ‘without drawing 
the sharp breath of anger’, ‘‘ Keineswegs 
infolge von Zornmut schnaubend, d. i. 
nicht iiber die Massen aufgebracht und 
unversdhnlich ” (Wecklein, after Schuetz, 

referring to v. 533 f.).—dvo re kal kdrw. 
I accept, under reserve, the obvious con- 

jecture of the later mss. (d, f, g) for dvw 
kat kdrw (M), but am not sure that this 

is not the sign of some deeper injury 
affecting both verses (653 and 654). The 
language is odd, though this indeed may 
be due to citation or imitation of some 

ancient and now unknown authority.— 
The doctrine in question, that the re- 
storation of the parted life to the body is 
impossible, was prevalent (see 4g. 1004) 
but by no means universal among re- 

ligious Greeks; nor was Delphi itself 
consistent about it, as the Erinyes, in 

mere malice, presently take an oppor- 
tunity to recall (v. 726). The legend 
of Alcestis was expressly designed to 

contradict it. It is not consistent with 
any secure belief in man’s personal 
immortality, a rising belief in the fifth 
century B.C., and that which was to 

prevail in the distant future. What 
‘Aeschylus held, we are not in a position 
to say; probably he trusted faintly the 
larger hope. 

635—657. ‘How then wth regard to 
banishment does your plea make for your 

client? Note that.’ +6 gevyew todd’ 
brepStkets : ‘argue for him the matter 
of exile’. td gevyev, as the order of 
words shows, contains the point. Apollo, 

using the accustomed symbol for the lost 
life, has incautiously insisted, that the 
blood once ‘swallowed by the dust’ is 

irrecoverable. His opponent, who. was 

waiting for this, triumphantly asks how _ 
then Orestes can ever have @ home? 
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Earth (ééov) is for ever polluted to the 

matricide, and through earth all the 

instruments of religion, the altars, the 
holy water. What will be his position 
in Argos? That he must be for ever 
a fugitive, an exile, is just their con- 
tention (vv. 424 foll.), and Apollo (they 
imply) has proved it. For the general 
doctrine that earth is unclean to the 
shedder of blood, see Cho. 64 foll., 277 

foll., and notes there. That the pollu- 
tion affected the soil of the native réds 
only, and this only for a time, were 

practical and arbitrary modifications of 

the primitive idea, and led to the con- 
ventional guy} éviavola, banishment for 

a year (Eur. 79. 37). The Erinyes, at 
least in this extreme case, do not recog- 
nise the limitations, and we observe, that 

Aeschylus does not assign them to Apollo 
either, and in fact does not notice them 

at all. They would hardly commend 
themselves to his profound and rigorous 
way of thinking.—ré pev-yerr ‘‘ expresses 

the result of the pleading,” z.e. that he 
be acguitted (schol., Paley, and others). 
But (1) 7d getyew is then superfluous, 

whereas by position it is emphatic; 
(2) gevyew, in forensic language, does 
not necessarily or properly mean Zo be 

acquitted (wepevyévar, puyeiv, dropuyeiv), 

but zo be defendant or perhaps to make a 

defence: the latter (for, which see Supp. 

395 and Jebb on Soph. Ant. 263) is 
admissible here (‘how you argue for him 

his defence’) but would be, still super- 
fluous ; (3) the sense requires a reference 
to exdle. In this lies the point of the 
retort.—Grammatically rd pev-yew signi- 

fies no more than that gevyew in some 

way defines the scope of dmepdixets: in 
what relation, whether as purpose or how 
otherwise, we must infer from the con- 

text.—The question mas «.7.. seems 
better taken as direct than as dependent on 
épa.—-mé5w ‘epic dative’, as usual, M; 
méSo. (Attic) Dindorf.—8yplots...dpa- 
tépwv : with allusion to the religious cor- 
porations, demes and phratries, of Attica. 

660—664. Apollo, brought’ to bay, 
at last offers an argument upon the 
technical issue, the criminality of matri- 
cide. Generation is analogous to the 
sowing of plants; the father is the only 
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fugitive? Mark that! His mother’s blood, his own, he hath 
spilled upon earth. And shall he then in Argos inhabit 

his father’s house? What altar of common worship can he 

use? What brotherhood will admit him to holy water? 
(A pause.) 

Ap. This, too, I will explain, and mark thou how straight- 

forwardly. The mother of what is called her child—is no 
parent of it, but nurse only of the young life that is sown in her. 
The parent is the male, and she but a stranger, a friend, who, if 

fate spares his plant, preserves it till it puts forth. And I will 

show thee a proof of this argument. A father may become 
such without a mother’s aid. Here at my hand is a witness, 

the Child of Olympian Zeus,—who, even ere she came to light, 

‘parent’, the mother is no more éma:uos 

to the child than the ground is to the 
seed. As to the origin, substance, and 

bearing of this theory, see the Intro- 
duction. Here it will suffice to remark 
(1) that the speaker, who has abstained 

from producing it as long as he possibly 
can, now shows (as might be expected) 
little faith in its effect upon the jury, 
whom he does not even address (v. 660 

Habe, v. 665 vor); (2) that he covers it as 

quickly as he can, sliding from it artfully 
into a personal compliment to the pre- 
sident, and thence abruptly to his 

peroration, which is in fact an appeal 
to the personal interests of the judges, 
an attempt to bribe the court.—ov« gore 
«.7.A. ‘The mother of the thing called 
her child is no parent of it.’—6 Opdokwv: 
6 orepuatvwy schol.—darep téve Eévy: * as 
a stranger for him (the father) a stranger’: 
z.¢. her part, as the nursing soil, does 
not give her any community of function 

with the father; she does not become a 

parent, as he is, any more than a nurse 

becomes a parent, if she successfully 
-rears the child.—toworev...0es: she pre- 
serves it till the putting forth, if his 

(Aope) be not arrested by fate, lit. ‘pre- 
serves it for him, (to be) a plant,—for those 
{that is) for whom fate stops it not’. 

épvos is predicate: the seed becomes 
an &pvos when it puts forth the plant ; 
so does the animal seed at the delivery. 
The antecedent to oto is vw, or rather 

the warpt which gv implies; since 
this warvpl is typical, ‘a father’ for 
‘ fathers in general’, the transition to the 
plural offers no difficulty. BAapy in the 
special. sense of BAdmrrew, hinder; not 

merely zzjure.—Attic prose would re- 
quire ofow dy.—By adding ote x.7.)., 

Apollo sharpens his point. The mother 
is a depository, ot always safe, and that 
is ail. 

666. marip dv 
ryevvfjoeey schol. 

667. Apollo conveniently ignores the 
fact, though familiar to his audience and 
specially interesting to himself, that, if 
Zeus produced Athena without mother, 
Hera retorted by producing wethout. 

father the giant Typhaon, who was 

reared by the Great Serpent at Pytho 
(Delphi) itself (Homer Hymn. Apoll. 
305—355). If the one birth proved his 
theory of Auman generation, which -it 

plainly does not, the other would. refute 
it. But in truth there is here hardly the 
semblance of reasoning. The allusion to 

Pallas serves merely to hurry off the argu- 

ment, and introduce the bid for interest. 

yévouro = (rari) : 
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668, 669. ‘‘ov8é: ot even, not so 

much as” (Wellauer, Paley). ‘ Whose 
covert even was not a womb in which she 
grew.” The part of the mother is in no 
case more than év oxéros rpépev, the 

period of unseen growth before coming 
to light (wore els pas) or delivery. In 
the case of Pallas, even the darkness was 

not that of a womb, but of the father’s 

head and mind.—Paley says ‘not even 

nurtured’, gzasz ob6é TeOpapuévyn, which 

is not quite exact ; otherwise both his 
explanation and the comparison of 
Theb. 1026 (where I should have referred 
to. his note here), seem right.—Mr 
Sidgwick would render oV8é and xot, 
with a slight pause at rdpeori.—‘ a wit- 

ness, child of Zeus (only) and not reared 
in the womb.’ This is possible, but 
should rather be expressed by o¥dé vy- 

b¥0s...... » or obde reOpappévy...... —adv’ 
otov...0eds: ‘yet such a birth as no 
miracle could make by generation’, 
because she sprang forth adult and 
armed. Generation implies infancy; 
even Apollo, though his after-growth 
was miraculous, came an infant from his 

mother (Homer Hymn. Apoll. 116—129). 
But Pallas had no infancy, nor ever 

‘grew’ in darkness; Zeus simply shought 
her, complete. The idea of Pallas, 

female, yet male-born, essentially mascu- 
line, and perpetually virgin (#2. v. 740), 

is a rude attempt of anthopomorphic 
thought to spiritualize deity by the 
elimination of sex. As the favourite 
idea, perhaps the creation, of Athens, 

Apollo is eager to commend it.—épvos, 

as in v. 664, the plant, or shoot: meta- 

phorically, the thing put forth or born. 
téxot, in the full sense, ‘ produce by the 

way of rixrew’. 
670—676. Such appeals to interest, 

as irrelevant and worse, the Archon 

Basileus would have stopped, the Areo- 
pagus being strict in such matters 

(Lysias 3. 46 érecdy rap’ buiv od vopyidy 
éorw tw rod rpdyparos Aéyew, zd. 7. 42, 

Aristot. Ret. 1.1; Weil, Wecklein). But 

even human defendants could make a brief 
excursus, especially at the close; it is 

actually done in both the perorations 
cited, the rule of the court being men- 
tioned just because it is violated. And 
Apollo is a defendant not easy to 

manage, fortunately for him; since his 

whole address (except vv. 660—664) is, 

from a legal point of view, irrelevant or 
evasive. What Athena can do, she does 
(v. 677). The practical effect of Areo- 
pagitic severity is indeed felt throughout, 
in the absence of those éreo xai dey- 
‘gets, about the wrongs and sufferings of 
Orestes, which in any ordinary Greek 
court would have made the chief of his 
case.—otppaxov. For this contemporary 
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grew not in any womb, yet is a fairer plant than all the powers 
of heaven could beget. 

For me, O Pallas, as in all else, with all my skill, I will make 

great thy burgh and host, so now I sent this man as suppliant to 

thy house, that he might become thy true man for all time, and 

thou, Goddess, gain to thy alliance him and those after him, and 
this abide for ever, to content in doubt the posterity of those in 

presence here. (Stir in the crowd. Athena rises. Silence.) 

Ath. May I now take it that enough has been said, and bid ° 

the jury, justly according to their mind, forthwith to give their 
vote? (She turns to the Erinyes.) 

alliance with Argos, and the part which 
Orestes was to take in securing it, see 

wv. 765 foll.—kal rade...émvomdpous: a7d 
that this (guarantee) might abide eternally 
and in such wise that, through all doubts, 

the posterity of these should cleave to it. 
orépyav vr dmora KrA.: 2c. doe Te 
orépyev Amora dvta. The sense of 
orépyew, cleave to, approaches the com- 
mon Je content with (see L. and Sc. s.v.), 
implying not that 76 crepyépuevov is all 
that might be wished, but on the contrary 
that it is not. te couples the adverb 

atavas to the adverbial orépyetv...ém- 
oopovs.—The point, explained fully in 
vv. 765 foll., is that, having made sure 
of Orestes (rév8e), the Athenians would 

be sure of the Argives (rots érera), 
because Argos could not war against 
Athens if she would, and her choice 
would be between the Athenian cvppayla 

or none, a security amply sufficient in the 

circumstances contemplated by Aeschylus. 
Athens might feel sure therefore, what- 
ever the appearances to the contrary, or, 
as it is put epigrammatically, would have 
a surety ‘to which Athenians might cleave 
when it was unsure’. The existing sus- 

picion and fear of Argos, here implied, 
becomes explicit in the passage cited, 

which shows that, notwithstanding the 
cuppaxla, the appearance of the Argives 
in Attica, as invaders, was regarded as 

not impossible. In both places Aeschylus 

endeavours to reassure his countrymen. 
Our knowledge of the period, a bare out- 

line uncertain even in the main dates, 

is not sufficient to explain these feelings, 
but they are not surprising. The interest 
of the Argives was dubious, and their 
policy, as between Athens and Sparta, 
not less so.—rovSe: the Athenians, 

represented by the jury and the crowd.— 
orépyew Ta mora (codd. Flor. Ven.) is 
simpler in appearance, but the words ra 
mora are then superfluous and ill-placed 

in the sentence. Moreover vv. 673—676 

thus exhibit a verbose repetition, which 
is not in the manner of Aeschylus. 

677, 678. Rightly given by Mr 
Sidgwick as « question, keAebw being 
subj. deliberative, Shall J now order? 
“It is a formal request to both sides to 
know if there is anything more to be 
said,” that is, any more argument. By 
Apollo rather too much has been said, 
as Athena hints (ds dAts AeAeypévov). 
He having spoken last, she offers first to 
the Erinyes the opportunity to reply, and 
to criticise his theory of generation ; but 
they are content to let it pass,—another 
indication that we are not to suppose it 
likely, in the opinion of the poet, to pro- 

duce much conviction or impression.— 
Grd yvopys...ducalav: from their judg- 
ment.. scrupulously, that is, not according 
to their interest or hopes, but according 
to their opinion of the question at issue. 
This also glances at Apollo’s promises. 
With Sixalay, ‘founded on the dlxn’, 
compare the opposite @dcxos in v. 492. 
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XO. ply pev yon wav rerdgevtar Bédos-— 
péva S aKxodoa Tas ayav KpiOjoerat. 680 

A®. ti ydp;—mpds tpav rds Telco’ dpoudos @; 

All. jxotca? av yKovoar’, év S€ Kapdia 
yndhov épovres GpKov aidetobe, Févo.. 

A®. Kdvour av 4d Oeopdr, ’AtTiKds desis, 
ampatas Sixas KpivovTes aiparos xvTov. 685 

€orat d€ Kai Td dowdy Aiyéwc oTpaT@ 
aici Sexacrav todro Boveurypiov: 
682. XO. 686. alyéox. text recc. 687. & éxdorwr. 

680. Probably toned as a warning or chosen shall meet in council, lit. * shall be 
menace; cf. vv. 735, 736. They have 

done, but—will have more to say in a 

certain event. 

681. th yap; lit. ‘Why what?’ ze. 
Of course, quietly puts aside, as if inno- 
cently meant, the threatening suggestion 
of the prosecutors. It does not seem 

consistent with the use of this form to 
take it as part of the question following. 
After this, she turns to the defendants.— 

‘How in my ordering may I escape 

objection on your part?’ mpds ipdv... 
dpopdos together, z.e. ‘Have you (Apollo 
and Orestes) more to say, or may I pro- 

ceed to my Oeopds ?’ 

682. Apollo, with graceful dexterity, 
contrives to remind the jurors of what, 

for better or for worse, they have heard 

(vv. 670-—676), while at the same time 
correcting his attitude by an appeal to 
their consciences. 

684. 8 forchwith, now, the time for 

what was above postponed (574) having 

come. Aes: the jury as representative 
of the people, but also the folk assembled, 
the wé\ts maoa of vw. 575. To them 

Athena’s ordinance, concerning the future 

even more than the present, is of course 
addressed quite properly. 

686. Alyéws recc., but aiyéws (M), ze. 
Atyelw (adjective), is possibly right, and 
gives the same sense. 

686, 687. As now, so in time to 
come, this shall ever be for the host of 
Aegeus (the Athenians) the place where the 

ever the council-place of decuriae’, if we 
may borrow the parallel Roman expres- 
sion.—Sexdo-rev (or -ov). I believe this to 
be the reading slightly disguised in the 6” 
éxdotwy of M. Such a use of dexdgfew, 

as the technical term for the action of the 
magistrate in selecting and making upa 

bench of jurymen, is required to account 
for the use of it as a euphemism for cor- 
rupling a jury (see L. and Sc. s.v. and 
compare the Latin decuriare, which 
illustrates both senses). The briber was 

said to ‘make up’ his bench by securing 
a sufficient number of votes. But a 
word meaning properly ‘to count dy 

tens’, ‘to form iz decades’, could hardly 

have become connected either with " 
bribery or with juries, except through 
an official and technical application. 
Whether the ‘slang’ use was known to 
Aeschylus, we cannot say, the extant ex- 

amples being much later ; but if it was, it 

would be no objection to the proper use, 
any more than the parallel misapplication 

of decuriare (to bribe) impeached or 
affected its continued use in the proper 
sense (to collect, assemble), upon which 
the parody was based. It must not how- 

ever be inferred that, whenever dexdfew 

was used, the selected number was 

actually a multiple of ten. Terms of 
number often lose their numerical force, 

and dexagrol might as well mean simply 
chosen (jurymen) as quarter can mean 

simply adzvision. On the other hand, 
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For our part, all our bolts are now shot,—though I 
wait to hear how the issue shall be judged. 

Ath, Ofcourse.—And you (to Apollo and Orestes),—how may 
I order, without complaint from you? 

Ap. (to the Jury). What ye have heard, ye have heard. 

Give, friends, your votes, and in your hearts have respect unto 
your oath. (A pause. Athena stts.) 

Ath. The time is come for you to hear my ordinance, you 

people of Athens, now judges in the first trial for shedding of 
blood. 

Hereafter, even as now, this shall be, for the folk of Aegeus, 

the Council-place of the Bench from time to time. 

Aeschylus apparently does present here 

a jury of ex or tens (see below on 
vv. 714—733), and perhaps this was the 

rule for the Areopagus in his time. The 
chief practical effect of such a rule would 

be to limit the discretion of the select- 
ing magistrate (see on vv. 490 foll.) 
by requiring a minimum. If, by using 
dexaorol, the poet means to suggest that 
actual decades, a number divisible by ten, 

were and always had been required, his 
suggestion is not historical, since it 
contradicts the approved legend that 
the cause of Orestes had been tried by 

the twelve gods (see below). But, for this 

reason, Aeschylus was the more likely to 

import the suggestion, for the legends 
are inconsistent with his plot, and he is 

careful, as we shall see (v. 688), not only to 
ignore, but to contradict them. Perhaps 
the definitely decimal practice had replaced 
one definitely duodecimal, just as in the 
political system the zen tribes of Cleis- 
thenes replaced the ancient and duo- 
decimal 4 gvAal, each of 3 yévy. But 

more probably the primitive usage had 
nat been precise. In either case, we see 

why Aeschylus insists that it had been 

precise and decimal. He deals with the 

history of the Areopagus as with thehistory 

of Delphi, emphasizing his statement just 

in those points which tradition did not 

support. In the judicial system of the 

fifth century decimal numbers rule.— 

By the Pythagoreans, the decade, and 

the number 5 which divides the decade, 

were mystically associated with justice, 
through the triple resemblance of dixd few, 
Sexdfew, and dixdfew (v. 491): see schol. 
to Aristotle, Metaphysics 1. 5, Berlin“ed. 
vol. Iv. p. 541 6, doe dé gacw ore cs 

mera rijs dexddos wy de’ duxacrhs éxadetro 

trois IIv@ayopelos, oldv ris diyacris wv. 

Such a conception would suit very well 
what Aeschylus seems to exhibit, a 

tribunal of ze or tens, equally divided 

upon the case, and it may have influenced 

him.—alei 6 éxdorwy (M), though of 
course wrong, is no slip. The author of 

it, not recognising dexasrév, supposed 
an antithesis between Alyéws (uéev) orparg 
and alel éxacrwv : ‘the council-place for 
Athens (generally), and of each (jury) 

from time to time’. alel & éxdorw 
(i.e. éxdorw, recc.) is an attempt to im- 
prove this by giving a dative on each 

side of the antithesis.—Several conjec- 
tures, alévy ddexaorwy (Pauw), alel *6é- 

kagrov (Abresch), dowvdéxacrov (Kirch- 

hoff), would find here déékacros, ux- 
bribed, not to be bribed. But even if 

dexagew in this sense were a fit term for 
Athena, she would surely be unhappy 
in thus thrusting forward this single 
negative praise. In v. 707 it comes in 
properly and is expressed in suitable 
language.—dtxaorGv Canter, 
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mayov & “Apeov révd, "Apaldvev edpav 

oknvas 8. dr 7Oov Onagws Kata POdvov 
oTparnv\aTovoal, Kat mod vEeomrroNLw 690 0 

2 OQ? ene ‘ > , , 
THVO uypirupyov QVTETTUPYOO QV TOTE, 

"Ape. 8 eOvov, GOev ear’ erdvupos 
mérpa mayos T "Apeios,—ev dé To oéBas 
> Lal / ‘ ‘ ‘ Dy uN 
aaTav, poBos Te ovyyeryjs TO wy GOuKELY, 

y 

oxjoe 760 yyap Kal kar’ edppdvynv opws, 695 
avTav TwokuTav pH TariKkawovTwy vomovs. 

696. byous. véuouoe m. 

688. amdyov. Thesentence is projected 
in the form, ‘This hill of Ares I therefore 

hereby appoint as the place of council 
(Bovdeur prov)’, and is in fact resumed and 

finished in this form at v. 707. But the 

historical parenthesis on the name (*Apa- 
{dvev..."Apewos) is succeeded by certain 

encomia and precepts, introduced as pre- 
fatory to the appointment. These have 
their separate commencement (év 88 7@...), 
so that, for the time, the accusative mdyov 
remains in suspense. So (substantially) 
Paley, Sidgwick, and others, though we . 
must hardly say that the accusative ‘is 

forgotten’. The grammar and logic of 
the whole speech correspond, and exhibit 
the rhetorical advantage of an inflected 

language in binding great periods together. 
—The name “Apetov, which has been 
suspected here and removed by correction, 
is necessary, as Paley points out, to intro- 
duce the explanation of it which follows. 

688—693. The common explanation 
of “Apetos aaryos, the only one which seems 
ever to have had any vogue, connectéd: 

the name, as might be expected, with the 
origin of the tribunal: Aves had been the 
first defendant, being indicted by Poseidon 
for the death of his son Halirrhothios, and 

tried by a jury of gods. So Eurip. 27. 
1258 "Apews tis 6x00s, 05 mpdrov Geol | 
Efovr’ eri Wihpoww aluaros mépt, | ‘Adip- 
pbOov 87° exrav’ wudppwv “Apys, Pausan. 
1. 28. 5 “Apetos mdryos Kadovpevos Bre 

mparos “Apys evratéa éxplOn,.,.xpiOfjvar dé 

kal torepov Opéoryy déyouow eri re Povey 

ris wtp6s, Demosth. (?) 23. 66 év pévy 

TolTy TO Sikaorypiy dikas Povov Geol Kat 

Sodvar Kal AaBety Hélwoay Kai dtkaorai 

yevérOa..., AaBety per Tlocedav tbrép 

‘AXippoOlov rod vied rapa ’Apeds, dixdoat dé 
Hipevion cat ’Opéory of Swdexa Ocol, and 

Dinarch. 1.87, bothplacing, like Euripides: 

and Pausanias, the judgment of Ares first. 
Indeed it is plain, that the legend of Ares, 
if accepted at all, must be accepted for 
what it was, an account of the tribunal’s 

origin. And this shows why Aeschylus 
dilates upon a matter which he seems to 
make irrelevant. To receive the Zu- 
menides, the legend of Halirrhothios must 
be dismissed as faise; and to give another 
derivation of the name Aveopagos is to 

signify this in the least offensive way (see 
Paley’s note). For the derivation given, 

Aeschylus seems to be the sole authority, 
and he may well have invented it. But the 
invasion of the Amazons, and their defeat 

by Theseus, was in itself a popular legend 
and became a commonplace of Athenian 
encomia. See also the Introduction.— 
Kard bOdvov 2 jealousy of Theseus’ own 
foundation, the Ilé\ts or Acropolis. For 
the Amazons as representing darbarism 
against Hellenism, see Isocrates 4. 68, 

Lysias 2. 4, etc.: Isocrates parallels 

them with the Persians, and a similar 

thought, as Paley points out, is probably 
suggested here, since the Persians had 

besieged the Acropolis from the Areopagus 
(Herod. 9. 27).—dvreripyooay +7 Tod 
Oncéws moder, TH ’Akpoédeu.— Apa, as 
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This Hill of Ares,—whereon the Amazons pitched their tents, 

when, for ill-will to Theseus, they came in their hosts, and with 

high walls upreared this citadel, then rival and foe to his, 

sacrificing to Ares, whence the rock of sacrifice, and the hill, 

is called after his name :— 

In this place, public Reverence, and the kindred Fear of doing 

wrong, shall restrain wrong-doing, by night even as by day,—so 

long as the citizens themselves shall not impair (?) the law with (?) 

their ‘father’ and patron.—émdvupos 
("Apews): hence the rock bears his name, 

and the hill (és) ‘the hill of Ares’. wétpa, 
i.e. that which served for the Amazons’ 
sacrifice, or upon which they erected their 

Bwyds. This altar-stone ‘of Ares’ was 
apparently the same, or in the same 
place, as the Bwués which Pausanias 
(1. 28. 5) attributes to ‘Athena Area’, dy 

dvéOnxev (‘Opéorns) dropuyiv thy dlkny. 

When the importance of Athena inrelation 

to the tribunal had eclipsed that of Ares, 
his altar was transferred to her, in the 

usual way, by means of an epithet. The 
legend cited by Pausanias seems to have 
connected this dedication with the trial 
of Orestes. The reason why Aeschylus 

mentions the 7érpa particularly is probably 
that it served as a table for the voting- 
urns and votes, and was presented 
symbolically in his scene. Demosthenes 

(18. 134) speaks of the use of an altar 

for this purpose as an enhancement of the 
solemnity, cal rafra dd Too Bwyoi pépovea 

Thy Widov mpage (y é& "Ap. mary. Bovd7}). 
As a fact, it may be assumed that the 

court was anciently content to assemble 
under the patronage of Ares, though it 
would not have suited Athenian con- 
ceptions in the fifth century, least of all 
those of Aeschylus, to admit this. And 
it may further be true (Wachsmuth, Gilbert; 

see Frazer on Pausan. /.c.) that even the 

connexion with Ares was an accident, 

the name areios pagos having really 
meant ‘hill of cursing’, from the stem 
of dpdé. But its veal origin is a matter. 

upon which we have no evidence, and 

can hardly even guess with safety. 

693—702 ev dirQ: and here, &v rovry 

TE éyy.—PoBos Te ovyyevys TO [1] 
adtkelv: and the kindred fear to do wrong. 
The éBos is ovyyertis to the oréBas, 
both personified; but probably there is 
also a glance at the mythological kinship 
of Ares and Phobos (his son in Hes. 
Theog. 940, and see Theb. 45 “Apy 7° 

"Evum kal gtdaluarov &é8ov). In this 

way Aeschylus marks so much connexion 
between the tribunal and the eponym of 
the hill (Ares) as he thinks fit to recognise. 
As an instrument of religious terror, the 
court is fixed in a place already sacred 
and already associated with Phobos. The 

schol., 6 6€ dyrl rod ydp, is therefore in 

substance right.—rd pj dBixetv explains. 
the ¢dBos: cf. Ag. 14 PdBos yap dv6? 
“trvou wapacrarel 7d wh BeBalws BrAépapa 

cupBareiy trvy, and note there. ox roe 
768e: either (1) shall restrain it, 2.e. 7d 
adixeiv, crime: or (2) with the same sense, 
oxjoet (7d wi ddixeiv) ‘shall restrain from 
crime’, oxzoet being then absolute, and 
7685¢ standing for a repetition of the pre- 
ceding phrase. I prefer the first.—ijpap 
...dpas : by day and even by night. Both 
substantives depend on the preposition, as 

in Soph. 0.7. 734 AeAgpav xdzd Aavalas, 

etc.; 84ws belongs specially to kar’ ed- 

gpévyy, “by night in spite of the night’, 

as the season of crime. Whether in such 

a. case we write 6uws (as M) or 6ués, alzke, 

makes little difference; but duws better 

marks the point.—From this, and the 

more definite imép ebddvrwy éypyyopds” 

dpotpnua (v. 708), it seems that at the 

date of the Zumenides the power of the 

Areopagus over crime, which (it must be 

remembered) had but recently been almost 

unlimited, was represented by some 

Pa 
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Kakais émppoator BopBopw O° vdap 
Aapmrpov puaivev ovmol?’ evpyoes mordy. 
TO pr dvapyov pndé Seororovpevov 

‘ Sous _ a 
KGL LY) TO Sewodv Tav 

aoTois TepioTé\Aovot Bovdrevw céBeiN, 

Tis yap Sedouxas pndev evdixos Bpotav ; 

towvde Tor TapBovvtes evdixws oéBas, 

Epupa TE x@pas Kat odews TwrTHpLov 
¥ > x @ x > , ¥ 
EXOLT Qv OLOV OUTLS avO patrav eXet 

- 

ovr ev YKvOoatcw ovre Ild\owos &v ro7ou.— 

Kepoav abuxrov TodTo BovdeuTypiov, 

aiSotov, 6€vOupov, evddvTwv virep 

eypnyopes ppovpnua yas Kalictapar.— 
7 \ > ra be > ~~ 4 

tavTny pev e&érew’ ewots Tapaiveow 

aoToww eis TO otTov. 

joo. oeOev. céBewv (in margin). m. 

400 

modews €€w Badetv. 

795 

410 

6pOodcGar Se xpy, 

706. oxtOquow. corr. rec. 

watch, maintained there at all hours under 

the management of the Council. It seems 

in short, as Wecklein remarks, to have 

then directed the ‘police’. That its 
tudwial proceedings took place at night 
(necessarily or usually) is not proved; 
nor is there any sufficient indication in 
the present case, though we may note 
v. 748, and the zorches of the final pro- 

cession (1030, 1043).—6 T° fjpap Grotius 
(and many modern texts), on the assump- 
tion that 7d uy ddixetv belongs primarily 
to ox#oe, so that 7éde is unconstruable. 

But neither 76 jjuap nor xara 7d juap, for 

by day, seems to be the usage of Aeschylus, 

or of the tragedians (at least) generally, 
but car’ quap, xa6’ qudpay, as here.—ar- 

kawovrev(?), Nosuch word is otherwise 
known, nor has any etymology been 

traced. yh mexpawwdvrwy Valckenaer, uw} 

*mixpavdvrav Wakefield, uh arikawotvrwy 

Stephanus, The first has the advantage 
of colour, the metaphor (sfodling che 
taste) leading naturally to that of the 

water. Possibly mixawévrw (sic) itself is 
right. We cannot be sure that there was 

no such word as mixalyw, or that, if it 

existed, it was not here appropriate.— 
Equally difficult is the choice between 
punctuating at véuous, or, as Hermann, 

Dr Headlam and others, at émippoaior, 

with change of BopBépy 0’ to BopBope 8’. 
In several collections of proverbs (see 
Hermann) BopBépy vdwp x.7.r. is cited 

by itself, from which he infers, but not 

very safely, that a sentence began at 

BopBopy in the original. I should prefer 
the division at émppoaior, if it did not in- 

volve a change of letter. For kakats «.7.A. 

without copula, Mr Sidgwick cites the 
similar treatment of proverbs in Ag. 334 
Gos 7’ ddecpd, re x-7.r. and Eur. Or. 234 

HeraBohh wavTav yhuxd.—To prj dvapxov 
x.7.\. For the bearing of this sentiment 
on the history and position of the Are- 
opagus see vv. 520—531, and notes there. 
The kaxat émippoal are the Council’s ‘ en- 
croachments’. By making Athena thus 
cite the very language of the Erinyes 
(v. 529), the poet implies that, in their de- 
nunciation of the Council, that portion, 
which refers to the adzses of the institution, 
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ill admixture. If thou foul bright water with mire, thou wilt never 
win a draught. 

‘Not ungoverned, nor yet governed tyrannously,—this is the 
rule I would have my people preserve. This I counsel them to 

reverence, and that fear be not altogether outcast from the city. 
For what mortal is righteous if he nothing fear? 

Such be your reverence, such your righteous dread, and ye 

will have such protecting bulwark to country and town, as none 

of mankind has, not in Scythia nor in the parts of Pelops. 
Pure from corruption, compassionate, quick to wrath, the 

Council here assembling I do’establish, to be a vigilant guard of 

the land’s repose. (A pause.) 

So far I have pursued the path of exhortation to my people 
for time to come; and now, to proceed in the straight course, 

is to be accepted as right. Dramatically 

also, the citation is doubly effective, both 

as a reminder to the Erinyes of Athena’s 
far-reaching knowledge (for she was not 
present to sense when they so spoke), and 
as preparing the way for her eventual in- 
vitation of them to join in supporting the 
new foundation. It is to be established 

upon their own principles, in so far as these 
are laudable. —We must not therefore con- 
clude (with Dindorf) that vv. 699—702, 
because borrowed from the Chorus, are 

spurious.—pajre,..pnSd. pajre...mare recc., 

followed by recent editors. But there 

seems to be an intentional variation 
from the common form, analogous to 
the use of 7e...d¢, odre...ovd€ (see Kiihner 
G. G. §§ 520 n. 3, 5368), ‘what is 
neither lawlessness or yet despotism 

either —mepror&ddover oéBeww : Z.¢. mept- 
aré\dew Kal oéBew. 

7o3—706. ovovde: such as has been 
said, control without tyranny, subordina- 

tion without servility. Whether céfas is 
here the feeling or the object of it, is a 
question which in the Greek does not 
practically arise.—tpupd re xdpas: 7c. 
2puua xdpas re. Strictly speaking, there is 
no transference of re in such cases, but an 

ellipse, for gpupd re xwpas «al (Epupa) 
aédews.—‘Not in Scythia nor the Pelo- 

Vv. E. 

ponnese.’? This expression must not be 
taken as simply equivalent to ‘neither 

among Hellenes nor barbarians’, though 
this is part of the meaning. Had the 
Athenian hopes of a land-empire been 
realised, the Areopagus might well have 

become the centre of justice for a region 
which, northward, had no limit but that 

of Hellenism itself. The phrase, like 
those in vz. 292 foll., 400 foll., sweeps 
the horizon of Athenian ambition at this 
critical moment. : 

407709. See on 688, and note the 
repetition of rofro Bovdeurypiov, to mark 

the connexion, from 687.—et86vrTov... 

éypnyopss: primarily metaphorical, ebdév- 
twv emphasizing by contrast éypy'yopes, 

‘ vigilant, though others may sleep’; but 
see also on 695.—rép réiv dmofavévTwv 

timpov, schol. ; this also may perhaps be 
suggested. 

710—713. The act of foundation and 
the oration thereupon, placed as it is (see 

on 874, 684), is a divergence (é-érava), 
for the sake of the future (els To Aourdv), 

from the present business. To this 
Athena now returns, directing the judges 
to vote. The antithesis ptv...8¢ suggests 
that ép8oto-@ar xprj bears the exceptional, 
but not unnatural, sense, ‘we must (now) 

put ourselves straight’, ze. ‘resume the 

9 
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direct course’. Somewhat similar is 
ép0oupévwy, ‘ holding the true course’, in 

v. 775. The unexpressed subject includes 

all concerned, Athena, the court, and 

even the cause, though alSoupévous tov 
Gpkov, and perhaps also Widow alpay, 
belong to the dicasts only; the thought 
becomes more definite in the process of 

expression.—‘You must rise (from your 
seats)’; Paley, Wecklein. Wecklein notes 

this use of épGotc@a (without further 

explanation) as remarkable, though we 
could not reject it upon this ground. 

But it would lay a strange emphasis 
upon the action. Before the judges 
can take their counters from the altar, 

they must certainly stand up; but to 
mention this seems to impair the terse 

solemnity of the conclusion.—al8oupévous 
Canter. The dative (M) probably arose 
from the false construction aldoupévors 

elpyra: Aébyos, ‘the dicasts have been 
bidden’ (see v. 683). 

714—733- This dialogue accompanies 
the voting of thedicasts. The ten couplets 
indicate that the number of judges is 
divisible by 10, and probably is 10, this 

number being quite sufficiently large for 
the purposes of the stage. See further 
on 687, 746.—By counting a vote for the 

triplet 734—736, and by other expedients, 
the scene may be accommodated, without 
violence, to 11 votes or to other numbers, 

but 10 is the most natural. The question 
is connected with that of Athena’s vote, 

on which see v. 738 and the Introduction. 

— The division is(I think) byseparate urns 
(revxn, v- 745) not by different sorts of 
Pijpo: see on vv. 751 foll. The voting 

is secret, and the urns therefore must be 

so arranged that the voter’s choice cannot 

be detected. Various arrangements are 

conceivable and admissible. 
7l4, 715. kal pry dark /—rijv6e... 

X8oves: tuds rdode duscdotoas (visitors) 
Ty TONE. 

716, 717. akaptodrous urloar (rati- 

oat): to deprive of their full effect.— 
kdywye Porson. 

718, 719. By meddling with what is 
not his function (od Auxdyv), a case of 
blood, Apollo has himself compromised 
the purity and dignity of his oracle (see 
vu. 169 foll.).—oéBets (if right) is similar to 
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let each take up his counter, and give sentence with respect unto 
his oath. 

: My say is said. 

(During the ten speeches following, the judges give their votes 
by taking counters from an altar-table, and putting them in urns, 
so arranged that the result ts unknown.) 

1, Evin. , Mark! We are visitors dangerous to your land, 
whom I counsel you not to slight. 

2. Ap. And for my part I say, dread the oracular command, 
not mine alone, but of Zeus ; and make it not ineffectual. 

3. Erin. Nay, but now that, contrary to thine office, thou 
respectest the causes of murderers, impure henceforth must be the 
sanctuary, where thou awaitest them. 

4. Ap. Hath my Father also lost at all his wisdom, because 
he received as suppliant the first slayer, Ixion? 

5. rim. Thou arguest! I, if I win not the judgment, will 
be dangerous to this land, when I visit again. 

6. Ap. But to the new gods, as to the elder, thou art con- 
temptible, and the victory will be mine. 

oéBe in v. 92, and correlative to ceuyés in 
v. 444: ‘Thou art become a respecter of 

the causes of murderers.’ As the criminal 
entitled to religious acceptance is ceuvés, 

so the person, who receives him, purges 
him, and becomes responsible for him, is 
said oéBew him and his cause (payua). 
pévoy (if right) should be completed by 
aiparnpda mpdyuara from the preceding 

sentence, and points to the expectation, 

on which the Erinyes insist in vv. 174 foll. 

(where see note), that, having once under- 

taken this polluting function, Apollo and 
his oracle will not easily be rid of it: And 
the oracle, where thou awaitest such causes, 

will henceforth be impure.—vlpwv (Her- 
mann), Ze. véuwv pavreta giving oracles, 

or managing the oracle, is easier, and may 
be right.—vépets (for céBets) you manage, 
Rauchenstein. This, or some change of 
oéBes, seems necessary, if we assume that 

the present action of Apollo ix the trial is 
the chief or sole matter in view. We might 

then suspect confusion between the final 

words of the verses. The text is ques- 
tionable, but not certainly wrong. 

720, 721. ‘Has Zeus become fallible 

because he first purged a murderer, 

Ixion?’ See on v. 444.—oadderar 
BovAcupdray: lit. ‘does he miss his 
counsel’ or ‘ purpose?’—mt, 27 some way, 

to some degree, implies that opdAAcoOar 
Ala is a strange conception.—zpoorpo- 

mais: seev. 448 etc. The dative is causal, 

“because of the (accepted) supplication’. 
Not ‘ Was Zeus mistaken zz accepting ...?? 
The argument is that, as Zeus, though 
a purgator of murder, is still the wise 
governor of the world, so Apollo, though 
a purgator, will be none the less the wise 
prophet. 

722—725. byes: Mere words! i.e. 
‘you may argue’. Not finding at the 
moment an effective reply, they fall back 
upon threats.—rys Stkys : the sentence in 
my favour. Cf. ov. 576, 712.—Papeta 
«.7.d.: ‘will be dangerous to this land 
when I come again’.—oAAd,..éyo. ‘If it 

9—2 
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comes to force, you are, as you ever were, 
inferior.’—These two couplets were placed 
by Merkel (and Wecklein) between 733 
and 734. Thus (1) Aéyes is somewhat 
simpler: ‘so you say’, referring to oddév 
éxOpotow Bapiy in 733; (2) mpecBirw 
véos (734) is immediately contrasted with 

év véows Te K.T.d. (724) 3 (3) 726 comes as 
a retort to 720, 721. In short, the whole 

movement is smoothed, and the reasoning 
is not interrupted by mere explosions of 
temper on the one part (722) and the 

other (732). But whether this is a 
dramatic improvement may be doubted. 
Mr Sidgwick retains'the Ms. order. 

426—731. The Erinyes resume, and 
with better success, the contest of wit. 

This is not the first case in which Apollo 

has meddled beyond his sphere (roai7’ 
@dpacev). He did so when by vile means 
(731) he got the Mozraz, goddesses of the 
elder generation, to infringe the law, of 
death, by suffering Admetus, son of 

Pheres, to purchase remission of his own 
‘fate by substituting another. His wife 
‘Alcestis consented to die in his place. 
‘Apollo’s motive was gratitude to Admetus 
(728) for having treated him kindly when, 
Jor a previous interference with the course 

of divine law, he was sentenced by Zeus 
to a term of slavery. See the prologue to 

the Akestis of Euripides. The allusion 
is very damaging to Apollo’s assumption 
of perfect harmony between himself and 
his father (716); and he betrays his wound 

(732), as the Erinyes did (722), by fury. 
He behaves, as at 647, like a divine con- 

fronted with an inconvenient text. The 
fidelity, with which Aeschylus reflects 

contemporary controversy, does him credit 
both as a dramatist and as a theologian. 
—tév ofBovta: rdv es ce edocBoivra, 

‘one that has used you piously’.—rdxov: 
optative, not subjunctive, though the 

principal verb is present (Sixaéy éor), 
because the general maxim, as such, has 
no relation to any particular time: ‘it is, 
and always was, just to requite a bene- 

factor, especially should he need it’.— 
Stavopds Cobet, from schol. to Eur. Ad. 

12.—olv@: to which the Moirai, dowor, 
like the elder gods generally, were not 

accustomed. This explains abolishing 
ancient distribution (of functions), which 

however would probably gain in point, if 
we knew exactly the legend of the decep- 
tion: the words véuew, diavduew are ap- 

plicable specially to the service of the 
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7. rin, Even sucha part didst thou play in Pheres’ house, 
persuading the Moirai to release a mortal from death! 

8. Ap. Is it not then always just to repay regard with 
kindness, especially when the friend entreats ? 

9. Erin. Thou, thou it was, who, abolishing old division, 
didst deceive with wine those ancient powers. 

10. Ag. Thou, thou anon, not winning the final award, wilt 
vomit the venom of thy not dangerous enmity. 

(Here the voting is ended.) 

Erin. Since thy young violence over-rides our age, to hear 
that award is the thing for which I wait, as in doubt suspending 
my wrath against the town. 

(ATHENA rises from her seat.) 

Ath. Here is a task for me,—to make difference in the last 

resort. (She raises her arm, with a gest of command.) And 

table. It would seem also that Apollo 
was treacherous as a host, which would 

sharpen the retort (7d to.) upon his 
claim’ to ‘ piety’ and ‘justice’. 

732. ovk...rédos: losing the issue of the 
Justice (sentence) here.—épet rov tév: will 
vomit the potson (cf. v. 788). I fear that 
this also (éuet) is an allusion to the effect 
of the wine upon the sober Moirai, as 
related by the schools of Homer and 
Hesiod. A disputant galled is little re- 
strained by decency. 

736. dpeplBovdos (Turnebus)...@upotc- 
Oat : ‘in doubtful mind to be angry’, z.¢.in 
suspense whether to be angry or not. 

437—746. Athena declares that, 
should the votes of the dicasts be 
equally divided, a vote from her, as 
president, shall be counted to Orestes, 

and he shall be'acquitted. Such was the 
Athenian rule, supposed to be founded 
upon the precedent of Orestes’ case. See 
Eur. 2k. T. 965, 1472, vixdv lonpes 
Sorts av Whpovs AdBy.—From the course 
of the scene, it seems probable that 

Athena does not actually place a Pios 
in the urn either here or at all, but signi- 
fies her conditional vote by ‘holding up a 

white pebble’ (so Mr Sidgwick), or per- 

haps simply by extending over Orestes, 
as it were, her protective arm. Such 
an attitude, if famous, as we may well 

suppose, would help to’ explain the odd 
expression of Euripides (/#%. 7. 965), 
who makes Orestes say, ‘The votes being 
equal, differerice in my favour was made 
by Pallas wth her arm’, toas 5€ mor | 
wWhpous dinplOunoe Iladdds wAdvy. A direct 

allusion to a scenic effect in the Zumenides 
is quite probable in the /phigenta. See 
also supra 260.—For further considera- 

tion of this subject, and of the important 

question, how Athena’s vote and her 

alleged reasons for it (vv. 739—743) are 
related to the meaning of the play as a 
whole, see the Introduction. The vote 
is (in modern language) not judicial; it 

merely determines (by arbitrary choice) 
the practical question necessarily raised 
by the non-decision of the court. 

737. épov 708’ Epyov: ‘Here is a 
part for me...’. She takes up the last 
words dudiBovdos...méde, which natur-. 
ally suggest the thought, that, after the 
voting, Athens may still be found to have 
pronounced no decision (see 798). To de- 
termine what shall then be done is a part 
which the goddess accepts, though she 
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749- vad (for viv). 

has rejected (474) that of a judge. See 

the Introduction. —Aow@lay Kpivar 
Slknv : ‘to give a distinguishing sentence 
in the last resort’.—kpivat has the full 

sense, Zo divide, distinguish.—rpoobiro- 
pat: Z shall (if necessary) reckon in addi- 
tion. Note the middle voice; rpocdjow 

(schol.) would be less appropriate. 
739—743- WArjy...ruxelv: ‘except for 

wedlock’; the infinitive (of purpose) de- 
pends on alvd.—xdpra...carpds: not 
merely ‘on the father’s side’ (apds rod 

marpés), but of the father, ‘my father’s 
daughter specially and altogether’, and 
therefore on the father’s side. Wecklein 
refers to Eur. ZZ. 933, Soph. E/. 365, 
frag. 148 (where, with reference to the 
regular Athenian manner of naming, 
‘son or daughter of [the father]’, to 
be called the mother’s child is treated 
as a reproach). Athena is the supreme 
case for the better way.—otrw: accord- 
ingly.—rmporunjow, in the full sense : 
‘I shall not value the death of the wife 
move highly than that of the husband’. 
The future corresponds to that of rpoc0%}- 

gouat. If the judges give no decision on 

the question of right, and therefore there 

must be partiality or preference in the 
practical result, her preference will be zzo¢ 
for the wife as against the husband. The 

negative turn of the sentence is significant. 
See the Introduction.—Sapdrev émrloKo- 
arov: ‘in the act of w2szting his household’. 
For the Athenian conception of an éricxo- 
mos or Visitor, see on v. 521; and for the 
application of it to Agamemnon, returning 
to do justice on Clytaemnestra and others, 
see Agam. 798 foll., 835 foll., go5, etc. 

The description points to the wife’s 
treason, and must not be weakened or 
generalised into that of governor. 

744. kav: in case of equality as well 
as (xal) of superiority. —It is possible to 
take this verse as a separate ruling, not 
grounded on the reasons preceding. But 
see the Introduction. 

745, 746. Soros indicates that some 
regular number of dicasts, such as 2 of 

the ro, acted as tellers.—rédos, office.— 

During vv. 747—754 the votes are counted. 

748. See on z. 695. 

ewe ee 
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this, my vote, I shall reckon to Orestes. For mother is there 
none who bare me, but in all things, save to be wed, I yield with 

whole heart praise to the masculine, and am verily of the father’s 
side. Therefore I shall not prefer in value the death of a woman, 

who slew her man, the lawful overseer of the house; but Orestes, 

even with equal votes, hath the victory. 
Put forth from the urns with speed the votes cast therein, 

you of the jury on whom this office is laid. 

(Here the votes are counted.) 

Or. 

Erin. 

things ? 

Or. 

Erin. 

Ah, Phoebus Apollo, how will the judgment go? 

Ah, Night, dark Mother, dost thou behold these 

Now come I to the goal,—life, or the halter! 
And we to honour prolonged, or utter loss ! 

Ap. O reckon aright, my friends, the votes put forth, 
observing in the division to do no wrong. A judgment missed 

749, 750. &yxévys... BAérewv...eppew 
...vépewv all depend on répuard éore, ‘it 
is the goal for...’, z.e. these are the re- 

sults or issues now depending.—ayxévys: 
the halter, i.e. suicide, the familiar use 

and significance of the instrument at 
Athens: Soph. O. 7. 1374, Eur. Bacch. 
246, etc.—ydp, indeed (allerdings Weck- 
lein), expresses that for them, as for 

Orestes, the alternative is tremendous. 

751—754. Though weurdgey can 
mean merely dpiOetv (cf. garter for part), 
we may note that, according to Aeschylus 

(see above vv. 687, etc.), the votes of the 

court must be divisible dy jives.—éxBodds 
Wijhov: exBadroudvas Tras Widous, the 
‘pebbles’ taken from the respective urns. 
—Wy Btaipéwer: ‘ be scrupulously honest in 
the distinction’, ze. in the process of 

ascertaining the division, not miscount- 
ing, or transferring a pebble, or practising 
other devices probably sometimes sus- 

pected.—draxpicer rv Aevkdy xal pe- 
XawGy schol., and so Mr Sidgwick, on 

the ground that dalpeots must be strictly 
the ‘parting’ of the votes, the act of 
separating them, and therefore “the 

voting was by black and white pebbles, 

which was the commonest method at 
Athens. In this system there were two 
xadloxot or urns, one called képios or the 

‘decisive’ one, the other &xupos: each 

voter had a black and a white pebble ; 
his vote was counted according as the 

pebble he dropped into the xvpios was 
white or black...The second or ‘in- 
operative’ urn was to get rid of the other 
pebble, that there might be no clue to 
the way he had voted.” I agree that 
dialpeots might suggest this, but the 

plural revyéov in v. 745 is against it. The 
essential purpose of the xdpios and the 

dxvpos was that the contents of oze um 

only, the xdptos, should be ‘turned out’ 

for inspection. The plural éxBodds also 
points the same way, though this might 
doubtless refer to the plurality of yf@ot, 
or even describe one act of éxBod}. T 

think the division here meant is by urns, 
not by colours, and so Dr Wecklein, 
who notes that the division by urns is 

mentioned in the Agamemnon (806, 
alparnpdy rebxos the urn for death). The 
absence of any reference in the scene to 

the dlack and white is perhaps also. not 
insignificant. If dalpeots must be pressed, 
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may it not refer to the separation zzto 
Jives (weumdgew)? Some such formal 
division is the best and usual way of 

securing an accurate count, and may have 
been imperative by custom. 

753 754. ‘yvOpys: dv7l rod yijpov 
schol., ‘ by the absence of a judgment’, 
z.é. a vote.—Note however that naturally, 
and in almost any context, the verse 

would mean ‘ by lack of judgment great 
mischief comes’. We may suspect that 
it was in this sense proverbial, and that 

the application of it here is an artificial 
point.—Badotoa...pla: and the stroke 
of a single pebble sets a house upright, 7.e. 
one vote may save a man’s all. The 

words are probably right; but it is not 
easy to divine how such an expression 
arose. The figure of a house ‘set up’ 
by a pebble ‘hitting it’ seems not merely 
‘sudden and bold’ (Sidgwick) but ex- 
travagant. Mr Sidgwick’s translation, 
‘the cast of one pebble saves the house’, 
expunges the metaphor, and in effect 
makes adodca intransitive (fa//). But, 
by the arrangement of the words, Badodoa 
should here be transitive, with olxov for 

object ; and this, with the apparent con- 
nexion of metaphor between Badofoa and 
GpOwoev, is what requires explanation. 
Possibly the case is similar to that of the 
preceding verse: Badoidcoa Wijmos suggests 

a sling, and would stand most naturally 
in such a phrase as Badofo’ émdiryy 
Wiipos éorpwoev pla, ‘the stroke of one 
pebble can bring down a full-armed 
man’. If there were such a saying, this, 

as an imitation of it, would have an 

intelligible, though artificial, point. Or 
perhaps the phrase alludes to the mules 
and language of some game: Wijpot were 

employed in many.—To omit the verse 

(Mr Macnaghten) would remove, but 
scarcely solve, the difficulty. If here 
interpolated, it must still have, or have 

had, a meaning.—The proposed correc- 

tions, rapofca, madAovea, opdddovea, etc., 

are not satisfactory. 

755. The numbers are apparently re- 

ported by the tellers to the president. If 

Athena gives an actual Wipos, it is here ; 
but see on v. 737. 

756. The announcement of the result 

would be followed by 2 ‘sensation’, for 

which the crowded scene (see on v. 569) 

afforded ample means, a varied demon- 

stration of gestures, movements, and cries. 

During this, Apollo (as I conceive) 
retires; the attention of the audience 
being fixed on others, and especially on 
Orestes and the Erinyes, his exit would 
be imperceptible, and would have the 
effect of a disappearance. He never 
speaks or is addressed again, and the 
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does mighty hurt, and by stroke of one pebble a house is set 

upright. 

(The count is reported to Athena, who declares the verdict.) 

Ath, This man—is acquitted of murder. For the numbers 

of the casts are equal. (Great and prolonged sensation, during 

whith APOLLO departs unpercetved.) 
Or. O Pallas, O saviour of my house,...To the fatherland, 

whence I was shut out, to that then also thou hast restored me; 

and it shall be said in Hellas,‘The man is Argive again, and 
master in the estate of his fathers,...thanks to Pallas, and to 

Loxias, and to Him that ordaineth all, Saviour and Third; who, 
oe 

allusion in v. 761 is just sufficient to let 
the audience mark that he is gone.— 
Others suppose him to depart with 
Orestes at v. 780. No supposition can be 
proved, and each must judge for himself. 
To me it appears, that to dismiss the god 

in that way would be undignified, and 
that, unless he made a stately and solemn 

departure, after taking leave of Athena 
(which the text excludes), the disappear- 
ance was the only, and far better, 
alternative. 

758. kalyns«.7.A. The acquittal not 

only ‘saves the house’ in the person of 
the heir, but a/so restores to him his 

citizenship in Argos, whither he can now 
return. The change to yalas (Dindorf 
and others) is, I think, mistaken. There 

is reason for distinguishing and empha- 
sizing the point, that a judgment of the 
Areopagus, and the command of the 
president, will be received in a foreign 
state. The legend of Orestes probably 
assumed this; but in the legend the 

judgment was that of gods, a thing above 
ordinary rule. With Aeschylus, it be- 
comes in all respects regular, a complete 
legal and political precedent. Such a 
sentence as he represents, resting ulti- 
mately on the fact that a jury of 
Athenians was divided equally, cannot 
havé had any direct effect in Argos, 
either in the fifth century or at any time. 
But in the actual circumstances of the 

growing Athenian empire, the foreign 
validity of Athenian judgments, especi- 
ally in matters of personal status, must 
have been a question of the highest im- 
portance; and an Athenian audience 

would receivecomplacently the suggestion, 
that acquittal by the Areopagus would 
or should be effective everywhere, —if in 
Argos, then @ fortiord in Samos. 

761. wartpwots. The quotation, if it 
is to be marked off at all, must end here ; 

the following words express the gratitude 
of Orestes rather than the judgment of 
the 71s, so that IIaAAd8os...éxare belongs 
not exactly to otxe?, but to the substance 
of the whole statement Kal yijs...warpd- 
ows, ‘I shall be restored to Argos’. That 
és...6pv belongs to Orestes, not the ris, 
is shown by we. But the truth is that the 
thought and sentence glide, naturally and 
dramatically, from one person to the 

other, and strict punctuation can scarcely 
be applied. 

763. owrijpos (Ads): for the special 
association of rplros with Zeus Soter, see 

Suppl. 26, Ag. 297. But such emphasis 
on the ¢hird was a Greek habit much 
used in drama, and has an effect some- 

thing like our ‘not forgetting’, ‘last but 

not least’. Wecklein compares Soph. 
Oed. Col. 8, 331, At. 1174, Eur. Hipp. 
1404, Menand. sent. 231 @édacca Kal 
wOp kat yuvy tplrov Kaxdy. 
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764. Spav is suspected. If it is right 
(as I think), pyrpds ovvSlkous goes with 
it as predicate, ‘seeing in the Erinyes co- 
defendants with my mother’, regarding 
them as co-defendants and representa- 

tives of her guilt; odvducos, cuvdiceiy 
belonged properly, though not invariably, 

to the defence (v. 582). The only strong 

plea of Orestes is that of wv. 461, 630, 
etc., that the real criminal is Clytae- 
mnestra, and the prosecutors should be 

defendants. The meaning here is that the 

judgment (for which Orestes naturally 
assumes the highest sanction) has adopted 
that view.—If marp@ov and pyrpds were 

taken generally, the suggestion would be 

that Zeus has preferred the cause of the 
father, as such, to that of the mother; 

and, though this is not the view com- 

mended by Aeschylus, his language here, 

as elsewhere, may have been influenced 

_by it as an element of the tradition. See 

the Introduction.—apels (Wecklein), 
orvyav, Kpardy are proposed. 

765—777. The Argives shall never 
invade Attica; Orestes himself, from his 

grave, as an Argive jjpws, will thwart any 
such attempt, and reward them for amity 

and alliance with Athens. This ‘alliance’ 
alludes to that actually subsisting at the 
date of the play (see the Introduction). 
The emphatic protest against ‘ invasion ’, 
and the suspicion implied, is not ex- 
plained by the contemporary history, as 

we know it; and on this ground wz. 765 
—777 were regarded by Dindorf as an 
interpolation belonging to the time of 
the Peloponnesian war. But see on zz, 

674—676. 
766. wheo-rypy: unique and uncer- 

tain. It is commonly taken as acc, sing. 
masc., with xpévov: but Prof. Bury (Class. 
ev. VII. 301) points out, that it gives a 
smoother construction, if taken as acc. 

neut. plural, depending on épxwporheas, 

—épxwporioas mheorhpy 7d Aourov els 

Garavra xpovov, ‘having sworn oaths 
which shall be auzthorztative for all time 
to come’. This sense fits with weo- 
tnpltoua (Cho. 1027, where see note), 

meaning apparently ‘I aver, cite as an 
authority’, Prof. Bury would derive it 
from ‘a common use of m)eisros as 
signifying widely spread, generally re- 
ceived, tn vogue. Whatever be the deri- 

vation, he seems to be right as to the 
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in pity of my father’s fate, hath saved me, because, in these my 
pursuers, he sees the defenders of my mother’s guilt. 

And I, now going to my home, leave solemn oath with Athens 

and thy men of arms, an oath of assurance (?) for all time here- 
after, that never any governor of Argos shall come hither, to raise 
against Athens the martial spear. For we ourselves, who then 
shall be in our grave, will make sorry the transgressors of this my 
oath, by desperate misadventures,—crossing with dismay their 

marches and with ill omen their passages, that they themselves 
may repent of their enterprise. While the straight course is 
kept, while they still requite this city of Pallas by joining their 

arms with hers, we unto them are the more favourable. 

sense, and I follow him, under reserve.— 

Taken as epithet of xpdvoy and as a term 
of quantity, wAeer4py would seem rather 

to abridge than confirm davra, since 
mhetoros means most. Such renderings 

as ‘all the fulness of time’ are hardly 
legitimate. 

769. eb kexarpévov. Such a merely 
decorative ‘ Epic’ epithet is unusual in 
Aeschylus; but, as a phrase of antique 

and therefore religious flavour, it is in 

place here. 
770—774 are not perfect in grammar. 

The form projected seems to be rpdéopev 
Wore Tos TapaBalvouwy abrots werauédew 

tov mévoy, ‘I will bring it about that the 
transgressors themselves shall repent of 
their enterprise’; but eventually the 
clause ws...mévos is accommodated, as 

final, to édovs...7.0évres, ‘ thwarting their 
march, that they may themselves re- 

pent...’ Thus wpdgouer is left incom- 

plete, the construction mpdiouvev ds pera- 

Hedy (cficiemus ut poeniteat) being in- 
admissible. Or, to put the same thing 

otherwise, there is an ellipse, at the 

end of the period, of ware werayddrcw. 

The irregularity is possibly intentional, to 
express excitement (see 482, 759 ff.), like 
the bolder irregularities of the Herald in 
the Agamemnon (556 ff.).—The schol. 
(rimwpyobueda) refers tpdgouer to mpdc- 
cew exact (punishment); but this does 
not help.—rdpa viv épxapara together. 

Suompatlats, instrumental, by means of 
misfortunes. The artificial assonance, 
with difference of sense, in mpdouev 

dvoTpatlats, is characteristic (see on vv. 

160, 637) and confirms the reading 
mpatouev. Characteristic, too, is the 

echoing emphasis on the pronouns, adrol 
huets...avroicr,...avrolow ipels.—ddors... 

TWévres: discouraging their marches and 
thwarting with omens their passages. 

mwépous: passing of streams and other 

boundaries, for which the consultation 

of omens was especially necessary.—7ov 
Taya tapBalvovra...Apdéouev Wecklein 
(@pdéouev Burges), transferring 772 to 
follow 774. Many other changes have 

been proposed, but the text, I believe, 

is sound, though not smooth. An ex- 

pressive and threatening gesture, after 

v. 774, would be more effective than any 

additional words. 
775—777. 6p0ovpévey: neuter, ‘ while 

things go straight’, whzle the true course is 

kept, cf. v. 711. ‘While their oath is 

respected’ is the sense, but we must not 

supply dpxwudrwv, because épOoby dpxw- 

para would be rather to ‘ give’ a true oath 

than to ‘keep’ one: mpayudrwv (Sidgwick) 
is a better supplement, but, properly 
speaking, there is no subject, ép@oupévwy 

being a passive impersonal.—tipdow ; 

pay, requite, reward.—asvroiow pets. 
‘While ¢hey behave well to Athens, I 

shall be the more gracious to ‘them’. 
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788. “Acxiv. 

The emphasis on the pronouns brings 

out and clinches the purpose of the 
whole. Cf. PV. 372 &€ dupdrov 8 

horparre yopywrov cédas (Tudds), | os 
viv Atds rupavvtd’ éxrépowy Big‘ | GAN 
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x.7.X.; ‘Even while he meditated to 
conquer, with the lightning of his eyes, 
the kingdom of Zeus, the bolt of Zezs 
descended on Azm, and put an end to Azs 
ambition.’ Such a use of adrés is char- 
acteristic of Aeschylus, who seldom em- 

ploys it when there is not emphasis, 
preferring vw, ofe or (most commonly) 

the ellipse of the pronoun. Cf. supra vv. 
12—15.—If change is to be made, avrof 
opw tues, suggested to me by a friend, is 
preferable to any other.—éopev. The 
‘anticipatory present’ of prophecy. He 
speaks as for all time. 

778—780. duxrov tots évavrios 

together, @ wrestling-grip which your 
foes cannot escape—8opos vinynédpov : 
‘victory-winning of war’, ze. winning 
victory therefrom.—Z.xit Orestes. 

781—theend. The Erinyes are pacified 
and established at Athens. On the scheme 

of the scene and its relation to the play, 
see the Introduction. 

781—796. This passage, as given in M 
and here, presents not a single sentence 
(except 7! pééw;) complete in construction. 
It is possible that this is the effect of 
some local injury. By supposing that 
something is lost after 782, that in 786— 
787 there should be a verb (cradatw for 

oradaypov, with otherchanges, Wecklein), 

that Barety in 790 should be Bade? 

(Turnebus), and that some connexion 
should be made in 792—793 (where 

see notes), we may restore syntax. But 

that which the ms. offers, a series of 

broken outcries, intelligible but not con- 

struable, is surely more appropriate in the 
situation. The distribution must in that 
case be conjectural, but it is possible to give 

each of 15 choreutae a voice; in the con- 

clusion, li weydAa «.7.X., all are probably 

united. For other divisions (all of which 

however assume an emended syntax) see 

Wecklein’s Appendix. The metre fluctu- 
ates between iambic (ld Geol vewrepor) or 
trochaic (lév ldy dvrurev6-) and dochmiac 
(wadatods véyous), with an effective in- 
vasion of the dacchius (~--, here a sort 
of unfinished dochmius) in 791—793, 
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And so farewell. Mayst thou, and may the people of thy city, 
find, for those who wrestle against you, a throw inevitable, to keep 
you safe and win the triumphs of war. (Exit.) 

Erinyes (in a wild confusion of voices, following, crossing, 
mingling, and united) Ha!...Younger gods, ye have ridden 
down old laws, and out of my hands have taken...But I dis- 
honoured, I miserable, sore in wrath, upon this land...O rage!... 
Venom, ay, venom of punishment, discharging from my heart, 
in drops unto the soil...Intolerable! And. therefrom a tetter, 
blasting bole and birth,...Ha, ha! Revenge!...Spreading quick 
over the earth, till the land be dashed with life-destroying 

before the final outburst.—We see that 
it is the safe departure of their destined 
prey which rouses the Erinyes from their 
astounded silence. 

782. elherbe rh» dypay, Tov guydda: 

cf. v. 325 T6v0 datpodmevos mroxa. The 
omission of the object, though perhaps 
not impossible, would be harsh; but in 

fact the voice is choked by anger, or the 
second breaks in, as at some of the sub- 
sequent divisions. There is a crescendo of 
violence throughout. 

784. év y@ may be loosely constructed 
with pefeioa, but it is truer tosay that the 
projected verb (e.2., will make havoc) never 

comes. 
785. idy avrumevOy: the poison of 

avenging ‘grief, lit. ‘making grief for 
grief’. The wrath of their hearts is 
figured as an actual venom, which, spilt 
upon the earth, takes from it the powers 
of life. Since the Semmnai Theai (see here- 
after) give fertility, so also, as Erinyes, 
they can prevent it. The physical effect 
possibly represents some popular expla- 
nation of real phenomena; see on wv. 
804. foll. 

787. o@radaypov x@ovl—ddopov’ ék 
88 rod x.7.A. The dropping whereof is to 
the earth—Intolerable ; and therefrom etc. 
The seventh voice, like the fourth and 

sixth, takes up (in ddopoy) the sentence 
left by the preceding voice, but instantly, 
leaving dpopoy as an exclamation, starts a 
fresh sentence, which in its turn is pur- 

sued to v. 790, but never finished.—That 

there is a change of voice, between xOovt 

and ddgopoy, is strongly indicated by the 
harsh hiatus of vowels. 

788—790. ‘A canker deadly to leaf 

and fruit,...rushing over the soil, till the 

face of earth is dashed with life-destroying 
blots, ...’.—arexvos might refer metaphori- 
cally to the plant, but glances also at the 
consequence to animal life, which, not 

nourished, cannot bear. Similarly, Bporés 
in BporoPGédpous covers all things mortal, 

plants, beasts, and men, but points par- 
ticularly to the last.—id Sika: Ovevenge!, 
a parenthetic exclamation.—Padciv: an 
inf. of sequence, depending on ériovpevos, 
‘ speeding...to put blots...’, 7.2. spreading 
fast, from the points where the mischief 
begins, so as to make broad stains of de- 
struction; the figure is taken from the 
progress of malignant disease.— Bade? 
(Turnebus) gives a complete sentence ; 
but it is better to suppose an interruption. 

791—793. The succession of cries be- 
comes still more rapid and confused, 

mere ejaculatory words, as of several 

speaking together, so that, though the 
effect is right, and the drift clear enough, 
construction is scarcely to be attempted. 
We may compare, in principle, the broken 
and unconstruable sentences of the 
Herald in the Agamemnon (556 foll.), 
the Nurse in the Choephor7 (745 foll.), and 

the mad Orestes in the latter play (995 
foll.). See also the Parvodos of the Septem 
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797. qweldecde. 8or. 

apparently from ép0joac. 

6 on erasure of 8’.—6x64jea0 by correction, 

(78 foll.). Aeschylus, with all his stateli- 
ness, is less academic than either of his 

great successors, and bolder, at fit places, 

in imitating the actual phenomena of 
passionate speech.—orevdtw; subj. ‘Am 

I to lament (and not act)?’. The sense is 
rather suggested than expressed by the 
exclamation.—...yévopou; z.¢.7i yévwpat ; 

What is to become of me ?, the ejaculation 
overlapping, as it were, the preceding rt 
fé&w ;. The explanation of the schol. (9 
rt yévwuo;—the conjunction # being 
omitted”) is substantially right, though 
not (as it is meant) a formal justifi- 
cation of the grammar. —8vooora— 
aworlras. Jusufferable!...To Athens !, 

z.e., ‘Our injuries are insufferable, and 

so will those of Athens be’,—if we must 

translate the half-heard fragments into 

sentences: cf. dvrurev 07, &opov above.— 
Sucolorra. (fem. sing.) O. Miiller, perhaps 
rightly; but the metrical division justifies 

the ‘short for long’, and in sense the 
neuter seems better.—¥iraOov...td peydAa 
(émdOouer) «7... L am wronged...Ah 

deeply (are we wronged), etc.—tbrd ray 
modtr av Eradov. tuée To Ophyw Thy Timwplav 

Texvixas. elmdv yap “dticogra eraov” 
érpyayey ‘‘mrodlras”, wa G modlraus 

dtooora évra: “The expression of pain 
(Stcorra bard rv Twodktrav eExabov) is 

artificially combined with that of resent- 
ment (d%cowra évra moAlras)”: schol. 

- If we add that the combination is 

presumably produced by a succession of 

voices, this note is right, and shows, 

like that on * yévayeat, that the ancient 

commentators had a sound, though 
imperfect, tradition about the peculiar 
nature of this passage—Note that at 
éraGov | i there is a rhythmical break. 
The long syllable required to complete the 

rhythm ~ — — (¢.g. éraGov @) is lopped off, 

as it were, by the breaking in of the final 

voice or voices in unison. This is no 
doubt a very bold and exceptional treat- 
ment of music, but it seems here more 

than justifiable. Somewhat similar is the 
cutting short of Aecxiy apuddos airexvos... 
(the commencement of an iambic senarius) 
by id...driurdmevos (two dochmit, lx = 
~--). These, and all the phenomena, 

have one and the same cause, the repre- 
sentation, in musical and choric form, of 

a furious crowd.—For attempts to restore 

these verses, on the supposition that they 

should present continuous sense and 

metre, see Wecklein’s Appendix. 
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blots...(zwzth increasing tumult). Shall I lament ?...What shall I 

do?...become?...Hard, hard!...To Athens!...My wrongs !...(ad/ 
together) Oh, great indeed the wrongs of the hapless Daughters 
of Night, dishonoured and distressed ! 

Ath. (coming down towards them). Let me persuade to 

patience your sore lament. Ye are not vanquished. No! Equal 

in votes the sentence was, falling so honestly, not for contempt 

of thee, but because there was presented testimony that shone 
with the light of Zeus, given by the very god who himself gave 
the oracle, to the effect that Orestes by this deed should not take 

797. It is supposed by some (Weck- 
lein) that the parts of Athena in this scene, 
as well as those of the Chorus, originally 
exhibited strophic correspondence, and 
that therefore this speech and 850 foll. 
should be reduced, and 882 foll. should 

be augmented, to 13 lines, the actual 

length of 827 foll. See on 803, 860 foll., 
887. Except as to v. 887, the questions 

raised are of little importance. On the 

whole, I think that the case is not made 

out ; Mr Sidgwick appears to be of the 
same opinion.—m(8eo0e Turnebus. 

798—802. Since the prosecutors ob- 

tained half the votes, they are ‘not 

defeated’ ; and the votes for Orestes im- 

plied no contempt of them, but an honest 
belief (dA7 64s) that he was justified, or ex- 
cused, bythe oracle. Thus against the jury, 
and therefore against Athens, they have 
nocomplaint. Two distinguishable points, 

icdynpos e&pNOe and éfHdOe dAnOGs, are 

combined in one statement.—‘‘ You had 
half the votes, and therefore no de- 

feat ; but that Orestes should be released 

by my vote was necessary, because...” 
(Wecklein). The words may certainly 
be so understood, but papripsa points 

rather to the jury; and as to the motives 

of Athena, contrast vv. 739 foll., where 

Apollo and the oracle are not men- 
tioned. Here Athena, judiciously though 

not without a certain sophistry, ignores 

her executive act, and treats the question 

as lying now simply between the Erinyes 

and Athens.—I place accordingly (as 

Sidgwick and others) no full stop at 

oéfev. The causal sentence, rapiy yap..., 

stands in antithesis to the causal dative 
ariplg, and the two together explain 
adn0Gs, honestly.—The ‘witness from 

Zeus’, so called purposely but with some 
exaggeration, is Apollo’s evidence as to the 
oracle in vv. 617—624. The acquitting 
jurors (this is the point) took the oracle 
bona fide as representative of Zeus and 

decisive; and that impression was the 
more natural, when the ‘splendour’ or 
‘dazzling effect’ of the testimony was 
enhanced by the appearance of the 
oracular deity in person. That the 
oracle did in fact give the mind, the 
whole mind, of Zeus, is not asserted by 

Athena, or by Aeschylus anywhere. If 

so, neither she nor he could have said 

anything for the jurors who condemned. 

Nor need we suppose that this account of 
the motives for acquittal is complete. 
Athena naturally insists on the dignity of 
Apollo and the oracle, but the rhetoric 

and pathos of vv. 628—642 seem quite 
as likely to have carried the votes, and 

‘possibly the poet thought so.—ds... 
exe: ¢o the result that the obedience of 
Orestes should not injure him, pointing, 
that is, tothisconclusion. ds: z.e. dore.— 

6 xpyoas Turnebus, et plerique. Techni- 
cally (see critical note) @porjeas (Merkel) 
is slightly more probable; but we must 
then read adrds Opojoas...aprupay, as a 

parenthesis, and not (as Merkel) atré 6” 

6 Opojcas, objectionable in metre.—The 
repetition of avrés is for emphasis. 
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803, 804. dpeis dé TH -yy THOSE Mh Bapry 
Turmebus, oxypnre Elmsley ; alii aliter. 

The exact reading cannot be determined, 
but the commonly received suggestions 

of Turnebus and Elmsley are as probable 
asany. Theuse of the middle oxjyyode 

as a variation for oxjypyre (make to 

alight, for yourselves—in your interest), 

though it would be irregular, is perhaps 
not impossible. But the termination 
-ofe may be an involuntary anticipation 
of 6upotc@e.—Omission of re...cxnyynobe 

(Wecklein), or of some other words, has 

been proposed, in order to shorten the 
speech by one verse ; see on v. 797. 

805, 806. Sapcvev oraddypara : 
angel-drops, ghost-drops, fairy-drops— 

but no modern English word repre- 
sents the vagueness of dalwoves. It must 
not be assumed that this expression is 

incorrect. If certain phenomena of 
blight or other devastation were super- 
stitiously attributed to a poison distilled 
by offended supernatural beings (see 
above v. 785), darudvun cradeyuara may 
well have been a general name for such 

poison. We need not suppose that 
originally the operation was restricted 

to the Erinyes (or ¢ke Semnai Theai), 
though indeed originally the conception 

of épwves appears to have been little more 
precise than that of daluoves itself: see 

on Cho. 282 foll—The proposed cor- 
rections mostly seek in dauéywy some 
part of the body (¢.g. ¢hroat) from which 
the drops are to come: Aevpdvwy, 

kapdtav, Nawdrwr, Aarypwdrwyv, Aawdvwv. 

But some of these words are fictitious or 
doubtful, nor does such particularity seem 
appropriate.—Bpwripas...dvypépous: che 
ungentle sharpness whereof devoureth 

the seed. Take Bpwripas (adj. to aixpuas) 
oTepuarwy together. alxy#, commonly 
point, has here the larger sense ‘sharp 
thing ’.—Others construe oepparwv dvy- 

pépous together, ‘ungentle and seedless 

(barren) ’ or ‘ ungentle in respect of seed’, 
z.e. destructive to it, nor is this wrong. 
But the instances of genitives with the 
negative or privative adj. do not exhibit 
any precise parallel, and. we may doubt 
whether omepudrwv dvynuepous could have 

stood in this sense alone. The whole 
Bpwrnpas...dynuépous justifies itself to 
the ear, but scarcely admits of gram- 
matical distribution. 

807—810. She offers them a cave-sanc- 

tuary (that of the Semnaz Theai below the 
Areopagus; see the Introduction).—¢8pas 
Te kal kevOpavas: a cavern-abode, but, as 
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And you, hurl not the weight of your wrath upon Attica; 

be not indignant, nor make barrenness, by shedding the fairy- 

drops, whose sharpness doth ungently devour the seed. For I 
unto you do promise sacredly, that in sacred ground ye shall have 
a cavern-seat, where on altars rich ye shall sit enthroned, by these 
our citizens worshipped and dignified. 

LErinyes-(as before). Ha!...Younger gods, ye have ridden 

down old laws, and out of my hands have taken...But I 
dishonoured, I miserable, sore in wrath, upon this land... 

re kal marks, each aspect is important. 
Being a xevOudy, the place will suit them 
as x@éviat, denizens of the underworld 

(the Taprdpou pedaBabhs KevOudv: see 420 
and P. V. 235): with that it was probably 
supposed to communicate (see 1037), 
though there is now no trace of an internal 
opening, and little of a cave. But it will 
also be a #6pa, an abode and seat upon 
earth, where they will receive regular 
worship. The play throughout assumes 

that this is new to them, a sign of 
their reconciliation with the upper gods 
and with humanity.—év8(kov x@oves: of 
legal ground, z.e. ‘your especial property’. 

AurapoOpdvocww ...éoxdpats. Either (1) 
altar-stones, \umapal (fat, shining) with 
the offerings of oil poured upon them: 
so O. Miiller, Wecklein and others, 

citing Lucian Alexander p. 238, 7a 6é 

wept Tods Oeods mdvu voody Kal dddéxora 
mept abrav memtorevxws, Kal el ovoy adn- 

Auupevov sov AOov 4 eorepavwpevov Oed- 

cairo, wpoomlirrwy edOds Kal mpocxuvar, 

Theophrastus Char. rept deoidarp. c. 17, 
kal ray Nurapay AlOwv Trev év Tals Tprddors 

maps éx THs yxbOov édatov Karaxelv 

kal éml yovara mesav Kal mpooxuryoas 

dmadddrrecOau, etc. Or (2) shining seats, 
ze. ‘splendid’ marble seats. I incline 
to (1). Mr Sidgwick rejects it on the 
ground that ‘‘ the regular libations to the 
Eumenides were honey and water, fully 

detailed in Soph. 0.C. 470—481.” But 

the ritual of the Areopagus-cave may 
have differed from that of Colonus, even if 

the Semnai Theai, before Aeschylus, were 
identified with the Eumenides (see the 

Vv. E. 

Introduction). The use of oil in chtho- 

nian-offerings was common. The cjtation 

from Theophrastus points to this associa- 
tion for the word Aurapds, and a definite 

reference to offerings suits the context 
here. Both Lucian and Theophrastus 
treat such worship as generally of a low 
type; but that is far from proving that it 
was not the ritual of the Semnaz Theaz in 
the age of Aeschylus. Nor, because the 

éoxdpar are the ‘seats’ of the deities, can 

we infer that no offerings are to be poured 
on them ; for there is little doubt that the 

image on the Bwués merely figured the 

deity, who had been primitively supposed 
to place himself unseen on the stone, and. 
receive the libations really given, accord- 
ing to a still earlier conception, to the 
sacred stone itself. We might decide the 

question more easily, if we knew what 
was the condition of the sanctuary at the 

date of this play, whether there were 

then images of the Semnai Theat there, 
and how they were represented. But 

this is uncertain. See further on v. 837. 
—The dcirva én’ éoxdpa mupés, offered by 

Clytaemnestra to the Zvznyes (v. 108), 
certainly mean more than honey and water, 
probably more than oil; but (see note 
there) it is not clear that her rite is sup- 

posed to follow any approved use, still 

less that it is appropriate to the Semnat 
Theat and their sanctuary. 

811—826. The Erinyes repeat their 
invective, zgss verbis. The offer of the 
goddess they do not notice, and ap- 
parently have not even heard. 

Io 
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830 

aN’ ovdey avTov Set: ad SO evmiOys epot 
, # \ 2? 4, aN ig yrdéoons paraias pn “KBddys ert xOdva 

KapTov pépovta TavTa yy TpadcoEw Kadds: 
‘\ 

Koipa Kehawvod KUpaTos muKpOY pevos, 
815. dyvrirabA (but see 785). 

835 
819. émecotpevoc (but see 789). 

824, 828. The reading and interpre- 

tation are uncertain: orjoa: xOdva has 
no clear sense, though perhaps it might 
conceivably mean ‘to sfay the land’, z.e. 

‘stop’ it from bearing; nor has évoxn)ov. 
Even if we assume for dvexndor the 

meaning hard to charm (xmeliv) and so 

incurable (Sve8epdmevrov schol.), we can- 
not join orjonre Svokndov, with the sense 

‘ make incurable’; for, though rl@qut is 

regularly so used, ternue apparently is 
not. Nor can dvexnAos (for dveKydnTOos) 

be inferred from xy\éw ; rather, as others 

suppose, dvcxn)os, if a real word, should 
be the opposite, by false analogy, of 
edxnrdos (calm of temper, properly Féxy- 

Xos), and should mean peevish, spiteful, 

or the like; but then it can scarcely 
apply to x@dév.—Perhaps in dyav (or 
aynv, but see on Ag. 1178) we should 

find the substantive dyn site (cf. Ag. 
136 diya Oed0ev spite of gods, and see L. 
and Sc. s.v.), as there seems no reason to 
suppose that the word was confined to 
lyrics ; orfica dyn, for ‘to feel high indig- 

nation’, is defended by the analogy of 

lordvat dpynv, xOXov etc. (see L. and Sc. . 
5. torn). SvoKndov (séztefeel) will then 
belong to dynv, but we should ‘require 
the dative x@ovl, as in épylfecOal ri, 

Oupodcal rin, etc.; Being divine; let not 

your spite rage too angrily (wmepWipws) 
against a land of men (Attica). The 
antithesis 0a! Bporéy brings out the force 
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O rage!...Venom, ay, venom of punishment, discharging from 
my heart, in drops unto the soil...Intolerable! And therefrom a 
tetter, blasting bole and birth,...Ha, ha! Revenge !...Spreading 
quick over the earth, till the land be dashed with life-destroying 
blots...(w2th increasing tumult) Shall I lament?...What shall I 

do ?...become?...Hard, hard !...To Athens !...My wrongs !...(a// 
together) Oh, great indeed the wrongs of the hapless Daughters 
of Night, dishonoured and distressed ! 

Ath, Dishonoured ye are not; nor should ye, being goddesses, 

let your wrath rise to peevish spite(?) against a city of men. 
Moreover I am strong in Zeus,—and what need to say it?—and 

know, I only among gods, the keys of the chamber, wherein the 
thunder is sealed up. But there is no need of that. Rather do 
thou listen to me, and fling not upon earth the fruit of a wild 
tongue, whereof is born universal ill-success. Oh, sink in slumber 

of the protest, and justifies the separation 
of Bpordy from xAovt.—Other suggestions 
are (1) ktlanre (ake) Linwood, but see 
above as to the assumed sense of 5vcKy)os: 

(2) Stoxnpov dpéva Schmidt (8tonnpov 
xerov Wecklein), ‘unrestrained (xyyds 

muzzle) human anger’, from a corrupt 
and obscure gloss in Hesychius, dvexnmov* 
&dpava Svcoudvicrov. 

‘829. Kaya. She also could, if neces- 
sary, bring force, superior force.—érovba 
Zyv( : if the Erinyes are the daughters of 
Night (825), she is the daughter of Zeus. 

830. Sdéparos Casaubon, perhaps 
rightly ; but Swpdrev is possible, de- 
pending not on KAq8as but (as partitive) 
on év @, guasi kdyoas éxelvou TH Swpdruv 

é 6 x.7.¥.,—‘ how to open the particular 
chamber in which...’. ; 

832. avrov: properly ‘there is no 
need for that’, for ‘the thing ztse/f’ ; it 

is enough to name it. As commonly in 
Aeschylus, avrés gives an emphasis. 

833, 834. Cast not on the ground the 
wild tongues fruit, which produces the 
ruin of all,—the fruit becoming seed 
and producing another fruit in turn. 
advta...Kakas depends as substantive on 
épovra.—trn xOovl Burges, followed by 
Wecklein, Sidgwick (1899), and others: 

xaprov is then object to pépovra (neuter 
plural), and x@ovl will be constructed 

with pépovra (kaprov), not with éBdrgs. 
But this is disadvantageous to the rhythm, 
and the pregnant terseness of the tra- 
ditional text seems more Aeschylean than 
the grammatical simplicity of the other. 
See also next note. 

835. Lit. ‘‘make the bitter force of that 
black ‘concept’ sleep”; but we have no 
poetical word exactly equivalent to cijua 
here. It is used very nearly as in Cho. 128 

yatav adriy, 4 ramdvra rhkreras, | Opévard 
7 aitis Tovde Ktua NawBdver, and pur- 
sues, with slight modification, the pre- 
ceding metaphor. The xéua is the seed of 

rage, ‘conceived’ in the mind as in a soil, 

which must not be suffered to grow, to 
produce fruit, and to shed it, but should 
‘fall asleep’, as a seed which decays. See 

also xiuaros veoomdpou, sup. 662.—That 
this, and not the secondary (though com- 

mon) meaning wave, is intended, I think 
certain. Asthe passage fromthe Choephoré 

shows, the sense concept (k’nua) could 

not in this context escape the ear, so that, 

if wave be meant at all, there is a play 
on the word, which, though Aeschylean 

enough, can hardly be made out, because 
the idea wave is not sufficiently indicated : 

Io—2 
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@s oepvotiysos Kat Evvoirytap euol. 

XO. cue rabely rdde, ded, 
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ewe Twahaidppova, KaTd Te yay oixe, 841 
ra 

atierov,—pev,—pvoros. — 
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MVvEw TOL MeVOS atravTa TE KOTOV.— 

ot, ol, 6a, ped.— 
4 3 e a tis pe Umrodverau 
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meupas ddvva ;— 

Ovpov due, parep 
Nvé. 

845 

dmé ydp pe tysav tdaparay Pear 
Svomdvapor Tap ovdey Hpav Sddov. 

845. brdderae (but see 877). 

there is nothing in the context which 
points to it—The asyndeton, as in Aes- 
chylus and in Greek often, signifies a 

repetition of the foregoing thought. 
836. oepvétusos points to the title 

(Semnat Theat) under which. they are 
to become £uvoixyropes. Note also that 

Evvoukyrwp and xdpas (837) lead back 
the thought to the real ‘soil’ (A7tica), by 
which the preceding metaphor was sug- 
gested. 

837. ws mporédera Oudvrwy *APhwyor 

rais "Epwiot’ rédos dé 6 yduos, schol. ; 

mporéhea are rites preliminary to mar- 

riage. The Semnai Theai were supposed 
(see the sequel) to give every kind of 
fertility. What offerings were made is 

not specified, but since they were 

dxpodlvia of Attica, it may be supposed 
that of7 was or had been an important 
part of them. This may throw light on 
v. 809.—By ’Epwio. the schol. means 
Zepuvats eats, assuming, like Pausanias 

and late writers generally, the Aeschylean 
identification; see the Introduction.— 
éru, with érawoes: for all this; ‘you 
will be pleased, though you may not now 

think it’. 

840—849. On the metre see Appen- 
dix II. The rhythm is dochmiac, thrice 
interrupted by ¢e0: the insertion of this 
(842) within the foot or bar (d7lerov 
Hicos) is extremely violent (hence ged, 
dzlerov ptoos Weil), but cannot be safely 

rejected. Doubtless this stvophe, like 
vv. 781 foll., is distributed between 
different voices, as the interjections es- 

pecially indicate. A distribution be- 
tween 15 is easily made, but nothing 

certain can be determined. 
840—842. J to submit to this!, that 

is, to accept a fixed habitation among 
men, further explained by katd ydv 
oikely, z.¢. Karoixely yay, ‘to settle in a 

place’ or ‘in the place, in Attica’: yf 
has its local and political sense; not 
‘earth’ generally. adrlerov pioos: a 
thought contemptible and abhorred, in 

apposition to xara yay olxeiy. See on 
wv. 335—355- The whole notion of a 

dwelling-place and local cult on earth is 
{according to Aeschylus) alien from their 

- primitive way of thinking (aradatédpova.). 
They will have nothing of any such pact, 
no mutual commerce with mankind what- 
ever. They are no eot (contrast v. 848 
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the bitter bane of that black seed, as one high-honoured of me, 
as a partner of my home. When the prime offerings of this wide 

Attica, sacrifice for children and the marriage-rite, shall be thine 

for ever, then, if not now, thou wilt commend this offer. 
Erinyes (as before). 

change my ancient mind ! 

horred thought ! 

oh vile! 

I to submit to this, oh shame! To 

I, to be resident...Scorn on the ab- 

My spirit is all fury and rage. 

Ah, what an anguish thrills my breast! 

Oh horrible, 

Hark to my 

indignation, O Mother Night! For a crafty trick of gods had 
well-nigh wrenched me from my immemorial (?) honours. 

with v. 828), to be propitiated forsooth 
with gifts.—We must on no account sub- 
stitute card yas olxeiy or xara yas olxvely 

(Hermann). The Erinyes have always had 
‘a home underground’ (v. 420 olka vis 

bral), nor is it this which they contemn. 
844. 8d: exclamation of horror ; 

origin unknown. See 4g. 1057. 
846. is d60va mdevpds; Hermann. 

See Appendix II. 
848. ard...1jpav: dafpay dio..., ‘re- 

moved me from....’—Sapatdv: an un- 
known word, and probably erroneous. 
Savadv ancient (L. Dindorf) suits the 
sense very well, but not so well the 

rhythm, which points rather (if we 

may assume that the scansion of Gedy 

is disyllabic, ~ —) to the quantities ~~ -. 
The conjecture day:éy (Schuetz), from 6%- 

ptos, introduces political associations, here 

specially inappropriate. No quite satis- 
factory suggestion has been made.— 
SvormdAapor...86d01: evil craft, wadhdyy 
repeating the signification of d6dos. 
This language is extremely interesting 

and significant. The Erinyes term 
Athena’s offer a ‘trick’, conceiving that 
the local cult, if accepted, would annul 
their general powers, which, however 
limited in scope, are universal in appli- 
cation. They are asked, as they think, 

to become divinities of Athens and 
nothing more; and, not unnaturally, they 
regard the proposal with scorn.. Athena 
treats this view as a prejudice, subtle 

(copwrépa 851) but antiquated (yeparépa 
850). The truth is rather, that it was, 

in Aeschylus’ day, and in Hellas, the 
very latest novelty, and has ever since 
waged war in Europe, with varying 
success, against religious observances of 
the political type which Aeschylus loved 
and wished to save. It was the philo- 
sophers, the thinkers, who were beginning 
to disengage the conception of deity from 
connexion with places and cults, and to 

challenge paganism on this ground. It 
is Aeschylus, no less than his Athena, 

who is pleased to mark as narrow and 
retrograde, a thing to be treated by 
larger minds with tolerant condescension, 
the notion that a sacred person is 
abridged in function by having a favoured 
and particular sanctuary.— ap’ o¥8tv : 
‘as of no account’ (Sidgwick), ‘so dass 

ich gleich nichts bin’ (Wecklein), and 
others generally. For the sense of map’ 
ovdey, lit. ‘at nothing’, cf. Soph. O. 7. 983 
Tate’ bry map’ ovddy éorr he, to whom 

these things are of no account, and 
L. and Sc. s.v. wapd, C 5. But the 
construction of wap ovdéy as a proleptic 
adjective, guasi wore map’ ovdev elvat, 
is strange, and not warranted by sw. 213 

dria cal wap’ obdey Apkéow...misTwpara, 

However that passage be read or inter- 

preted, the presence of the word driya 
makes, for this purpose, a great difference. 

Nor is it clear why the Erinyes should say 

that ‘the trick’ (Athena’s proposal) has 

actually effected what, by rejecting it, they 

can still prevent.—Another meaning of 
map’ obey is ai/ but, lit. ‘within (a mere) 
nothing’; cf. Aeschin. 3. 258 wap’ oddév 
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Kal OU TLLaY 

edpav éxovora mpos Sdpous *Epex ews 
, > 3 a N 4 , 

reveet Tap dvopav Kat YVUVALKEL@Y oTohor, 

sony map addrwy ovmor av oxeous Bporar. 

851. xalroc per. 858. o7rddov. text m. 

Bev WdOov drroxreivar, étexiputay be éx ris 

méhews, and see L. and Sc. s.v, apd C 5 d. 
It should be considered, whether zrap’ ob dev 

fjpav is not a brachylogy for map’ oddév 
HrAOov apat, ‘it had ad/ but dispossessed 
me’; though exceptional, this construc- 
tion is more natural than the other. The 
sense will then be, that the offer, being on 

the face of it specious, might have ruined 
them, if they had not seen through it. 
The exaggerated expression would be a 

natural note of anger. 
850—852. spyds Evvolaw cor: ‘I 

will humour you, will bear your moods 
sympathetically’. For the sense of dpyat 
see on Eur. Med. 121, and for cuudépew 
cf. 26. 13 mévra cuupépovoa (complying) 

"Idcov..—kaltor, and yet, ‘belongs to 

gpovely xduol x.7.d., the clause with pév 

being concessive (¢hough).—7é pév (rather 
than td pév, Hermann): zz the one way. 
Like the common rojo wév in prose, it 
signifies little more than “év simply.—xat 
T@ pév ef od (Wakefield, Abresch, and 

others), ‘and thereby (sc. 7 yeparrépa 
elvat) you are wiser’, is a little less 
probable technically, and rather too 

much narrows the sense. The schol. 
however has da rév ypévov, which per- 

haps assumes rg.—For sopwrépa, which 

has been suspected, see preceding note. 

Their objection, she says, not without 

irony, is too subtle for her comprehen- 
sion. 

853. és dAAGHvAov eMMotoa x Odva, 
not merely equivalent to és dAAqv...xOdva, 

means ‘if ye pass into the people of 
another place’, z.¢. adopt another city. 
The Erinyes have no such thought ; but 
Athena prudently shifts the ground, ° 

avoiding the discussion of their theology. 
Hence the somewhat abrupt transition, 
which has been supposed to indicate a 
lacuna. 

855. The glory of this people will grow 
with growing time: lit. ‘the in-flow of 
time will be more glorious (than that to 

which it flows)’, each age more glorious 
than the preceding time to which it is 
added. Not simply ‘the future will be 
more glorious than this present’. 

857. mpds Sépors "EpexOéws: dy the 
house of Evechtheus, i.e. ‘under the 
Acropolis’, the sanctuary of the Sewnaz 

Theai being on that side of the Areo- 
pagus.—On the history of the buildings 
upon the Acropolis, connected with 
Erechtheus and Athena, and the difficult 

question, to what building, if any actu- 

ally in existence, déu0: EpexOéws would 

refer at the date of this play, see Miss 
Harrison in Mythology etc. of Ancient 
Attica, and Dr Frazer’s edition of Pau- 

sanias (/ndices s.v. Evechtheum). The 
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I will bear with thy humours; for thou art elder. 
And yet, if one way thou, doubtless, art more subtle than I, to me 
too Zeus hath given no foolish wit. 

As for you, if you go to land of other folk, you will regret 

this Athens, I warn you that. 
honour still shall flow to her citizens. 

For with on-flowing time, more 
And thou, seated honour- 

ably by Erecththeus’ house, shalt receive from men and from 

women, coming in procession to thee, honours greater than thou 

couldst get from all the world besides. 

existing Erechtheum was not yet built, 
perhaps not projected; but there had 
been (at all events) a ‘house of Erech- 
theus’ (Hom. Od. 7. 78), and the 
Persian devastation might here naturally 
be ignored. Indeed the reference is 
rather to the Acropolis itself, as the 

‘home’ or ‘castle’ of the ancient kings, 
than to any structure upon it. 

858. dv8pav (crddwy) Kal -yuvatkelov 
orédov: processions of men and of 
women; for orddos, see v. 1028. 

859. Sony (riujv) : such honour as... 
The prevalent view, that Sony is uncon- 

struable, does not allow for the Greek 

habit of ellipse, and the manner in which 

the intended riujy is fixed upon the ear 

and the mind by the context. Not only 

does the whole altercation turn on this 
word (783, 813 driuos, 796, 826 aripo- 
mevOeis, 848 aid riyway, and, on the other 

side, 789 otk driplg, 810 Tiynadgpounévas, 

827 obk gor’ Arysor, 837 ceuvdrimos), but 

these sentences especially do so (855 
Tyudrepos, 856 riyslav). The Erinyes 

protest against the loss of their riwol, and 
Athena’s reply is that they will gain on 
the’ contrary the ever-growing 7yu4 of 
Athens. In these circumstances, there is 

no practical obscurity in Sony (riujv), 

although the substantive, in the singular, 
has not actually occurred in the context. 

—On the other hand dow» (Pauw), 
te. revéer tocotrwy boa... with attrac- 

tion of the relative, so collides with the 

other genitives, dvdpav...crédwy, &dhwy 
...Bporav, as to be scarcely intelligible. 
éo’ dv (Weil) avoids this objection ; but 

it is not clear that an anticipatory dy is 

admissible ; with do’ év we should expect 

a clause like 80’ A» @éAys. It has also 

been suggested (Dindorf), that some- 

thing, containing an antecedent for don, 

has been lost after v. 858; this is possible, 
but the text should not be suspected. 

860—868. ‘Athens will give you wor- 
ship enough; let it be hoped that you 
(ov) will inspire your worshippers hap- 
pily, with courage in just defence, but 

not with that ungovernable and suicidal 
fierceness which you seem to favour.’ 

This is the connexion of thought. The 
power of the Semnai Theat over marriage 

and birth (838, 858, 896, etc.) might be 
supposed, and probably was supposed, to 
make them specially efficacious in de- 
termining the character of the young 
(véor). It may even be gathered that 
there were some current notions on this 

subject, particularly among the lower 
populace, of which Aeschylus did not 

altogether approve. After all, Zeus and 
Athena, not the Semnai Theat, are the 

deities to whom he points.—-These lines 
(860—868) are certainly something of a 

digression, a meditation of the goddess, 

addressed rather to the audience than the 
Erinyes ; but there is no sure ground for 
ejecting them and thus reducing the 
speech to 13 verses (see on a 79%). 

Vu. 866 foll. are admirable, and if those 

preceding are hyper-Aeschylean, we may 
argue from that either way. 

860—865. ‘Do not stimulate Athenian 
youth to bloodshed, or put in Athenian 
hearts the spirit of civil war’.—The form 
of the period is slightly irregular; to 
pre...Oqydvas should respond another 
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object to Barns, e.g. pare dpy éupidor, 
instead of which we have a fresh verb, 

idpions. Cf. P.V. 185 foll. (Wecklein).— 

év toro... Onydvas: lit. ‘in a place 
belonging to me put not sharpeners to 
blood’; the ‘place’ or ‘ground’ is at 
once Athens (metaphorically) and the 
hearts of the Athenians (literally).— 
aiparnpds: epithet from the effect, as 
éupavets below, and aluarnpoy (rebxos) 

urn of death in Ag. 806, but simpler, 
since the ‘whetstone’ is often stained.— 
omAdyxvov...Cupdpacw: marring the 
breast (temper) of youth, and maddening 
with worse rage than any wine. é&pa- 
vets: see above. dolyots (Robortello) : 
‘not wine (yet like it)’, a favourite use of 
such negative epithets.—pijre...Opaciv : 
take not, to put in my citizens, the heart, 

as it were, of the cock, war against kin 

and courage against one another. The 
notion, which Aeschylus treats as meta- 
phor (as), that man was made up of 
elements from animals, was adopted 
literally in some legends of the creation: 
see Horace, Od. 1. 16. 12 fertur Prome- 

theus, addere principi | limo coactus par- 
ticulam undique | desectam, et insani 
leonis | vim stomacho apposutisse nostro, 
with commentaries there. The theory is 

here applied to the making of individual 
children (see above), or rather, as we 

should say, of their souls. Such crude 
physics or psychology, for Aeschylus 

figurative, may have been really be- 
lieved by many of his contemporaries, — 
especially the devotees of the Semnai 
Theai. We would be not the less in- 
clined to depreciate it, because Athena 
herself was associated with the fabulous 
operation of Prometheus: Lucian Prometh. 
3 cuverpydgero abr@ kal y’ AOqvi, éumvéovca 
Tov mydov x.7.A. If we knew more of 

the popular doctrine, we might see more 
reason for @yydvas, and for the peculiar 

phrasing of this passage generally. — 
GXexropov. For the cock as the type 
of civil war, cf. Pindar, O/. 12. 20 évéo- 

mdyas ar’ ddéxrwp.—dpy. Cf. Ag. 78 
“Apys & ovdk évt xwpg (in the young child 
‘ Ares is not yet at his post’), where how- 
ever the psychology is different, and Aves 
more of a proper name. Where, as here, 
it is absolutely non-personal, should we 
not avoid the misleading capital, as it is 
now common in Latin to distinguish 
Mars and mars?—wpijr’ Dindorf.— 
iSptoys “Apy Stephanus. The error of 
“M seems to have arisen from the con- 

fusion of ic (w) and « (x).—éfeAotca, 
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And thou, never must thou sow within my bounds those sharp 

incentives to blood, furious as drunkenness with the wine of rage, 

which mar the bosom of youth, nor take, to put in my citizens, 

heart of the cock, home-courage, bold against his kind. Warfare 

abroad let them seek,—not difficult to find, whenever there 

shall be a mighty passion for renown. 

the yard I reckon nought. 
Fight of the fowl within 

Such is the choice now opened to thee by me, in kindness 
done and received, in honour fairly paid, to have thy part in this 

most heaven-favoured place. 

““which has been immensely emended, 
is no doubt right” (Sidgwick, after Paley). 
éxféovea (Musgrave), é£édovea, éxxéovca, 
éxxodotca, etc. Theschol. dvarrepbcaca 

may be merely a guess, a loose and false 
interpretation of ¢edofca, based, if it has 

any base, on some confusion between 
é€arpéw and éfafpw. The schol. on éyyd- 

vas véwy (ras dvadicxotoas Ta véa) is 

equally loose and false, yet no one rejects 
Onydvas. The defence of the MS. may 

perhaps be fortified by the parallel of the 
‘Promethean’ psychology, which is ad- 
duced above. ; 
--866—868. Abroad be their warring ; 

and easily they may have it, whenever 

there shall be a mighty passion for re- 

nown. As for the fowl that fights in his 
yard, I make no account of his fighting.— 
ob podts mapdy is a supplementary re- 
mark (Mebenbemerkung, Wecklein) but not 

exactly a parenthesis. It is closely con- 
nected with év @ «.7.A., and should be so 

punctuated.—év @: in the temporal sense, 
quasi év & (xpévq), though such a supple- 
ment is not scientifically correct. Zhe 

moment that thé passion for fame is 
felt, exists at all, it may~be satisfied in 

legitimate fighting against the enemies 
of Athens. This was certainly true in 
458 B.c. There is an interesting parallel 
in the close of Edie Ochiltree’s rebuke 
to the duellists (Scott, Zhe Antiquary) : 
The French will be o'er to harry us one of 
these days, and yell have fighting enough. 

The remonstrance seems to point at 
quarrels between rival families, chiefs, 

and the like, rather than at political 
faction in the proper sense. The social 
and personal incidents of the time are 
almost unknown to us; but we may well 

suppose that the predecessors of Midias 

gave not less trouble to the makers of 
Athens than the duellists to Richelieu.— 
Paley seems right in not referring év @ to 
médeuos, He supplies éxeivy: coming 
without stint (see below) to him who shall 
Jeel etc.. This is possible, but (I think) 
unnecessarily difficult.—ot Aéyw: J do not 
reckon. A martial spirit is valuable only 
so far as it is directed against the enemy ; 
what spends itself within, is, in the eye of 
the State, mere waste and worse; it does 

not count. The contrary opinion, that rd 
waxiudv deserves public encouragement 
per se, has been always common enough ; 
the history of duelling again offers illustra- 

tion.—‘‘ J do not advise, or bid, is a pelwots 

for J forbid” Sidgwick, rejecting rightly 
the comparison of Soph. Zi. 466 e & 
éreart véueots, ob Néyw (f the word is tn- 

vidious, be it unsaid, or retracted). But 

could Aéyw did take as object such a 

subst. as wdxnv 2—A very different senti- 

ment is given, if (with many) we join ov 
pods apy with géorw, and let there be 

plenty of it, justifying ob for uj by close 
connexion with wodus. But this does not 

fairly render either wots or rapdv. Ag. 

1066, where (see note) od wots means 
‘more than just enough’, is not parallel. 

869—871.. She resumes her expostula- 

lation, from v. 859, where see note. 
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872 foll. See on 840 foll. 

882—892. This speech, the crisis of 

the whole drama, and the abrupt and 

total change which it appears to effect in 
the attitude of the Chorus, are fully dis- 
cussed in the Introduction. As to the 
mere interpretation of the words, the only 

question (but that is not unimportant) 
is whether el pév...pévois dv (886 foll.) 
should be construed as one sentence, con- 

tinuous and complete: ‘if you regard 
persuasion, then remain’. Those who so 

take it (eg. Hermann, and Dindorf Zex. 

Aesch.) assume that 8’ oty marks the 
apodosis of the conditional sentence, as 
6é does frequently in Homer, and also, 
but less frequently, in later authors. In 
my note to 4g. 1045 (1st edition), this 

passage was cited on that assumption, 
but, as I now think, wrongly. For (1) in 
such cases there is regularly, if not always, 
a concessive force in the conditional 

clause, and the apodosis expresses, not 

the natural and immediate consequence of 
the condition, but something which, that 
being so or so supposed, is possible sever- 
theless. Soin Ag. Lc. (if the dé there is 
apodotic at all, but see note in 2nd edi- 
tion), and Herod. 3. 68, ef 4% airh Zpép- 

dw...ywooxets, ob dé mapa’ Arooons rider, 

‘if you do not know Smerdis yourself, you 

may at any rate ask Atossa....’ All the 
examples cited by Kiihner (Gr. Gr. §533, 
1 4) are of this kind, and the antithetic 

conjunction (6é) has then a reason, which 

it has not in a case, like the present, of 
direct consequence. It is not clear that, 
in direct consequence, Aeschylus at all 
events would have admitted even dé. «(2) 

Of an apodotic & ofv no example is 
cited; if it occurs, it should be, to judge 

by the ordinary use of this combination, 
where, aftera long or complicated protasis, 

the main thought is veseemed, with a certain 
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Erinyes (as. before). J to submit to this, Oh shame! To 

change my ancient mind! I, to be resident...Scorn on the ab- 

horred thought! My spirit is all fury and rage. Oh horrible, 

oh vile! Ah, what an anguish thrills my breast! Hark to my 

indignation, O Mother Night! For a crafty trick of gods had © 
well-nigh wrenched me from my immemorial (?) honours. 

Ath. (coming closer). Jam not to be wearied of pleading with 

thee what is good, that thou mayst never say that thou, goddess 

and ancient, wast by me thy younger, and by Athens’ mortal 
inhabitants, dismissed with dishonour, inhospitably, from our soil, 

(She is now in the midst of them, and speaks as for them alone.) 

Ah, if sacred Suasion be holy unto thee, the appeasement of 

my tongue, and the soothing...(Her voice ceases to be heard, and 
for a while she seems to commune with them in silence. They 
become suddenly calm, and show in their behaviour a great 
awe.) : 

...90 then, thou wilt belike abide ; and if it should be thy will 

_ interruption ; but this again is not the 
/ present case. (3) Admitting the use as 

possible, we have no ground to suppose it 
here, for the prima facie appearance, that 
-the argument is unfinished, is confirmed 
by the requirements of the situation.—We 
should therefore adopt the alternative 
(Butler, Wecklein), that vv. 886, 887 
arey in grammar,- of complete.—But it 
is a distinct question, whether _ they 
should be completed, that is to say, 
whether the text is defective. As the 
translation will show, I think not. The 

apodosis (never completed) begins proba- 

bly at yAwoons (see below). We cannot 
say, and are not meant to know, exactly 

in what form it proceeds. It is shaped 
so as to suggest that some very powerful 

persuasion is to be used. The obvious 
doubt, whether @eAxrjpiov is a substan- 

tive, or an epithet to some substantive 

which is to follow, is probably left open 

intentionally, and is reproduced in the 
translation. 8’ ody has its ordinary force, 

marking resumption, after the interval. 
The emphasis on ov signifies that the 
Erinyes themselves will probably now 

wish to stay. But whether they stay or 
go—which is not, and never was, the 

essential matter—they have been satisfied ; 
‘the divine controversy is over, the discord 

mystically solved. See further the Intro- 
duction.—As this point is of special 
interest, I give all the critical suggestions 

mentioned by Wecklein, who himself (see 

on v. 797) assumes after 886 the loss of 
two verses. 886. éort wot Paley. 887. 
yrdboon 7° éuy or yAwoons & éeufs (or 
a lacuna before v. 887) Butler. yAwoons 

3 dufs wetteyp’ dos Oedxryjptov Merkel, 

yrdoons 7 éuijs peldeyua oO (or gol) 

dedxriptov Paley, yAdoons 7’ éufjs wel\uype . 
xaradedxripiov L. Schmidt, meldAcyua 

pad@axrjpiov Heimsoeth, Wecklein. 

886, 887. dyvov exricev...meidvypd cot 

Th. Heyse. 887 foll. yAwooys 7’... | 
alée?, pévos dv Hartung. 888. ov roe 

wévots Rauchenstein. 

884. Qeds. See v. 828, and vv. 848, 
849 (note). 

886. Lf sacred persuasion ts holy to you, 
z.e.if you are accessible to persuasion at all. 

887. Whether this is part of the pro- 
tasis, in apposition to e@ods oéBas, or of 
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an unfinished apodosis, cannot perhaps 
be certainly determined, and is of little 

moment; but it is more natural to take 

Tleiofs céBas as general in sense ( Zersua- 

ston, not my persuasion), and therefore 

to treat yAwoons éufjs x.7.X. as the com- 

mencement of the apodosis. 
888. On the view which I take of the 

situation, @édows, though you should be 
unwilling, is preferable to Oédeus, 2f you 
ave...; Athena would scarcely now put 

the supposition of their unwillingness in 
So positive a form. The Ms. reading (see 
above) is practically equivocal. 

. 891, 892. Stkalws (with éfeor... 

elvat), justly, without any infringement of 
justice: és ro mdv Tiywpévy, with perfect 
rights. This is no mere verbiage or 
repetition: the couplet means, not that 
Athena has made an offer, but that she 

Erinyes can entertain it, consistently with 

their prznciples and their rights. Hitherto 
they have fiercely maintained the con- 

trary; now, as immediately appears, they 

are convinced. Why and how, we have 

considered in the Introduction.—rijo8e 

yap.dpw Dobree. I place in the text 
this pretty and generally accepted con- 
jecture, but am by no means sure that it 
is right. The rdey’ (2.c. rq8é y’) of the 
MS. is much to the purpose, meaning so at 

all events, in this way at all events, that is 

to say, on the principles, and in virtue of 

the mystery, which Athena has disclosed 
to them. If we retain it, we should 

probably read, for duolpov, eppoipov 
(fppopov) or éppolpw (éupdpe), after 
suggestions of Hermann and Schiitz. 

893—916. The Zrinyes (or rather now 
the Semnai Theat) accept the offered 
sanctuary ; they are invited to bless Attica 
as their new dwelling-place. On the 
general effect of the dialogue, see the 
Introduction. 

893. rlva....8pav; not ‘What place?’, 
but, as the reply shows, ‘ What manner 

of settlement?’ The question expresses the 
astonishment of their new sensations.— 
éfev Elmsley. : 

894. mdons...cifios: absolutely with- 
out hurt or grief, i.e. a settlement so given 
and accepted, that no one is wounded 

Se NS 
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not to abide, thou mayst not rightfully turn upon Athens any 
manner of wrath or anger whatsoever, or hurt to her people. 
For it is possible for thee rightfully to be a portioner in the 
land, with honours all entire. 

The Leader of the Erinyes. 

of this proffered habitation ? 

Ath, That utterly griefless, harmless it shall be. 
thou. 

Erin. 

powers ? 

O Lady Athena, what sayest thou 

Accept it 

Suppose it then accepted, and what are my destined 

Ath. That without thee no family shall have increase. 
Erin. Thou wilt effect this, wilt give me such might as that ? 
Ath. Ay, for we will prosper the fortunes of him that 

honoureth thee. 

Erin. And wilt thou give me warranty for all time forth ? 

Ath. Free am I not to promise what I shall not perform. 
Erin. 

me. 

Thou wilt soothe me sure; my anger is going from 
~ 

and nothing injured, all claims and feel- 
ings satisfied. The point is the same as 
that of vv. 891, 892, but put, better and 
more truly, so as to include all parties. 
—For the construction see v. 353. 

895. Suppose me to have accepted,... 
then.... See on Cho. 563. — run: 
privilege, office, special function, in the 

same sense in which a magistracy is 
a vy. The word, with its various 

senses, is hardly worked in this scene, 

and serves to cover or bridge the chasm 

which, as Aeschylus well knew, we have 
to cross. The question has already in 
effect been answered (vv. 837, 858), but 
the Erinyes would not then listen. 

896. as: wore, such (a function) that 
no household (family) shall prosper with- 

out you, as givers of fertility andespecially 
of children (838). See also vv. 908 foll., 
945, 957 foll.edevety Scaliger. The 
word (see vv. 909, 945, and the article in 
L. and Sc.) was especially associated with 
vigour and fertility of life. ° 

898. oupopds. Respectis versibus, 
qui proxime supra citantur, patet (opinor) 

id vocabulum sic in hac re a religiosis 
fuisse usurpatum, a volgo praecipue rév 
Zeuvav Oedy studioso, ut cottus signifi- 

caret. Quid enim sit cuppéper Oar yuvaikl, 
quis possit hic non reminisci? Poeta, 
si vellet ignorare, aliter loqui debuit. 
Sed non voluit, nec ausus est; verum 

crassiorem antiquitatis sermonem feliciter 
ita mitigando servavit, ut latior sensus 

(res, eventus) quodammodo _ insinua- 

retur. 

go1. J think thou wilt win me; Tam 
parting with my angry mood. Qéd§ew. 

The future does not mean that they 
expect further persuasion, but that the 
end is visible, and may as well come at 

once. It is in fact manifestly reached 
already, this brief debate being no more 
than a sort of self-propitiation, the 

converts’ formal and decent farewell to 
their former state of mind. 
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902,903. Zhereforethou dwelling inour 
land shalt gain new love(?). katd x@ov’ 
ovea : ‘as inhabitant of Athens’; but the 

text can hardly be right. The metre, 
though not Aeschylean in elision of a sub- 
stantive with quantities ~~ (see on Ag. 898 
and nf. 972), may be defended by regard- 

ing the phrase xara x@dva as making, for 
rhythmical purposes, a single ‘word’; 
but neither ofoa nor card xOdva expresses 
naturally the sense which it thus has 
to bear.—xardxOwv odca would partly 
meet the objection, but the compound 
adj. does not seem to occur, and, if it did, 

should rather mean xarax@dvios subter- 

ranean, which is not the point.—karg- 

gov, ods «.7... Weil, from Hesych. 
Karo (2.2. kaTgGoat)* KaTaxndAfioa. Then 

thou must win with a spell those whose 
love thou art to gain, leading naturally 

to the question tl...ébupvijcar; (What 
charm do you bid me chant...?), The 
acceptors being now not only willing but 

eager, Athena, with a touch of gentle 

reproach, invites them to efface their 

former threats by blessing and pro- 
pitiating Athens, I believe this to be 
right. The change is less bold than it 

appears: from KaTAaICON to KATA KON 
is a common slip (see v. 864), and the 

next step would be obvious.—rl oty 
as in Pers. 789, Sept. 192, 691, Suppl. 
310 (Wecklein). See Jebb on Soph. 
Phil. 100. tlw ody dvuryas Porson. 

904. ‘Let your blessings be wnzversal 
as the benefit of the victory’, lit. ‘ (Sing) 
such (good spell) as regards a victory 
without evil’. érlokoma regardant to, 
z.é. ‘proper in consideration of...’ For 
the construction see Soph. Az. 976 drys 
Thos’ éxloxorov médos, and Cho. 126, 

where however (see note) the sense is 
distinguishable.—vlkns py KaKqs, zc. a 
victory where none has lost. It is in the 

nature of a victory to imply defeat, and 

therefore to be, for some one, kaxév. But 

not so here; the present reconciliation 

means no defeat of the prosecutors, or of 
those jurymen (not to be forgotten) who 
voted for them, or of any one. All is 
good.—Others take éwloxora as ‘ having 
for their odject’, and vixns wh xaxfjs as the 

future victory of Athens over external 
foes, not her own citizens, referring to 
v. 866. But that topic is not here rele- 

vant, nor sufficiently indicated.—The 

reference to this passage in my note to 

Cho. ic. is, in the words ‘the object 
sought’, not accurate.—velxys Hermann, 

but see on Ag. 1377. 
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Ath. Win therefore, with chanted spell (?), them whose love 
thou art to gain. 

Erin. What blessings then upon Athens is my song to 

call ? : 

Ath. All blessings proper to a victory wherein is no hurt ; 
blessing from earth, and from waters of the deep, and from the 
sky likewise spirits of winds, whose breath shall move in sunlight 

over the land ; fruit of the soil, and of living creatures, inflowing 

to her citizens with increase which time shall never tire; and to 

the seed of man a safe deliverance. Yet favour thou more the 

birth of the virtuous kind (?); for I love, even as one that nurseth 

plants, the sort which from these, the righteous, hath taken 

praft. 
. 

gos. ‘Ay, (invoke on Athens) bless- 
ings from every element, earth and water, 
air and sun.’ tatra, like ézoia, is still 

governed by é¢vuvycov, the reply to 
v. 903, and so, with a slight change in 
the form, is dijpara émorelxey..., 
(pray) that breath may move...’: lit. 

‘and from sky and winds (invoke good, 
invoking) breath to move...’. The ap- 
pearance of irregularity arises from the 

peculiarly Attic habit of ellipse, by which 
a dominant word or concept, such as 
épduvyoov here, can be supplied, with tacit 

grammatical modification, as the period 

proceeds. The signification of taira, 

i.e. dyadd, is given by uh kaxfjs.—Or we 

may make dvépov dijpara obj. to 
épburvyncov, and émorelxew ‘epexegetic’ 

(so as to move....).—movtlas BSpécov 
waters of the deep; Spdcos, as often, is 
water in general; vovrias is used rather 
typically than with actual reference to 
‘the sea’, though we need not therefore 
forget that Athens was maritime. So 
Poseidon is wévrios and movrouddwy, not 
as limited to the sea, but as the god of 

water.—evnAlws completes, though with- 
out formality, the reference to the ‘four 
elements’, to be taken in a popular, not 
philosophic, sense.—Note here (vv. 904 
—go8) the sudden and strong emphasis 
on the metrical division between the 
verses, syl/aba anceps thrice, and violent 

hiatus twice in succession (dpdcov | é£, 
djuara | ed-), contrasting the rest of the 
speech, or any average passage of Aes- 
chylus. The delivery is broken by solemn 
and emotional pauses. 

908. Porav Stanley. 
gio. cwryplay reverts to the sub- 

stantival construction with épvprnoor ; see 

above. 
gt1—g13. (Preserve, that is, the good 

human seeds), but of the impious rather 
get rid (2); for I love, as doth a gardener, 
the sort that is grafted from these, the 
just. For the idea that the Semnaz Theat, 
as governing birth, govern character and 
the improvement of the race, and for 
the transition or suspension of the thought, 
between the material and the merely 

figurative notion of orelpey, see vv. 860 
foll., where however the application of 
these ideas is somewhat different.—rav 
SvoceBotvray 8 excopwrépa méAots (MS.): 
‘be you rather a destroyer of the bad’, a 
‘taker away’ (?). The required sense is 
clear, but the words difficult and suspicious. 

Not only is there apparently no proof 
that éxpépew, éxpopd, expopos and the 

cognates, were used with any such mean- 
ing (the association of éxpopd, carrying 
out, with funerals is irrelevant and inap- 
plicable), but éxpépew actually is used, in 

a similar connexion, with just the con- 
trary meaning, ‘to produce, bear, bring 
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into existence’, as the earth its plants, and 

animals their offspring. See Plato Rep. 
461 C diaxedevodnevor (ras ‘yuvaixas) pd- 
Mora per und’ els Pas expépery kinua unde 

ye &, éay 66 re Bidonro, otrw riOévat, 

ws obdx odons Tpopis TE ye ToLoTw, Herod. 

I. 193 @ore 58 xwpéwy atrn amacéwr... 

dplorn...Anpytpos Kaprév éxpépew, and 

other exx. in L. and Se. s.v. éxdépw. 
Applied to the deities of birth, no word, 

to mean destructive, seems less happy or 

more confusing than éx@opos. We should 
probably read (with Heath) trav 8’ edore- 
Bobyroy or Tav edoreBodvToy 8’ (supposing 
ducceBotvTwy to have arisen through trans- 
ference of the dé): ‘ but favour more the 
production (birth) of the pious’, They 
are to be ray Bporelwy orepudrwv owrfipes 

generally (for o@feuw ‘ bring safely to birth’ 
see v. 664), but to prefer the good. Note 
also that (1) this gives a more regular 
and natural sense to the comparative, 

‘more (productive)’, not ‘ (destructive) 
vather’; (2) we -avoid the somewhat 
harsh sound, on the lips of Athena and 
in a blessing, of a prayer that some 
‘human seeds’, the bad or less good, 

should be suppressed ; the import is the 
same, but it is more gently and graciously 

put; (3) we get rid of all difficulty in 
rovde (v. 913, see below).—éexpOopwrépa 
(Wellauer), and some other similar but 

less plausible suggestions, meet the case 

partly, but not altogether.—In the Cass. 
Rev. Xvil. 286 Dr Headlam supports 
Tay 8 edoeBotvrwy almost exactly as I do. 
The conjecture has been so little noticed, 
that, till I read Dr Headlam, I was not 

aware that it had been propounded. 
My argument for it was written many 

years ago.—r6., .yévos : ‘the plants of the 

' 

good’, the offspring of virtuous stocks, but 

more exactly, ‘the sort grafted from 
(da-évOerov) the good’, because the im- 
provements of the gururolunv are most 

commonly obtained by grafting, to 
which évridnut, évOeors (see L. and Sc. s. 

vv.) seem to have been specially applied. 
The extant examples of the limited sense 
are rare and late, but this may well be 

accidental. The general sense implant 
(here sufficient) is common. Observe 
that, in the old alphabet (not yet obsolete 

in the time of Aeschylus), the words 
dmévOnros—amévOeros were graphically 

indistinguishable, both arreN@OeToc. It 
is for this reason that I venture to put 
GarévOeroy in the text: it is but one way of 
interpreting the Ms. Wecklein, suggest- 
ing drav@isTdv ydvos, remarks truly that 

‘© we expect an expression borrowed from 
gardening”.—rév5e may merely refer to 
Tov edoeBovyTwy (see above), but probably 
marks that trav Suxalev is explained by a 
gestureindicating the Areopagites,as types 
of dorév Ta Bédrara (490).—drévOnTov, 
unmourned, or unmournful, seems im- 

possible. If retained, it must, in spite of 
the order, be taken predicatively with 
orépyw, ‘I cherish the good sort (and 
keep them) untroubled (by the bad)’, 

But (1) dmrév@yros could not mean 
untroubled in the sense demanded (a77- 
Havros) : contrast darevOnrw dpevl Ag. 886, 

and see note there; it would at least 

require some supplementary explanation, 

which however (2) can be got only by’ 
joining 7Gvée (2.2. ray duoceBobvTwv) with 
darévOnrov, *unvexed by these (the bad)’: 
this has been suggested, but the division 

of r&v dixatwy rdvde into opposites is 
impracticable, since the article ray draws 
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Such is thy part; and for the trials, the fit trials, of grim war, 

Z will not let them fail to glorify this city among men with public 

victory. 

Chorus. I will accept a dwelling with Pallas, nor scorn the 

citadel. which She, with Zeus Almighty and with Ares, holds fora 

révée to itself irresistibly (contrast v. 195); 
and as to rév dSvoceBolvrwy itself, see 
above.—rovrots dtxalwy rdvd’ dvévOerov 

(sic) yévos Th. Heyse, cited in the 
Addenda et Corrigenda to the Appendix 
of Wecklein’s critical edition. 

g14—g16. ‘Such is thy part; (be 
that performed), and 7 will not permit 
that Athens shall want military glory.’ 
ro.aira ; z.e. to make the edoeBeis and 

Sixaro..— ood ore or covers (co ori) as 
M.  tav...dydvev odk dvéfopat Td pr od 
Tuy... ‘I will not suffer war not to 
give glory to...’.. The dyGyes are personi- 
fied. For dvéxeo@al rl rwos, ‘ to tolerate 

something, or such an act, on the part of 

a person’, see L.and Sc. s.v.—‘‘ The gen. 

dydvwy is a gen. of respect put provision- 
ally at the beginning, and depending 
ultimately on dorivicov, ‘in the strife...as 
victorious’”, Sidgwick, supplying the 
general notion ‘ people’ as the subject of 
tysav. This is possible, but the other 

way (Wecklein and others) is simpler and 
more consistent with the order.—dperpa- 
Twv...mpemtav : ‘contests of deadly war, 

when proper’, contests to which fighting 
and slaying are proper, 7.¢., those against 
external foes. The emphasis on wperrav 
is given by position in the verse, and the 
antithesis is to the forbidden dpys éudu- 
Aeos (864).—An dydév, as such, is not 
necessarily ‘martial’ at all, including poli- 
tics, athletics, and rivalry of every kind. 

For the active use of dpel@aros, as dis- 

tinct from the true passive (s/azz ix war), 
cf. Eur. Suppl. 603 dpelparor pévor, 
pdxar.—It is here needless to suppose, 
that in dpelparos the connexion with 
aépvov and pévos is ignored, and that the 

meaning is simply martza/, if, indeed, 
Aeschylus would have admitted such a 
use. Hesychius has dpelparov Ajpo’ 

Vv. E. 

loxupdv: Aloxtnos év Neavicxors, but one 
would like to see the context.—For 
mpewta@v another possible meaning is 
conspicuous (2.é. glorious ?), but this gives 
less point. "In this scene of concord, any 
praise of fighting requires a cautious 
touch, and the qualification mperrdy 
(proper) is to the purpose.—ovk dvéEopan. 
The negative turn points at and rejects 
the idea that the edoéBeca and dtxacoc’vy, 

essential to the members of a true 7éXts, are 

inconsistent with the deadliest and most 
triumphant fighting, when patriotism (¢ya) 
demands it. Here (as in wv. 860 foll.) 
the language seems to have a critical and 
corrective purpose, connected with the 
worship of the Semnai Theat, which we 
imperfectly understand. It will be ob- 
served that, in the blessings which follow, 

war is never mentioned. The view of 
Aeschylus seems to be, that the Semmnaz 
Theai had nothing, at least directly, to do 
with it. 

g17—1021. The new goddesses bless 
the city in accordance with the foregoing 
prayer, Athena assenting, and in her turn 

noting (931 foll., 955, 991 foll.) that, in 
their new part, they have not lost their 

salutary function of inspiring awe. 
gig. Kal a/so, ‘ with Pallas ’ (of course 

not xal...re, doth...and).—'Apys: with re- 
ference to the Areopagus. It should be 
remembered that originally the Acropolis 

(in a somewhat extended sense), to which 

the Areopagus, a spur of the hill, might be 
regarded as an appendage, had been itself 

the wédts, and never lost that name 

(Thucyd. 2. 15). It is even doubtful 
whether the wédts proper, the fortified 

area, received any further extension till 

after the Persian wars and shortly before 
the date of this play. The language here 
is not precisely or definitely archaic, but is 

II 
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conceived naturally from the antique point 
of view.—To add the name of Zeus would 
be, for Aeschylus, imperative, and is 

justified (v. 1002) by his relation to Pallas. 
We need not therefore here suppose in 
‘this name any local reference, and may 
decline the difficult question, whether 

such a reference is possible. See on 
D. 999- 

g21. prolBwpov. This viewof Athens, 
as protector of the Hellenic religions, 
points especially to the expulsion of the 
Persians (Paley, Wecklein, comparing 
Pers. 811 foll., Herod. 8. 109), which 

the Athenians in particular regarded as a 
punishment for theirsacrilegious treatment 
of the Acropolis. 

925. émuocbrovs may be compared 
with émlppuroy (908), but differs from it in 
being strictly passive rather than intransi- 
tive. The prosperity, of which the gifts of 
the earth are a principal part and general 
type, is to be sed (hastened), as plants 
are ‘sped’ from the earth by the sun. 

926. eapBptoa, etavaSpiou, the 
commonly accepted correction (Pauw) 

for &apBpdora, is probably so far correct, 

that the word here used for make to grow 

was connected with Bpvew reem. The 

extension of this idea from the producing 
earth to the producing sun is natural ; cf. 
éxgopwrépa inv. git. The form would be 
more convincing if there were evidence, 
of satisfactory date, for a transitive Bpvew 

with obj. acc. As it is, éapBpacar 
(Pearson), as from a stem Spw- related to 

Bpv- somewhat as xw- (x@oca, xGua) to 
xu-, has an equal claim, notwithstanding 
that no such stem is actually found.—The 

verb Bpdoow [making the aorist éfap- 

Bpdcat or -Bpdooa (see Paley)] is much 
less appropriate. The metre (see v. 948) 
favours, but does not require, a long vowel. 
See Appendix ITI. 
931—938. wdvra ydp «.7.d. relates to 

Svcaptorous hard to please. Because the 
Erinyes have made a pact with Athena, 
and now appear as authors of prosperity, 
they have not ceased to be Zrinyes and 

ducdpecrot, have not forgone their hatred 
of wrong, or the will and power to punish, 
Their functions are net abridged (see z. 
892) but extended, so that they now 
govern a// life, ai human experience 
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fortress of deity, a precious thing to protect the altars of Hellas’ 
gods. And I on this place call down, with prayer of love, 
sendings of happy life beneficent, which from the soil shall 
burgeon beneath the bright shining of the sun. 

Ath. This is the work of my zeal towards these my citizens ; 
for that I won to dwell here deities great and hard to be pleased. 
For all estate of man belongs to their governing ; though he, 
that hath never met the dangers thereof, knoweth not whence the 

(wdv7a Ta Kar’ dvOpdérovs), good and 
blessing, but evil and punishment too, 

and both universal. Those therefore, who 

hold their happiness at the Will of the 
Semnai Theat, must hold it in pious fear. - 

Throughout this scene the part of the 
goddess is to correct any rash misinter- 
pretation of the thought that ‘the 
ministers of wrath are appeased’.—6 8% 

pi] KkUpoas «.7.A. Ad are liable to the 
Erinyes, though some may forget it. The 

man who ‘has not found life dangerous’ 

(and therefore may flatter himself that he 
is innocent and safe) is in more danger 
than he knows. He is responsible for 
others. ‘The sin of his fathers’ may de- 
liver him to the avengers, and by their 
stern execution, for all his protests, he 
may becrushed.—rotrov : neuter, rv kar’ 
dvOpurous, ‘the state’ or ‘circumstances 

of man’, in modern language ‘life’. The 
conditions of life are the outward fact, in 

and by which the power of the Erinyes 
is exercised ; so that ‘not having found the 

human (state) dangerous’ means the same 
thing as ‘not having had personal proof 
that the Erinyes are dangerous’, uh 
ktpoas Bapeay rovrwy (feminine). In a 

style so full of personification as that of 
Aeschylus (see ¢.g. 935), the variation is 
natural; and it is more easy in Greek 

than in a modern language, which cannot 

represent Ta car’ dvOpwrous without intro- 
ducing some too definite and embarrassing 
substantive.—Nor need we say with Paley 
(whose exposition isotherwise substantially 
correct) that rotrwy is \axéwy, supplied 
from @\axov. See further below.—é@ev 

mAnyat Bidrov (elst): literally, ‘strokes 
upon life from what quarters there are’, 

z.é. ‘from what quarters Jife can be hit’, 
‘what or how many dangerous quarters 
there are’. Not ‘from what quarter Ais 
life zs hit’. It would be untrue to say 
that the victim of a ‘judgment’ is always 
or generally unable to divine the cause of 
it. What is said, and truly said, is that 
the prosperous are often ignorantly blind 
to their danger of a ‘judgment’. The 
phrase, though simple, cannot be verbally 
rendered in English, because we cannot, 

by the order or otherwise, effect such a 
connexion as ‘whence-strokes’, whereas 

in Greek 60ev mAyyal is the obvious con- 

nexion.—dmdye.: the regular term in 
Attic law for avvest and delivery to justice. 
The present tense is general, meaning 
that arrest and punishment do sometimes 
befall rov uh Kdpoavra, the person whose 

experiences have not prepared him to ex- 
pect it.ovydv. In the ‘Court of Life’ 
there is no explanation, not even a 
sentence; the ‘criminal’ cries—and is 

crushed ; and that is all.—dmAakipara 
Pauw. 8’ Musgrave. 

¢ The words Bapéwv rodrwy have been 
‘much disputed, but mainly upon two 
doubtful assumptions: (1) that rovrwy, 
like afro, must not only point to the 
operations of the Erinyes (which it does), 

but actually and grammatically mean rév 

’Epwoiwr ; and (2) that uy Kvpoas refers to 
the time of the punishment afterwards de- 
scribed, and that the sense required is 
‘he who experiences their severzty’ or 
‘does of find their favour’. We then 
want for Bapéwy some fem. adj. meaning 
hind, favourable, or the like. Hence 
mpdwy, mpodpivuv, etvdv, ihapav, and 

other suggestions (see Wecklein’s Appen- 

rII—2 
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dix); but none are acceptable. Taking First Part of the Commos in the Choephoré 
this line, we must rather suppose some ex- 
tensive corruption, as Dr Headlam does 

(Class. Rev. X11. 249), proposing to read 

& ye pay Kipoas Bapupyvlroy (sc. adrav, 
toy ’Epwiwr). The passage, as it stands, 
is certainly obscure, but only, I think, 
from that compressed and elliptical turn 
of thought, to which Aeschylus inclines 
in his desire for strength and weight. 

After Biérov (v. 934) Hermann and 
others would insert rpocératcay, in order 

that these anapaests (vv. 928—938) may 
be metrically equal to vv. ro0oq—1014. 
The three passages beginning at gso0, 969, 
989 being equal to one another, the 

speeches in anapaests would then corres- 
pond thus, 1 2 2 21. But, since the 

choric passages have not a symmetry of 

this kind, a symmetry about a centre, it 

is not easy to see what purpose the sup- 
posed correspondence of the speeches 
would serve, or how it could even be 

made perceptible to the audience. The 
arrangement of the whole ‘blessing’, 
chorus and speeches (917—1021), would 
be this: 121 343435 2 5, an arrange- 
ment not prima facie symmetrical, but 
rather a confusion of two inconsistent 
symmetries. Compare and contrast the 

(314—421, see note at 305), where the 
anapaestic passages and the lyric have a 
symmetry with reference to the same centre 
(371—378), and this centre 1s marked as 
such by not corresponding with any other 
part. Ifthe like effect were intended here, 

the supposed centre (969 foll.) should be 
non-correspondent, a No. 6; as it is, the 

hypothesis lacks proof. Whether in v. 934 

the supplement wpocératcay is desirable 
for itself, is a distinct question: I think it 
rather disadvantageous. : 

939. Sev8portjpov, wit reference par- 
ticularly to the olives, the most important 
crop of Attica—BAdBa, here probably 
hindrance, check, as well as harm. See 

wv. 495, 664 and on Ag. 123. The refer- 
ence,as the antithesis of pAoypds indicates, 

is to cold winds. 
941. Aoypes, scorching, may refer 

simply to excessive heat, and not to hot 

winds, since we may supply not ph 
avéot, but a more general verb, 7) yévorro. 

or the like. But in southern countries 
the hot winds are, as a fact, especially 
formidable, and muh avéo is probably 

meant. The point is of importance to the 
interpretation of v. 942.—déppatoorept|s 
uray: zwhich robs the trees of their buds, 
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life-strokes fall ; for it is the sin he inherits, which brings him to 

their judgment-seat, where Ruin, silent to his loudest cry, in 

cruel mood doth lay him low. 

And never—such is my grace—may the trees feel Chorus. 

the hurtful wind that checks, or the scorching that robs them of 

their buds, beyond the limited bound (?); nor blight so visit them, 

as to blast their fruitfulness for ever. And the flocks, may Pan 

though in grammar the genit. depends 
rather on ¢doyuds.—1r’ Turnebus. 

942. TO pr wepav Spov témwv, con- 
secutive or epexegetic, ‘so as not to 
pass...’, may be joined either (1) with 
éuparocrepys or (2) with wy mvdos (or wh 

y&vorro), the subject of repay being in the 
first case the buds (or trees), in the 

second the winds (or heat). If we take 
(1), then rémwy is impossible and pov 
not appropriate: ‘‘a plant does not ‘pass 
its bounds’ by growing” (Sidgwick), nor 
‘even a bud. The correction dordv 
(Wecklein), ‘to prevent the buds from 
passing the bound of ¢hezr sheaths’, meets 
this difficulty imperfectly, and seems pro- 
saic. If we take (2), then (g), since winds 
can scarcely be said to have any ré7os or 
Toro. of their own, sense can be made 

only by assuming that rémwy, ‘the place’, 
means the country, Attica: ‘ Let ill winds 

not blow,...so as not to pass the bounds 
of the place’, z.e. ‘let them not invade the 
land’. But, apart from the dubious meta- 

phor, the meaning put on réwy is forced, 
which forbids this interpretation, and some 

of the proposed emendations. Or (4), re- 
ferring T6 pa} «.7.A. to wh mvdor, we may 

still seek to correct rérwv. I formerly 

proposed tpomdv (or perhaps tpomdyv) 
change or changes, and still think it worth 
consideration. The word rpory, tporal, 

turn (see L. and Sc. s.v. rpomry 11. and 

Tporaia), was specially applied to changes 
of wind or weather. The sense will then 
be ‘Let not the cold wind blow, nor 

the hot,...deyond the bound of their 
changes’, i.e. not too long, not out of 
their proper seasons. Such an addition, 

or limitation to the absolute wy mvéou is 

not unnatural or superfluous ; for the in- 

tended promise cannot be that there shall 
never be weather cold enough or hot 
enough to injure growing plants, but that 
it shall not last so long, or come at 
such times, as to have that effect. The 

construction of +6 pa «.7-A. is that usual 
with verbs of forbidding, preventing, etc. 
(Kithner Gr. Gr. § 516 4), (pj mvéor)...rdv 
épdv xdptv Aéyw being equivalent in sense 
to ‘I will forbid to blow’.—Dr Headlam 
has suggested cbvydv ro 1)...(‘ banished so - 
as not to pass...’), but also, more recently, 

that gurav is a gloss to éuparoorepys, 

explaining the special sense of éumara 
(duds), and -ro is the remains, the final 

syllable, of an optative.—It seems at all 
events certain that the text is unsound. 
The correction éuporoorephs uray rou 

mépav Spwv 7rd way (Wieseler), ‘Let the 
heat, which cz¢s the buds from the 

trees, (not come) beyond our bounds at 
all’, is most ingenious, but assumes a 

more than doubtful use of rou7, Témverv. 

943. alaviys: ‘everlasting, eternal’, I 
think, as in v. 482, not ‘destructive’. It 

qualifies, by extending, dxapiros, ‘ disease 

which makes them barren for ever’. Here 
again (as in wh repay Spov rporay, if right). 
the boon promised is such as might really 
be hoped for. It is not conceivable that 
trees should not sometimes lose their fruit; 

the promise is that they shall not be made 
permanently barren. The expression is 
peculiarly applicable to the long-growing 
olive and vine. Such a limit, such pre- 

ference for truth even in imagination, 

seems to me characteristic of the Athenian 

mind. 
945. IIdv, Meineke. A reference to 

Pan, as god of the flock and herd, is 

the more appropriate in this place, be- 
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955- Kptwy (with {7 in margin). 

cause the worship of Pan on the Acro- 
polis, a cult having, in the cave and the 

torch-ritual, resemblances to that of the 
Semnai Theai, and belonging doubtless 
to the same ancient stratum of religious 
practices, had been within recent memory 
instituted, or more probably revived and 
augmented, in honour of Marathon and the 
service of the god there (Herod. 6. 105). 
The political aspects of that institution, 
as a propitiation to those classes of the 
people who inclined to the more ancient 
rites (see the commentators on Herod. 
Z.c.), throws light upon the importance 
assigned in this play to ‘the Semmnai 
Theaz, and on the significance of the 

present reconciliation between them and 

Athena.—yé@ Dobree. 

947—949. The reference is to mines, 

and specially to the silver mines of 
Attica, a chief source of Athenian wealth 

both public and private. See Pers. 241 
dpyvpov myyh tis abrois éarl, Onoaupos 

xGovés. Hence éppalav Saipdvev Sdorv, 
‘the gift of luck’, because the finding of 
minerals was principally such, and mAov- 
76x8wy, which, though it might refer to 
all wealth, as the gift of earth, more 

naturally suggests wealth underground 
and the metals associated with IAotrwv. 
y6vos: metaphorical, 7d yuyvduevor, pro- 

duce (so Hermann, Paley, and Wecklein). 

—I think further that xpévw reraypéve, 
at the fixed time, belongs to this sentence, 
not the preceding, the reference (note 
tlow pay) being to the annual and periodic 

reckoning of the produce, required by 
the fact that the state, as owner of the 

mines, let them for terms, and was paid 

in part by a ‘royalty’. See Grote Hist. 
Gr. I. chap. 39, vol. 3, p. 405 of the 
8-vol. edition, and references there. On 

this supposition, the defect in the metre 
can be cured by repetition of letters 
(wrer). The notion of rdecew, rafts, and 
a xpévos Terayuévos, though perhaps ap- 

plicable to births, is certainly not less so 
to dates fixed by contract and law.—It 

has been objected, that mineral wealth is 

not mentioned in the prescription of 
Athena (go5 foll.) which the ‘ blessing’ 
follows; but there is at least as much 

hint for it (xaprév yalas go8) as for the 
matter of the subsequent strophe and 
antistrophe.—lf  xpdvy reraypévm be 

joined to rpégor, we must insert (after 
“yévos) 8 yas (Hermann), 8: rds (Head- 
lam, Class. Rev, XVIII. 242), or the like. 

950. médAews dpotpiov. @ "Apeo- 
mayirat, schol.—dxovers Meineke, xdpas 

Weil, to avoid the sequence of four short 
syllables, very rarely admitted in this 
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enlarge and prosper, with double fruit of the womb. And at the 

appointed time, may wealth from the bowels of the earth pay 

the good gods’ fortunate boon. 
Ath. O,doye understand, ye wardens of Athens, what things 

their voices assure? For great is the power of the mighty Erinys 
alike with the deathless gods and them of the underworld ; and 

visibly, in the world of men, they execute with full authority, 

making some to sing, but some to live in blinding tears. 

metre, and specially noticeable to the 
ear in the highly finished anapaests of 
this scene. We may observe that they 
exhibit only this instance of the some- 

what unpleasing combination ~~ -— | -~~ 
in the pézpoy or pair of feet, so that this, 

though not dubious in itself, may 
strengthen suspicion here. The use of 
modews ppovpioy as a personal invocation 
is also open to remark, though passable. 
The text is probably wrong, but beyond 
reach of correction. 
951—956. émixpatve,..Sdvarar...B.a- 

ampdcoovcw. The sing. and plur. are 
used almost indifferently, as in the chorus 
itself the sing. (€udy g4o etc.) is plural in 
effect. See also jyiv...udvw 679, 680, 

kekvjmeda...éuas...édavvomey 420—424, 

Siérropuev ...€u0d 388—394, ameddouev... 
éuais 361—363, and below 989, 990.— 
d0avdros: not ‘the gods’, but the 
ovpdviot Oeol, as having no connexion with 
death, opposed to of trd yatay, which 

means the powers of the underworld 
(rather than the dead), or at least in- 
cludes them. See v. 350.—péya Yap... 
yatav: for the Erinyes are mighty with 
the Deathless Ones as well as with 
Them of the underworld. This is the sole 
use of the name Epis after the recon- 
ciliation: it is used here because neces- 
sary to the point. Their foregoing 
promises extend to all parts of nature, 
the upper world (939) as well as the 
lower (947), and the promises emphasize 
(ray éuay xdpw Aéyw) their power in the 
former region. Athena remarks that 
they do this with authority (émxpaiver), 
because ‘the Erinyes’ are now in league 
with the d0dvarot as well as the others; 

that they should have power Jelow. is 
natural in itself.—mepl 1’ dv@pdzrev...: 
And about the human world visibly they 
execute with full power. avep@s con- 

trasts their manifest operations among 
men with their invisible, or less directly 
observable, operations in heaven and 
under the earth. The collision of ad- 
verbs gavepas redéws, though it does not 
obscure the thought, seems inelegant and 
rather surprising. gavepav Casaubon, 
‘in the visible human world’, perhaps 
rightly.—-arept 8’ dvOpdéarwv Hartung, not 
without some reason, since this last 

clause introduces a new sphere of thought, 
and rather invites the next blessing (957 

foll.) than confirms that which precedes: 
see on wv. 975. But the change is not 
necessary.—Tedéws both absolutely and by 
office, the two kindred senses of rédos 
merging. Nor is that of rdfe (marriage, 
v. 838) beyond view: see the sequel.— 
Saxptiov Blov dpBAwmov: the gen. de- 
pends in sense as much on the adj. as on 
the subst., a Life eye-dimmed with tears, 
and probably Blov daxpiwy by itself could 

not stand. But in grammatical analysis. 
(if applicable) it seems that daxpdwy is 
‘governed’ by lov, rather than (as 
Wecklein) by duBdwrdy, guasd rdijpy.— 
The correction Saxptwv (Aldine) is ac- 
ceptable, but not certain. The copyist 
of M (note his query) appears to have 
been satisfied that his original, whatever 

it meant, did not mean daxpiwy.—vbrd 
yatas (Bothe for S74 yatav) is not required, 

because, the point being that the power 
of the Erinyes extends ¢o both worlds, the 

description of the powers Je/ow is modi- 
fied, as often in Greek, accordingly. | 
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957—968. The children shall not die 
young, but come to maturity and mar- 

riage. dvdpokpitas ddpovs rixas: 
‘strokes (fates) by which boys die before 

they are men and husbands’ (dvjp in 

both senses).—veav(Swv...86re: ‘Let the 
young men live to win brides and the 
young women to get husbands’. The 

looseness of the Greek composition and 

syntax permits these conceptions to he 
fused, nor can it be said whether the gen. 

veavldwy ‘depends.’ on Bidrovs or on 
-ruxets. For the metre of veavldwy see 

Appendix II.—«vpia éxovres: ye that 
have authority herein, to whom the 

matter belongs; cf. Eur. A/c. 1140 datudver 

7@ kuply, ‘the power concerned’. The 
@eot obpdyio. of marriage (Zeus, Hera, 

Aphrodite, and others) are meant, and 
with these are joined the AfZorraz, as 
representatives of the elder generation.— 

parpokacryyytray:  mother-sisters, z.é. 

‘daughters of our mother, Night’ (sz. 
795 etc.). The TZheogony also makes 

the Moirai daughters of Night (Hesiod, 

Th. 217) and without father (2d. 213), 
but gives the Erinyes a different pedigree 
(26. 185). In reckoning descent and 
relationship by the mother, legends of 
the older gods probably followed the 

contemporary practice of their wor- 
shippers.—@eal 1’ 6 Hermann.—Satpoves 
...@eav. The connexion of ideas here, 
and the exact significance of the lan- 

guage, is (to us) obscure, though we may 
presume that, together with the obvious 
suggestion that the power of the Moirai 

is universal, there is a reference to 

marriage and the family, as a particular® 
province of the Semnai Theai, and as the 
theme of this s¢rophe. The expressions 
mwavtl Sopw perdkowor and éylkots 
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On the young men I forbid to fall the stroke of 
untimely death ; and that the lovely maids live to find each her 
man, O grant it, ye that have the power, and grant it, ye divine 
Moirai, our mother-sisters, deities true in appointment, by just - 
association partners in every house, and over all seasons potent (?), 
everywhere richest in rights among beings divine! 

Ath. Glad am I indeed for these sure promises of their zeal 
to my land. And thankful I am to Suasion, that her eyes 

were keeping watch over my tongue and lips, when we en- 
countered their savage refusals. But might was with Zeus, with 

Gpidtats fit together well in the sense 
‘having a share in every household, as 
lawful visitors there’; but wavrl xpévw 8’ 
émiBpibets is dubious. Some commen- 
tators think, perhaps rightly, that ém- 
Bp6ys has a bad sense (Bapvs, grievous, 

dangerous); so Sidgwick, and Wecklein 

(beschwerlich, feindlich). That however is 
not necessary (see éuBptO7s); and this 
would thus be the only place where the 
Chorus mix their blessings with hint of 
punishment, a theme which they now leave 

to Athena. Perhaps therefore weighty, 

powerful, important is nearer; the 8€ 
need not, though it may, mark actual 

contrariety. If xpévq is right, the sense 
seems to be ' mighty over every moment of 

time’. The point of the antithesis d6uy... 
xpévw is not clear; hence Wecklein reads 

Opove chaz, seat, which may be right, 
but also requires more explanation than 
has yet been discovered.—ép@ovépor 
(thus accented) is ‘just 2 dividing’ or 
‘distributing’, from véuew, as wotpa itself 

means art, division.—Probably we miss 
some link of association, which would 

make all plain.—perdkowot Turnebus, 
advrq, Canter. 

969—971. émikpatvopévwy must ap- 
parently be a causative deponent, émixpac- 
vopévuw abrav rade: ‘I rejoice indeed 

that they assure these promises of good- 
will to my town’; although the evidence 
for a deponent (middle) «xpafvoua: is 
otherwise of slight authority. The point 

is, that the Erinyes or Semnai Theai, as 

deities of the underworld, odtain the 

ratification (causal middle) of their pro- 
mises from the other powers concerned. 
See on vv. 951 foll., 961.—If we take 
émtkpawopevwy as passive, then rade 

ydvupat is required to mean ‘I rejoice at 

this’; but it should mean rather ‘ This is 

the joy that I have’, a different thing.— 
tov: ‘of course’. 

971—976. ‘I love (thank) the power 

of Persuasion, for that her eyes watched 

my tongue and lips, when I met their 
savage refusals,’ mpds tagSe depends, 

with some help from the verb, on 
yaGooav kal oréua, ‘my speaking Zo 

them’. She was enabled to soothe and to 
refrain from harshness : évwig lays stress 
rather on the latter. The relation of 
tenses, and the force of the aor. part., as 
distinct ‘from davawopévas, should be 

observed; the Erinyes ad given an 
absolute refusal, when Peitho, or rather 

Zeus, enabled Athena to overcome (see 
vo. 882 foll., and the Introduction): érwm¢ 

is historical present. The whole phrase, 
though intentionally obscure and mys- 
tical, suggests, according to the intention, 
that her victory was won by something 

other than speech; see vv. 886 foll.— 
oop’. The elision of such a noun is 
noticeable in the lyrics, as well as in 

the iambics, of Aeschylus (see on v. go2), 

but here satisfies the ear because of the 
close connexion between yA@aoav kai 
orbua, felt, for metrical purposes, as a 

unit.—dAAd: the antithesis is to dyplws 
dravnvapévas ‘savagely they refused, yet 
still...,—Zets dyopatos: the Supreme 
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Power, which favours civi/ity, reason and 

moderation, the qualities of the d-yopa 
and the rods, against savagery (Td dypiov), 

the quality of ‘ze wild; the antithesis is 

aided, and perhaps suggested, by the 

sound. The connexion of the dyopé with 
speech (d-yopevew) is also relevant, but 
secondary. The opposition of of d-yopatou 
Geol to of otpdvioe in Ag. go (where see 

note) indicates that the title Zeus Agoraios 

is also appropriate to the present con- 
ciliation of ai classes. The main point 

(for Aeschylus) is the ascription of the 
triumph to Zeus ; see the Introduction.— 
There was a Zeus Agoraios at Athens, but 

no local allusion seems to be meant.—vukq 

«7.4. ‘The (true) victory is our rivalry 
in blessing (#ya@d), a rivalry of good 
altogether.’ See on v. go4 vikns wh Kakhs. 

dyalov affects equally és and da 
mavrés. These words give the cue for 
the next strophe, against faction, where 
dya0Gy is taken up antithetically by 
(darAqorov) Kaxav. 

g80—984. ‘Let there be no alternate 

massacres between party and party, each 

provoking the next’. pySt motoa... 
dpwadioat: ‘Let the dust not drink 
blood, and so become greedy for...’, the 
particip., as often, bearing the principal 
thought.—rrowds dvriddvous &ras (gen.) 
...Wodews : the murderous revenge of an 
infuriated people, lit. ‘of fury in the 
people’: the gen. médews (é.e. modrav) 
depends on dras, though it is influenced, 
as an ‘ablative’, from the people, by 
dpradloa, take greedily.—rowas later 
MSS., taking dras (ruin, destruction) as acc. 

plur. Others would eject wowds as an 
interpretation of dyr. dras.—For the rare 
and obscure dpmaNifev, meaning ap- 
parently, here at any rate, ‘to be glut- 
tonous for’, see on 7hed. 229. For the, 

archaic form (-at, not -ee), see Sepp. 
667 foll. pajrore dAowuds dvdpav rdvde 

wow Kevaoa, und’ emixuplos <ordos> 

mraépacy aiparioa wédov yas (Wecklein), 

a. prayer, like this, and of similar import. 
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Zeus and Civility ; and the victory is this, that we are rivals 
only to bless. . 

Chorus. May the roar of Faction, hungry for evil, never be 
heard in this place; nor the dust, slaked with the red blood of 
brethren, grow eager and greedy for brute retribution on brethren 
slain in revenge! But may they rejoice one another, loving with 
common affection, and hating as with one soul! 
men.this mendeth much. 

A Citizen. 

Another Citizen. 

For among 

Is not this wisdom indeed ? 

Their tongues are finding the good path. 

985—988. ‘Let them give joy for 
joy in mutual and united love, and 
(feel) hatred with one soul.’ kowvodrrct 

Hermann : but kotwodedct, the original 
reading of M, is not impossible. It 
would be formed correctly from xowdéds 
and égeAos, and gives the sense ‘ with 
boon of mutual service’.—On didvora, 
which in Aeschylus seems always to 
indicate feeling between two persons (dia-, 
inter-), see on Theb. 816 bdovTo (Eteocles 
and Polynices) doeBet Siavolg, and znfra 
v. 1014.—orvyetv, substantival, depends 

on a verb (/e¢ them share) to be supplied 
from dyriidofer. 

- 989, 990. ‘Ah, how wise they grow!’ 

—‘The path of kindness becomes; familiar 
to their tongues.’ /.¢, they are learning 
from Athena to bless and to persuade. 
dpa ppovotaw; Zs not this wisdom ?, z.e. 
‘This is a conversion indeed!’ Cf. PV. 
761 Gp’ div Soxet | 6 Trav Gedy rUpavvos és 
Td. wdvd’ dues | Blasos evar; Soph. 0.7. 
822 dp’ pw xaxés; and Zl. 614. The’ 
positive form of question in such a case 
usually imports irony or bitterness (see 

Jebb on Soph. 7. cc.), and does so here ; 
see below.—dpovotcr...ebploKer (She zs 
tinding) : for the change of number see 
on 951 foll.—A very interesting question 
arises here as to the distribution of parts. 
The MS. gives dpa...evpicxet; (as one: 
sentence) to Athena. This however is 
rightly condemned ; for (1) the supposed 

‘ sentence can be construed only by taking 
gpovotow (z2.e. Trois Ppovodctw masc.) as an 

ethic dative, to a sountl judgment, if 
rightly considered (see v. 635), which, as 

‘suggesting dissentients, would here be 
worse than pointless; and (2) the metrical 
hiatus, eiploxe: | éx, breaking the regular 
continuity (syzaphea) of anapaests, has thus 
no excuse. Various corrections have been 
suggested, as ... Ppovodcar... evpicxovo’, 
. ppovodea...evploxes, etc. But it has 

not been explained (1) why the simple 
sentences so produced should have been 
corrupted, and (2) why the Azatzs, if 

, accidental and erroneous, should coin- 

cide with the absence of copula and dis- 

continuity in sense, which also point to a 
fresh beginning at 991. The fact is (I 
believe), that we have here the same 
phenomenon, which has been noticed in 
the other two plays of the trilogy (see Ag. 
363, 506, 618, etc., Cho. 1042, etc.). 

The ‘ audience’ on the scene, the crowd 

(v. 569) or some of them, are now about 

to act as a Second Chorus, escorting the 

principal Chorus to their destination 
(1033). The speakers here are two of 
them, two citizens (rotoSe mod(rats 992), 
who are convinced of their past errors 

(hence the note of bitterness) by the: 
peaceable language and lessons of the 
Erinyes, and are resolving henceforth to 

live in united loyalty to Athena and her 
new institution, a resolve which they 
and others probably express in some 

dramatic manner. If the ministers of 
wrath are converted into conciliators, 

should there not be goodwill among men ? 
Athéna notes the effect with gladness, 
and recommends them to persist in- 
following the example (eJpovas edcppoves 
993).—This distribution is confirmed by- 
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‘, 

oTp. y- 

1000 

996. mavres. mayrus rec. 
1000. map@évouc. Too4. 6é pe. 

cadpovoivres év xpdve (1001), where see 
note.—Two of the three speaking actors 
were set free by the departure of Apollo 
and Orestes, and have since been reintro- 

duced among the ‘ supers’. 
991—996. doBepdv marks both the 

sternness which has been overcome, and 
their power to punish, if disobeyed.— 

mpocdmuy (2). mpooéproy, coming to..., 

Headlam (Class. Rev. XVU. 287), com- 

paring Soph. 4z. 1255 Kal col mpocépirov 

totr’ éya 7d pdpuaxov | dpa rdxa. TaVvoeE: 
tay ’Epwiwy. The grammar of the Ms. 
reading, the dependence of é« révéde on. 
xépdos without a participle, is defensible 
(see for example mpds tdode in v. 973)3 

and the substitution of faces, features, 

for ‘ persons having such faces’, would be 

rather Aeschylean. But the aesthetic 
objection to mpordmrmy is grave. Seeing 
that these rpécwma were masks, specially 
invented by the playwright, it would 
surely be audacious and perilous to 
challenge hostility by this pompous com- 
mendation of their effect. If Aeschylus 
so wrote, it must, in default of some non- 

apparent excuse, be reckoned as a lapse 
from discretion. Wecannot safely change 

the text upon such grounds, but mpowép- 
mov is probably right.—Kal yqv kal 
mo\uv. The distinction of these words, 

which are often synonymous, especially in 
poetry, has here a purpose, the divergent 
feelings and interests of ‘country’ and 
‘town’ being a common source of faction, 
particularly when the town had taken 
such a prodigious development as Athens 
did in this age. Compare Eur. Ovest. 
917 foll., and the Acharnians of Aris- 
tophanes.—rdvrws (MS. Ven.): rather zz 
any case than altogether. Whatever else 
may come to them, they will at least have 

the distinction, which was indeed such in 
Hellas, of being a state at peace with 
itself.—For Sidyovres conducting, Weck- 
lein compares Isocr. 3. 41 Tas méAeus év 
Gppovla wepacOa did-yew. 

997—1003. xalpere: both fare well and 
Sarewell. Cf. St Paul, Philigp. 4.4. They 
prepare to move ; from here tov. 1032 the 
procession is being marshalled for the 
exodos,—aloystarot (Butler) aAotrov: 
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Ath, From their fearful countenances (?) great profit comes, 
I see, to these my Athenians. For if, kindly as these are kindly, 
ye continue greatly to honour them, then, come what may, this 

mark shall be yours, that ye guide both country and town in 
the straight way of righteousness. 

Chorus. Farewell, O well may ye fare, in duly divided wealth. 
Blessings on the folk of this city, who sit nigh Zeus, who are 

loved by the Virgin beloved, who are coming to wisdom at last ! 

Ye are under Pallas’ wings, and the Father regardeth you. 

Ath. To you likewise blessing and farewell! (Here, under 
the orders of ATHENA, a great procession begins to form, torch- 
bearers, bearers of offerings, the women-guardians of the ‘ Bretas’ 

(Palladium of Athens), and probably many figures and emblems 

Jamiliar to the audience, but not distinguished in the text.) 

Jair-parted wealth, fair wealth for all and 
each. See alca share and alouos ix fair 
measure. Thisinterpretation, glancing dis- 
creetly at another source of faction, seems 

better, especially as the word is unique, 
than merely ‘ blessings’ of wealth.—The 
metaphors seated near Zeus and under the 
wings of Pallas signify divine protection, 
but, in both, some more particular allusion 

is probable, in the first perhaps necessary, 
to justify the expression. ‘fpevou points 
most naturally to the Areopagite court, 

representing the people (vv. 641, 684), and 
therefore to the Areopagus as the place ; 
but a neighbouring ‘Zeus’ cannot be 
identified with certainty. The Olympieum 
of Pisistratus is much too remote. If, as is 
maintained by Dr Dérpfeld and others, 
the Avds lepdv of Thucyd. 2. 15 was in 
this region, W. of the Acropolis, the refer- 

- ence may well be to that. Possibly it is 
Pallas herself who is conceived as ‘throned 
by Zeus’ as his nearest and dearest, and 
her people with her, as sharing her 
place and favour. This however would 
almost require some antecedent representa- 

tion in art.—repots: perhaps the aegis, 
as symbol of protecting power. The 
comparison of it to wigs, upon which 
‘she traverses the air, has been suggested 
by Athena herself (v. 407 wrepav drep 
porBdotca xédrov alyldos). It seems there- 

fore unnecessary to suppose a reference to 
the winged figure of Niké, as commonly 
associated with that of goddess. For the 
familiar image of a bird and its young 
Wecklein refers to Eur. Heraclid. 10.— 
quévas (Bothe), genit. with map@évov, 
greatly simplifies the expression, but is for 
that reason a hazardous change. Nor does 

it remove all difficulty from the passage, 
which, like v. 294, seems to presume 

some pictorial or plastic illustration, which 
we do not possess.—owepovotvres év 
Xpovew: ow learning wisdom at last, refer- 

ring to vv. 989—992, which explain the 

disputed év xpévw here. The poet is also 
thinking of his own time, and the present 
‘reformation’, which his play in one 
aspect symbolizes (see on vv. 520foll.). As 
a democratic improvement, it would be 
connected with Pallas Athena, the patron 

of the democracy.—map0évov Robortello. 
1004—I1014. mpotépay. She here takes 

her place, immediately before the Chorus 
(where she is joined by her attendants, a 
1025), in the procession which is forming 
in the orchestra and probably ends with 

this group as the most imposing part. 
Next in front is the sacrificial group (1007 
foll.), and before these (#yefo@e 1011) the 

citizens generally. The attendants and the 
sacrificers probably become visible now for 
the first time ; how they come to be ready, 
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is a question which a theatrical audience 
would willingly ignore; the scene has 

assumed throughout (see on v. 569) that 
the crowd comprises many not actually in 

view. The Areopagite jury, and their 
Herald, also doubtless have their place, 

and not improbably other figures and 
emblems, which the text does not notice. 

For the connexion of the whole with the 
Panathenaic procession, see below on v. 

1029. The members of the procession, 
some or all, and certainly the leaders 
(1030), bear lighted torches. The pro- 
cession goes out by one of the Zarodoi of 
the orchestra.—@addpous: the cave-sanc- 
tuary, see vv. 808 etc.—mpds: ‘looking 
to’ (Wecklein, comparing v. 247 mpds 
atua), because the torches lead. —a«porrop.- 
mov (Bentley) /eaders.—tre...chpeva... 
Let these holy sacrifices also speed you to 

your nether home. The principal verb, 
in effect, is otmevat, here practically 

passive. The induction is to be accom- 
panied by a sacrifice; the blood of the 

victim, the essence of c¢ayiwv, is to pass 

kara yfjis with the powers for whom it is 
offered.—kal: as well as the torches.— 
tavbe suggests (but see on v. 496) that 

the intended sacrifice is visibly repre- 
sented, but perhaps only by the ministers 
(iepets) with their instruments. We need 
not necessarily suppose that an animal or 

animals were brought into the orchestra, 
though the words point to this, and, for 
my own part, I see no objection. There 

is at all events no reason to suspect ‘the 
text.—té pav...méwmrew: ‘to detain (keep 
below) the land’s harm, and let pass (send 

up) her profit’, The (consecutive) infini- 
tives xaréyew...réumew depend on the 

whole preceding phrase, and particularly 
on the idea in od¢aylwy, as suggesting a 
prayer for the expected return. Similar 
prayers accompany the xoal (offerings to 
the dead poured into the ground) in Fers, 
223 -alrov...cdv bow Aapetov...éc0dd cor 
mwéumew Téxvy Te vis evepbev és ddos | 

Tapmadw 6¢ rdvbe yale kdroya wavpotcbat 

oxéry (cited by Wecklein), and Cho. 147 
tiv 8€ ropes to6 rev ecO\dv dvw. 
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But I must go before, to show your chamber by the sacred 
light of these, your escort. 

With victims also, this solemn sacrifice, be ye sped on your 
way to your nether home. Emprison there whatever may do 
Athens hurt ; and whatever may profit her, send forth to make 
her victorious. 

And ye, our people, children of Kranaos, be leaders to these 
goddesses, who are to be denizens here, ‘And, between fellow- 

citizens, let there be good will toward what is good. 

Chorus. Farewell and (twice be it said) again farewell, all ye 
in this country, deities and mortal men, who inhabit Pallas’ town. 

The formula was probably connected 
with primitive theories respecting the 

physical effect of such offerings to earth, 
which cannot now be exactly traced. — 
Paley, putting a comma after tre, assumes 
that xaréyew...méumrew, coordinate, as 

imperatival infinitives, with tre, arecoupled 

to it by xaé (‘ go and detain ’), and others 
seem less distinctly to imply the same. 
But no example is cited. In Kiihner Gv. 
Gram. (§ 474) there are many instances of 
infinitives parallel with imperatives; but 
in all, as might be expected, the clauses 
are distinct, and disjoined, as well as 

joined, by 6¢, e.g. Od. 16. 150 dAAd od 

y’ ayyetdas éricw kle, undé Kar’ dypovs | 
wrAdsecOa. In Plato Rep. 580 B we have 
i... .xpives (the intervening cal means, as 
here, a/so) and in Aristoph. Ach. 1000 
dxovere Neg" Kara ra wdrpia Tovs x6as | 

alvew : but neither do these justify tre cal 
xaréxew for tre xai xaréxere, a construc- 

tion which here at least we need not sup- 
pose.—xdpas: the genitive (possessive, 
Sidgwick) follows 76 drnpév, 7d kepSadéov 
on the analogy of dryv, xépdos : somewhat 
similar is v. 306 tuvov...déopiov cé0ev.— 

xapa Paley.—drypév Bentley.—atées 
Kpavaoi: the Athenians, from Kranaos a 
legendary king of Attica (Pausanias 1. 2. 
6, etc.). According to Herodotus (8. 44) 
the Athenians in the ‘ Pelasgian’ age 
were themselves called Kpavaot. Whether 

the name has here any particular inten- 

tion does not appear. As the adj. cpavads 

(see L, and Sc. s.v.) was commonly inter- 
preted by zpaxvs hard, rugged, and is 
actually applied to rocks, and by Aris- 
tophanes to the nettle, the goddess may 

here be glancing at a moral interpretation 
of raiées Kpavaod, analogous to that of 
the Scotch thistle, and may be preparing 
the way for the recommendation of peace 
which follows, The sterner qualities of 
the nation, hitherto (978, 989, 1001) too 
much wasted in feuds, are softened and 

purified under the new dispensation. — 
ely St «.7.d.: Let fellow-cttizens mutually 
think well of what is well, that is to say, 
be favourable judges of one another and 
of their common good. On didvoa see 

v. 986.—tpets and perolkog Turnebus. 
See werorlay (1019) and note on uv. 1029. 

IoI5—1021. émBurdoile (7) M. I 
cannot decide between (r) éel Sumrdolt{o 

(Wieseler) for Z repeat my blessing, (2) 
éravéurAol{o (Hermann) from P.V. 843 
éravadlrdafe (probably émavdlrAafe), 
and (3) én Seurdoltew (Weil). The last 
however would rather suggest, by the 

plural gry, that the whole xalpere, 

xalpere 3’ aOts is again to be ‘doubled’, 
and so Wecklein understands, though this 

seems unnatural. We note, in any case, 

that the reason for the ‘repetition’ is the 

reference (just renewed) to former party- 
divisions: the blessing of the Semnaz 

‘Theai is for both sides.—The form 

dimdolfw is given here and in 4g. 826. 
—Sidgwick (ed. 1900) corrects it here 
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gowikoBdrros evOvtots eo Oypace... 

1020. evceBodyrec. 1022. 6é. 

to dirddgfw, but leaves it in Ag. Le.— 

ote péperQe: a litotes for ‘ye shall 
have good cause to praise...’, but, as is 
commonly the case, this turn of expres- 
sion has a reason: the jealousies and 

discontents, which have existed, shall, 

if the settlement be duly observed, exist 

no more.—For the acc. ocupopas, im- 

plying an indirect obj. woe (‘ye shall not 
have to complain of the fortunes I shall 

give’), see on v. 599.—e0 oéPovtes 
Turnebus, but evoeBodvres (transitive) is 
also possible. ‘ 

1022. alva re (Hermann)...mépipo te 
: With ‘amen’ to these prayers, I will 

conduct you. The conjunctions te...re 

mark the two acts as parts or aspects 
of the same: the establishment of the 
Semnai Theai will be the guarantee of 
their. promises. 

to24. The effect here produced, by 

sudden and severe simplicity, is possible 

only to the most sublime composers. 
Dante and Milton can do the like. 

1025. dv: join with réuyw.—Bpéras. 
For this Spéras, doubtless ¢he ancient 

wooden image of Athena Polias, kept on 
the Acropolis, see Pausanias 1. 26. 6, 
with Frazer’s note. On the question 
whether it is identical with that men- 
tioned in wv. 80, 242, etc., see notes 

there, and Appendix to v. 568. Its 

dignity, as representing the patron- 

goddess in the citadel, was as yet without 

rival, since neither the statue of the 

Parthenon, nor that commonly called 

Promachos, had been erected. Of the 
attendants here mentioned as ‘ watching’ 
x ‘guarding’ it, and of their functions, 

nothing seems to be known; they have 
been compared or identified with the 
dppndbpo and others, whose performance 
however was different. If, as may safely 
be assumed, such attendants existed in 

the time of Aeschylus, it was natural to 

exhibit them, on this occasion, as waiting 
upon the goddess herself. It is further 
disputed, whether they are, as I think 

(see below), or are not identical with the 
‘girls, matrons, and aged women’ of 
v. 1028. 

1026 to the end. The text, from this 

point, is bad, a large proportion of the 
verses being faulty or suspicious. 

1026—1028 are uncertain in reading 
and sense.—Two embarrassments may be 

first dismissed: (1) Those who assume 
(see the Introduction) that the name 
Eumenides was bestowed on the god- 

desses by Athena in the play, have 
further assumed that she did it in this 
speech, and further, that the loss of the 

passage is connected with the obscurity 
of these particular verses. But each of 
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To us, here dwelling with you, be pious, and your lot in life shall 
give you no discontent. 

Ath, Saying ‘amen’ to the words of this invocation, I will 

guide you, by the shine of lighting torches, to your nether place, 

to your place beneath the ground. And with me shall go my 
women ministrant, who keep over my image good watch,—as 

their duty is, for, were it lost, the very eye of all Theseus’ land 
would be gone(?),—a fair-famed band of maids and matrons, 
and of elder women a noble company,... 

...with draping robes of crimson dye... 

these suppositions is disputable, and the 
result is, at most, slightly to increase the 
uncertainty of any interpretation which 
may appear otherwise probable. (2) V. 
1028 has been connected with the dvdpav 

kal yuvacxetoe orddoe promised in v. 858, 

but without reason: the present passage 
refers apparently to the present proces- 

sion only, not to future worship.—The 
two main questions are: (1) What is 
the eye (¢.e. most precious treasure) of 
all Attica? The Semnai Theai, their 
sanctuary, the attendants, and the Bpéras 

have all been suggested, and seem to 
exhaust the possibilities; but the ex- 

pression is (in my opinion) not naturally 
applicable to any except the Bpéras. 
If we take this, we must suppose ¢£ixour’ 
ay corrupt. (2) What is the sense of 
élxour’ av, would (should, may, will) 
reach? Who ‘should arrive’, and where? 

No quite satisfactory answer has been 

proposed. Dr Wecklein, for example, 

renders: ‘For, as the treasure of Attica, 

must their noble company (the Semnai 
Theai) reach (diirfte gelangen)...”— 
here a lacuna. But the mood, whether 

potential or mildly jussive, is inappro- 
priate, and so mutatis mutandis with 
other versions.—I formerly proposed (and 
J. F. Davies also had proposed before) 
to read and punctuate thus: alre dpov- 

potow Bpéras | roby (Sixalws’ Guua yap 
mwdons  xOovds | Onogdos éolxar’ ay), 
edkdejs Ndxos | Taldwy x.7.r.: who guard 

my image (as they ought; for the very 

Vv. E 

-*honour...with robes’; 

eve of Attica would be lost [ef that were 

lost]), an honourable band of girls and 
matrons with company of aged women. 

I still think this, or something like it, 

most probable; but the problem is too 
doubtful to repay discussion. 

toz9. This verse, as given, and 

without supplement, cannot be con- 

strued either with the preceding or 
the following. (1) The bare dative, 
without é or other link, cannot be 

attached to oréAos mpecBuriéwy, so as 

to mean ‘zz robes’. The conjecture 
évéuréy (Hartung) is a possible way 
of making connexion ; but as to this, see 

below. (2) The dative goes well with 

tysare (if this is right) in wv. 1030, 
but we still 

require a direct object to ryudare, which 
the context does ‘not fairly supply.—In 
itself, the verse may be sound; it means 

with robes of red (crimson) dye clothed 
upon (clothing) some person or persons. 

—It remains to ask, to whom these robes 

belong. On this point an entirely new 
light is thrown by Dr Headlam (/ourz. of 
Hellenic Studies XXV1. 268). Crimson, 
_as he points out, was worn in the 
Panathenaic procession, by the pérouco, 

resident and privileged aliens, who took 
part in it: Photius—Z«dgas : &pepov of 

péroixor év TH roumy Tay Tavadnvaiwy of 

pev xadkds of 5& dpyvpas, xyplwv Kal 
wordvwv mAnpeis, évdeducéres owrklous 

xuravas, and’ Bekker Amecd. 214. 3 
Gamep vowos Tods werolkous xiTwvas évdedu- 

12 
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Above at in riurat is written e, apparently by m. 1034. d&matdor 

0a Xpopya éxovras powixiodv. Since the 

new goddesses are here expressly desig- 
nated as pérotxor (vv. 1012, 101g), crimson 
robes would be the appropriate emblem 
of their incorporation with Athens; and 

it may fairly be conjectured, that such 

robes were, at this point, actually put 

upon the Chorus, for which act powiko- 

Barros...€c@juace Tiysdre (ras jerotkous) 
would give the cue. Further allusions 
to the Panathenaea may be found in 

evdvdpotor (1032), edavdpla being ‘a means 
by which the leaders of the procession 

were chosen’, in the éAoAvyal (1044), and 
elsewhere; see Dr Headlam’s article at 

large. Subject to so much reserve, as is 
demanded by the state of the Aeschylean 
text, this may be confidently accepted. 
It is far more satisfactory than any 
previous suggestion. 

1030. Tiare, the correction of m, 
is open to no other doubt than arises 
from the general uncertainty of the 
passage.—mpéBare Paley, taking it with 
kal To péyyos épudoOw, as an order to 
start the procession.—rrvpés(?). adpos, 
before, Headlam (Class. Rev. Xvil. 287) 
objecting to the order of the words, 
which is certainly unusual. 

1031, 1032. 8" dpedla xQoves: aide 
émirodoat TH xAorl, as in v. 409, but with 

a different tone.—-edopov mpéry together: 

that their friendship may be seen here- 
after -(7.e., made evident) eddvSpoicr 
ovpdopats (instrumental) by the prospered 
manhood of our people; see on v. 1029; this 

might naturally be attributed to the favour 

of the goddesses who presided over the 
increase of the family (v. 838 and this 
scene passzm).—The addition of dv to 
the final clause imparts, as it usually does 
(see on v. 576), a conditional tone, ‘in 

order that, if they are well-honoured; 

they may well repay’. The goddess, 
speaking for the people, uses the re- 

spectful language of religious hope. 
1033 foll. The designation mrpomos7rol 

(M, list of dramatis personae) or xopods Tpo- 

wouwGy (M here xopds) is best. How 
many persons of the procession sing, 
and which, the text does not show. A 

scholium here (ai mporoumol) makes the 

singers feminine, and apparently limits 
them to the attendants of v. 1025. But this 

proves at most only that the scene was at 
some time so performed, as it might be, 

though this does not appear to be the 
intention of the poet. The two bodies 
of singers in the Agamemnon (see the 
Introduction to that play) are both mas- 
culine. Those in the Choephori (if there 
are two, as I incline to believe) are one 
masculine, one feminine. But this does 

not affect the present question. Here 
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...do honour (?). 
And let the fiery light set forth,—that so the good love of 

these, now joining themselves to Athens, may be seen henceforth 
in good to Athens’ men. 

(Here the procession begins to move, singing.) 

The Escort. Pass on your way (?), exalted, rejoicing in wor- 

ship, Daughters Unbegotten of Night, with escort heart-sincere,— 
Good words, O ye of the land, for the sacred rite! 

the natural supposition is, that every one 
on the scene, who could sing, did.— 
The metre is dactylic, and within each 
strophe (excluding the burdens) con- 
tinuous. 

1033. Bare 56um (Wellauer) has been 
generally read, and 6$z@ construed with 
Bare : but such a use of the ‘local dative’ 
goes beyond any example cited. Nearest 
perhaps is Pind. O/. 6. 58 ’AApéw péoow 
xaraBds, having descended right into 

Alpheus’ stream; but even this is 
distinguishable. ‘Go 40 your dwelling’, 
not ‘enter ’, seems to be demanded, but is 

not a legitimate rendering—-A conceiv- 
able alternative is to construe together 
Soup peyddar, ‘mighty in’ or ‘exalted 
by your house’, where ‘house’ would 

mean both dwelling and family. The 
dwelling is then not exactly the cave, but 

the underworld, the ofxor yfjs bral of uv. 420, 

while the metaphorical sense family is 
developed in Nuxrés waides: Bare must 
be construed directly with yas wd 
xevOeow. But I do not think this satis- 
factory.—Other suggestions are Pare 
Séuov (Hermann), Bar’ év 63g (Paley), 
Bae’ 6ddv, & (Headlam Class. Rev. XIV. 
201). I prefer the last. 

1034. watSes daratSes: commonly in- 
terpreted ‘ children, but not young’, with 
reference to v. 68 al xardmrvoro. xépat, 
ypaias madaal maides. Mr Sidgwick ob- 
jects justly, that the expression in this 
sense is not reverent. In v. 68 no rever- 
ence is intended, but the contrary. He 

proposes (following Donaldson) to omit 
draides, and equivalent syllables (rixax 

re) in v. 1039; but this is scarcely a 
legitimate solution. I believe the ap- 
pellation to be mystical, and comparable 
to Nuxrds alav# rékva, applied by the 
Erinyes to themselves in v. 419. Eternal 
child is, to common apprehension, a con- 
tradiction in terms, since a chz/d must 

have a beginning ; and it is in this sense 
that the goddesses are maides, yet not 

maides, children, but dateless and coeval 

with their mother. It should be noted 
that Aeschylus never gives them a father. 
We need hardly dwell upon or illustrate 
the importance of such formulae in the 
statement or adumbration of religious 
mysteries. 

1035. evOddppove: literally ‘straight- 
hearted’, z.e. ‘whole-hearted, sincere’, 

welcome in which is no shadow of 
aversion or fear. That this should be 
changed to e¥ppovw. (Burney and many 
others) is not probable, unless we are 

also to change the correlative es6vgpoves 

in v. 10413 and the double error is not 

easily explained. The scansion aides 
d-|ratdes dn’ | ev-\Adppovr | woumG is per- 
fectly natural, the note ev- being ‘pro- 
longed so as to fill a foot; see on v. 1041. 
The antistrophe (v. 1039) is too uncertain 

for inference. 
1036. The burden (by another voice 

or voices) interrupts the sentence, com- 

manding, in the usual form, abstention 

from any sounds of ill omen. Kirchhoff 

plausibly gives the burdens to the «fpvé. 

—xwpirat (Hermann), é.e. rodira., fellow- 

countrymen. 

I2-—2 
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Laprads repropevar Kal dddn. 
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ddodvEate viv emt podmats. 

1039. §r-in margin. 1043. ddr | 3d’. 

1038, 1039: uncertain in the words, 

though the general sense is clear. The 

omission of the first «ai (Hermann) is 
probable ; but in mepicémras rvxai Te the 

injury is beyond remedy, if only because 

it is first necessary, but impossible, to 

decide absolutely between ed@vdpovr and 

eUppovt in U. 1035. 

To4i. tAaor...cal edOdcpoves : propi- 
tious with all your hearts; see on v. 1035. 

I do not think it safe to alter es@dgpoves. 
As to the rhythm, it is perhaps better, 
though not necessary, to suppose a 

scansion in five feet, not in four: Yra-|oe 

dé Kal | ebOdppor-les | ya. The corrupt 
antistrophe gives no light—Dr Headlam 
has suggested edpevées (for edOdpores), 
making an allusion to the title Hupevides 
(which does not occur in the play as we 
have it; see the Introduction) ; so, in the 

next verse, we have an allusion to the 

title Zeuval Ocal. If evOddpoves is to be 

changed, this correction has more point, 

and so far a better claim, than any other. 

1042. eat (monosyllable) is inserted 
by Hartung and others, after ceuval, to 

complete the metre, and éby by Hermann 

and others. But, assuming the rhythm to 
be four dactylic feet, the scansion deip’ tre | 
cep-\val mupt-|Sér7w is not necessarily 

to be rejected. To insert @eal would be, 

I think, extremely hazardous. The full 

title Zeuvai Ocal is not now found in the 

play, nor is this likely to be accidental. 
The poet had good reason for caution 
and reticence on this point. See the 
Introduction. Without @eal, the epithet 
geuval is not, properly speaking, a title, 

but an allusion to the title. The sense 
(we should observe) does not show any 
defect. 

1043. Kad’ d6dv 8 (sic) M, assuming 
a full stop at repréueva, and attaching 
xa@’ 686v, in construction, either to the 

burden or to omovdal «.7.’. But the 
reading and construction repréuevac xa? 
666v (Boissonade) are more probable. 

1044. 6AoAvEaTe: a call for the 
édoAvyp“ss, properly the sacred cheering 
ery of the women. The ddoAvyues, what- 
ever it was, no doubt here followed.— 

émt: ‘let your cheers fo//ow the song’ 
seems to be the meaning, not ‘tunefully’ 
or ‘in time’ (uodwndér). 

1045—1047 have been deeply injured. 
The letters evdatdes have no probable 
meaning: évdgdes, as if from dats torch 

(Linwood), is not an intelligible word. 

The sense should apparently be, ‘ Peace 
(crovdat) is made between all Athenians 
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—into the primeval caverns of earth, high-honoured with worship 

and sacrifice in a happy hour (?). 

Good words, ye people all, for the sacred rite! 

In kindness heart-sincere to our land, come, ye Venerable, 

this way, gladdened as ye go by the fire-feeding torch. 
Cheer to the song, now cheer ! 

Peace is for ever, peace in the home (?), among the people of 

Pallas. Zeus All-seeing, and Moira, so assuredly have agreed. 

Cheer to the song, now cheer ! 
Exeunt. 

(including the goddesses) for ever’.— 
elcomtv (Linwood) for és 78 Gv is possible, 
but must bear, as Dr Headlam observes, 

the sense for the future, in future. Ac- 

cepting this, Dr Headlam would com- 
plete the verse by évdoperocxety : a treaty 
is made (for us) to dwell henceforth as 
inmates with Pallas’ citizens. He would 

then give the words to the principal 
Chorus, the goddesses. Perhaps it is 
more probable, as generally supposed, 

that all belongs to the mporourol. But 
neither words nor distribution can be 
determined.—dorots: Zets 6 wavérras 

Musgrave, with probability. otre...cvy- 
xatéBa : have so assuredly agreed, xara- 

denoting permanence. Note that the 
union of Zeus and Moira (see wv. 726— 

731, 961—962, etc.) signifies that recon- 
ciliation of the younger and elder deities, 
the peace in heaven, which, as a type and 
guarantee of reconciliation and peace on 
earth, is the principal subject of the 

play.—The conventional subscription of 
the copyist in M, Eipevldes Aloxvadou . adv 
Oeg rédos, is more than commonly ap- 

propriate. 
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uv 490. Kpivaca 8’ dotdv trav éudv ra Bédrara.... 

Tus passage raises an interesting question of Athenian history and 

law. Athena, whose function in the trial corresponds generally to that 

of the Archon Basileus, on this occasion selects the jury. Was any 

such power exercised in fact by her antitype? There are reasons for 

supposing that it was. 

(1) A selection, by one process or another, must necessarily be 

supposed. ‘The Council of the Areopagus, in the time of Aeschylus, 

consisted and had long consisted of past archons, that is to say, all 

such persons were capable of sitting there, and for ordinary purposes 

probably sat (or were absent) according to their pleasure. But for 

judicial purposes, to try, for example, a particular case of murder, how 

was the bench composed? That all the members of the Council, 

or even any large proportion of them, were in every such case compelled 

to attend, is inconceivable. An Areopagite could then have had 

no other regular occupation, public or private, a hypothesis not 

requiring disproof. Equally inconceivable is it, that attendance in such 

cases was left to private inclination, with the inevitable result that the 

bench, in any case of importance, would consist mainly of just those 

members who were most unfit, namely those who had an interest in the 

criminal, while common motives of prudence and weakness would keep 

the rest away. The history of the criminal jurisdiction belonging 

to our House of Lords, in the case of felony committed by a peer, will 

sufficiently answer the question whether such a tribunal would have 

earned, as the Areopagus did, the peculiar respect and confidence of 

the people at large. It would have been, by the necessity of its 

formation, the worst court of justice imaginable. Nor is it likely that 
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the selection was by any process of chance, such as vofa, or Jot. The 

whole number of Areopagites, actually available for an ordinary case 

‘and at a given time, cannot have been large; all things considered, 100 

will appear a full estimate. To take from this number dy chance a bench 

even of 10 (and this, as we shall see hereafter, seems to have been the 

minimum) would have been to risk intolerable scandals. Deliberate 
selection, exercised by a respected official responsible and punishable for 

any abuse of his powers, is the method which reason and probability 

would suggest. So far as I can discover, there is no direct testimony 

on the subject, unless we find it in this passage of Aeschylus. The 

ordinary books of reference are silent upon the question, which does not 

appear to have.been raised. 

(2) The mere fact, that Aeschylus introduces a deliberate selection, 

seems to warrant the conclusion that, in his time at least, it was part of 

the procedure. It is plainly his intention to commend the tribunal as it 

actually existed. It would therefore have been against his purpose, and 

unnecessary, to introduce the choice of Athena into his picture, if 

actual practice had offered no parallel to it. If an actual Areopagite 

tribunal in his time had been formed of all the ex-archons available and 

willing, or of some, but selected by chance, it would have been easy and 

obvious to put something analogous into the play. 

For these reasons, the procedure in Aeschylus may here be taken as 

supplying a gap in our information, and showing that, in his time at any 

rate, the actual jury at a particular trial was se/ected from among the 

Areopagites by the presiding magistrate, the Archon Basileus. See 

further on v. 687. 

B. 

vv, 568, 569. 

The place of the trial-scene, and the transition to this 

scene from the preceding. 

Here is the most convenient place to discuss the question,—Where 

during the trial (v. 569 to the end) is the scene laid? And in particular, 

is it laid on the Areopagus? I hold the view,—which is assumed in the 

scholia, and was generally assumed (as by Paley) until recently, when 

the balance has been perhaps against it,—that the scene of the trial 

is laid on the Areopagus. 

If we consider the trial-scene itself, the evidence for this view seems 

prima facie decisive. 
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For (1) Athena, in formally instituting the court (vv. 684—713), 

expressly directs that it shall sit on the Areopagus and implies that it is 

sitting there now. To understand her speech otherwise, as we find it, is’ 

by general admission impossible. The effect depends not upon any 

single phrase (as for example ‘¢Aés Hill of Ares’ in v. 688) which might, 

if necessary, be interpreted otherwise or corrected, but upon the whole 

gist and purport of the speech, which is to make the present occasion 

a precedent for the sittings of the Avreopagus. Wf, in the important 

article of place, it was not to be a precedent, this exception should 

certainly be specified, and the reason explained ; but no hint of this is 

found in the speech, or can be introduced into it by any moderate 

alteration. Accordingly the argument on this head, after some 
experiments, has been carried (by Wecklein) to its logical end, that the 

whole speech of Athena, as we have it, is out of its place and mot 

genuine,—a corollary surely somewhat burdensome to the proposition 

with which it is connected. 

And (2), from a time very near to that of Aeschylus, the belief, that 

Orestes was tried by and at the Areopagus, was established and familiar 

(Eurip. /pf. TZ. 961, etc.). This would indeed by no means prove that 

such was the representation of Aeschylus. But it does raise a pre- 

sumption (which there is nothing, so far as J am aware, to rebut) that 

this view was already known and prevalent in his time, and that, if he 

had meant otherwise, he must have shown his dissent and his true 

intention,—just as he does state his peculiar and probably heterodox 

doctrine respecting the origin of the name ‘ Areopagus’ (vv. 688 foll.). 

The absence therefore of any indication, that the place of his trial-scene 

is mot the Areopagus, is in itself a strong ground, pzima facie, for 

supposing that it is. 

On the other hand, 7f we assume that the place of the trial-scene 

ts identical with that of the preceding scene, the arrival of Orestes at 

Athens (vv. 235—568), it is difficult, if not impossible, to place the 

trial-scene on the Areopagus. The arrival-scene has but three marks of 

identification, an altar (éor‘a), a ‘house’ (dda), and an ancient image 
(Bpéras) of Pallas (v. 79) or Athena (vv. 235—242, 446 foll.). These 
marks may perhaps leave more than one choice open to us (see on 
v. 79), but they seem to exclude the Areopagus. At least I am 
not aware that any evidence for a ddue and Spéras of the goddess on 
the Areopagus has been, or can be, produced. The Areopagus then 
will be excluded for the trial-scene also, if, but only if, we must assume 

that, between the two scenes, there is no imaginary change of place. 
How then is this latter assumption proved? It rests entirely upon 
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the manner in which the action is supposed to proceed between the 
departure of Athena (v. 492) and the opening of the trial (z. 569). It 
is supposed, that both the Chorus and Orestes remain on the scene 
throughout, Orestes ‘in supplication’, the Chorus performing their ode. 
In that case, the spectators certainly must infer, not only that the 
imaginary interval is very short, but that the parties to the trial (Orestes 
and the Erinyes) are found where they were left. By allowing this 
conception of the performance (Paley at v. 507), the case for the 
Areopagus as the place of the trial-scene, otherwise unimpeachable, 
becomes untenable, and the result is an apparent dead-lock. 

But we have no authority for these stage-directions. No one is 
bound by the opinion of the person, unnamed and undated, who wrote 
the scholium to v 493. And it is not supported by the text of 
Aeschylus. The directions given by Athena before her. departure 
(ov. 488 foll.), that the parties are to ‘summon their witnesses and 

evidence’, so far from requiring that from this to the trial they are to 

remain i# loco, would rather suggest or require that they should not. 

The manner in which the trial-scene opens is equally consistent (to say 

the least) with the supposition that Orestes and the Erinyes enter with 

Athena and the jury, as with the supposition that she here returns 

to them. Of Orestes’ presence, after the departure of Athena, there is 

no trace. That the Chorus, after the ode, remain on the scene, the text 

neither asserts nor implies. 

~ It does not indeed contain any march (in anapaests or the like) to 

accompany an exit; but such forms are not always found at the final 

exit of the play. See for example the Suppliants (of Aeschylus) and the 

fersians. Nor is there any such accompaniment in the only certain 

examples now extant, of an ‘empty stage’ within the play (Soph. Az. 814, 

Eur. Helena 385). In the Ayax the Chorus apparently make their exit 

without accompaniment ; in the Ae/ena, and in the case before us, we 

should rather perhaps suppose an accompaniment of music. The cases 

in the Choephori, where the departure is disputable, need not here be 

discussed ; but if, as I think probable, the Chorus of that play (the 

principal Chorus) ieaves the scene, with the actors, at v. 582 (see my 

edition), and the secondary Chorus at v. 714, they do so without any 

other provision than the natural requirements of the situation. These, 
in the case before us, are provided by the directions of Athena above 

cited (vv. 488 foll.). That these directions have zo¢ their natural effect, 
and that the Chorus, after the ode, remain on the scene, the text, let us 

repeat, neither asserts nor implies. 

Suppose that they do not-remain, but on the contrary go away, to 
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prepare for the hearing, as Athena directs. The difficulty then vanishes. 

The scene is then empty at v. 568, and a change of place as easily made 

here as at v. 234. There is thus opportunity here for changing the 

theatrical properties, the arrangements exhibited. Some such change, 

some preparation for the trial, if only the placing of seats for the court, 

it seems necessary to suppose; and, without an ‘empty stage’, no change 

could be made conveniently. Moreover, a point of scarcely less 

importance, we need no longer suppose (what is not convenient to 
suppose) that the imaginary interval, between the second scene and the 

scene of the trial, is very brief. It becomes indefinite. According to 
legend, Orestes was in Athens for some little time before the actual trial 

(Eur. Jph. Taur. 947 foll.) ; and according to the EZumenzdes itself, there 

are things to be done (besides the selection of the jury, which ought not 

to be precipitate) before the court actually assembles,—for example, the 

formal oath to be taken by the jurors (v. 683), and other matters, which 

Athenian practice would suggest, but which the poet naturally leaves in 

obscurity. Among these suppressed details he has included, not in- 

judiciously, the selection of the Areopagus as the place of trial, relying 

upon a presumption that the audience, left to themselves, would ask no 

reason for the selection. Such a reason Aeschylus (see on vv. 688 foll.) 

may not have been ready to give. 
We conclude therefore, that the trial-scene is laid, as it appears to 

be, on the Areopagus; and further, that the stage-directions given 

by the schol. to v. 493 are wrong; that Orestes here goes out, under 

the protection of Athena, ‘as for the city’, and that the Chorus, after 

venting their indignation, also go out. The scene is then for a short 

time empty, as at v. 234, and at the points where the place of action is 

changed in the Choephori and in the Ajax of Sophocles. The imaginary 

interval so indicated we make as long as we think convenient (the 

choric ode itself would be sufficient for this, though not for the change 

of place), and fill with whatever proceedings we think likely to 

occur before the actual hearing. The Areopagite procession then 

enters, with Orestes and the Erinyes as part of it, and we transfer 

ourselves (in imagination) to the Areopagus as a matter of course. 

As a matter of taste and effect, a break and pause, between the 

solemn climax of the ode and the pomp and stir of the procession, seems 

advantageous, if not indispensable. What Aeschylus needed here, 
and often, was a curtain; not having it, he has used his best though 

inadequate substitute—an empty stage. 
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So far I had written, and printed, before the appearance of Prof. 
Ridgeway’s discussion of the question in the Classical Review (September, 
1907, vol. XXI. p. 163). Prof. Ridgeway follows recent views in laying 

both scenes, the arrival of Orestes and the trial, at the same place. But 

this place, by an entirely new departure, he takes to be that of the ancient 

murder-court known as émi TaAAadiv. 

His elaborate and interesting argument should be read zz extenso. I 

must here be content to state briefly the impression made upon my own 

mind. As I have already said in the note to vv. 79, 80, inserted upon 

an incomplete report of Prof. Ridgeway’s suggestion, I see no defect in 

it, and much advantage, so far as concerns the scene of the arrival. To 

remove this from the Acropolis, the place hitherto supposed, is highly 

desirable ; and the place suggested by Prof. Ridgeway must have 

satisfied, certainly or probably, all the very meagre requirements of 

the Aeschylean text, so far as concerns this scéne. 

As to the trial-scene, I am still of the opinion above expressed. 

The foundation-speech of Athena (vv. 684 foll.) conveys, and must be 
intended to convey, the impression, that it is spoken on the Areopagus. 

This point however cannot with any advantage be debated. Each reader 

must consider for himself, whether that is in fact the impression which 

he receives. 

But even as to the trial-scene, though I cannot follow Prof. Ridgeway 

altogether, I find in his statement-fresh light upon the scenic treatment 
adopted by Aeschylus. In this treatment, whatever conclusions we base 

upon it, the most obvious and remarkable fact is the extreme meagreness 

of the place-indications, the severe and manifestly intentional abstinence 

from what we call ‘local colour’. 

Prof. Ridgeway notes, quite truly, the absence, in the trial-scene, of 

any reference to the familiar characteristics of the court on the Areopagus, 

either in the text or in theatrical arrangements implied by the text. The 

‘rock-altar’ (zérpa) of v. 693, if we allow it for an exception, is the only 

one. But the remark is equally applicable to the scene, wherever we 

place it, and applicable with even more force to the play as a whole. 

Nowhere does the play exhibit descriptive touches of any sort. The 

sanctuary of the Semnai Theat, for instance, which plays so prominent a 

part in the jizale, is neither pictured nor even placed. If our evidence 

were confined to the play, we could not guess where the sanctuary was, 

or in what relation it stood to the place or places where the actions 

pass. 
Now for this abstinence and reticence on the part of the author there 

may have been more than one reason. Inadequacy of spectacular 
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machinery would be one. Another may be found in the symbolic aspect 

of the story, of which, after all, the true subject is not so much the 

justice of Athens, as justice itself. From this point of view, it might 

seem not desirable, even had it been practicable, to insist upon local 

detail. But it is at least possible that, together with these reasons for 
vagueness or slightness of description, we should reckon that of uncer- 

tainty. or conflict in local traditions. The Areopagus, we may say with 

confidence, was certainly one, and the most famous, of the places in 

Athens which then laid claim to the trial of Orestes. But it need not 

have been the only one. It is quite possible that the court émi 
IIaAAadip had pretensions, and even other places of ancient jurisdic- 

tion also. This we might say or admit, without regard to the special 

character of Orestes’ case, or the question, to which of the courts it 

should have fallen according to the traditional division of competence ; 

for we need not assume that this division was always so established and 

universally recognised, that no legend could conceivably ignore it. 

Now if such uncertainty or conflict existed, assuredly Aeschylus had 

a motive for not committing himself to a decision any further than he 

must, and for leaving the question of localities, as far as possible, open. 

His play, by its very essence, involved him in so many and such vital 

contradictions of authority and prejudice, that he might well decline any 

which were avoidable. It seems to me not at all improbable, after the 

observations of Prof. Ridgeway, that according to some, the court émi 

TlaAAadim had the honour of the whole story; and that in this way 

partly we should explain not only the place-indications, such as they are, 

of the arrival-scene, but the vagueness, which undoubtedly obscures, at 

the moment, the transition from this scene to that of the trial on the 

Areopagus. 
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ON THE CHORIC METRES. 

1. Strophe and Antistrophe. 

In strophic correspondence, the umenides exhibits the same 

phenomena as the other plays of the trilogy (see Appendix II. to my 

editions of the Agamemnon and the Choephori respectively). The 

responsion is generally syllabic; but occasionally, less often in proportion 

than in the Agamemnon, such variations are permitted, as are consistent 

with the preservation of the rhythm. Thus: 

157. peoodra— | Be. xev— | tpw 

on govori— | By Opo— | vor. 

The ‘urfnatural’ long syllable answers, in the place without stress, to a 
short ; this is not uncommon. 

172. mapa vopov Jewv 

ee TOTLTPOTALOS 8 wv. 

Similar, if correct ; but qoritpdaios dy & (Porson) may be right. 

173. ma—| Aavye—| ves Se | Mor— | ee | cas 

Pa a re ee eae 
178. yu-| aorop | exxet—| vov | mace- | raw 

éxeivov (M) is impossible ; for éx xeivov see note ad doc. The metre 

offers no difficulty. 

353: sara | cov de rer— | AwYUy —va- | ane a— | 

SoS Le Hagel Ee al 
365. ess yop | aypor— oorayes afio— | pucov a | | 

gal! oo iat pie FLL LAL! 
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The apparent lacuna in v. 353, though it leaves some doubt of the 

reading, does not affect the presumption that the first two feet of the 

respective verses are given correctly. The slight modification of the 

rhythm in v. 365, tending to throw a stress upon the word Zeds, and 

sharpening the beat, is effective, and should be accepted. 

In v. 390 dvyAiw Aaya, if correct, would answer to v. 398 arysias 
kupa, as it well might. But probability (see note) favours Ada. 

In v. 495 -oet dixa kai BrAaBa (J Py | ali | JS | J.) is, in my 

opinion, admissible as a responsion to v. 504 

~Wet KOTOS TIS épyparwr (J are | d J | e uF | d .): 

But considering the alternation of rhythms in ov. 493—496 and 

vv. 502—505, we should perhaps accept Sika te kal (Heath). The re 

is not otiose or objectionable here, as it is in some places, where it 

has been similarly introduced. 

In vv. 514, 515, M gives id& as a monosyllable, assuming that the 

pronunciation of thes is practically consonantal (y). It is not safe to 

substitute 0. 
517. 9 Tek—-| ovoa | veorab— | ns 

Le kapoi— | av av— | arpep— | wy 

offers, if we assume the archaic (epic) lengthening of the second 

syllable in dvatpédwy, only a common example of the so-called ‘ resolu- 

tion of the long syllable’ (1 . =-). This is preferable to the insertion 

of av before avarpépwv, as if anticipating the subsequent dv o¢Bor, 

which, though grammatically justifiable, has an unpleasant and feeble 

effect here, the first ay being improperly placed. The scansion 
xapoi- | av | avatpep— | wy is also possible. 

ea pat av— | apx— | tov Bi— | ov 

541. es To | wav de | cor Ae— | yo. 

See above on v. 495: dvdpxerov (Wieseler) is possibly right, but not 

demonstrably. See also on v. 539 and vw. 959. 

539. dpe—| wvo | za— | owdr— | Aos 

ele a || aoe Nahar a 
551. | Swpar— | wy e— | morpo—| das 

las lad | oe |e: 
So these verses correspond, if the reading is right. The ‘anacrusis’ 
($pev-) in v. 539 is either an irregularity or, more probably, belongs to 
the previous bar—ex 8 vyi— | «— | as ppev— | 

ASL LSS 
answering to 550 Kat gevo— | re | povs. 
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If this example stood alone, it would be obvious to restore syllabic 
correspondence by reading émisrpodas Swudrwv (Heath). But in view 

of v. 959 and other like cases, where such restoration cannot easily be 

effected, it is not certain here. 

In v. 553 é« ravd and v. 561 Kade? the correspondence of long and 

short is simple, such an ‘anacrusis’ being in all metres and poets 

treated as common. The conjecture éxuv (Wieseler) must stand, if at 

all, on other grounds ; see note ad Joc. 

In v 568 doros, so pronounced, gives syllabic correspondence with 

v. 560, dioros rhythmical correspondence only. The Ms. (dicros) is 
doubtless of no authority on the point, but dicros seems preferable in 

itself. The effect of the termination d«Aavoros duoros is surely less fine, 
if the latter word be contracted. 

oe you- | as ef | appo- | cau (?) 

948. mov | roxPwv | eppor— | av 

This, if correct, may be explained by the correspondence of an ‘un- 

natural’ long to a short. But the reading éefay@péoa is improbable 

(see note), and, on the other hand, the second syllable of éppaiay might 

be abbreviated. 

959. ve-| avd— | wvter—| npa— | tw 

ee | tad ew— | evxo— | par Bpe— | pew 

An interesting case. There is no sign of clerical error, and no probable 

way of restoring exact correspondence has been proposed. It is con- 

ceivable, but unlikely, that the first two syllables of veavidwy are to 

be contracted to one. But see above on vv. 539—551. It is not 

scientifically legitimate to remove such exceptions now by one expedient 

and again by another. Nor do they offer real difficulty. Either the 

‘anacrusis’ of v. 959 is a (not unnatural) irregularity, or it belongs 

musically to the last bar of the preceding verse, thus: 

ddl ad. | ddld-| dd l[ddlde (del dle 
avdpo- | KPY- | TAS da- | @- | pous az | €VVETT- | @) TUX- | as VEe- | avid- 3 | wv 

ddl[d- | ddld-| dJldd|deld-|e4[J 
tov 6 a | zAnor- | ov Kax-| wv | paqror | ev Tod-| et ora-| ow | Ta em- | evx- 

I prefer the latter supposition. 
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2. On the choric parts generally, and some passages in particular. 

The choric portions of the Zumenides may be safely pronounced, as 

a whole, the finest specimens of the art, as applied to drama, which 

exist. Aeschylus has on this occasion secured the exceedingly rare 

advantage of a situation and characters really and naturally suited to 

the form of a dramatic chorus. Such a chorus, with all its artistic 

Merits, is, in most cases, a purely artificial creation. The Elders of the 

Agamemnon are not, in their dramatic function as characters in the 
story, a body of persons to which choric performance, symmetrical 

action and chanting, is appropriate. The Maidservants of the Choephori, 

except (an important exception) when they are performing religious rites, 

are still less such a body. And generally speaking, in Greek tragedy, 

the choric type is plainly imposed on the body of choreutae by 

convention, and for a theatrical purpose. It does not arise naturally 

out of the story. Out of a merely human story, without supernatural 

elements, it is hardly possible (Racine’s A¢haie and a few other cases 

forbid us to make the statement universal) that a chorus should 

naturally arise. No doubt the convention is easily understood and 

accepted ; but a convention, a technical requirement, it is, and, so far, 

disadvantageous. But in the Lumenides, the choric form is so suitable 

as to be almost a necessity ; the Erinyes could hardly have been put on 

the stage in any other way ; there is dramatic, and not merely theatrical, 

reason why such personages should act not altogether as a collection of 

human beings might do, and their choric function serves only to keep 

them at a sufficient distance from familiarity and commonplace. Yet 

on the other hand they can without inconvenience quit it and mix in 

the general action. The shade of the grotesque which properly belongs 

to them makes a free treatment safe. They are dignified enough to 

perform properly as a chorus, and not too dignified to perform other- 

wise. There is perhaps no other instance of an adaptation so perfect. 

The Ocean-nymphs in the Prometheus may be equally convenient as a 

choir of singers, but they offer little dramatic opportunity, and could 

hardly have been fitted to a play presentjng ordinary conditions. In 

the Humenides, Aeschylus has used to the full the opportunity which he 

had thus created. Elsewhere the tragic Chorus exhibits perhaps not 

less majesty, but nowhere else does it exhibit such a union of majesty 
and vigour. 

The effects, though bold, are in general not complicated. We miss 

undoubtedly much, especially in movement and gesture, which was 
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important ; and even the rhythm, when it is to be inferred from nothing 

but the words, must often be doubtful; but on the whole there is no 
serious difficulty. A few suggestions may be serviceable ; but they are 

put forward as suggestions merely, which the reader will adopt or 

modify according to his own knowledge or taste. 

The principal Paredes or entry (vv. 140—178) is composed of rapid 

iambic senarii, several of which (140, 142, 155, 162) are purely: iambic, 
the agitated dochmius with ‘resolved syllable’ («— | ra6o- | wer 7a—| 

Gos), and other allied forms. Most remarkable is the second s¢rophe 

and antistrophe, in which fury and impatience are represented with 
extraordinary force: 

Pld fs Pl ISI Liss. 
e— | proc 8 overdos | €& overpar— | wy piodov 

Fide [sf | sf sf id. 
e— | tu— | ev dux— | av depp | nAar— | ov 

dee dP a 
pecodaB— | ex xev—| tpe | va— 

Joel JID 4-1 f 
o dpevas | v0 Ao— | Bov | zap— 

JP did SI Sls Sls Sf 
cori pac— | tixtopos | Satov | Saytov |... Ba- 

aee| dee Jaa lela 
pu to 7e— | ptBapv | Kpvos ex— | exv 

The startling dexterity of the final rattle, with its quadruple p and 

other effects, will be best appreciated if the reader will try to make a 
second. Aeschylus himself could not make a perfect pair to it, though 

the antistrophic BAo— | cvpov a— | poevov | ayos ex— | ew is very admir- 

able. 

The other strophae are similar. The effect of é« xeivov in v. 178, 

the reading for which the ms. evidence is almost conclusive, is 

undoubtedly that the close has a slackened rhythm, but this may 

well be intended. The singers are interrupted (by the entrance of 

Apollo) and the song should naturally die away. 

The lyric part of the second Parodos (vv. 253—27 5) has similar 

rhythms, but, as the situation requires, drops the more violent types, 

and has not the strophic structure. Worth note is the way in which, 

Vv. E. 13 
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by suitable treatment, the metrical elements, the iambics and dochmius, 

are brought gradually up to the stateliness of 

péyas yap "Aidys, éoriv evOuvos Bpotdy 
vepOe yOoves, 

SeAroypadw 5¢ wavr’ éruma ppevi, 

preparing us for the tremendous décp0s dpvos which presently follows. 

This (vv. 322—399) for the most part cannot be mistaken. The 

first pair of strophae (vv. 322—328, 335—341) has a little, the fourth 
pair a very little, of the urgency marked in the Pavodoi, altered however 
(one would suppose) by a much slower time : 

U. 325 

dosld td JSS) Je | 
Tovd adarp— | ovpevos | wrwxa pa— | Tpwov ay | 

ie catar l aglalY duals eelee lie 
viopa | kupt— | ov dov— | ov 

The second and third pairs are purely solemn : 

aa dlde tle. 2d 
ytyvopev— | ator AKax— | 7 Tad ep 

ef did. id. 
apy e— | kpav— | On 

and the like. Here, and elsewhere, a 4-time is also possible. 

But most astonishing are the efAymmnia, or repeated burdens, which 

with rhythms wild, strange, vigorously contrasted, and yet majestic too, 

break into the majesty of the rolling chant, éwi 0@ r@ reOupevm x.7.A. 

(v. 329), avarporas orav “Apys x.7.A. (v. 356), pada yap ov dAopéva x.7.A. 

(v. 374). It is not uncommon to hear these recited with a choriambic 
movement (— v v —) or something near it : 

APL ILA AS SL. 
emt b€ to |e Ov pev 

and soon. But this of course is not correct. Rather the rhythm is 
something like this, a drum-beat rhythm, with the principal stroke on 
the second bar, the fourth, and so on: 

Fo 57 ae 
exe Se | to | teOvper— 

aoe Jihcas dl, 
tode weA— | os | wapaxom—| a 

deelac st | sa: 
mapagop— | u dpevo— | da— | Ans 
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eles los ele ll os ie) de 
upvos | e€ Ep— | wrv— | ov || decpi—| os dpev— | wv a- | dop— | 

JP ds) SS ld. 
puxtos | avov— | a Bpor— | ous 

The first three lines would be given staccato and crescendo, the fourth 

slower, with the ordinary movement and time of the ode, and the fifth 

slower still. The crashing effect (see note ad /oc.), imparted by the 
sound and sense of avova, suggests that the word should be extended, 

the first and third syllables being long sustained?. 

The second ephymnium (vv. 356—360) is supposed by many to be 

corrupt, but this is not clear. The words and meaning are considered 

in the commentary. The rhythm is no doubt very unusual and 

irregular; but, if regard be had to the sense and circumstances, it 

admits an appropriate interpretation : 

dJdeley| S72 | 24 
avatpot—| as | oray Ap—| ys, 

crest. gaa lel dea | J « 
tiBacos | wy | dtdov eh— | ( pause) 

p. cresc. e accel. = | | ry 
ovole: Jee le: 
extrov | w | deoper— | ax 

Jadle cd |4- la. 
kparepov | ov o— | por- | ws | paup— | 

vall. e dim. Fil eo J | e a | e Be | e F 

—oupev vp | as par— | os ve—| ov || 

This, the straightforward rendering, is plainly possible, and the tran- 

sition, by which (in the words xparepév...véov) the drum-beat rhythm of 

the commencement swings into the stately roll of the stvophe, though 

weird, is surely not ineffective. 

Finer still is the third burden (vv. 374378). As in the other two, 

we begin with the drum-beat and return to the general movement, but 

with a new and startling device: 

Jad | 4- 
a 

cresc. e accel. Pa psp | iJ : 

pada yap | ouv | aAoper— | 

1 The assumption that for @pevoddA7js (if this is the word and the quantity) we 

require the quantities ~ ~ ~ — (ppevouaris, gpevorrAav%s or the like) does not seem to 

be justified by musical considerations. The reading however is not certain. 

13—2 
“ 
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Jol d-| e03 |d- 
avexaO— | ev | Bapurec— | We 

ae) a 
Katapep— | w | rodosaku— | av 

sisal es éJe| Jas | 4. 
odarepa | tavudpou— | os | kwAa 

f. rallent. pls a a | ~ : o : 

dvegdopoy | a— | rar || 

It is usual to insert xai between odarepa and tarvdpduors, so as to 

maintain the rhythm of the commencement ; but this is not necessary, 

nor does it seem to be a clear improvement. 

The Second Stasimon (vv. 493—568) begins in sharp agitation, and 
the close, though solemn, is stormy. The last pair of stvophae 

(vv. 552—568) manifestly invite variety of treatment, with pauses, 

changes of time, and other such devices, which however each must 

imagine as he thinks best. 

We need not discuss the musical aspect of the pieces in recitative, 

each repeated, in which the Erinyes give vent to their fury after the 

acquittal (vv. 781 foll., 840 foll.).. Here rhythm and speech are alike 

in confusion, tossed between different voices, broken, entangled,, 

elaborately lawless. The commentary on the words will sufficiently 

indicate what sort of music we should naturally assume; but no. 

precise conclusion is possible. The most striking point perhaps is. 

the re-appearance, in a new application, of the rapid triplets which are 

so marked a feature in this play (v. 788 wéSov é-icvpe-vos). Naturally- 
such passages offer temptation to the corrector, and in some places, «g.. 

v. 846 tis pw vrodverat 

tis éd%va wAevpds; (Hermann), 

a little more regularity can be made by plausible conjecture. But the. 
gain is doubtful. 

For opposite reasons, nothing need: be said upon the hymns of the 

finale. They appeal directly to the simplest and most universal instincts. 

of rhythmical beauty, and seem almost to make their own music. 
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(The Arabic numbers are those of verses, and refer to notes; the Roman refer to 

pages of the Introduction.) 

aya, 827 

aydfoua, 585 
dyapat, 585 
dydopat, 585 

dyopaios opposed to dyptos, 974 
dyptos opposed to dyopaios, 973 

ddéxacros, 687 
aOdvarot Oeol, 350 

"AOnvala, 288 

alavys, 419, 482, 943 

Alyetos (of Aegeus), 685 
alua, in technical sense, ‘deed of blood- 

guilt’, 616 
aiua pnTtp@ov, 230, 244 
aludv, 302 

alpéouat, passive, 486 
alpouat, 168 

dsoros, 568 

aldv (5¢ aiavos), 566 
dxpa (dxpay UmepOeiv), 565 
dxpwrla, 188 
dxpwrnpiacpes, 188 

dxralyw, 36 

dderpds, 317 

G Anos, 219 

dpos, 311, 443 
“Av, in final clause, 576, 1031 
dvdxpiots, 365, 432, 45° 
dvarpépw, 526 
avdpoxuns, 248 

dvhp (human being), 650 | 
dvOpdrav, amd, 183 

dvev, for dvOpdruv, 183 

drdyw, 936 

dmévOeros, 913 

arévOnros, 913 

améxew xépas, 350 

amoorparela, 634 
dmrocrpareterOat, 634 
dméborpatos, 634 
’Ap&, connexion with Areopagus (?), 693 
*Apal, 420 

dpiyyw (be expedient), 574 
dpys, 864 
"Apns Tibacds, 356 
dpxéouat, 213 

dpuds, 277 
Goros, 568 
douvdéxacros, 687 
drédea, 363 
drpurdvn, 406 

avddoua, 382 

avdevThs, 212 

avova, 334 

afos, 329 

adre, 258 

atroxrévos and like forms, 212 

avrémpemvos, 404 

abros, 12, 317, 777 
abroupyla, 338 

*Aglkrwp (Zeus), 119 

B. 

Bapureris (or Baputects), 375 

BeBGvra, 76 

Brain, 495) 939 
BAdarrw, 495, 664 

Bovxoréouat, 78 

Bovdy (vocative), 623 
Bpdoow, 926 
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Bpéras, 80, 443, 1025, 1026, AZp. I. B 
Bporockérros, 502 

Bporoxrovety, 424 

Bptw, 926 
Bpw-, stem connected with Bpvew, 926 

Buds, 542 

F. 
ydpmopos, 891 

ye, repeated (?), 438 

ye mev Oh, 422 

ylyverOa, 212, 220 

youn, a vote, 753 
yobv, 258 

A. 

Saipdver oraddypnara, 805 

Saluwy, 805 

Salopat, 352 

Sdparos (?), 848 
Odmeos, 159 

Savatds (2), 848 
éé, in apodosis, 888 
delvwors (rhetorical), 628 
dexdgw, 686 

Sexacrds, 686 

déopuos tuvos, 306 

Syusos, 6, 159 

Syvaids (?), 848 
dla (water), 1x, 53 
Siarpety (Seydtew, dixdgew), 491 
biaipd, 633 

Stavéuw, 730 

bidvown, 986, 1014 
dtavopy, 730 

diavratos, 335 

Sidvw (?), 388 

Stepds, 1x, 263 
Gixala Widos, judicial vote, 678 
len (sentence), 475 
Stn ebPeta, 312, 436 

Sixd few (Sixdgew), 491 
& ofv, in apodosis (?), 888 
Spolrn, 636 
SboKnros (?), SUoKypuos (?), 828 

Suop%, 390 
Svopodoralmados, 390 

dvomadhs, 562 

bvoTadd, 562 

Svomjvaros (?), Svompvyros (2), 484 
Sveroros, 266 

édpavys, 295 
Fpavov, 295 

2Ovos (sort), 367 
ef with subjunctive, 234 

eloaydouat (?), 585 

eladyw, 583, 585 
eloaywyeds, 450. 

éx (in succession to), 178 
éx (on basis of), 553 
&xdixos, 492 
éxnBdros, 631 
éxkt«Anua, Vii 

exdvopat, 174 

éxrelvw, 268 

éxpopos, QI 

Zupotpos, Zupopos, 891 

éuTror, 634 
év (of tribunal), 472 
évOeors (grafting), 913 
éranrak, 224 

éme (éreort), 396 
émixawd, 696 

émtxpalvouiat, 970 

énlexoros, 296, 520ff., 743 

émurkoT®, 296 
émlacuros, passive, 925 

érxpatvw, 696 
dros Evpperpov, 535 

&ros, ToOTo, 512 

éxdpupos, go ff. 
’Epiotvios (?), 570 
éruporadérpwros (?), 499 

Ervpos, 491, 499, 536 
evavdpla, elavdpos in Panathenaea, 1032 
evOeia Slkn, 312, 436 
evOvirxla, 436 
evOvdiKos, 312 

evOdppwr, 1035, IO4I 

edmevs, XXXVi, IO4I 

evméutreos, 479 

evgidis, 197 

épérouat, 623 
égéprw, construction of, 503 

égéorios, 169 

H. 

tryeucow (imperator), 298 
H6e (2), 188, 417 
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jap, 7d (by day) (2), 695 
jiuap, Kara, 695 
tuépav, xara, 695 

mutes, 431 
‘H¢alerov ratdes, 13 

8. 
Oda, 197 
Oéar (objects of sight), 414 
Oéuts, 417 

Beppoepyos, 563 
Oepuds, 563 
Oovptos, 630 

I. 

lepa 600s, 9, 14 
tus, 325 

torop&, 458 

K. 

« confused with x, 448 
kadalpw, kaBatpd, 286 
Kabappos, purification (conjuncture) (?), 

277 
xadlnus (drop cargo), 558 

kal...6é, 65 
kat 69, 895 
kdpq, év, 177 

kapila, 469, 526 
KarayeyywoKopat, 576 

kardéw, KaTaeliw, go2 

karapriw, 476 

kardp0aros, 401 

karnpephs, 294 
Kayyalyw, Kayydvw, 131 

KAniav (name), 421 

Kotvogedas (?), 986 

KoNros, 407 

xépos, equivocation upon, 536 
Kpavads, 1012 

kpluw (divide, distinguish), 737 
Koya (concept), 835 

KUptos, 127 

Kiput, 569 
A. 

Adurra, Adzra, 390 

Aamadvds, 565 
déyw (reckon), 868 
Aéradvov (2), 565 
NBa, Ix 
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Nerh, 364 
Abyos (reason), 4; (argument), 215 
Aourpdv, 636 

M. 
Matas, 503 
Beyarokuys, 248 

Héupouat, 1020; construction of, 599 

Hérotkot, Erinyes as, 1019, 1029 

Hmde, 699 
Majre...4undé, 699 
pudorwp, 178 

Moipa (fart, division), 105, 173 

Moipa, 173; see also Motrai 
uous, 866 

Mopoimos, 217 

pvOorola, Xxxvii 

HuxXos, 39, 170, 180 

N. 
velkn (?), 904 

ved@nros, 453 

veooradys, 42 
viv and vuv, 602 

=. 

&évos (Orestes as), 202 

éup-, Euv-, see also ocup-, ouv- 

EUumeETpos, 535 
Evptrare, 338 

0. 

6, demonstrative, 137, 174, 219, 358, 693 

85e, 18, 312, 470, 496, 576; resumptive, 

4173 theatrical use of, 408 

650s, lepd, 9, 14 

édoAvypds, 1044 

Guatwos, 608; — Pédvos, 212 

ouidla, 409, 1031 

Gua, for precious thing, 1026 
duolws, 359 

dpuws, 476, 478 
érws, ambiguous, 594 

dpéw (?), 534 
6pPobpmat, FIT, 775 

és, possessive, 169 
ode, 668 
ovdév, mapa, 213, 849 

ottrore, repeated, 555 

ovros, forensic use of, 641 
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madérpwros, 499 

mais (dxut) (2), 499 
mais dais, 1034 
médac wahatds, 397 

TladAadly, él (the court), 80, Aff. I. B 
mavrooupros (?), mavrépupros, 557 
mapupdainv, 556 
mapadpova (?), 331 
mapyyopi, 510 

mapos, 1030 

map’ obdév, 213, 849 

waros, Tard, 338 

meOto, 886, 971 

méuTw, 203, 601 

mep, 556 
mep- (for rept), 637 
mepuBddny (?), 556 
Tepioxnvd, 637 
Twepeckhvwcev, 637 
wérpa (rock-altar), 693 
mexalvw (?), wixpalyw, 696 

mAagTos, 53 
mrecoThpys, 766 

mreornplfouat, 766 

mwhéos (iAdws), 226 

TAOS, 195 

mwdhoros (or tAnords), 27 

Tomalyw, 249 

wéds (Acropolis), 690 
mort, in dialogue, 79 

Tous Karnpepys, 294 

mpdcow (exact), 223, 433, 627; (fare), 

4723 (effect), 772 
mpokdnots els SpKov, 432 

TpoTourol, 1023 

awpds (moreover), 238, 595 
tTpocéprTw, 9QI 

Tpoglkrwp, 119, 444 

mpoorpbraios, mpoorpory, see Purgation 

TpoTiyud, 549, 742 

mpotlw, 549 

ws; (dws), ambiguous, 594 
mds od; 438 

TUTHMA, 250 

2. 

oddriyé, 571 

geuval eal, see Semnai Theai 

ceuvds, 386, 1042 

INDEX Il. GREEK 

copds, 636 
cotuat, 137 

omapros, 403 
ardows, 308 

oréupara, 39 

orévos, 524 

orépyw, 676 

orpards, 569, 572 
oruyepos, 308 

orvé, 308 

oup-, cuv-, see also Eup-, Ew 

oupdépouac (coco), 898 

cupnpopa (coztus), 898 

ouvéalrwp, 352 

ogfw in connexion with birth, 664, gro 

cwrhp, title of Zeus, 763 

Tayos, 296 
Tayotxos, 296 
Te, 471 

telvw, 268 

rédevos, 214 

Tédos, 214 

tl yap; 681 

Tarps, 629 

Tynh (price, value), 627 

tts (oblique address), 361, 510 
tis, with participle, aldduevds Tus, 552 

TAH (impudent), 509 

TowovTo, Togo0To, 201 

Toor éros, 512 

Tptroyévera, 292 

Ttplros, 763 

Tplrwv, 292 

Tporh}, Tpowal, change of wind, 942 

Tuponvixds, 570 

Oupe, 623 

Buvos déoputos, 306 

bd (for did), 360 
birédixos, 260 
broxPav (2), 398 

®. 

dépw (pépopat), 266 
pevyew, 76, 655 
poluov, 142 
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gpovyua, 118 
guyh éniavola, 655 y. 

Wiigos, play on senses of, 754 

x. Wiidos dixala, judicial vote, 678 

xalpew, 997 
xelp (arm), 260; for act (?), 260 
xépas dréxew, 350 Q 
xArodvis, 188 

xoal, to the Erinyes, 107; offerings to _, interjection interrupting sentence, 358 
the dead, 1007 cpa, religious sense of, 109 

xpuodbrogos, 182 ws Adyos Tis, 3 
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A. 

Accent, effect of, in senarius, 115 

Accusative, adverbial, or ‘inner’, 356, 

492 
Acropolis, 919 ff., 1025 

buildings on, 857 
olive of, 402 ff. 

(3éXs), 690 
Actors, three, liii 

Acts, three, xi, li 

Adjective, privative with genitive, 806 
triple compound, 390, 499 

Adverb, construction of, with substantive, 

616 
Aegis, 406 ff: 
Aegisthus, 626, 628 ff. 

*Aeolic’ form in dialogue, 623, 637 
Aeschylus, his innovations on legend of 

Orestes, xxxvii 

his use of history, xii, xix 
his view of Delphi and oracles, xiii, 625 

politics of, xlix 
theology of, x, xiii, xviii, xxiii, xxv, 

xxxiii, xlv, liv, 643 ff., 848 ff. 
Agamemnon, 743 

Aeschylean view of, 634 ff. 
death of, 461, 628 ff. 

present at trial, 601 

Agamemnon, Chorus in, liv, App. IT. 
Akamas, 405 

Alcestis, legend of, 726 ff. 
meaning of legend of, 652 

Altar of Areopagus, 693, 712 
Amazons, xl, 688 

ENGLISH. 

‘ 

Anacoluthon, roo 

Anapaests, rules of, 950, 990 
Antistrophe and strophe, 4/. IT. 
Aorist, 115, 590 

participle for perfect, 252 
participle, with present verb, 627 

Apollo and Alcestis, 726 ff. 
and Zeus, xiv, 726 ff. 

argument of, on parentage, 
660 

as purgator, xvi, 579 ff., 718 ff., and 

see Purgation 

as shepherd, 196 
defendant in trial, 576, 582 

entrance of, xxiv, 576 

exit of, 756 . 
his theory of generation, xlvii, 660 
infallible, 618 ff. 

Archon basileus, xxiii, 438 

selects jury, 4ff. I. a 
vote of, xxix 

Areopagus, 212, 438, 442 ff., 450, 472, 
623, 670, 686, 913 

abuses of, 520, 699 

altar of, 693, 712 

and Erinyes, xxxiv 

and Phobos, 694 

and Semnai Theai, xxxiv 

censorian power of, 520 ff., 695 
competence of, xxxi, 1 

criticised by Erinyes, xxiv, 520 ff. 
derivation of name, xxxix, 688 

foreign effect of judgment of, 758 
jury selected by archon, Ag. I. A 

xlvii, 
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Areopagus, history of, xlix 
legend respecting foundation of 474 ff 
name of, xxxix, 688 

official legend of, xxxix 
origin of, in legend, xxxix, xliii 
reform of, xxiv, 520 
rules of, xvii, 670 ff. 

scene of trial, AZ/. I. B 
sessions at night (?), 695 
watch kept at, 695 

Ares and Areopagus, xxxix 
and Athens, xxxi, 1, 673, 758, 765 

and Halirrothios, 688 

and Phobos, 694 
as symbol of murder, 357 
non-personal use of name, 864 

Argos and Athens, xxxi, 1 

Argument, Greek, of play, xxxvii 
Aristophanes of Alexandria, xxxvii 
Article, arrangement of words in phrase 

covered by, 556, 566 

Assonance, 772 

artificial in Aeschylus, 637, 772 
Athalie of Racine, xxxv, Agf. II. 
Athena (’Apela) 693 

and the father, xlvii 

as archon, xxili, 490 

birth of, 667, 739 

commands thunder, 830 

converts the Erinyes, 886 ff. 
described as pawas, 503 
disclaims office of judge, xxiii, 473 
does not foresee the conversion of 

Erinyes, xlv, 483 

giver of victory, 914 ff. 
her attendants, 1004, 1025 

her chariot, liii, 406 ff. 

her vote, xxv, xlvii, 737 ff., 798 ff. 

image of, on Acropolis, 1025 
imperfection of, 483 

in relation to Troy, 402, 460 
representations of, in art, 294, 997 ff. 

theological signification of, 668 
wings of (?), 407, 1002 

Athens and Argos, xxxi, 1 

and Delphi, xvi 
competence of courts at, xxv 
empire of, xxii, xxxi, xlviii, 1, 292 ff., 

400 ff., 706, 758 

enlargement of, 991 
Austen, Jane, cited, 594 

ENGLISH 

B. 

Bacchic worship, 109 
Bacchus at Delphi, xiv, 21-27 

religion of (uawas), 303 
Banishment, 655 

Basileus, see Archon 

Bath, ritual, 636 

of Clytaemnestra, 461, 636 ff. 
Blood, the track of, 230, 244, 253 

Blood-guilt (aiua), 616 
Body and soul, 104, 652 
Bowstring, golden, 182 
Bromios, sce Bacchus 

Burden, 329, 356, 366, 374, 382, 384, 

1036, AZZ. II. ; 

203 

Cc. 

Caesura of senarius, 26 

Cave, Corycian, 22 
Cavern at Delphi, 169 ff. 
Chalcidice, 296 
Chariot of Athena, lili, 406 ff. 
Citizens, Athenian, as persons in play, 

liii 
Choephori, Chorus in, liv, AZp. II. 

secondary Chorus in, 4f. I. B 
Chorus, broken sentences in, 781 ff. 

distribution of parts in, 140, 781 ff., 

840 ff. 

exit of, within play, 231, 568, 4f2. I.B- 
in Prometheus, App. Il. 
interruption of sentences in, 781 ff., 

840 ff. 

nature of a dramatic, Agp. II. 
number of, liv, 588 ff. 

secondary, liv, 1033 

Clytaemnestra, 96-116, 764 

form of name, 116 
ghost of, xvii 
present at trial, Gor, 641 

Cock as type of civil war, 863 ff. 
Coffin, 636 : 
Colonus, Eumenides at, xlii 

Compound adjective, triple, 390, 499 

Conjectural emendation, lvi 

Corycian cave, 22 
Court, él Tladdadly, 80 

competence of, at Athens, xxv 

Crimson worn by péroikot 1029 
Crisa, xv 
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Cronus, 643 

Crowd of performers, lv 

Curulis (sella), 295 

Cyrene, 292 

D. 

Dative ‘absolute’, 593 
‘ethic’, zn judgment of, 635 

local, 1033 
Decade, 686 
Decimal numbers at Athens, 686 
Decuriae, decuriare, 686 
Delos, 9-14 

and Delphi, xvi 
Delphi, 1-33 
and Alcestis, 726 ff. 

and Athens, xvi 

and Delos, xvi 

chasm at, 1669 ff. 
legends of, xii, 16 

name and origin of, xv 

Delphian view of resurrection, 652. 

view of the enterprise of Orestes, 

202 ff. : 

Delphos, king of Delphi, xv, 16 
Deme, xlviii, 658 

Demophon, 405 

Demosthenes (?) on Areopagus, xxxix 

Dinarchus on Areopagus, xxxix 
Dramatis personae, liii 

(crowd), 569 
Athenian citizens as, 989 

Dream, 104 ff., 130 ff., 155 

Dual in speech of choreutes, 255 

Duodecimal numbers at Athens, 686 

E. 

Earth at Delphi, xiv, xv 
poisoned to murderer, 655 

Eccyclema, lii 

Egypt, 292 
Elements, the four, go5 

Elision of ~~, 902, 972 
Ellipse, 71, 218, 355 

of dort with genitive, che part of, 350, 

363 
(8onv for bony tiuqv), 859 

Emendation, conjectural, lvi 
Emphasis, by position of words, 655 
Empire of Athens, see Athens 
Ephymnium, see Burden 

INDEX Il, ‘ENGLISH 

Epic epithet in Aeschylus, 630 ff., 769 
Equality of votes, xxvii 
Equivocation, verbal, see Verbal equivo- 

cation 

Erechtheus, house of, 867 

Erinyes, see also Eumenides amd Semnai 

Theai 
Erinyes and Areopagus, xxiv, xxxiv 

and blood-relationship, 212, 608 
and the mother, xlvii, xlix, 764 
and éévot, xviii 

and parents, xviii, xxi 
and Semnai Theai, xxxiv, xliii 

as Semnai Theai, 931 ff. 
as drinkers of blood, 183, 194, 246, 

264 ff., 302 ff., 334 
as ‘Eternal Children’, 1034 

as hunters, 130 ff., 208, 231, 244, 

358, 424 
as pérotkot, 1029 

compared to Maenads (?), 503 
connexion with sanctuary of Semnai 

Theai before Aeschylus, xliii 

conversion of, xxxli, xl, 886 ff. 

created for evil, 71 

criticise Areopagus, xxiv 
destroy vegetation, 481, 783 ff., 805 

dwell in the underworld, 420 

exclusive rights of, 322 
function of, limited but universally 

applicable, 312 
in Euripides, 138 

insist on certainty in punishment, 212 
mention of their masks (?),‘ggt 
name retained after their conversion, 

952 
no dwelling-place, 355 
no temples of, 353 ff. 
number of, in play, liv, 588 ff. 

object to criminal tribunal, 493 ff. 
panting of, 248 

pedigree of, 957 ff. 
propitiated by Orestes, xxxvii, xlii 
protect évor, 551 ff. 

protect parents, 210, 551 ff. 
punish homicide, 424 : 

punish offences against gods (?), 269 
refuse habitation, 840 ff. 

refuse local worship, xxxii, 840 ff. 

represent absolute justice, xix 
represent ‘legal’ view, xviii 



INDEX II. 

Erinyes, spirits of the curse (Apa), 420 
the three, liv , 

their conversion a surprise, xlv 
their inconsistency in Aeschylus, xx 
their sleep, 68 ff. 

their view of law, 312 

type of, 46 ff. 
worship of, 106 ff. 

Etymology, see Verbal equivocation 
Eumenides, allusion to name in play (?), 

TO4I 
a trinity, liv 
hefore Aeschylus, xli 
history of, xxxvi 

in Euripides, xli 

in Sophocles, xli 
name of, in play, xxxv 
name not bestowed in play, 1026 
ritual of, 809 

title conferred by Aeschylus, xxxvii 
Euripides, xliii, 138, 625, 643, 737 ff. 

Electra, xvii, xliii 

Eumenides in, xli 

Evidence, production of, 450 
Executioner, 159 
Exile, 655 

F. 

Father and mother, xxi, xxviii, xlvi 

Fire in connexion with Erinyes, 138 
Five, number, 686, 751 
Furies, see Erinyes 
Fature, irregular, 621 

G. 

Gardening, metaphor from, g11 ff. 
Generation, theory of, 660 

Genesis and Milton, ix 

Genitive, ablatival, 280 

after verbs compounded with él, 

503 
(24 as the part of...), 350, 363 
(partitive), 197, 317 

Ghosts, present at the trial, 601, 641 

Gods, elder and younger, xviii, 150, 
163, 229, 348 ff., 361 ff, 395, 1046 

punished in Hades, 269 
Gorgons, 48 

Grafting, metaphor from, g11 ff. 
Guest and host, xviii 
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H. 

Halirrothios, xxxix, 688 
Hanging as suicide, 749 
Harpocration, xxxvi 
Harpy, 50 ff. 
Hera and marriage, 214 

mother of Typhaon, 667 
Herald, lv 

part of, 1037 

Hermes, 89 
Chthonios, 570 

Heroes, 765 ff. 

Hiatus after 71, 903 
in anapaests, 990 

Homicide, definition of, xviii, xx 
Horae (religious), 109 
Hospitality, violation of, by Orestes, 

202 
Host and guest, xviii 
Hours (religious), 109 
House in connexion with Puigation, 

205, 283, 451, 579 
Husband and wife, 211 ff., 608 

Immortality, 652 
Impalement, 189 
Imperative in dependent clause, 31 

Imperator (7yeuev}, 295 
Inaros, 292 

Infinitive as imperative, 622, 1009 
Interpolated verses, lx 
Interpolation, 448 

Interruption of sentence, 480 
of sentences in chorus, 781 ff. 
of speech, 231, 601, 774, 886 ff. 

Ixion, 444, 720 ff." 

Is 

Jury, chosen by Athena, 486, 490 

defect of, xxvii 

invention of, by Athena, 473 ff. 
of Areopagus selected by archon, 

App. Ia 

represent the people, 641, 684 
Justice, numbers 5 and Io as symbols 

of, 686 
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K. 
Kinship, xlvi 

the Erinyes and, 211 ff. 

theories of, xxi 

fictitious, disproved, xlviii 
Kranaos, 1012 
Kronos, 643 

L. 
Lato, 325 
Law, Aeschylus on, xlvi 

developed by artificial distinctions, 
603 ff. 

Leto, 325 

Libya, 292 

M. 

Machinery, theatrical, lii 

Maenad, 503 

Marriage, 213 ff. 
gods of, 987 ff. 

Masks (pécwra) mentioned (?), gg1 
Medical language, 508 

Messenia, legend of Orestes in, xlii 

Metre in chorus, 4g. II. 
Milton, Paradise Lost, ix 

Mines of Attica, 947 ff. 

Moira and Zeus, 1046 

Moirai and marriage, 962 ff. 
deceived by Apollo, 726 ff. 

Mother, 609 ff. 
and father, see Father and mother 

not a parent, 660 
Murderer, disgraced in Hades, 95 ff. 

Mute persons, lv 

N. 

Neuter, as description of persons, 490 

Number, see Five and Ten 

O. 

Oath by father, 623 
of jury, xxiii, 624, 713 
purgatorial, 432 . 

Oaths of parties and witnesses, 488, 

492 
Oil in offerings, 809 
Olive of Acropolis, 402 ff. 

in purgation, 43 
tree, metaphor of, 402 ff. 

Olives of Attica, 939 ff. 
Omphalos, the, xiv, 40 ff., 163 
Optative without dv, as future, 266 

INDEX TI, . ENGLISH 

Oracle, Aeschylus’ doubt of, 625 
Aeschylus’ view of, xxv 

authority of, 798 ff.° 

interpretation of, 625 
of Delphi infallible, 618 ff. 

Oresteia, time of action in, 234, 401, 

461 
Orestes, xvii 

Orestes as Argive ‘hero’, 1, 765 ff. 
at Athens, Ags. I. B 

Athenian legend of, xxxviii 
dedication of altar by, 693 

legend of, before Aeschylus, xxxvii 
madness of, 461 

oracle given to, 625 

possible variations of his legend at 
Athens, 4. I. B 

propitiates the Erinyes, xxxvii, xlii 
sees vision, 601 

stratagem of, 202 ff. 
wanderings of, xvi, xxi, li, 77, 234, 

238, 240, 249 

Oxytone dissyllables in senarius, 115 

P; 

Pallas, see Athena 

Pallas Pronaea, 21 
Pallene, 296 
Pan, 945 

Panathenaea, 1004, 1029 

Paradise Lost, ix 

‘Parnassus’, play upon, 11 
Participle, concord of, 141 

used as Latin gerundive, 486 
Pausanias on the Semnai Theai, xxxviii 

story of the Eumenides in, xlii 
Peitho, 971 

Perfect tense, opposed to aorist, 590 

Persians, 182, 186, 292, 690, g21 

Personae, dramatis, liii 

Personality, artificial distinction of, 603 ff. 
Persons, mute, lv 

Phineus, 50 ff. 

Phlegra, 292, 294, 296 
Phobos, son of Ares, 694 
Phoebe, 4-8 

Phratry, xlviii, 659 
Pig as sacrifice, 283 
Plant, analogy from, 660 

Plato, 643 

Pleistos, 27 
Pollution as bar to intercourse, 246 



INDEX I. 

Poseidon at Delphi, xiv, 21 

Potidaea, 296 
Preposition, loose dependence of, 973 

position of (dv’ alet rhy xOdva), 76 
Procession, 1004, 1029 

Prometheus, chorus in, Agp. II. 
Prometheus makes the soul from animals, 

863 ff. 
Pronoun, first personal, general (Z for 

one), 234 
possessive, 364 

Punishments, barbarous, 186 ff. 

Purgation, xvi, 163, 169 ff., 

205, 280 ff., 443 ff, 579 ff 
house in, 205, 283, 451, 579 
person qualified to perform, 451 

proof of, 450 

rite of, 40 ff. 
theory of, 451 

victim in, 451 

water in, 451 

Zeus in connexion with, y2, 721 

Pythagorean symbol of justice, 686 
Pythian games founded, xvi 

prophetess, age of, 38 
Pytho, 1-33 

in Aeschylus, xv 

174 ff, 

R. 

Racine, Athalie, xxxv, App. II. 

Ss. 
Sacred War, xv 

Way, 9-14 
Sacrifice at induction of the Erinyes, 

1004 
Scene empty, within play, Ag. I. B 

of trial, 568, 4/. I. B 
Scenery, lii, 80, 94, 140 

simplicity of, Ag. I. B 

Scholia, 1x 
Scott, Zhe Antiguary, reference to, 866 

Sella curulis, 295 

Semnai Theai, xxxviii, 807 ff., 836 ff., 857, 

860 ff., 893 ff, gtr ff, 914 ff, 945 

a trinity, liv 

Semnai Theai and Areopagus, xxxiv 

and Erinyes, xxxiv 

and marriage, 957 ff. 

allusion to title of, 1042 

before Aeschylus, xli 

Sigeum, 405 
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Silver mines of Attica, 947 ff. 

Sin inherited, 935 
Sleep, 68 ff., 104 ff. 
Snake, arrow compared to, 181 

in connexion with Erinyes, 128 
Soliloquy, 476 ff., 860 ff. 
Sophocles, xliii 

Electra, xvii 

Oedipus at Colonus, xii 
Soul, 104 ff. 

and body, 652 

human, compounded from animals, 

863 ff. 
Speech, unfinished, 231 
Stage, no evidence for, in play, liii 
Stasis (company), 308 
Stoning, 189 
Strophe and antistrophe, 1035) App A — 

assonance in, 155 
Strophic correspondence of suecehes (?), - 

197» 934 
Subjunctive with el, 234 
‘Supers’, lv. 
Sword in ceremony of purgation, 42 

T. 

Teleia, title of Hera, 214 

Ten, number, 686 

number of jury, 714 ff. 

Text, condition of, lv 

Themis, 2 

Theseus, 405, 689, 1027 
Thessaly, +296 
Three falls in wrestling, 592 

Time of action in Oresteia, 234, 401, 

461 
Trial, scene of, 368, Afp. I. B 

Trial-scene, place of, App. I. B 

Triton, 292 

Troad, Athenian rights in, 401 ff, 

Troy, see Athena, Troad. 

Trumpet, 570 

Typhaon, 667 

U. 

Urns, voting, 751 

Vv. 

Verbal equivocation, II, 27 283, 286, 

491, 499» 536 
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Verses interpolated, Ix 
lost, Ix 

Votes, counting of, 745, 751 
equality of, xxvii 

Voting, methods of, 751 

Ww. 

Wanderings of Orestes, see Orestes 
War, the Sacred, xv 
Watch at Areopagus, 695 
White robes, 353 ° 

Wife and husband, 211 ff., 608 

Winds, cold and hot, 9309 ff. 
Wine in ritual, 726 ff. 

forbidden in certain ritual, 107 

Wrestling, three falls in, 592 

ENGLISH 

Zeus, x, liv 

“Ayopaios, 974 
"A@lkrwp, 119 
and Apollo, xiv, 726 ff. 

and Delphi, xiii, 17 ff., 621, 625, 800 
and Moira, 1046 

and Athenians, 997 
at Athens, 997 
as purgator, 720 ff. 
and death, 652 
government of, 652 
in relation to murder, 366 ff, 444, 

720 ff. 

Zwrip, 763 
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